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Most of the recordings issued throughout the twentieth century were never simply 
marketed to or purchased by a huge undifferentiated ‘mass’ audience.  Instead, the 
industry has, since its formation, sold music to the fans of particular styles, through a 
variety of changing labels….  In addition the recording industry has employed various 
legal and illegal, small-scale and team-based, marketing and promotional activities as a 
way of approaching consumers – practices which might well be labeled as ‘flexible.’ 

    
– Keith Negus, “Music Divisions: The Recording Industry and the 
Social Mediation of Cultural Production,” 

 

 

When the music business gets involved in promoting a style of music, it typically adopts 
colloquial terms that are verbs or adjectives and turns them into nouns – that is, into 
things, marketable objects that can be promoted, sold, and bought by a mass audience. 
 

– Larry Starr and Christopher Waterman, American Popular Music 
from Minstrelsy to MTV 
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On the eve of 1920, the U.S. recording industry had been through a number of 

near-fatal economic downturns since its precarious emergence in the 1890s, and yet stood 

on the verge of its most influential decade to date.  Already in its short history, the 

recording industry had nearly ceased to exist in the 1890s, saved itself by transforming 

the phonograph from office machine to nickel-in-the-slot novelty, survived the first of 

many format wars to come, and reinvented itself by introducing the phonograph into 

American homes. 

 

During the 1920s and 1930s, the recording industry participated in creating genre 

categories and identifying audiences for music that had previously gone unrecorded.  By 

concentrating on both industry giants (Victor, Columbia) and smaller labels that were key 
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to industry trends (Gennett, Paramount, Okeh), this dissertation’s working hypothesis is 

that a new mode of production in the recording industry between the world wars – based 

both on previous business strategies and new market conditions – allowed a few large 

corporations to develop into a highly organized industry.  This relationship between 

genre (understood as a configuration of social, cultural, ideological, and aesthetic beliefs) 

and mode of production (in its most concrete sense, how a given company operates) has 

continued to be an important one to the record industry, because with each new genre and 

sub-genre the industry has the potential to connect with underserved or unrecognized 

audiences.   

By combining industrial history with cultural analysis, this dissertation analyzes 

institutional cultures at various record companies and the contributions of musicians and 

various cultural intermediaries who helped shape U. S. popular music beginning in the 

early twentieth century.  The central questions to which I continually return are: How did 

the consolidation of the recording industry into distinct company cultures shape the 

records that were made?  What role did these cultures play in the shaping of genres, in 

terms of both creative control and technological formats?  And finally, how do these 

various aspects interrelate in the context of the recording industry – both as an industry 

involved in manufacturing culture and reflecting its own participation as a cultural 

institution? 
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Chapter One: The Recording Industry 
 and Popular Music 

 
In Simon Frith’s Performing Rites, his study on the social and discursive attributes of 

evaluating popular music, he strives to bring the everyday distinctions made by listeners 

and traditionally ignored by scholars into academic analysis: “If value judgments in 

popular culture make their own claims to objectivity (to being rooted, that is, in the 

quality of objects), their subjectivity can’t be denied…because such judgments are taken 

to tell us something about the person making them.”1  Frith adds that these individual 

subjectivities aren’t pure; rather they are influenced by a number of “different institutions 

(critics, deejays, and A&R departments [‘artists and repertoire”] scouts who acquire and 

develop talent], for example all explicitly engage in popular music discrimination).”2  

While Frith primarily focuses on those consuming music, he only mentions “institutions” 

at the start of the text, in passing, despite the fact that the recording industry has been 

central in the circulation of meaning between artists, producers, intermediaries, 

consumers, and cultural institutions.   

Between the close of the First World War and the mid-1930s, the central organizing 

categories of twentieth century American popular music solidified: jazz, race, and 

hillbilly.  Many of the subsequent genres that have emerged relate back directly or 

indirectly to these three categories, particularly in the social and cultural contexts and 

values assigned to each.   To understand these socio-cultural aspects of the industry is to 

have a good grasp on the historical arc of the recording industry’s organizational schema, 

in which social issues play out through aesthetic categories and questions of taste.  This 

dissertation seeks to emphasize the recording industry’s historic role in the categorization 
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of popular music through one of the industry’s central means of organizing music: genre.  

Genre as I use the term here does not simply designate a given style of music; rather it 

suggests a constellation of social, cultural, and aesthetic designations with its own set of 

specific values, narratives, and dynamics.  Every foundational genre category – jazz, 

blues, and country – comes with a set of expectations that, when effective, can 

powerfully resonate with larger societal attitudes, habits, and beliefs.  How do genres 

inform certain racial divisions with American society?  What ideas inform our evaluation 

of traditional vs. contemporary forms of music?  The answers to these questions can be 

found through an analysis of genre, understood as a set of beliefs that not only inform 

cultural tastes and expressive forms – in this case, music – but also exhibit beliefs and 

attitudes that have not only defined American music but mirror longstanding 

relationships and conflicts that make up social life in the United States.   

By the mid-1920s, established major labels like Victor and Columbia found 

themselves outpaced by smaller companies like Gennett, Okeh, and Paramount, who 

recorded the new genres of the age – “race” (blues and related genres); “hillbilly” 

(country and related genres) and “jazz” (the popular music of the era, and antecedent to 

various jazz sub-genres to come) – in their ability to delineate new talent and define new 

taste cultures.  These genre categories functioned as a means for the industry to structure 

these “new” types of music for specific audiences through linking specific aesthetic styles 

with social attitudes and beliefs connected to the music.  This study seeks to understand 

what those terms meant as they came into common usage during the 1920s and 1930s, as 

new genres formed.  Smaller labels were crucial in constructing genres in this era – and, 
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however imperfectly, new audiences.  These genres continue to be connected to 

contemporary categorizing and organizing terms is at the heart of this study; the 

formulations of these genres are still relevant to the way these genres function today. 

My ultimate interest is in how genre categories are operationalized by record companies 

to sell recordings.  The key figures in developing these genre categories were the 

recording directors and talent scouts that functioned as intermediaries between artists, 

audiences, and the companies for which they worked, either as staff employees or 

freelancers.   

Most of those who have given much thought to popular music recognize the extra-

musical aspects to musical consumption and production.  However, most contemporary 

fans of popular music – including scholars writing about the subject – have little 

knowledge of the pre-rock’n’roll era, let alone the emergence of the U.S. recording 

industry.  If we are to better understand the ways in which popular music continues to 

make meaning in our culture, a working knowledge of the history of popular music 

genres and their connection to industrial practices could enrich popular music 

scholarship.  To understand those genres, apart from a purely formalist understanding of 

them or through overemphasizing the consumption end of the circuit of culture, the 

industry’s role in creating these categories during this historical period can help inform 

contemporary practices of the mature recording industry.  An understanding of the 

present day (or relatively recent past) is crucial, but it is also important to understand the 

historical context in which these recordings were produced to gain a larger context.  And 

in order not to mistake the latest popular music event, genre emergence, or technological 
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event as entirely new, historical work can potentially serve to both complicate current 

research and deepen it – not only in historical specificity but in the theoretical framework 

through which popular music studies operates.  Our contemporary attitudes about musical 

genres central to American popular music – jazz, blues, country – did not emerge sui 

generis.  A complex cultural circuit of producers, consumers, and intermediaries shaped 

those attitudes – as they continue to do – through constructing audiences and shaping new 

genres.   

Where might a history of cultural production and genre formation in the U.S. 

recording industry begin?  Ideally, those working on recording industry history will 

eventually account for the entire history of the recording industry from its earliest days.  

But, for my own purposes, I have chosen the era in which those genres that still yield 

great societal influence first became functioning categories that continue their cultural 

impact most directly.  Between 1914 and 1917, the number of recording companies went 

from a few dozen to over 150.3 My analysis begins in 1920, by which time these new 

labels had asserted themselves through recording previously unheard music and 

developing new sales and marketing approaches.  The musical foundations of the genres 

discussed here predate 1920 (the year in which this dissertation begins), but the start of 

the 1920s marks the period in which the foundational genres of twentieth-century popular 

music emerge as industry categories.  Importantly, this was made possible in large part 

due to the emergence of smaller labels in the late 1910s that sought out new genres and 

niche markets to successfully compete with larger labels.   This study closes in1935, by 

which time enough had changed in the record industry to make it look like an altogether 
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different proposition than a decade before, as the dual forces of radio and the Great 

Depression had forced the upstart independents to merge with majors or get out of the 

record business altogether.  Enough had changed that a1932 article in The American 

Mercury was titled “The Rise and Fall of the Phonograph.”  The article’s author, Dane 

Yorke, saw the beginning of the end with Victor’s merger with RCA (the phonograph 

giant bought by radio) way back in 1925.  By the time of Yorke’s article, all the early 

signs of decline had been made quite clear, although Yorke’s eulogy for the record 

industry was premature: “The story of the phonograph, as a self-contained, independent 

industry, was over.” 4  While the recording industry had been connected to the sheet 

music industry as well as the motion picture and radio industries among others, the major 

labels that Yorke referenced in his article (primarily Victor) had largely been governed 

by its own decisions and goals regarding the phonograph industry.  However, the 

recording industry emerged out of this period of experimentation, consolidation, and 

economic depression as no longer part of a relatively autonomous phonograph industry 

but as part of a larger media formation that included film and radio.  The story recounted 

here is one which details the ground-shifting transformations that the recording industry 

faced as its genre boundaries expanded and its industrial formation underwent great 

change. 

By combining industrial history with cultural analysis, this dissertation will analyze 

institutional cultures at various record companies and the contributions of musicians and 

various cultural intermediaries who helped shape U. S. popular music beginning in the 

early twentieth century.  The central questions to which I will continually return are: How 
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did the shaping of genres and shifting recording industry practices and ownership affect 

one another?  How do we account for the practices of the recording industry as reflected 

in its decision-making and culture shaping/reflecting mode, both as an industry involved 

in manufacturing culture and reflecting its own participation as a cultural institution?  

How did the mediating roles of company go-betweens help to both shape new genres and 

reflect record companies’ attitudes about those genres?  How did competing technologies 

such as radio influence the recording industry?  And finally, how did the phonograph 

industry shift from an industry largely concerned with its own fortunes towards its role in 

part of a much larger media formation? 

  In this dissertation, I argue that the recording industry – already a powerful social 

and economic force at the start of the 1920s – created genre categories by constructing 

audiences for music that had previously gone unrecorded.  By concentrating on both 

industry giants (Victor, Columbia, Edison) and smaller labels that were key to industry 

trends (Gennett, Paramount, Okeh, Brunswick), this dissertation’s working hypothesis is 

that a new mode of production in the recording industry during the 1920s and 1930s – 

based both on previous business strategies and new market conditions – allowed a few 

large corporations to develop into a highly organized industry.  That industry also moved 

from one that largely dictated its own course to one that was part of a larger media 

industry formation, tied to the rise of radio and the increased importance of film.  The 

connection between the recording industry and radio, which was still in its infancy during 

the 1920s, would increase dramatically into the mid-1930s.  Through all these changes in 

the recording industry, its reliance on genre remained constant.  This relationship 
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between genre (understood as a configuration of social, cultural, ideological, and 

aesthetic beliefs) and mode of production (in its most concrete sense, how a given 

company operates) has continued to be an important one to the record industry, because 

with each new genre and sub-genre the industry has the potential to connect with 

underserved or unrecognized audiences.   

Those companies most likely to serve these audiences first are not likely to be 

industry leaders.  In the 1920s, the two clear industry leaders were Victor, with its 

ubiquitous “His Master’s Voice” ads and a genealogy that traces back to Emile Berliner 

and the invention of disc phonography; and Columbia, the oldest of all U.S. record 

companies, whose history dates back to the 1890s, when the company sold cylinder 

phonographs for business communication in Washington, D.C.  Having the most to lose 

as industry leaders, Columbia and Victor therefore had little interest in experimenting 

with new musical styles.  The other major player of the early twentieth century, Edison, 

was in serious decline by the 1920s, due to a reticence to abandon Edison’s proprietary 

phonograph technology, an uneven attention to the quality of music released, and 

Edison’s own peripatetic ambitions.   

A key aspect of this historical narrative involves its geographic elements.  In the 

early 1920s, the record industry was still largely an East Coast phenomenon, centered 

between New York, Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C.  During the 1920s and 1930s, 

new industry upstarts had shifted business to what was then known as “the Middle West,” 

with musical production being centered in the industrial centers that drew poor blacks 

and whites north.  It’s become commonplace for me to inform friends from Wisconsin 
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just how may foundational blues recordings were recorded by the Paramount label of Port 

Washington.  And friends from my native Midwest are incredulous when I explain that 

Louis Armstrong’s first recording sessions were not in New Orleans but in Chicago, with 

his second a month later in Richmond, Indiana.  Although there is much more to be 

researched and interpreted, it does appear that during the 1920s and 1930s, larger social 

dynamics affected the development of the genres focused on in this dissertation.  At the 

same time that the rural poor were leaving the south for the industrial north, a new wave 

of independent record companies was there to record them.  No small part of how we 

value and categorize music comes from our assumptions about place, from the notion that 

music comes from one place and not the other – a notion that also has been shaped in no 

small part from assumptions we make on the nature of popular music, based in part on 

the stories the recording industry tells about itself and us, and in part on the stories we tell 

ourselves as well – the story of jazz, for instance. 

The stakes involved in this story go far beyond the confines of the record business.  If 

the recording industry traditionally has organized itself around (often arbitrary and 

prejudicial, but functionally viable) aesthetic categories, what might these categories tell 

us about that industry and its relationship to American society?  Like all media industries, 

the recording industry is constantly attempting to second-guess record buyers’ tastes (or, 

increasingly, creating and cultivating those tastes) through selecting artists and 

recordings; through direct appeals in advertising and promotion; and through the social, 

cultural and aesthetic ramifications of genre formations.   These categories must be fully 

assessed in order to understand a central dynamic in how the industry functions.  They 
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simultaneously reflect societal attitudes towards race, class, and geography (among 

others) and illustrate how the industry plays off our beliefs – sometimes in contradictory 

ways – to sell recordings. In the industry’s desire to capture and/or construct their 

audience, listeners find their own sociocultural beliefs and biases sold back to them.  I 

will return to this dynamic – a crucial one in the history of the recording industry – again 

and again. 

In the literature review below, I link the interrelated debates from media studies, 

cultural studies, sociology, musicology, and popular music studies, to contextualize my 

own discussion of the cultural production and genre formation in the recording industry.  

I argue that the historical emergence of popular music studies (through the study of 

media) held a marked sociological influence from cultural studies, which shaped its 

characteristics and scope.  A central characteristic was greater attention to subcultural 

dynamics, while little attention was paid to industrial context.  Paradoxically, another 

branch of study influenced by both sociology (in its production of culture mode) and 

cultural studies (in its attention to the culture of production) has provided an effective 

means of reframing cultural industries, by understanding them as participants in larger 

social trends.  Before turning to these issues, I will discuss some central issues related to 

the study of popular music and offer some brief historical background on the recording 

industry in the years preceding this study. 
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Popular Music Studies, The Production of Culture, and the Recording Industry 

While debates surrounding authenticity long pre-date the U.S. of the 1920s and 

1930s, the politics of authenticity in popular music accelerated in importance during this 

era, informing the social and cultural dynamics of new genres that developed.  Richard 

Peterson’s Creating Country Music examines the important task of “fabricating 

authenticity” in the recording industry.5 Peterson’s description of his terminology is 

helpful in considering the tenacious influence of authenticity in popular music during the 

last century: “The ironic phase ‘fabricating authenticity’ is used here to highlight the fact 

that authenticity is not inherent in the object or event that is designed as authentic but is 

a socially agreed-upon construct [emphasis added] in which the past is to a degree 

misremembered….  It is continually negotiated in an ongoing interplay between 

performers, diverse commercial interests, fans, and the evolving image.” 6  This notion of 

authenticity as socially agreed upon construct, shaped and re-shaped between performers, 

companies, fan, and what Peterson calls “the evolving image” very much mirrors my own 

understanding of how genre categories are shaped and redefined – though I emphasize 

the industry’s role in this process, since it has too often been ignored.  If debates 

surrounding authenticity have been a perennial stumbling block in a greater 

understanding of popular music, it is because those debates rarely have been historically 

grounded in the industry that helped harness the set of values and beliefs necessary to 

“fabricate” musical authenticity (almost industrializing the practice in the process).  

Through an analysis of early record company production and marketing practices, this 
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dissertation seeks to similarly present a picture of fabricated authenticity at the moment 

of industrial innovation through the emergence of new music. 

One of the most useful essays on authenticity is by Michael Jarrett.  Jarrett 

understands how his own means of categorizing music has been reinforced by the 

industry.  Following Frith’s critique of the dichotomy between “music-as-expression” 

and “music-as-commodity,” Jarrett points out his own biases (and most likely, ours) to 

artists such as Aretha Franklin and Otis Redding as “the real thing” while he 

simultaneously enjoys Bob Dylan and the Talking Heads because they are “ironic.” 7  He 

knows this kind of thinking is problematic, because: 

1) “It is romantic, and ultimately, racist.  It updates Rousseau’s doctrine of the noble 

savage as the standard for measuring civilization’s descent from its origins.” 

2) “It supposes, as Frith points out, ‘that music is the starting point of the industrial 

process – the raw material over which everyone fights – when it is, in fact, the 

final product.’” 8 

 

Jarrett asserts that the question of authenticity and the sale of recordings is deeply 

connected to sometimes prejudicial societal attitudes – in this case, racism: “ When I state 

that white people exploited, and continue to exploit, black people, I’m acknowledging 

injustice, but I am also articulating a central tenet of the music industry.  It literally banks 

on – makes money off – my belief….  It creates a consumer who understands the history 

of American music as a series of authentic moments (innovation) degrading into 

convention (imitation).  For every Jesus, you get twelve disciples.”9   
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For this project, the importance of these quotes from Peterson and Jarrett is not 

based on their analysis of the authentic, though they do a good job at both outlining 

authenticity’s inauthentic core.  While the concept of authenticity and its complicated 

social usage has plagued media scholars, particularly those studying popular music, I am 

not interested in outlining how authenticity functions in given musical genres beyond 

how it is specifically deployed by record companies in relation to performers and genres.  

I do not need to prove once again that the inauthentic lies at the heart of the authentic, nor 

that despite this, a given cultural product can be enjoyable, pleasurable, beneficial, even 

liberating.  Instead, I want to look discretely at the industry’s use of a series of social 

aspects often associated with authenticity that have helped frame music to appeal to 

consumers, in part, by responding to the music that the audience bought.  What interests 

me is how both Peterson and Jarrett point to the industry’s complicity in creating a set of 

socio-aesthetic assumptions that are attached to specific genres.   

Peterson and Jarrett’s recognition of the industry’s role in using social and 

aesthetic beliefs to sell music calls for an analysis of popular music that both recognizes 

the social importance of aesthetic categories and the role of the music industry in their 

creation.  This project suggests the best place to start would be the era in which the 

central socio-aesthetic categories first took shape.  In the next section, I discuss previous 

literature on the recording industry and the effect of various influences on the study of 

popular music.  I do this through looking at popular music research in four distinct 

academic fields: 1) media studies; 2) musicology; 3) cultural studies; 4) cultural economy 
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(an amalgam of political economy and cultural studies research); and 5) recording 

industry history.    

 
Popular Music in Media Studies 

 
This project owes much to the emergence of popular music studies as a legitimate 

area of study within U.S. universities, and more specifically in communications 

departments.  It is no accident that a dissertation such as this was written within a media 

studies department.  While other academic areas have accommodated popular music to 

varying degrees, communications departments in the U.S. have most enthusiastically 

embraced popular music.  This disciplinary locale has encouraged some lines of research 

while it has discouraged others.  This is clear in popular music studies’ curious 

theoretical and methodological trajectory, which has followed a decidedly different 

course from the study of film, radio, and television.  The differences between popular 

music studies and traditional media studies are clear in two important historical dynamics 

in which popular music doesn’t easily fit: 1) early communication studies’ focus on mass 

media’s ability to reach large audiences simultaneously; and 2) appeals that media 

scholars historically have made to the category of art to legitimize their scholarship.   

The study of communication in the United States emerged as a reaction to mass 

media’s rise.10  Anxieties surrounding the nature of its influence generated much of the 

early research in the field.  Because these researchers were concerned with the ability of 

media to reach large groups of people, early work took its central unit of measurement to 

be radio’s (and later, television’s) mass audience, reached through broadcasting.  To a 

much lesser extent, the study of film found a place in this research – after all, film 
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reached millions of Americans by its pre-television peak in the 1940s, allowing millions 

of Americans to experience the same media product on a given evening in movie theaters 

nationwide.  In comparison, the domestic consumption of individual recordings made it a 

strangely atomized experience, while radio held the promise of many simultaneous 

listeners out there tuning in, and in the case of network shows, with a national audience.  

So, in that sense, recordings historically have not qualified as media in that they don’t fit 

the traditional criteria – media forms with the ability to simultaneously reach a large 

public – which radio could offer.11   

“Common sense tells us that sound recording…is a mass medium, just like 

newspapers, films or television,” Pekka Gronow wrote in his 1983 article,” The Record 

Industry: The Growth of a Mass Medium.”12  “The problem is in the message,” he 

continued.  “The message of records is usually music, and communications research does 

not know how to deal with music.”13  Gronow goes on to suggest that the sale of 

recordings is one primary means of proving the influence of recordings as mass media. 

This dynamic points to an important distinction between recordings as medium and music 

as content, which can easily be confused through recordings’ role as media and music’s 

role as content across media platforms (recordings, radio, television, film).  We 

historically have resisted seeing recordings as a mass medium because they have been 

historically unique in their roles as commodities, while film, radio, and television have 

until recently been consumed as experiences.  Listening to records is also a strangely 

atomized experience in comparison to traditional modes of consuming other media, 

which has also prevented us from considering recordings a mass medium.  Recordings’ 
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role as mass media is also suggested by its historical connections with other media 

industries and illustrated by the accelerating pace of conglomeration, which goes back at 

least as far as the 1920s phonograph-radio mergers – most famously Victor’s merging 

with the Radio Corporation of America (RCA).  And from the present day, in which film 

and television have been transformed from ephemeral experiences through their 

availability as commodified objects (e.g., DVD technology), similarities between these 

media are clearer than ever before.  And if we agree that the primary consumption of 

popular music today is through recorded sound, music’s role as commodity is 

fundamental.   

With the emergence of a humanities-based film studies in the 1970s, initial 

arguments appealed to the subject as art form, implicitly or explicitly, and therefore being 

worthy of academic analysis.14  Making a claim for film’s artistic status was much easier 

than in the case of television studies, still commonly thought of as a lesser aesthetic form.  

But because of the latter’s institutional connection to both the study of film (and through 

that link, literature) television scholars could discuss aesthetic qualities and properties 

specific to the format.  While many scholars remained unconvinced of television’s status 

as art, scholars could nevertheless discuss its aesthetic properties through borrowing from 

film-as-art or film-as-narrative research.  Relatively few such claims have been made in 

U.S. histories of radio, where the social science tradition has largely shaped discourse 

surrounding the medium until recently.15   

 By comparison, appeals to popular music as art form were not attempted in any 

concerted way by those studying the subject, despite the emergence of an increasingly 
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sophisticated non-academic pop music criticism in the 1970s.16 Therefore little or no 

discussions were undertaken about popular music’s aesthetic qualities, either in terms of 

describing the music or in terms of genre categorization.  This is not to say that the 

historical study of popular music has no ancestral ties to aesthetic analyses; songs-as-

texts have received lavish attention in the literature and folklore traditions.17  

Traditional literary/folkloric approaches are of little help here, despite their 

usefulness in arguing that vernacular musical traditions of disenfranchised groups should 

be treated with respect, as should those making the music).18  Two problems remain: 

lyrics consistently were treated as poetry while music-as-sound was ignored, thus largely 

draining it of its affective qualities.  Perhaps even more importantly for this project, it 

tended to disconnect art from commerce (as so often happens in purely formal analysis) 

while the companies that released the songs in question were ignored altogether.  Until 

recently, framing popular music as an art form was not feasible in the academic realm, 

where it might have opened a discussion of popular music aesthetics, perhaps due to 

dominant notions about its lowly status and ephemeral nature.  Even though academic 

work in popular music did start to emerge with greater force in the 1980s – first in the 

U.K., later in the U.S. – the lack of aesthetic analysis in popular music studies remained.  

 

Popular Music in Musicology 

In recent years, musicology has begun to embrace the study of popular music.  In 

David Beard and Kenneth Gloag’s Musicology: the Key Concepts (2005), the authors 

note they “see no contradiction, or tension, between interest in, and an ability to write 
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about, the music of Beethoven, [Harrison] Birtwistle, Coltrane, Bill Frissell and 

Cornershop.”19  They also suggest “references to jazz, or different aspects of popular 

music” – it is unclear as to how separate jazz and popular music is in their configuration 

– “sit easily alongside our interests in aspects of the Western art music tradition.”20   

While Beard and Gloag’s inclusiveness is clearly welcome for those interested in popular 

music scholarship, it is clear that there are many battles still to be won if jazz might still 

be called into question as a worthy subject. 

The two musicologists perhaps most associated with popular music are Robert 

Walser and Susan McClary.  Walser’s Running With the Devil: Power, Gender, and 

Madness in Heavy Metal Music (1993) is particularly provocative in its selection of 

heavy metal as his topic given the conservatism associated with traditional musicology.  

Walser’s study is useful for a variety of reasons, including his recognition of the fluidity 

of genre categories in popular music.21   Susan McClary’s Feminine Endings: Music, 

gender, & Sexuality (1991) pairs Monteverdi with Madonna and Diamanda Galás, 

signaling an expanding range of research for the field of musicology.  She references 

Madonna’s discursive formation as evident in her public persona and music videos as 

well the music.  In the context of the most vehemently formalist discipline discussed thus 

far, Walser and McClary do introduce cultural context, which deeply enriches both 

analyses, particularly compared to more purely musicological projects such as John 

Covach and Graeme Boone’s Understanding Rock: Essays in Musical Analysis (1997).22   

However, in both McClary and Walser’s studies, there is a notable absence of the 

industrial context for the music discussed.  On the other hand, musicology’s call for a 
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more content analysis of music within media and cultural studies, though I don’t attempt 

to accomplish that here, is a call worth heeding.    

Phillip Tagg suggests that musicology has “lagged behind” in the study of popular 

music, which he sees as “an interdisciplinary matter.”23  Tagg champions the need for 

social context in popular music, suggesting that musicologists already have a sociological 

tradition of popular music analysis to draw on (represented in this study Keith Negus, 

David Hesmondhalgh, and others), but that “musicological ‘content analysis’ is still an 

underdeveloped area and somewhat of a missing link.”24  In this light, the rising amount 

of textual analysis in musicology is heartening – and challenging to those media scholars 

like myself not fully versed in musicological methodology – this research will not be of 

much use here in drawing out the link between industry practices and genre formation. 

However, let me briefly cite three books that suggest a future for bridging 

musicological approaches with those that provide social, technological, and industrial 

context.  Mark Katz’s Constructing Sound (2004) is a useful survey of the way in which 

technology has affected musical production, consumption, and circulation from the 

earliest years of the recording industry to the present day.  Timothy Taylor’s Global Pop 

(1997) contextualizes “world music” performers (another very interesting genre 

construction) in the midst of the global recording industry.  Finally, Jeff Todd Titon’s 

work continues to bridge musicological and socio-cultural concerns.  His book 

Downhome Country Blues: A Musical and Cultural Analysis (1976) greatly informed the 

second half of the race records case study in chapter three.   
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If an increasing number of scholars in musicology have encouraged aesthetic 

analysis of popular music, few have moved beyond formalism in order to contextualize 

that music in its social milieu.  In comparison, cultural studies scholarship has carefully 

outlined the social aspects of popular music, but has largely ignored its aesthetic 

elements.  Musicologists John Shepherd and Peter Wicke’s Music and Cultural Theory 

sets out to “feed musicology into cultural theory, to consider the implications for cultural 

theory of a viable theory for the social and cultural constitution of music as a particular 

and irreducible form of human expression and knowledge.”25  They hold out little hope 

for cultural studies research in popular music, which they argue treats music as 

interchangeable with any other cultural object.  As I discuss in the next section, this lack 

of aesthetic analysis is inextricably linked to the rise of British cultural studies and how 

that intervention shaped the study of popular music. Connecting the record companies’ 

construction of genre categories with larger sociocultural and aesthetic attitudes is key to 

understanding the industry’s involvement in the formation of jazz, race and hillbilly as 

genres during the 1920s and 1930s.  It is also key to understanding the complex and often 

contradictory ways in which the industry categorizes and places value on music today. 

 

 Popular Music in Cultural Studies 

The study of popular music first gained a foothold in the academy with the rise of 

British cultural studies during the1970s. The sociological turn in cultural studies allowed 

a flourishing of new work that encompassed topics previously ignored by the strict 

disciplinary boundaries common in both British and American universities.  It also 
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suggested that previous aspects of expressive culture had become crucial to the social 

make-up of everyday life – as suggested in the relationship to the identity formation of 

youth and the influential cultural entities they used in that formation, including popular 

music.  Perhaps most importantly, cultural studies made traditional textual analysis of 

musical works (as embodied in literary and folklore traditions) appear sorely lacking in 

social context.  It suggested that music works in complex ways in relation to youth 

identity formation and the creation of subcultures in social spaces.  But because of the 

strong neo-Marxist sociological influence on cultural studies, which eschewed the kind of 

aesthetic considerations more common in film studies, the study of popular music was 

organized around subcultures as sites of counter-hegemonic resistance.26  Perhaps this 

was due to cultural studies’ own origins in the study of literature, and its subsequent 

critique of narrow textual analysis, which did not account for sociohistorical context or 

industrial production.  Cultural studies’ development into a dynamic trans-discipline 

started here.  

 However, all this attention to context sometimes led to neglect of music-as-text.  

Landmark studies such as Dick Hebdige’s Subculture: The Meaning of Style quite 

usefully examined youth subcultures associated with rock music (such as the1970s teddy 

boy and punk subcultures in the U.K.) while only peripherally considering the music 

itself.27  It is no small point that Hebdige’s goal was not to analyze musical styles, but the 

book does illustrate cultural studies’ tendency to extricate music’s role as music, even in 

a study of musical subcultures.28  This would be unthinkable in the study of film, where, 

up until the 1980s, the historical bias was strongly in favor of formal aesthetics. A film 
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studies in which the great majority of work had exclusively concentrated on audience 

patterns and behaviors was unthinkable until recently.  While the field of film studies has 

increasingly turned its attention to such topics, the discipline does so with a rich 

understanding of both the interlocking aesthetic and ideological sides of film, the generic 

and industrial aspects of film production.29  Without such a tradition, popular music 

studies became a “respectable” object of analysis through a close connection to cultural 

studies – which, in turn, lent a strong sociological influence that allowed an avoidance of 

aesthetic considerations and the assigning of values to music.30  While this has allowed 

popular music studies to avoid lapses into formalism, it also has undercut the study of 

popular music due to the field’s inability to discuss the aesthetic properties of its text.  

Thus discussions common among music enthusiasts focusing on genre, categorization, or 

the given value of a piece of music, were absent from academic writings on the subject.  

While I am not suggesting that academic scholarship should always necessarily reflect 

such discussions, a difficulty in describing, evaluating, and contextualizing aesthetics 

does point to a blind spot in the study of popular music.   But it is possible to recognize 

the social aspects of and the subjectivities inherent in assigning aesthetic value or making 

genre distinctions, by grounding any discussion within the social (and due to the focus of 

this dissertation, the industrial) context from which it emerged.  Research into the 

commercial side of the making music will be crucial to this project in its embrace of 

record companies as simultaneously economic and cultural entities.  In the next section of 

this introduction, I discuss recent work in cultural economy in relation to genre and value, 
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and in which questions of value, categorization, and ‘taste’ have become central to the 

study of the production, transmission, and consumption of popular music. 

 

Popular Music and Cultural Economy 

While studies of popular music have increased dramatically in recent years, 

relatively little work has been concerned with the industry as industry.  Few other media 

institutions are less studied or less understood.  Much existing work has focused either on 

practical information for those interested in working in the industry or anecdotal accounts 

of a specific record company by someone closely involved (I will discuss the most useful 

of those industry histories in the next section).31   Among the few academic analyses of 

the recording industry, the overwhelming majority of them deal with relatively recent 

events.  In fact, most books deal with present-day accounts of the industry, while only a 

few of them delve into formative events that predate the 1970s.   

Because of this lack, one might get the sense that the recording industry is without a 

substantive history.  Despite an increasing amount of research on record companies, the 

need for historical analysis of the industry remains.  Perhaps the most important reason 

for this is that we cannot consider 1956 – the year of rock ‘n’ roll’s national emergence – 

to be year one for popular music.  Not only does rock ‘n’ roll owe great debts to the 

music that preceded it, but also because the central operating dynamics of the recording 

industry – even in its most disrupted, unsure moments – were, by that time, already in 

place.  The way in which it handled new music and helped to construct genres was 

already in place.  Because of rock ‘n’ roll’s influential emergence in the 1950s, most 
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histories only briefly cover the era, but quickly skip to present-day events and dynamics.  

Even less work concerns itself with the recording industry in the decades before rock ‘n’ 

roll, but that history is far from irrelevant.  One of the purposes of this study is to 

discourage the taken-for-granted notion in so many studies of popular music that rock ’n’ 

roll signifies a radical break in the history of the record industry.  Rock ‘n’ roll did 

suggest an important shift the recording industry’s understanding of the youth market as a 

fundamentally separate market from adult consumers (though as early as the 1920s, 

recording industry insiders noted the appeal of jazz on college campuses).  Perhaps the 

real transition was the recording industry’s discovery of the disposable income of the 

youth market, whose buying power had greatly increased during the post-World War II 

years.  Many of the central operating tenets of the industry (its hit-driven logic, its use of 

genre formations as organizational strategies, its symbiotic relationship with radio and 

other media, and its reliance on stars to sell records) were already in place by the rock ‘n’ 

roll era.  Popular music and rock ‘n’ roll are not synonymous.  Accounting for the 

relationship between popular music and the recording industry means delving into the 

little studied pre-rock era in the industry, when many of the central operating principles 

that continue to govern the industry first came into use.  And to understand how the 

industry managed to sell emerging forms of popular music means understanding specific 

musical texts as well as the social and industrial contexts in which they were produced, 

consumed, bought and sold. 

My own analysis is situated where cultural studies and political economy come 

together, taking its cue from a constellation of interrelated critiques that explore the 
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economic side of culture and the cultural side of economics, variously called “production 

of culture,” “culture of production” and “cultural economy.”  These approaches try to 

avoid the either/or debate between political economy and cultural studies that has raged 

past all usefulness.  In 1995, Nicholas Garnham’s essay for a colloquy on the topic in 

Critical Studies in Mass Communication suggested cultural studies had misinterpreted 

political economy from the start and, in the role of marriage counselor, openly wondered 

whether the two parties should attempt reconciliation or seek divorce.32  Instead, I want 

to follow Paul du Gay’s lead by arguing that a discursive approach to what he terms 

“cultural economy” can effectively engage both fields simultaneously, nullifying the false 

oppositions too often attached to “culture” through the use of false dichotomies – du Gay 

offers “culture and economy” as well as “culture and politics” as examples.33  

“The economic is a crucial domain of existence in modern societies,” writes du 

Gay, “and it too is thoroughly saturated with culture.”34  If we are to understand the 

world we live in, we have to understand the cultural aspects of economy and the 

economic aspects of culture.  The stories – those we tell about the record industry and 

those the record industry tells to us, as an economic institution, tells us – are also tied up 

in any number of cultural concerns, about race and gender, about the urban and rural, 

about ethnicity and nationality, and so on.  All these social and cultural concerns are 

imbued in the music we listen to and when we talk about music we traffic in them.  Our 

industries, while involved in the everyday necessities of economic trade, are not 

somehow separate from society but an active part of it.  For du Gay, cultural economy 

allows us to see institutions – in this case, record companies – not as objective entities but 
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as “assemblages of meaningful practices that construct certain ways for people to 

conceive of and conduct themselves at work.” 35  But through understanding companies 

as cultures all their own, we also recognize the increasing cultural influence of economic 

forces, what du Gay notes the great extent to which “the economic has become 

thoroughly ‘culturalized.’” 36

Like Keith Negus in Music Genres and Corporate Cultures, my understanding of 

record companies looks past Fordist explanations in favor of a multi-faceted view that 

understands these companies as evolving organizations rather than monolithic structures.  

Arguing against Lash and Urry, Negus counters their assertion that the recording industry 

historically has operated in a highly organized, anonymous, Fordist manner and has 

recently moved to a post-Fordist flexibility.  Rather, the recording industry necessarily 

has been in a state of near-constant adaptation in relation to genre, audience, technology, 

promotion, advertising, and the law. “Since its emergence at the end of the nineteenth 

century,” Negus writes, “the recorded music business (and indeed the sheet- music 

publishing industry from which many working practices were drawn) has been organized 

according to small-scale productions and selling changing niche markets alongside the 

creation of the creation of big hits and blockbuster….  In addition, since its earliest days 

the recording industry has employed various legal and illegal, small-scale and team-

based, marketing and promotional activities as a way of approaching consumers – 

practices which might well be labelled ‘flexible’.” 37  Negus’ characterization of the 

industry is of one in near-constant flux, adapting to new market conditions, changing 

competition, technological changes, promotional and advertising approaches, and legal 
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precedents, through which companies have constantly negotiated.  Negus, however, 

chooses to focus on the contemporary recording industry for important reasons.  Little 

work has been done on even the contemporary industry, which makes Negus’ work quite 

relevant.  Also, Negus’ analysis (and his role as a sociologist) leads him to first-person 

interviews for much of his evidence.  This may be a question of disciplinary training in 

sociology and its influence on cultural industry studies.  Stuart Borthwick and Ron Moy’s 

recently published Popular Music Genres adds to existing research of genres in 

contemporary popular music, mixing textual analysis with industry background and 

discussions of subculture styles.  However, it too limits its focus on the genres of the past 

few decades (from the 1960s to present, including sections on rap, soul, psychedelia, 

heavy metal, and synth pop.  Interestingly, there is no entry for 1950s rock ‘n’ roll).38  

This dissertation will, as much as possible with historical materials available, offer a 

picture of how the companies discussed here dealt with changes, sold their product 

through organizing music for sale, and constructed audiences to whom they sold their 

product, at a crucial era in the recording industry’s maturation. 

While popular notions about the record companies commonly have depicted them as 

immovable (and often malevolent) fortresses, it makes little sense to understand the 

record industry as static, particularly when a low barrier to entry into the business has 

ensured a steady stream of small but influential upstarts.  At all levels of the recording 

industry, it is important to remember the role of human mediation in decision-making.  

This is not to say that the history of the recording industry is solely the story of a handful 

of geniuses.  Rather, it’s a narrative that includes mediations at all levels, where 
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sociocultural decisions and distinctions, despite operating within industrial structures, 

always have the potential to spread in influence.  This analysis does not stop with the 

recognition that companies are part of specific social and cultural contexts, but sees the 

recording industry (like the larger society) as actively discursive. As Paul du Gay and 

Michael Pryke have written, companies are part of “economic discourses [that] format 

and frame markets and economic and organizational relations, ‘making them up’ rather 

than simply observing and describing them from a God’s-eye vantage point.”39  

Therefore, this dissertation traces developments in recording industry discourse during a 

period when many defining social, cultural and economic changes were taking shape.  

Negus has listed those aspects afforded by and necessary to such analysis: “In 

studying the production of culture it is necessary to understand not only the technical 

processes and economic patterns of manufacturing, organization and distribution.  It is 

also important to understand the culture – the ways of life – through and within which 

music, films and hardware technologies are made and given meaning.”40  If cultural 

studies can be seen as a reaction to Frankfurt School pessimism regarding the “culture 

industries,” it importantly offered an analysis in which human agency remained a vital 

part of the process.  And if cultural studies has preferred to champion consumption and 

reception as sometimes “oppositional” practices, more scholars are seeking to balance 

their analysis with the study of institutional cultures that also emphasize human agency in 

their accounts – in terms of decision-making, categorization, and taste.  Pierre Bourdieu 

defined his concept of taste as “the practical operator of the transmutation of things into 

distinct and distinctive signs…the source of the system of distinctive features which 
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cannot fail to be perceived as a systematic expression of a particular class of conditions 

of existence, i.e., as a distinctive lifestyle.”41 According to Douglas Holt, Bourdieu’s 

theory of taste “lead[s] necessarily, through the unintended consequences of everyday 

life, to social reproduction.”42  Through emphasizing the role of taste in the everyday 

activities between those involved in the early recording industry – producers and 

consumers, as well as various taste-makers who wield influence, it is easier to see how 

categories solidify, how audiences are defined, and how genres become known.   

This approach may be one way in which popular music studies can properly 

ground taste and genre into an industrial context – in the way, for instance, film studies 

has been able to do soundly in connecting certain styles (or even genres) with specific 

Hollywood studios.  This would then allow popular music studies to not only understand 

the relationship between genre and industry (as in film studies) but to understand genre as 

the industry’s own best guess about audience tastes.  Music fans themselves make these 

sorts of evaluative judgments daily – most R&B enthusiasts can delineate stylistic 

differences between Motown and Stax/Volt, while country fans seem to intuitively 

understand the differences in approach between practitioners in Nashville and Austin, 

whether accurate or not.  And yet relatively few scholars have tried to connect the history 

of genre categorization– including its larger constellation of social and cultural values – 

with industrial processes, and I have argued here that this is due to a historical reticence 

to risk such evaluative judgments. 

Key to this link between genre and industry, and key to much of the research on 

cultural economy, is the role of cultural intermediaries, those middle-management figures 
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who have grown in importance (but are by no means unique to contemporary life).  In a 

2002 special issue on cultural intermediaries in the journal Cultural Studies, Sean Nixon 

and Paul du Gay’s “Who Needs Cultural Intermediaries?” addresses some issues related 

to the concept.  Nixon and du Gay suggest that Pierre Bourdieu’s original formation, in 

which the emphasis was on an increase in the role of cultural intermediaries in the 

contemporary (French) economy, is perhaps overstated.  “Certainly the evidence from 

Britain,” they write, “suggests the need for caution in talking uncritically about the 

expansion of cultural intermediaries and assigning to them the epithet ‘new,’” as they 

note that broadcasting, journalism, and advertising all expanded during the early 

twentieth century.43  Clearly, I would want to suggest that the practices evident in the 

following record industry case studies based in the 1920s and 1930s bear some strong 

relationship to Bourdieu’s concept, if in embryonic form.  I realize that this push for 

further inclusivity already is a burden to an idea already so broadly defined.  Thus, a need 

for specificity in defining both the occupational role and industrial context of a given 

cultural intermediary is crucial.  Finally, Nixon and du Gay suggest a need for “more 

substantive work on cultural intermediary occupations in order to empirically ground 

claims about both their place in the occupational structure and the role they play in 

economic and cultural life.”44  This study’s grounding in empirical research has hopefully 

allowed me to address Nixon and du Gay’s concerns in this way, as I have tried to 

suggest some specific roles that scouts played, both in their relationship to the companies 

that paid them as well as the artists and audiences with which they communicated. 
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In this study, many of the middle-management employees of record companies – 

recording directors and talent scouts, among other occupations – are central to changes in 

the industry’s formation and to the development of genres as industrial categories used to 

sell records.  In that sense, these figures were responsible for linking (to the degree it was 

advantageous) artists, companies, and audiences.  One central benefit of cultural 

intermediaries scholarship and cultural economy research is that it offers the ability to 

identify record companies themselves as key participants in the taste-making process.  

This also serves to highlight the evaluative processes inherent in scouting, recording, 

organizing, and promoting popular music for sale, as companies tried to categorize music 

for sale while tracking and cultivating audience tastes to increase their chances of 

success.  This dissertation therefore historicizes the insights of cultural economy research 

by combining it with previous histories of the recording industry and a closely related 

technology with which that industry has long played a central part: radio. What follows is 

a brief history of the recording industry years to 1920, meant to contextualize these social 

and cultural facets with the recording industry’s development in the era immediately 

preceding the focus of this study.  Following that is an overview of key studies on both 

the recording industry and radio to date, discussed in relation to my goal of 

contextualizing changes in popular music and the rise of radio in the 1920s and 1930s.  

 

Popular Music, the Recording Industry, and Radio 

In recent years, scholars have increasingly recognized the vast pre-history of 

phonography.45  However, most histories are based on technological innovation and 
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begin with Thomas Edison and his assistant John Kruesi’s invention of the phonograph in 

December1877.  Other histories include the work of French scientist Leon Scott de 

Martinville (whose “phonautograph” of 1857 could represent sound vibrations on etched 

glass) and Charles Cros, who in April of 1877 contributed a design for a recording device 

(which was never built) to the French Academy of Sciences.46  After a brief period of 

excitement around the phonograph, with its capacity to miraculously capture 

disembodied voices – the new machine languished while Edison turned his attention to 

other inventions (including electric light and motion pictures).  “From 1879 to 1887 the 

phonograph went into torpid retirement,” Roland Gelatt wrote in his The Fabulous 

Phonograph.  “The tin-foil apparatus had had its day; the public had lost interest; the 

glorious prophecies were unfulfilled.”47  But as Gelatt noted, the machine “continued to 

haunt a few isolated souls,” including Chichester Bell (Alexander Graham Bell’s cousin) 

and Charles Summer Tainter, who developed their own machine, the graphophone, based 

in part on patents that Edison had let expire.48   

After competition from Bell & Tainter’s graphophone brought Edison’s focus 

back to his phonograph, the outlines of an industry first started to take shape.  Soon, a 

coast-to-coast phonograph industry existed in the United States, based on the most 

successful business model then available, offered by the telephone industry.  Represented 

nationally by steel magnate Jesse Lippincott, regional companies leased phonographs to 

clients in offices, who hoped to use the machines for stenographic purposes, as well as 

inter-office correspondence.  The early machines were far too sensitive to be successfully 

put to such uses and the companies soon found themselves in trouble.  An 1890 
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convention was held in Chicago in which salesmen and representatives from the various 

phonograph concerns discussed their difficulties.  Competing technological formats, poor 

delivery systems from east coast factories to frontier outposts, and troubles with leasing 

as a business model were discussed by members in attendance.49  It soon became clear to 

many in the industry that recorded entertainment would be a more lucrative approach to 

commodifying phonography.   The Columbia Phonograph Company of Washington, DC 

was the first to issue a catalog of popular music recordings in 1891, which they had 

previously offered only in local amusement parlors. 

 The early giants of the recording industry, Columbia, Victor, and Edison, were 

known as the “Big Three.” Edison’s company, which was loyal to cylinder technology 

while rival companies adopted disc phonography, soon faded as the inventor’s attentions 

turned elsewhere.  Columbia, Victor, and other companies were busy transforming the 

phonograph from a public machine to a domestic appliance, through building machines 

that mimicked furniture to gain acceptance in American homes.  In fact, the earliest 

recordings meant for public purchase were sold along with phonograph players on the 

showroom of furniture stores.  Women, as organizers of domestic life, had to be won over 

to the new appliance in the pages of women’s magazines, debating how the phonograph 

machine might affect family life.  Holly Kruse has argued (much like Lynn Spigel has 

regarding the adoption of television in the home) that women were central in choosing 

which recordings would be acceptable for the family and where the phonograph might be 

located in the home, just as they had overseen the playing of music in an earlier era on 
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the family piano.50  While the music industry eventually would relegate the sheet music 

industry to a lesser role, the two endeavors were closely linked for decades.  

The format question was largely settled through the primacy of Emile Berliner’s 

development of disc technology (despite Edison’s stubborn loyalty to his own cylinder-

based method).  With the lapsing of original phonograph patents in 1914, a new wave of 

phonograph manufacturers followed the lead of Berliner and Victor.  Many of the new 

manufacturers had past experience in manufacturing pianos and home furnishings, which 

assisted them in the production of phonograph cabinets, and later, phonograph machines 

and records.  As the most successful companies expanded their operations into 

manufacturing records as well as phonographs and cabinets, they began to slowly reshape 

the industry.  The way in which these companies transformed the industry is the focus of 

this study. 

Past books about the record business have either focused on practical information 

for those interested in working in the industry or anecdotal accounts of a specific record 

company by a founder or high-ranking executive.51  Aside from a slew of “how to” 

books, some of which serve as useful outlines of the day-to-day contemporary business 

and legal facets of recording companies, the first substantive overviews of industry 

history include Roland Gelatt’s The Fabulous Phonograph: From Edison to Stereo 

(1965) and C.A. Schicke’s Revolution in Sound: A Biography of the Recording Industry 

(1974).  These works have provided much needed background on the history of the 

industry, albeit from a point of view that erased nearly all but the most major players of 

the industry.52  As evident in Gelatt’s title, the phonograph is the central object of study, 
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thus his research and commentary on the recording industry is in the service of the 

phonograph as a musical invention.  Thus, while Gelatt’s study offers an important 

overview of the U.S. phonograph industry, its focus on technology at the expense of the 

social and cultural formations of the industry as a cultural institution limits its usefulness 

in this project.  Schicke’s study, while focused on industry history, also neglects the 

industry’s central role in shaping musical culture.  While both Gelatt and Schicke’s 

histories relegate popular music to a lesser role, R. Serge Denisoff’s Solid Gold: The 

Popular Record Industry and Steve Chapple and Reebee Garofalo’s Rock ‘n’ Roll is Here 

to Pay were pioneering works in their economic/institutional studies of the recording 

industry in the rock ‘n’ roll era.  Unlike Schicke’s, both of these histories interpreted the 

industry’s influence as all encompassing, and at times, conspiratorial. In accounts by 

Chapple & Garofalo and Denisoff, record companies are inflexible and all-powerful 

entities that exert control over the music we hear through its powerful position within 

American corporate culture.53 While there is more than a little truth to the accounts 

offered by Denisoff and Chapple/Garofalo, their accounts run the risk at times of 

overestimating the industry’s ability to work their will on listeners.   

In the early 1980s, Simon Frith wrote Sound Effects: Youth, Leisure, Politics and 

Rock ‘n’ Roll, which effectively counterbalanced these earlier studies by a focus on the 

everyday tasks, habits and responsibilities of rock music consumption as well as 

production.54  Frith’s book, perhaps more than any other, bridges the interest in 

subcultures of that era with the industrial apparatus that affects various levels of popular 

music production and consumption.  But Frith’s study goes beyond tracing patterns of 
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production and consumption in favor of understanding the sociology of music (in this 

case, rock) as part of the creation of social meaning: “Rather than deducing the meaning 

of rock from the processes of its production and consumption, we have to try to make 

sense of rock’s production and consumption on the basis of what is at stake in these 

processes – the meanings that are produced and consumed.”55   While Frith’s analysis is 

focused on consumption as much as production, this project clearly shares Frith’s agenda 

in extending analysis into how the industry functions (always in a cultural circuit with the 

audience and various cultural go-betweens) and how the industry creates meaning.  This 

project seeks a longer view of meaning making in popular music through revisiting a 

period in which many of the industry’s foundational dynamics first emerged. 

While the works discussed above were generally focused on the then 

contemporary industry, fewer historical surveys have been written.  The most useful 

comprehensive social history of the recording industry remains Russell Sanjek’s Pennies 

from Heaven: The American Popular Music Business in the Twentieth Century.56  In 

characterizing the book’s historical scope, David Sanjek writes in the introduction that 

the twentieth century was characterized by “a rich and provocative period in the history 

of American entertainment, one marked by persistent technological innovation, an 

expansion of markets, the refinement of techniques of commercial exploitation, and the 

ongoing democratization of American culture.”57 While Sanjek’s account largely macro-

approach to history due to the breadth of the project, Pennies from Heaven also lays 

important groundwork in seeing the recording industry in comparative relation with other 

entertainment industries, including vaudeville, theatre, film and radio.58   
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The few other early histories are now decades old themselves, and tend to be 

comprehensive in nature, and heavily slanted to a “great men” approach that focuses on 

the figures most associated with technological innovations, and to a lesser extent, specific 

record companies.  Foremost among these is From Tin Foil to Stereo: Evolution of the 

Phonograph by Oliver Read and Walter Welch.  The book remains a crucial source of 

information about phonograph technology and industry.59  While this history benefits 

from this work in its great attention to historical detail, my analysis will seek to include 

those responsible for many of the day-to-day decisions at the labels discussed.  

Information on what was recorded and why, for instance, is often most reliable closest to 

the source: talent scouts, music directors and recording engineers.  I will also be noting 

the audience’s role in the recording industry’s rise and reconfiguration, through their 

active role in meaning making (purchasing, listening, and talking about music, etc.) out 

of these new genres. 

If these technologically focused histories remain useful, it is primarily because the 

question of format is such a central part of recording industry history.  In Pennies from 

Heaven, Sanjek and Sanjek wrote: “In 1926, twice as many homes owned phonographs 

as owned radios.  The radio rapidly changed in favor of broadcasting when the price of 

sets powered by regular house current fell.”60  A few years later, the coming of the 

Depression meant that the small labels that had expanded the range of the music would 

be forced to go under or be absorbed by the majors.  Film seemed to hold its audience 

and remained successful despite hard times.  The rise of film musicals provided even 

more work for songwriters, singers and musicians who had been involved in the film 
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industry since its earliest years.  The recording industry was more worried about the 

potent threat of radio, a technology that directly challenged the phonograph’s domestic 

dominance, as people chose to listen to music broadcasts as opposed to buying 

recordings. 

The great influence of radio on the recording industry is a key sub-plot of this 

story.  The rise of radio in the 1920s and 1930s dramatically reshaped the U.S. recording 

industry, helping to define it for years to come.  Thus, tracing the substantive 

intersections of the recording and radio industries is crucial to this project.  Scholarship 

on radio isn’t as rare as it once was.  In recent years, a number of new histories have 

contributed greatly to the rise of interest in radio scholarship – but while these histories 

provide crucial context for this project, they spend little time on music’s role in radio, in 

favor of radio’s role as precursor to television.  Michele Hilmes’ Radio Voices: American 

Broadcasting, 1922-1952 and Susan Smulyan’s Selling Radio: The Commercialization of 

American Broadcasting are both useful to my own project, in that they both extend the 

analysis offered in Susan Douglas’ Inventing American Broadcasting, 1899-1922.  More 

importantly, they provide accounts of broadcasting practices, programming, and policy 

from various points within the industry – from writers and on-air talent to listeners at 

home. In her introduction to Radio Voices, Hilmes notes that in radio histories, the focus 

has traditionally been on technology she too seeks to understand radio’s larger role in 

American society as the radio as cultural institution by broadening the analysis: “What if, 

instead, we regard radio not as a collection of wires, transmitters, and electrons but as a 

social practice grounded in culture, rather than electricity?  What if the history of 
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broadcasting, properly construed, lies in a succession of technological developments but 

in a series of small crises of cultural control, of sometimes minute and sometimes 

groundbreaking decisions made, often at the last minute and without much forethought, 

by the varied custodians of radio’s infant voice?”61  This comes very close to expressing 

my own approach to both the recording and radio industries during the 1920s and 1930s.  

However, as useful as Hilmes’ study is for understanding the years in which radio 

matured into a potent social and aesthetic force, her book spends little time on the role of 

music programming, in favor of radio serials and dramas.  This emphasis is unfortunate, 

because it encourages a general sense that there was little music in the period between 

radio’s emergence, the rise in popularity of radio serials, and the move of those serials to 

television. 

Susan Smulyan’s Selling Radio: The Commercialization of American 

Broadcasting, 1920-1934, is another welcome radio history, which focuses a bit more on 

broadcasting policy and the rise of networks in comparison to Hilmes’ analysis.  That her 

historical time period closely mirrors my own is also a great benefit.  But Smulyan also 

avoids a discussion of music on radio, until a short (but useful) conversation on the role 

of music as replacement programming in the first years of the television era.62  While far 

from comprehensive, Philip Eberly’s Music in the Air: America’s Changing Tastes in 

Popular Music, 1920-1980 remains one of the few sources for the history of popular 

music on American radio.  Eberly’s analysis focuses on the symbiotic relationship 

between music and radio, from radio’s earliest years, through the increase in radio 

programming with the rise of television.  But because Eberly’s overview covers most of 
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the twentieth century, it lacks the ideal depth and specificity that a more chronologically 

focused history could offer.63   Still, Eberly’s account of music on radio in the radio 

industry’s formative decades suggests that the radio played an important part in the social 

and technological shift that transformed the phonograph industry.  This is evident in even 

a cursory glance of trade journals from the era, from the mid-1920s and culminating with 

the phonograph industry’s consolidation in response to the popularity of radio technology 

and the profound impact of the Great Depression.  This project highlights the intersecting 

points of the recording and radio industries, particularly in the second half of the study, 

when radio’s influence becomes vital. 

 In light of previous literature, this dissertation seeks to: 1) Examine the role of the 

recording industry in meaning making through the organizing and selling of its product, 

popular music; 2) situate popular music aesthetics (imbued with cultural beliefs and 

attitudes, often manifested through genre, and connected to debates surrounding 

authenticity) into the industrial context in which the record industry emerged; 3) examine 

how the recording industry changed its mode of production as it adapted to changes 

brought on by radio’s increased influence in the mid-to-late 1920s and the economic 

collapse of the 1930s; and 4) provide a portrait of a cultural industry that was and is 

shaped by many people at various levels within its structure, as well as social dynamics 

beyond its specific confines.  Through building on what historical research exists on the 

phonograph and radio industries, this history will emphasize those neglected aspects in 

previous analyses.  In what follows, I will outline the theoretical framework and 

methodological approach that will make such an analysis possible. 
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The Record Business as Cultural Industry   

In constructing this project, I have benefited from readings across media studies, 

most importantly from the study of film, where many of the most sophisticated analyses 

of media industries have emerged.64  In industries focused on the creation of expressive 

culture, despite some important differences, their modes of production contain significant 

points of overlap.   While my approach to the recording industry is cultural rather than 

formal, my own understanding of the day-to-day practices in the recording industry 

reflects Bordwell, Staiger and Thompson’s relational definition of film practice in their 

landmark text, The Classical Hollywood Cinema: “A mode of film practice is not 

reducible to an oeuvre (the films of Frank Capra), a genre (the Western), or an economic 

category (RKO films).  It is an altogether different category, cutting across careers, 

genres and studios.  It is, most simply, a context.”65  In his introduction to The Genius of 

the System, Thomas Schatz writes: “The quality and artistry of these [classical 

Hollywood era] films were the product not simply of individual human expression, but of 

a melding of institutional forces.  In each case the ‘style’ of a writer, director, star – or 

even a cinematographer, art director, or costume designer – fused with the studio’s 

production operations and management structure, its resources and talent pool, its 

narrative traditions and market strategy.”66  My own understanding of the recording 

industry is in part based in a similar understanding, allowing for specific differences (for 

instance, narrative is much more important in the Hollywood film than the average pop 

song).  The field of popular music studies has yet to fully embrace the insights Schatz and 
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Bordwell, Staiger, Thompson made two decades ago, regarding the importance of 

industrial context to the cultural products manufactured. 

 The name that represents the sum of those institutional forces that these film 

theorists referenced is Hollywood.  The recording industry has no actual or mythological 

equivalent.  There are mythically charged locales that continue to fascinate (e.g. Tin Pan 

Alley or Nashville) but there is no word that similarly evokes our collective dreams and 

desires as expressed in popular music.  But there are more important differences than this.  

While both industries produce expressive culture, the recording industry is perhaps most 

different from the film industry in its significantly lower barrier to entry.  In other words, 

it’s much less expensive to make a recording than to make a film.  Secondly, fewer 

people are involved in the making of a given recording, which suggests the potential for a 

less overdetermined environment on its way to market – but this should not be overstated.  

Many record executives tightly controlled every aspect of production, as this dissertation 

will suggest.  However, because of the relative low cost of making records, even these 

executives might occasionally, and in some cases quite regularly, take chances (e.g., 

Gennett Records’ decision to record jazz when no one else was doing so, or Paramount 

Records’ choice to concentrate on recording race records) that would be much less likely 

in the cost-intensive business of filmmaking.67  My own archival research and historical 

analysis of the recording industry has been framed (in no small way) by these realities.  

In order to create a clear sense of the industry’s institutional culture in the first 

half of the twentieth century, I will concentrate in this study on four components of the 

recording industry.  I list them here discretely, with the understanding that separating 
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them does an analytical disservice, since an important task of this study is to convince the 

reader that these facets are inextricably linked.  The central interconnecting categories to 

be analyzed in this dissertation are as follows: 

 

• Aesthetic categories – i.e., the organization of stylistic approaches to 

music, the rhetorical judgments made in relation to aesthetics, the appeal 

to aesthetics in organizing genre categories (e.g., how Victor Records 

catalogs organized specific categories with corresponding narratives that 

followed a given genre’s ethos). 

• Technological changes – the roles in which technological changes may 

have influenced the industry both positively and negatively (e.g., the 1925 

introduction of electrical recording and its effect on vocal performances). 

• Legal interventions – the landmark cases that shaped the early recording 

industry and how the recording companies have often defined the 

boundaries of corporate conduct through seeking legal decisions against 

(and sometimes with) their competitors (e.g., Gennett Records’ 1919 battle 

with Victor Records over the rights to lateral-cut recording technology). 

• Institutional aspects – the ways in which record companies simultaneously 

reflect and construct societal attitudes as institutions that are in the 

business of harnessing, categorizing, and selling expressive culture (e.g., 

Ralph Peer’s successful organization and cultivation of hillbilly music at 

the Okeh label). 
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My analysis bridges contemporary cultural production approaches with historical 

industry research – company advertising, catalogs, recording logs, and correspondence.  I 

have also gathered a variety of catalogs, advertisements in order to understand their 

appeals to specific audiences.  Finally, I have sought out various trade journals (most 

notably, Talking Machine World) to get a better sense of how industry professionals were 

constructing audiences as well as what they were telling themselves.  These trade journals 

have been particularly important in getting a month-to-month sense of the record 

industry’s development through the 1920s and 1930s. 

My own training in media history has led me to this project, which without the 

benefit of first-hand conversations has relied on archival interviews, trade papers, and 

advertising material. This historiographic project is largely based on archives, the 

limitations of which have defined this study.  While researching this project, I began to 

understand both the importance of what little archival materials remain from this period 

of the recording industry (particularly in comparison with the film industry).  Archival 

research is an education unto itself and my research has necessarily been shaped by it.  

Because the study of the recording industry has historically been neglected, my archival 

trips occasionally took on an evangelical tone extolling the importance of these archives 

(though I was often preaching to the choir).  Archival materials have been crucial to 

successfully integrating these disparate strands of recording industry history, particularly 

because my era of study represents an increasingly distant period in U.S. media history.  

When possible, I’ve acquired archival interviews with direct participants, in order to get a 
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sense of the day-to-day work at a given company as well as some insight into decision-

making and organizational dynamics.  Many of these archival interviews were recorded 

during the 1960s and 1970s, after the folk revival had led researchers and enthusiasts to 

musicians and record industry men to find out more about the music, the artists, and the 

industry that helped produce it.  The questions asked by those interviewers more than 

thirty years ago were not always the ones that would occur to me – or the ones that would 

have potentially benefited this project.  But, above all, I am greatly indebted to the 

historical work of folklorists and hobbyists decades ago who spent their time tracking 

down remaining participants in the recording industry of the 1920s and 1930s for 

interviews.  Besides useful books and essays on American music, I have benefited greatly 

from oral interviews done by historians, folklorists, journalists, and enthusiasts – not only 

with musicians from the era, but also many of those involved in shaping the record 

business.  Folklorists, musicians and enthusiasts have been largely responsible for the 

archival research crucial to this project.  At the Southern Folklife Collection at the 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, I was able to hear the industry insiders speak: 

Ralph Peer, Art Satherly, Frank Walker, and Polk Brockman, to name a few. At the Starr-

Gennett Foundation in Richmond, Indiana and in the John MacKenzie Collection at the 

Indiana Historical Society in Indianapolis, I consulted Gennett Records documents, 

advertising, and recording logs.  I was able to do the same for Paramount Records at the 

Port Washington Historical Society in Port Washington, Wisconsin and at the Chicago 

Jazz Archive at the University of Chicago.  At the Library of Congress, I searched 

through back issues of Talking Machine World, the most important U.S. trade journal to 
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the recording industry in this era.  I also found jazz, race and hillbilly record catalogs in 

the Jim Walsh collection that helped me develop a greater understanding of how the 

industry constructed and marketed these new musical categories.  Finally, I gathered 

archival information on Victor at the Camden County Historical Society in Camden, New 

Jersey, and on Columbia at the Rodgers and Hammerstein Archive of Recorded Sound at 

the New York Public Library.   

All this empirical data is contextualized within an interpretive historical frame as 

described above, as well as my own sense of the historical context of the 1920s and 

1930s.  I’ve tried to follow the advice of Charles Musser, who writes that to truly 

understand media texts (in his case, film), we must both strive for context and accept the 

text on its own terms.  He writes, “To wrestle and return to a group of films again and 

again so that one’s understanding changes and deepens requires a sympathetic, humble 

openness to the material and a readiness to accept a body of work on its own terms.  At 

the same time, film scholars cannot forsake critical engagement with either the work or 

their own analyses.”68  For me, history always addresses the present; I’m attracted to 

history’s ability to defamiliarize what is otherwise received as common sense.  Using 

history to recontextualize the present carries with it the even grander possibility – 

changing our present lives through new knowledge based on our collective past.  This 

critique begins as a focused study of a specific industry but hopefully leads to larger 

ramifications that reference public tastes, anxieties, and desires that are at work in both 

minute everyday events and the attitudes of the larger social fabric.  Music and the 

institutions and practices associated with it, reflect whom we have been and who we are. 
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Structure of Study 
 
 This study’s first chapter begins in 1920 with Gennett Records, a division of Starr 

Piano Company.  Executives at the Starr Piano Company, like many such companies 

during the years preceding the new decade, had thought there might be money in the 

phonograph business.  Making phonographs and phonograph cabinets led to making 

records.  Initially, the company thought they might be able to compete with industry 

giants Columbia, Victor, and Edison, but soon found that there was little to stop a 

successful Gennett artist from moving to a major label when a record became a hit.  Thus, 

Gennett went looking for music that the majors weren’t recording.  Their first 

serendipitous find was a new kind of music based in New Orleans and flowering in 

Chicago: Jazz.  Through tracing Gennett’s relationship with jazz artists and the 

company’s decision to pursue this music, this chapter outlines how Gennett constructed 

their audience through the educated guesses of street-level salesmen and employees of 

the company. 

 While Gennett had started to pursue jazz, other labels were turning to race 

records, discussed in chapter two.  New York’s Okeh Records released the record that set 

off the race records craze, Mamie Smith’s “Crazy Blues.”  The Paramount label of Port 

Washington, Wisconsin, a company with a similar background to that of Gennett’s, was 

the other company to pursue race music.  This chapter outlines the importance of talent 

scouts such as Ralph Peer and Mayo Williams, as well as record distributors and 

storeowners like Polk Brockman and H.C. Speir, through their efforts in defining the new 

genre.  The other important dynamic to emerge in association with race records, was 
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newspaper advertising and the mail order business, which allowed both rural and urban 

blacks access to these new recordings, among the first to feature African-American 

performers. 

 The rise of radio transformed the phonograph industry by the mid-to-late 1920s.  

Radio technology would enter into a synergistic relationship with hillbilly music, with the 

National Barn Dance and Grand Ole Opry radio shows.  Chapter three focuses on this 

important relationship between radio and the record industry.  Hillbilly’s popularity was 

boosted by label interest, including Gennett’s subsidiary labels Champion and Gennett 

Electrobeam, as well as Okeh, Columbia, and Victor.  But hillbilly recordings couldn’t 

outpace the popularity of radio and various labels both large and small were purchased by 

other companies (Victor, Okeh) discontinued various lines (Gennett), or ceased 

operations altogether (Paramount). 

 In response to the inroads of upstart labels Gennett, Okeh, Paramount, and other 

labels, Victor and Columbia attempted to extend their catalog into new markets.  Both 

Victor and Columbia got off to a slow start, since Columbia had overproduced its way 

into bankruptcy and Victor felt their quality reputation was at stake.  Later, the majors 

hired away innovative talent scouts from smaller labels where they had developed new 

niche genres and gathered information about audiences, through attending live 

performances and garnering word of mouth information.  With the expertise of these 

scouts, the major labels were able to catch up (and in some cases, thrive) in new genre 

markets.  But the real inroads of the major labels came through their ability to survive the 

Great Depression and the rise of radio.  This meant a turning away from much of the 
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previous experiments with field recording and new genres in favor of what “jazz” as 

popular music had become, as practiced by the white dance bands and crooning frontmen 

of the late 1920s and early 1930s.  The recording industry, beginning in the mid-1920s 

and mid-1930s, transformed as many of the small labels responsible for the innovations 

that transformed the industry merged with larger labels.  Other labels sold off part or all 

of their back catalogs in an effort to adapt.  I will outline the ways in which the recording 

industry of 1935 was a fundamentally different one than that of 1920, as it emerged out 

of a tumultuous period as a mature industry.  Finally,  in the conclusion to this study, I 

will also suggest some of the specific ways in which the industry’s transformation 

prepared itself for ways in which it would equip for a long history of similar adaptations, 

occurring with alarming frequency, in subsequent years.      

In formulating this project, I have at regular intervals confronted the limits of my 

own access to increasingly distant events and relationships that defined U.S. record 

companies of the early twentieth century.  Like most media, the formal properties of 

recordings can reveal a lot about their own production.  Certainly, this dissertation will 

include close textual analyses of songs that helped changed the way audiences listened 

and the way industries sought out music to sell.  But at some point, in the act of listening 

to these records or holding them in our hands, we reach the limits of what they might tell 

us – even though it’s difficult not to think that some of these recordings have a certain 

quality that suggests infinite possibility.  For those of us who want to understand popular 

music’s larger significance, in all of its guises and contexts, it seems crucial to cultural 

context in which this music has been recorded, distributed, and sold.   
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For more than a few music enthusiasts (scholars too), this prospect may seem less 

than appealing; does knowing how music is made break the spell it can cast?  While I am 

someone who finds popular music’s affective pleasures of great importance, I believe that 

knowledge of the complicated history of Hoagy Carmichael’s “Stardust,” for example, 

does not diminish the song’s effect.  In fact, if we are to understand how music becomes 

meaningful to us, it is crucial that we account for the social life of a pop song and how it 

travels along the circuit of culture, gaining significance along the way.  It is social 

relationships and cultural dynamics as much as the original text that imbues it with 

meaning.  Those among us commonly associated with the production and consumption of 

popular music, as well as those who assist in this meaning making through intermediary 

roles (record retailers, distributors, critics, radio announcers, and various other 

tastemakers), play an important role in making popular music what it is.  Knowing more 

about an important period of the industry might help further explain popular music’s 

larger social formation; its social relevance as the U.S. embraced the contradictions of 

modernity between the world wars; its biases and prejudices that are both based on and 

reinforce our own; and even its endless potential as generator of subjective pleasures. 
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Chapter Two: Gennett Records 
and the Expansion of Recorded Jazz 

 

Gennett Records 
One of this dissertation’s central hypotheses is that specific cultures at recording 

companies affected the selection, promotion and sale of its musical output, and thus small 

label interest in jazz during the 1920s represents a promising case study.  And if jazz as a 

genre embodied a given set of social, cultural and aesthetic designations that resonated 

with consumers, those designations are generally (if not specifically) traceable through 

what little record company history remains.  Gennett Records, of Richmond, Indiana, was 

the first of the upstart labels of the 1910s to challenge the dominance of the Big Three 

(Victor, Columbia, and Edison).  Gennett was an important participant in the 

popularization of jazz, which along with the race and hillbilly genres that followed would 

reshape the trajectory of U.S. popular music.  The emergence of jazz as a genre can be 

better understood by tracing how (and where) everyday business practices met socio-

cultural attitudes in Gennett’s mode of production: its institutional culture, its scouting 

and recording practices, its means of selection for releases, and its advertising strategies.  

Gennett’s institutional operations, in other words, offer preliminary answers to these 

questions: What conditions, both within Gennett’s culture and amidst larger social 

dynamics, led to the label recording a broad array of music, including Chicago jazz?  

What did Gennett’s approach to jazz – in terms of its recording protocol, artist selection, 

sales and advertising – suggest about jazz as it emerged? 

The relationship between Gennett and jazz is important for many reasons.  While 

all record labels diversified their release catalogs, and labels such as Columbia recorded 
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jazz as early as 1917 (“Darktown Strutter’s Ball” and “Indiana” by the Original Dixieland 

Jass, and later Jazz, Band), Gennett’s decision to delve further into jazz – at the same 

moment that the New Orleans progenitors of the music were arriving in Chicago – 

signaled the label’s recognition that it could most easily make money on those styles not 

readily or widely available on the major labels of the day.1  

Gennett’s lasting reputation is often associated with jazz, primarily due to the 

company’s recording some of jazz’s foundational moments, despite the fact that few of 

these now-treasured recordings likely sold much upon first release.  But beyond jazz, 

Gennett’s recorded output was stunningly broad. Research suggests that the Starr Piano 

Company, Gennett’s parent company, expanded its involvement to approximately 

seventy labels internationally during its time in the record industry.2   Though many 

Gennett recordings saw re-release nationally and internationally on these associated 

labels, the company’s recorded output and reach remains impressive, and some 

performers who recorded for Gennett still resonate in collective memory.  Gene Autry 

recorded some of his first sides there before his cowboy persona had fully crystallized. 

The great majority of Charley Patton’s songs were recorded at Gennett’s Richmond 

studios for Wisconsin’s Paramount label.  Gennett recorded William Jennings Bryan, 

performing excerpts from his “Cross of Gold” speech to musical accompaniment, a 

recording that was added to the Library of Congress’ National Recording Registry in 

2004.  The company recorded Welsh mining songs, when it surmised that the residents of 

Pennsylvania and Ohio mining towns might be interested.  Gennett also recorded 

personal records – records not meant for release by Gennett, but one-time printings – for 
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the Ku Klux Klan in Indiana (despite the Gennett family’s own ambivalence and 

recording engineer Ezra Wickemeyer’s numerous resignations over the issue).3  

Gennett’s mobile truck recorded music across the United States, making sound effects 

recordings and capturing a performance by Hopi Indians documented by anthropologist J. 

Walter Fewkes at the Grand Canyon.4  

Despite such experiments, Gennett usually returned to those records that sold 

most reliably.  Judging on the number of releases that would have been loosely construed 

as jazz at the time, Gennett must have had some economic success with the trend.  The 

releases tended to be based on the style and popularity of the all-white Original Dixieland 

Jazz Band, whose Victor releases first gained popularity in 1917 – starting a jazz craze 

that led to the recording of both black and white jazz groups.  Defining releases from 

Gennett (despite poor sales upon initial release) include Joe “King” Oliver’s 

“Dippermouth Blues,” recorded on June 23, 1923 with a young Louis Armstrong in his 

band, and Bix Beiderbecke and his Rhythm Jugglers first recorded “Davenport Blues” for 

Gennett on January 26, 1925.  Hoagy Carmichael first recorded “Star Dust” for Gennett 

on October 31, 1927, backed by Emil Seidel and his Orchestra with the Dorsey Brothers 

sitting in.  The song only became a hit after the company took another chance on a song 

that initially had performed poorly by re-recording it later.5  Jelly Roll Morton and the 

New Orleans Rhythm Kings recorded “Mr. Jelly Lord” for Gennett, in what has been 

purported to be the first interracial recording session in the U.S. on February 24, 1926.6

The breadth of the company’s involvement in a variety of aspects of the recording 

business meant that no one genre remained crucial to the company’s profit mission for 
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long.  It could be rightly argued that Gennett’s interest in hillbilly music during the late 

1920s, released largely through its mail order subsidiary Champion, represents a more 

long-term company effort.7  However, Gennett was the first of the small labels to present 

a significant challenge to the dominant powers of the Big Three.  Despite the label’s size 

and location, Gennett first challenged proprietary technological formats shared by Victor 

and Columbia in court (after the litigious Victor claimed patent infringement), which in 

turn led to a cooperative relationship between independents in the face of more powerful 

companies.  Gennett’s initial forays into jazz also represented a challenge to the Big 

Three in one of the first instances of an emergent label attempting to succeed through 

recording music that the larger labels had neglected.  Indeed, the Big Three companies 

(Victor, Columbia, and Edison) did experiment with many kinds of music throughout this 

era, but as the following section demonstrates, they were relatively less adventurous from 

their comfortable positions of prominence in the recording market, though that reticence 

dissolved in the face of financial trouble (as in the case of Columbia in the early 1920s) 

or after new markets had been proven (as in Victor and Edison’s involvement in hillbilly 

in the late 1920s). 

 

The Big Three 

By the 1910s, the recording industry had transformed itself from unsuccessful 

attempts at marketing phonographs as tools for business correspondence, to a nickel-in-

the-slot novelty in arcades and saloons, to a domestic entertainment phenomenon that 

began to compete directly with the piano for domestic dominance.  Most of the popular 
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music played on home phonographs in the1910s included a mix of popular opera, dance 

music in the forms of waltzes and foxtrots, Tin Pan Alley tunes, “gypsy” and “coon” 

novelty numbers fueled by xenophobic exoticism, racial obsession, and the minstrel 

tradition, and patriotic marches that were in great demand during the U.S. involvement in 

World War I.  The dominant labels, Victor, Columbia, and Edison, produced this music 

for American audiences.  Of these labels, the Edison Company was beginning to decline.  

Thomas Edison’s stubborn allegiance to his own cylinder technology was increasingly 

untenable.  Columbia, Edison’s most direct competitor in the phonograph format, had 

announced to customers its decision to abandon cylinder technology altogether for the 

recorded disc, by July 1912.8  When Edison finally begrudgingly introduced his own 

“Diamond Disc” format, it was made of a different chemical compound than the usual 

shellac discs that were becoming the industry standard.  Even the unusual thickness of the 

Diamond Disc marked Edison’s product as separate from the rest of the market.  While 

Edison’s fame in the U.S. initially allowed him to market products on his reputation as an 

accomplished inventor, his competition had usurped the Edison Company’s early 

dominance in the recording field. 

 Meanwhile, Victor and Columbia ruled much of the rest of the recording market.  

Columbia, without the benefit of Edison’s name recognition or Victor’s ubiquitous “His 

Master’s Voice” advertising campaign, emphasized technological superiority (whether 

real or imagined) in their phonograph technology.  While initially Columbia 

manufactured cylinders based on the Edison paradigm, the company had experimented 

with double-sided discs as early as 1904 (outdoing Victor’s traditional one-sided 
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releases).  But it wasn’t until 1908 that the new format found favor: “In contrast to 

Columbia’s earlier effort, the new Double Discs – modestly priced 65 cents for a standard 

ten-inch release and widely promoted through a free demonstration record – were an 

immediate success.”9  The company’s transition allowed them to expand their business 

through the 1910s, boosted by a post-World War I phonograph sales boom.  But by the 

end of the decade, signs that the company may had been too aggressive – as embodied in 

overproduction of both phonographs and recordings – had led to some economic 

instability as the 1920s began.10  Victor, the company that introduced disc technology to 

the American market, was comfortably ensconced as the industry leader.  Their 

inexpensive Victrola models had been greatly popular with consumers while the 

company’s aggressive “His Master’s Voice” campaign, featuring its dog Nipper, could 

regularly be found in popular magazines around the world.  At the same time, the 

company’s “Red Seal” series of recordings, which featured opera and classical 

recordings, had successfully connected the Victor brand to high culture. 

In 1915, many of the original phonograph patents began to expire, which allowed 

new manufacturing companies to enter the phonograph market. These new companies did 

not set out to sell recordings initially; rather, they began by making phonograph cabinets 

in which to make these machines more culturally and aesthetically pleasing for domestic 

space.  Companies from coast to coast made phonograph cabinets that would allow 

phonograph technology to blend in by referencing traditional furniture periods and 

styles.11  Like so many of these early companies, the Starr Piano Company of Richmond, 
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Indiana began making phonograph cabinets after establishing a name for itself as a 

national manufacturer of home furnishings.        

 

Starr Piano Company  

“I am about exhausted trying to recollect things I do not remember,” wrote Fred 

Gennett in a 1962 letter to jazz researcher George Kay.  “It is 25 years now since I left 

the record business and most of the people are dead who worked for the company in 

executive positions.”12  Fred Gennett’s stationery at the time had no mention of either 

Gennett Records or the Starr Piano Company, reading  “Gennett & Sons, Inc., Craftsmen 

in Stainless Steel.”  In the letters and interviews that remain with those figures involved 

with the company’s years in the music industry, from executives to the company’s rank 

and file is how seemingly mundane the work seemed to them.  Rarely did anyone have 

the sense that history was being made, although in later accounts, some participants 

disagreed over individual roles in those key recording sessions lauded by critics and fans 

after the fact.  The history of Gennett Records and the Starr Piano Company is now so 

distant in our collective memory that its legacy is largely experienced through decades of 

varying degrees of disinterest, romanticized myth and the recounting of half-remembered 

events – depending on whom you ask.13  While jazz enthusiasts and record collectors 

have long understood Gennett’s importance, social historians interested in music and 

media have not fully recognized the label’s role in the early shaping of attitudes and 

beliefs connected to what became known as jazz.  
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The Starr Piano Company of Richmond had been headquartered on the eastern 

fork of the Whitewater River since the company’s founding in 1872.  By the late 

nineteenth century, Richmond, Indiana had been established as a good location for trade, 

since the National Road passed through after Congress, in1832, allocated $100,000 for its 

expansion from Wheeling, West Virginia to Vandalia, Illinois.14  By the late nineteenth 

century, Richmond was also connected to the important railroad hubs of Cincinnati, 

Indianapolis, and by extension, Chicago. The Whitewater Gorge, or “the river bottom” as 

it is still known locally, became a locale for industry starting in the early 1800s when a 

variety of mills were built along the river. Starr Piano Company’s factory was located on 

the site of the Richmond Woolen Mill, which was owned by Richard A. Jackson, one of 

the partners in the new piano venture.  Jackson entered into business with George 

Trayser, a businessman who had previously been involved in piano manufacturing and 

was purported to be the first to do so west of the Alleghenies.  James M. and Benjamin 

Starr, two brothers for whom the company was named, joined Jackson and Trayser in the 

new venture.  The Gennett name first became associated with Starr Piano in 1893, when 

Henry Gennett and his father-in-law John Lumsden invested in the company.  Lumsden 

stayed in Nashville, but Gennett moved to Richmond.  Starr Piano’s growth led the 

company to be one of the biggest employers in the area by the early twentieth century.  

Their operation grew through much of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.  As 

Andrew Klein wrote: 

Over the years…the Starr Piano, Phonograph and Gennett Records were 
joined by “Starr Freeze” refrigerators and freezers, synchronizer units 
designed for use with talking picture projection machines, wooden 
propellers and a valve for barrage balloons during World War I, wooden 
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cabinets for radio, airbrakes, and even wooden billy clubs to quiet a local 
factory strike.  No such labour disputes occurred at the Starr, however, the 
factory frequently employing craftsmen for life.  In fact, it was referred to 
as “the old folks home” and one newspaper article noted that two brothers 
had 108 years of combined service to the company. 15  
 

Starr founded their new record label in 1915, during a period in which the number 

of U.S. phonograph companies greatly increased.16  Like many companies who had 

entered the record business, Starr’s point of entry was, to borrow contemporary 

terminology, not software but hardware.  As a company involved in domestic furnishings 

such as the piano, Starr first made cabinets for other companies’ phonographs, then made 

their own phonographs, and then made recordings to play on them.17  No work was 

farmed out as the company learned the basics of each new venture as they went along.  

The new phonograph company was initially named Starr, and then renamed Gennett, 

after the family who had bought the Starr Company from its founders, when the original 

owners decided that there was no future in pianos for the home.18  The Gennett name 

came from the family who now ran the company; patriarch Henry, and brothers Fred, 

Harry and Clarence Gennett all worked at the company, managing its day-to-day 

operations.19  Besides the shift in company management, the name change was also 

practical for point-of-sale politics.  Other stores, particularly those that also sold pianos, 

were not interested in further publicizing Starr Piano through that company’s new record 

business.  A quote from Gennett employee Wilson “Tag” Taggart suggests the 

importance that the Gennett label would quickly gain in the company’s overall business 

activity.  Recounting daily trips that Henry Gennett would take over to the recording 

division’s purchasing office, Taggart said: “He used to come around in the 
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morning…rubbing his hands together, round and round.  He’d come by around 10 

o’clock and ask, ‘How are the checks coming in today?’  I’d tell him what we had got in 

our end of it.  He said, ‘Well, you’re holding up the piano business right now.’”20

The Gennett label already had a distribution network at its disposal.  Starr already 

had stores in cities around the country, including New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, 

Cincinnati, Indianapolis, and Birmingham, Alabama.  This allowed Gennett records to be 

sold side-by-side with pianos in Starr stores.  This also allowed Starr stores to function as 

information-gathering centers for the company.  During the course of the Starr Piano 

Company’s foray into the record business, the company had recording studios in New 

York and Richmond, as well as more temporary recording facilities in Birmingham, 

Alabama and in St. Paul, Minnesota.  The company also used a specially equipped 

recording truck, which made recordings from various national locales.  Starr often found 

out about regional tastes and trends in music, as well as performers, who were popular in 

a given region, through their employees’ interactions with customers as well as the local 

nightlife.  While Starr Piano did not hire professionals from the music industry in which 

to make decisions for their Gennett recording division, the company greatly benefited 

from the social and economic networks already established before its entry into the 

record business.  In many ways, the Starr Company and the Gennett label were equipped 

to venture into uncharted territory.  Thus, Gennett proceeded in trial and error fashion, 

recording this or that style and seeing if its releases would find an audience. 
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But a larger problem faced the company: 

technological format.  After patent skirmishes 

between Columbia and Victor from 1901 to 1903, 

spurred on by Columbia’s decision to sell discs as 

well as cylinders, the two companies entered into 

the first of several licensing agreements so that both 

companies would share what was known as “lateral 

cut” recording technology.  Lateral cut recordings 

could only be played on Victor or Columbia 

phonographs – and since Victor and Columbia had 

both already established themselves as dominant 

companies within the recording industry, this was 

an aggressive move to increase their influence and 

market share further.  Lateral cut grooves were of 

“constant depth, modulated from side to side,” while “vertical cut” or “hill-and-dale” 

grooves were “of constantly varying depth, cut or indented into the playing surface.”21  

The only two companies that had access to lateral cut recording technology were also 

those at the center of the record business, Columbia and Victor.  Vertical cut grooves 

began to be used in the U.S. by several short-lived companies after Pathé Freres’ success 

with the process in France.  Edison deemed vertical cut technology superior in its own 

legendary “tone tests” and then confused the format issue further by introducing its 

proprietary Edison Diamond Discs, meant to be played back on their own, quite 

 

Figure One: Advertisement listing 
lateral vs. vertical cut recordings 
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expensive, Edison phonographs.  Thus, the Diamond Discs could not be played on Victor 

or Columbia phonographs, meant for lateral cut recordings, nor on Páthe phonographs, 

designed for most vertical cut recordings.  Because of Victor and Columbia’s dominance 

in the U.S. market, the companies were able to popularize their process through the sale 

of phonographs, most notably Victor’s popular Victrola series.22  Gennett announced that 

they would switch to lateral cut technology in 1919, following their hill-and-dale “Art-

Tone” series of 1918.23  At first, the company offered both lateral and vertical-cut 

recordings, but switched to lateral cut completely by summer. An announcement in 

Talking Machine World (March 15, 1919) alerted Victor of Gennett’s decision.  Without 

mentioning Victor or Columbia phonographs by name, Gennett advertisements soon 

made mention that their records could be played on “any phonograph.”24  The court case 

would be a protracted battle, going all the way to the Supreme Court in 1922.  Victor 

argued that Eldridge Johnson had been the victim of patent infringement.25

The case that Victor brought against the Starr Piano Company had some 

unintended consequences, including the support of other smaller labels, including Okeh, 

Vocalion, Emerson, and the Canada’s Compo label.  The parent companies of all three 

labels had a vested interest in the lateral cut recording technology and therefore supported 

Gennett.26  But the case did lead to a bit more cooperation among these labels, 

particularly between Gennett and Compo (the two companies would enter into 

partnership by the end of the decade).  Compo allowed Gennett’s discs to be widely 

distributed around Canada, from Starr’s Canadian headquarters in London, Ontario.  The 

Victor case, besides being a crucial technological challenge to the expired Eldridge 
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Johnson and Bell & Tainter patents held by Victor and Columbia, it also introduced the 

Gennett company to new cooperative relationships with other labels, which increased as 

the company’s reach expanded during the 1920s.   

According to Charlie Dahan, the Gennett label initially may have thought it could 

directly compete with the industry-leading labels of the day, most notably Columbia and 

Victor.27    There are numerous cases in which those two labels would lure away acts that 

had been successful on Gennett.  The Criterion Quartette, Wendell Hall, and Monroe 

Silver, all had success with recordings for Gennett and then were signed to a contract by 

Victor.  Hall’s contract, signed on the basis of one song, was worth $10,000.28  Even with 

these losses, Gennett preferred to remain unencumbered with long-term contracts, 

perhaps due to their strong sense fad-based dynamics of the recording industry and 

perhaps their unwillingness to compete financially with larger labels.  It is also important 

to note a perennial industry dynamic: when a larger label signs an act and that act goes on 

to greater success, smaller labels usually benefit from additional sales of that artist’s 

earlier recordings.  Although the earliest Gennett recording ledgers have not survived, 

there is a strong sense that by 1919, the year that the extant Gennett ledgers begin  – 

several years into the Starr Piano Company’s foray into the record business – that they 

had learned to diversify, most notably to different ethnic groups within the United States 

and nationalities abroad. Gennett ledgers note recorded music meant for a number of 

different niche audiences, through German polkas from Peter Stahl’s Kapelle, pop singer 

Billy Murray’s “Take Your Girlie to the Movies;” and comedian George Thompson’s 

comedic spoken word “Cohen at the Telephone,” all in 1919. Charlie Dahan writes: 
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“Gennett’s openness and willingness to record all styles of music led it not only to make 

some of the earliest recordings of real jazz, blues, country and ethnic music, but also to 

make history as the first record company to manifest all the characteristics of the 

independent label,” through offering Gennett recording artists the freedom to record their 

music their way.29   

Dahan is certainly right that Gennett did function as a prototypical independent 

label, though using the term “independent” summons a variety of contemporary 

connotations that were not part of the Gennett ethos.  If in contemporary usage we think 

of an independent label, rightly or wrongly, in some sort of oppositional stance in relation 

to major labels, then the historical example of Gennett doesn’t qualify.  In other words, 

Gennett would have been as big as Columbia or Victor if they could have – there was 

nothing about the label’s relationship with the majors that suggests otherwise.  And while 

most labels did greatly diversify their recorded output in order to appeal to a number of 

different audiences, Dahan is right to suggest that executives at Gennett came to a 

relatively early understanding that through creating niche markets – through providing 

under-recorded musical styles to neglected audiences – the company could make a place 

for itself in what was and continues to be a volatile market.  But unlike many current 

independent labels that serve one specific niche market, Gennett and labels like it often 

tried to serve numerous niche markets simultaneously.  For a time during the early 1920s, 

one of the musical genres fortuitously recorded by Gennett was jazz, amidst an important 

period in its development, a few hours away in Chicago.  During this period, “jazz” 

functioned as a defining term for a given song style – or perhaps even more importantly, 
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a kind of dance.  Jazz in its early period was known as a sub-section of dance music, but 

through the decade would increasingly become a term for the new dance music in 

general.  Paradoxically, the popularization of the term “jazz” was linked with the 

controversy surrounding the new music’s improvisational style, rhythmic syncopation, 

and connection with African-Americans.   

 

Jazz as Promise and Moral Panic 

While the geographic and linguistic origins of the word “jazz” are notoriously 

difficult to trace, its use as a musical term was first popularized between 1913 and 

1915.30  While early uses of the term were found in the popular press from New York to 

San Francisco, the city most associated with the term was where the music flourished: 

New Orleans.  That jazz is a pure product of American hybridity makes the music’s 

flowering in New Orleans seem appropriate, though the hybrid nature of jazz is often 

denied in subsequent definitions of jazz, which tends to see African Americans as the 

sole source of “real jazz,” while white performers are denied their collaborative role and 

accused of being derivative, if not committing theft.  In addition, many jazz performers of 

Italian, Jewish, and Irish descent meant that they fell short of prevailing definitions of 

whiteness during the era.  As Ted Gioia writes in The History of Jazz, “Many musicians – 

mostly black, but also Creole and white – were experimenting with the syncopations of 

ragtime and the blues tonality and applying these rhythmic and melodic devices to a wide 

range of compositions.”31  The music drew on a variety of influences that co-existed in 

that city in the first few decades of the twentieth century. 
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Jazz historians typically note, however, that while jazz was born in New Orleans 

in the 1890s, it came of age in Chicago in the 1920s. “Jazz in Chicago,” William 

Howland Kenney writes, “gave particularly sharp and memorable musical expression to 

feelings of giddy excitement and rebellious daring, stimulating powerful emotional 

experiences which permanently shaped our collective memory of that time and place.”  In 

Chicago’s burgeoning nightlife Kenney sees a variety of social and cultural dynamics 

reflected, such as “post-World War I economic prosperity, a heightened interracial 

awareness, the excitement of city life, urban machine politics, and the ongoing rebellion 

against Prohibition moralism.”32  The city already had an appetite for dance music that 

predated World War I, and despite the city’s racially complex geography, clubs catering 

to Southside blacks began to move away from black-only entertainment towards 

programming both black and white acts for interracial audiences.33  But it was through 

recorded media that most listeners experienced the new music. Marshall Stearns traced 

how recordings from both ODJB and Bix Beiderbecke’s Wolverines greatly influenced 

Hoagy Carmichael, underlining the importance of recorded media in spreading music: 

“Phonograph records were probably the most effective single vehicle for the spread of 

jazz…. Around 1917, when the Original Dixieland Jazz Band made their recordings, a 

high-school boy in Bloomington, Indiana, named Hoagy Carmichael heard them and 

made an exciting discovery.  His mother played ragtime, but this was something 

different.”34  Beiderbecke had greater opportunities for first-hand exposure to jazz in his 

hometown of Davenport, Iowa, which was one of several towns in which Mississippi 

river boats that featured jazz bands would dock (many of the most famous New Orleans 
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musicians worked their way north in this fashion).  But Beiderbecke was definitely 

influenced by the records of ODJB and others, as he discovered a music that would lead 

to his own direct role in shaping it.  For white youths like Carmichael and Beiderbecke, 

jazz held a liberatory promise, a life-affirming ticket to the possibilities of the modern 

world.    

But for many others, the music and the people who played it were a threat.  “A 

strange word has gained wide-spread use in the rank of our producers of popular music,” 

began an article titled “The Appeal of the Primitive Jazz” in the August 25, 1917 issue of 

Literary Digest, a few months after the Original Dixieland Jazz Band’s recordings had 

first created a sensation.  “It is ‘jazz,’ used mainly as an adjective descriptive of a band.  

The group that play for dancing, when colored, seem infected with the virus that they try 

to instill as a stimulus in others.”35  These early journalistic descriptions of jazz often 

emphasize its role as dance music in live performance, suggesting that it was performing 

of jazz – its liveness – that held a special power, despite the increasing importance of 

recordings for the music industry.  In the Literary Digest article, jazz is equated with the 

tribal African music of hundreds of years before.  “The music of contemporary savages 

taunts us with a lost art of rhythm,” the article continues.  “Modern sophistication has 

inhibited many native instincts.”36  Maureen Anderson convincingly argues that this 

article (and others) seeks to explain jazz as some sort of modern primitivism.  In critical 

statements about the new music in the white press, Anderson suggests that there is a 

pervasive uneasiness that at once illustrates a general taste for jazz among white 

audiences and a dislike or distrust of the blacks in general.  “Magazines turned to 
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composers, doctors, educators, and even the black populace to explain jazz,” Anderson 

writes.  “Stunningly, what remains consistent in the reports on jazz is not the ultimate 

dislike of the music, but the political and social dislike of the black population.”37  

Music has long been playfully or ominously talked about as disease – we say that 

music is infectious or contagious, sometimes in positive terms, though those responses 

can also reflect a deeper anxiety about music’s influence beyond the limits of our reason.  

But in the above quotes from Literary Digest, there’s an added racial element in this 

quote that gives a strong racial and social component to the music.  In the context of the 

times, the press accounts of jazz make the music seem more like a diabolical plan that 

carries with it the ever present threat of miscegenation, which with large groups of 

immigrants arriving on American shores as well as the great internal migration from 

South to North, had become of increasing concern at a national level.  The smallest (often 

imaginary) incidents too often led to racial violence and unrest in cities like Chicago in 

1919, when a black child went swimming at a Southside beach informally reserved for 

whites, or in the Tulsa race riot of 1921, which was ignited by a rumor over a young 

black man and a white female elevator operator at a downtown building.  He had, it was 

alleged, grabbed her arm.  These events point to the uneasy racial environment in which 

jazz music first emerged. 

Of course, there were humorous takes on the jazz craze as well, usually aimed at 

illustrating the extremes that this new musical form will engender in listeners: a Talking 

Machine World article warned “Don’t Try to Burn a Jazz Record,” after a husband and 

wife argued over an unnamed jazz record, broken upon removing it from the turntable. 
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During the course of the argument, one of them ended up putting the record into the 

family oven.  “The heat of the jazz and the heat of the coal mixed so perfectly and 

developed such a flame that the chimney couldn’t stand the strain and caught fire.”  The 

article isn’t clear on who put the record in the oven, but a clue is provided: the wife 

punched firefighters when they arrived, arguing that it was her fire and she could take 

care of it. 38  A story such as this was likely deemed worthy for print in Talking Machine 

World not because of the unfortunate incident with a broken record, but as a jazz record – 

which made the event some sort of commentary on the notorious new musical trend to 

the retail and wholesale record dealers that regularly read the trade paper.   

Jazz had activated a variety of longstanding racial and social anxieties.  In terms 

of aesthetic terminology, the genre term has also caused controversy.  As a genre term, 

the word “jazz” has been a contentious one, a gate-keeping term that at various points has 

signified whatever has been deemed good while all that was deemed bad didn’t make the 

cut.  Confusion is compounded when we consider that jazz has meant different things for 

different generations of music listeners, as the music went through what Richard Peterson 

has termed the genre’s “folk,” “pop,” and “fine arts” phases.39  By mid-century, newer 

jazz forms like bebop were sending some jazz aficionados back to the records of over two 

decades earlier, in which the jazz of the 1920s was reevaluated.  Because of this 

reevaluation, it is sometimes hard to get a clear sense of which records were actually 

popular during the first flourishings of jazz as commercial music.  For instance, while 

jazz enthusiasts and record collectors have long marveled at Gennett’s jazz recordings of 

the early 1920s, how many records were actually sold?  Few Gennett sales records are 
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known to still exist and the trade papers of the day were not usually specific on the sales 

of individual recordings, unless a particular record was inordinately successful. 

If jazz as a genre is not merely textual but also social, cultural, and discursive, 

then how can its development be traced?  No one social entity or cultural trend is 

responsible.  The Gennett record label was responsible for many of the first jazz releases 

by crucial progenitors of the music.  As first-generation performers – those who had 

heard and learned from that most mythologized figure of early jazz, Buddy Bolden, dead 

before his music could be recorded (he was also famously reticent to commit his 

performances to cylinder or disc). These recordings are as close as we can get to what 

early “hot” jazz sounded like, through recordings released by Gennett.40  In this next 

section, I look at some of Gennett’s efforts to market and advertise their jazz titles to 

national and international audiences, to suggest the ways in which the Gennett label 

contributed to the larger definition of jazz as commercial music during the 1920s. 

 

Gennett and Jazz 

Initially, it seems difficult to understand why a label such as Gennett would want 

to enter the controversial jazz field.  For even those who know Gennett’s history and 

relationship to jazz, the story of the white-owned Gennett and its parent company Starr 

Piano of Richmond, Indiana seems incongruous.  The most plausible explanation lies in 

the record label’s own catalog and its history of experimentation.  Having realized that 

their Gennett imprint could not compete head-on with Victor, Columbia, and Edison, 

they sought niches wherever they could find them.  In this context, jazz as a popular craze 
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was certainly worth a try.  By the early 1920s, jazz was already a few years into its 

transformation from a regional folk style to a national pop music.  Following Victor’s 

success with the Original Dixieland Jazz Band (ODJB) in 1917, other labels including 

Gennett began seeking out and recording those groups that had a similar sound. Consider 

the difference between the ODJB’s music on Columbia and that of King Oliver as 

recorded for Gennett.  While the ODJB’s success may have been the group’s novelty for 

a more general audience, Gennett had in mind a niche market for Oliver and its other 

early jazz releases.  So, we may tentatively say that while much of 1920s jazz held 

crossover pop potential, certainly not all of it did.41  This in part was the appeal of 

Oliver’s recordings for later collectors.  He embodied a direct line to New Orleans’ jazz 

origins, closer to the source than noteworthy jazz musicians such as Midwesterner Bix 

Beiderbecke, who was introduced to jazz through hearing the ODJB’s Victor release.  

This logic of authenticity is of importance to this project only in that a given artist’s 

socio-cultural position – and interpretations of that position – greatly influences both the 

way in which companies advertised that artist’s music (King Oliver as involved in jazz’s 

mythic origins), and the way audiences were attracted not only by music but by 

compelling narratives surrounding the artist. 

Gennett was not out to make jazz history.  Like most entertainment and media 

industries in the age of mass media, Gennett executives operated on a hit driven-

mentality.  If a record became a hit, then they’d record as many more similar records as 

possible until they surmised that the trend had gone cold.  Gennett’s Champion imprint, 

for instance, was quite successful with hillbilly music during its ascendancy in the late 
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1920s.  But it was jazz that began to remove Gennett away from direct competition with 

the predominant record labels of the day: Columbia, Victor, and Edison.  The importance 

of Gennett’s involvement with jazz, then, was that it proved that an upstart label could 

actually compete with the more powerful companies by recording the music that those 

companies had largely ignored.  In their decision to experiment with recording the 

burgeoning Chicago jazz scene, Gennett had stumbled upon a domestic, hybrid U.S. 

music that had been under-recorded.  By the end of the decade, the cultural impact of the 

new music would be powerful enough to define the 1920s as “the jazz age.”  In the 

following section, I discuss how the Gennett label and the Starr Piano Company were 

able to capture this music by being in the right place at the right time.  Through delving 

into a new genre, Gennett employees had to make it up as they went along, while 

scouting music, recording talent, and deciding what to release.  In the interview 

transcripts of Starr Piano employees from decades ago, it is possible to trace general 

trends in the recording division’s day-to-day operations, and better understand how those 

operations affected the music the company produced. 

 

Patterns of Production 

 Surviving historical documents suggest that employee roles in Starr Piano’s 

recording division were not particularly regimented or stratified in its division of labor.  

To a certain extent, Starr’s relatively flexible, even loose, approach to the recording 

industry – an industry in which the low barrier to entry has traditionally encouraged 

experimentation – applied to the industry as a whole.  The recording industry was still 
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developing an approach to identifying new talent during the early 1920s, through relying 

on those deemed to have greater knowledge of a given musical scene in a given locale – 

record store owners, show promoters, and as in Starr’s case, company employees.  Even 

the term “A&R man”  (“artists and repertoire”) had not yet been coined, since scouting 

new talent was still a developing practice within the industry.42  It is clear that Gennett’s 

scouting efforts were regularly focused on scouts attending live performances, where 

scouts who initially knew little about the music they were hearing relied on audience 

response as much as the band to decide on whether to make a recording.  Historical 

accounts survive of two noteworthy instances of Gennett’s scouting efforts in Chicago as 

the city’s jazz scene took shape: first with the Friars Society Orchestra (later, the New 

Orleans Rhythm Kings) and then with King Oliver & His Creole Jazz Band, followed by 

some brief accounts of each group’s recording sessions.43  These specific sessions open 

up a larger conversation regarding recording practices at Gennett, including the processes 

of record selection at the Gennett label’s Richmond headquarters, in order to arrive at the 

technical and aesthetic aspects of selecting music to release.  

 

Talent Scouting 

The figure most responsible for Gennett’s jazz recordings was longtime Starr 

employee Fred Wiggins, de facto talent scout during his time in Chicago in the early 

1920s and head of Starr Piano’s recording division by mid-decade.  Relatively little first-

hand information about Wiggins remains.  He died in 1948, before a renewed interest in 

American vernacular music led to the rediscovery of both the musicians and “record 
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men” who, like Wiggins, made those recordings possible.44  Wiggins had become so 

obscure by the mid-1950s that authors writing about Gennett couldn’t always agree on 

the spelling of his name.45  Some biographical information on Wiggins does however 

survive.  Rick Kennedy writes, “Wiggins, 41 years old in 1922, was a descendant of one 

of Richmond’s founding Quaker families.  He had worked up through the Starr Piano 

ranks, starting in the shipping department in 1906.  Before Henry Gennett’s death, 

Wiggins was named manager of Starr Piano’s Chicago store.”46 Wiggins was soon acting 

as Chicago talent scout for the Gennett label as he learned about Chicago’s music scene 

through his role as manager of Starr Piano Store.  According to jazz researcher George 

Kay, Wiggins’ role as scout expanded over time: “During the early days of Wiggens’ 

[sic] career, he scouted for artists but the final decision for closing recording deals was 

left to Fred Gennett.  Later, as his ability became more recognized by the Starr officials, 

young Wiggens’ judgment in signing talent and releasing records was accepted as 

final.”47  

Starr Piano’s Chicago location was at 423 South Wabash, where downtown meets 

the Southside in what is still known as the South Loop, named after the Chicago elevated 

train tracks’ circuit through downtown.  The area was located very close to a number of 

different recording studios and nightclubs that dotted the avenue from near north to near 

south.  It was at one club in particular, the Friars Inn (343 North Wabash) where Wiggins 

first heard a band then known as the Friars Society Orchestra.  With the jazz craze that 

followed in the years after the 1917 Original Dixieland Jazz Band recordings, 

opportunistic club owners searched for their own act to capitalize on the trend.  Friars Inn 
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club manager Mike Fritzel convinced New Orleans musicians Paul Mares (cornet), who 

then approached Leon Roppolo (clarinet), and George Brunies (trombone), both of whom 

had been working the Mississippi River riverboat circuit, to become the house band.  The 

lineup was rounded out by Mares’ friends drummer Frank Snyder, saxophonist Frank 

Pettis, and pianist Elmer Schoebel – who, as the band’s only music-reading member, 

often arranged the tunes.  Additional players were recruited: multi-instrumentalist Arnold 

Loyocano, another New Orleans transplant in Chicago, who set aside his piano-playing to 

play bass, and banjoist Louis Black, who along with a number of the players had been 

working out of the Mississippi river town of Davenport, Iowa.  Over the group’s two-year 

stint at the Friars Inn (they would change their name to the New Orleans Rhythm Kings 

on their departure), the lineup would change at regular intervals as members would leave 

for other opportunities and be replaced, but Mares, Roppolo, and Brunies represented the 

core members.48

It is not known how Wiggins originally heard about the Friars Society Orchestra.  

It is plausible that Wiggins stopped in to the Friars Inn enough to be familiar with the 

band.  It is just as likely that he had heard of the group through a customer’s 

recommendation at the piano store.  Regardless of how he initially encountered the 

group, in the summer of 1922, Wiggins requested that Fred Gennett take the train from 

Richmond to hear the group play at the Friars Inn, a segregated white club that was 

purported to serve gangsters like Al Capone as well as bohemian music fans.  Wiggins 

presumably brought him to Chicago so his boss could be sold by the enthusiastic 

audience for the Friars Society Orchestra, as much as the music.  Apparently Wiggins 
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convinced Gennett, who in comparison with his brothers Harry and Clarence was most 

interested in the company’s recording division and wanted to keep the company involved 

in musical trends.  The result of Gennett’s trip to see the Friars Society Orchestra was the 

first of several sessions for the Gennett label at the Richmond studio on August 24, 1922.  

By a subsequent Richmond session the following March, the band changed its name to 

the New Orleans Rhythm Kings after losing their regular gig at the Friars Inn.  The 

group’s recordings quickly garnered attention, influencing a great number of emerging 

jazz musicians.  Suzanne Fischer writes, “The New Orleans Rhythm Kings were one of 

the hottest jazz bands of the early 1920s, and a strong influence on many later musicians, 

including Bix Beiderbecke, Muggsy Spanier, Mezz Mezzrow, and Benny Goodman…. 

[Their] smooth, swinging style signaled a departure from the raucous novelty sound of 

the Original Dixieland Jazz Band and its imitators.”49  In some ways, the New Orleans 

Rhythm Kings were closer in style to King Oliver and His Creole Jazz Band, through a 

purposefully nuanced style.50  The records made by the New Orleans Rhythm Kings were 

successful for Gennett and encouraged Wiggins to continue his search for jazz talent in 

Chicago.  His next major find would be particularly noteworthy to jazz historians, in that 

the band was led by a trumpet player that provided a link to the early New Orleans jazz 

scene as well as being a progenitor of the jazz emerging in Chicago.  His back-up band 

was knows as the Creole Jazz Band and its leader known as Joe “King” Oliver. 

As Fred Wiggins continued to investigate the Chicago jazz scene, he again 

contacted Fred Gennett back in Richmond about another popular jazz act, King Oliver & 

His Creole Jazz Band.  George Kay’s 1953 article for the Record Changer only mentions 
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King Oliver’s Gennett sessions in passing.  It is not even clear whether Fred Gennett saw 

King Oliver’s band perform at the Lincoln Gardens from Kay’s comments: “Fred Gennett 

recalls meeting Oliver in Chicago, through Wiggens [sic], and securing a signed contract 

on the spot.”51  After leaving New Orleans and traveling out to California for an extended 

stay, Oliver and his Creole Jazz Band had taken up musical residence at the Lincoln 

Gardens, a popular nightspot on the city’s south side.  Shortly afterward, Oliver sent a 

letter to Louis Armstrong, whom the bandleader wanted to come to Chicago to play 

second cornet.  With Armstrong in the line-up, Oliver’s band was complete.52  

Once signed to do a Gennett session, these Chicago bands would often travel to 

Richmond for short stays, with white performers staying in local hotels and black 

performers forced to stay in the homes of Gennett employees, due to Richmond’s whites-

only hotels.  For many of them, it was their first recording sessions, done within a few 

hours, after which they would return to Chicago.  Gennett’s general approach to 

recording was practical, frugal, and geared to an imagined audience that company 

employees had connected anecdotally through the course of their work.  By examining 

what little reliable information that exists about specific sessions, we can better 

understand the relationship between Gennett’s recording artists and those in the business 

of determining what would be recorded and released. 

 

Recording: “Only a Record Expert Can Tell” 
 

In the first years of Starr Piano’s entry into the recording business, their main 

recording studio was in New York City, located on 38th St. between Fifth and Sixth 
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avenues.  In the 1910s, the major recording companies were all still located on the east 

coast.  Columbia began in Washington, D.C.; Edison’s operations were based in Orange, 

New Jersey, near New York City.  Victor’s base of operation remained in Camden, New 

Jersey, near Philadelphia.  As one of the first companies to attempt to compete with the 

major companies, it made sense to establish a strong presence in New York City, through 

both a Starr Piano store and recording studio for Gennett.  In Starr’s New York studios, 

the company recorded a great variety of acts and styles, from dance bands to music for 

German and Mexican-language audiences.  The company even cut a Gennett phonograph 

demonstration record, recorded by Ernest Hare, named after the Gennett company slogan, 

“The Difference is in the Tone,” suggesting it doubled as publicity for the new label.53

The company soon developed a second studio in Richmond, which was practical, 

since so much of their operation (including their manufacturing facilities for pianos, 

phonographs, and phonograph cabinets) was located there.  Moreover, the Richmond 

studio allowed the Gennett label a chance to record music then emerging in the Midwest, 

as both black and white southerners moved north for (not necessarily musical) 

employment, developing and modifying their music in the process.  While the New York 

studios would remain important for Gennett, the Richmond studio was in a perfect 

position to capture Chicago jazz as it emerged.  This didn’t mean, however, that the New 

York studio was happy with the quality of recording in Richmond.  Wilson “Tag” 

Taggart remembered some tension between the two studio operations in a 1970 

interview: “There was some friction.  You see, their main recording studio was in New 

York.  They had taken an old dry kiln  [in Richmond] down in the [river] ‘bottom’ to 
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make their recording studio out of.”54  Taggart felt that the eventual departure of 

Richmond recording engineer Ezra Wickemeyer for the Brunswick label had largely to 

do with New York’s dissatisfaction with the recording operation at Richmond.  

In 1923, acoustic recording was the industry norm.  The process involved a large 

horn in which the vibrations produced in the studio was funneled through a sound box, 

and finally through a needle which etched the vibrations onto a metal master disc. Rena 

Clark, originally a machinist for Starr, became involved as an engraver, in a process in 

which he prepared discs “waxes” for disc recording.  MacKenzie wrote:  “Wiggins or 

Butts (Wiggins’ assistant) would inform [Rena] Clarke of the number of recordings they 

were going to make on a certain day.  Rena would shave the requisite number of waxes 

and put them into a wax cabinet to heat up.  They had to be warm for recording.”  

Engineer Harold Soule would then take each wax out of the cabinet for recording as 

needed and would number them accordingly.55  “This technology,” Ted Gioia writes, 

“while acceptable in capturing the sound of a single instrument or a human voice, was 

decidedly weak in presenting the delicate balance between different instruments in a jazz 

band.”56

In a 1971 letter to a British jazz enthusiast, Robert P. Gennett (one of Fred 

Gennett’s sons), described his remembrances of Gennett studio operations and the 

musicians who frequented the Richmond studio:  

 
 

They came and went.  Some were clean and workmen.  Others were 
literally filthy and ruined many cuts by being scared or musically poorly 
organized.  If I remember rightly, we had to aim at 3 min. plus or minus 
very little.  With a good musician we usually ran 2 masters for selection 
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others we ran three and then lost as being not fit to issue because of being 
just poor or with musical or vocal mistakes.  The reason for multiple cuts 
is thus evident. Also sometimes there could be a poor separation in the 
plating and stripping processes....  Things happened all the time – stopping  
a cut to tell a tuba player to stick a note in a void – a clarinetist hitting a 
blue note – a singer’s voice breaking – sometimes a rack knocked over – 
speedups – slowdowns – a flaw in the lead based wax-which also could be 
too hot or too cold – losing a sapphire in the middle of a cut off the cutter 
head – a cough – a sneeze.57

 
 
In order to explain their recording processes to the great numbers of performers who 

came through the Gennett studio, many of whom had never been in a recording studio 

before, Starr employees developed an instruction sheet that outlined the procedural and 

technical aspects of their process: 

We start by making a short test which is immediately played back to the 
performer from the wax and from that we begin to judge positions ad tone 
and arrangement of music and everything that is necessary to make a good 
record.  After the faults have been found we try another test wax and still 
another, etc. – if necessary will use one hundred test waxes in a date 
although this would almost be a physical impossibility – however, when 
we have played back a wax that sounds perfect, we begin to make a master 
– we make three masters of each number tested out.58

 
 The recording studio could still be a very intimidating place to musicians of this 

period.  In an article that appeared in the October 20, 1923 issue of the Pittsburgh 

Courier, the city’s black newspaper, bandleader Lois Deppe described the their trip to the 

Gennett studios in Richmond.  “Judging from their vision of it,” the article recounted, 

“the game of making a phonograph record means hours of painstaking work, eight 

continuous hours of work, if you please, in a sound proof room to make three records, 

one or two of which may be ultimately accepted.”59  The article is also unusual in the 

detail that it gives regarding the Gennett studio itself: “The musicians are assembled in a 
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recording room about thirty feet square, with cement floor and padded walls to prevent 

echoes, flys of materials dropped from above to make better the acoustics and music 

racks suspended from the ceiling with straps.  Through a curtained wall extends two 

horns each a foot and eight inches in diameter.”  The musicians too were often spread 

around the room in order to get the best sound reproduction from the acoustic horn 

process.  This also included the drummer of Deppe’s outfit (Harry Williams), as the 

article notes: “The drummer’s chief grief comes from the fact that his prize collection of 

noise making paraphernalia must be promiscuously strewn about the floor,” adding that 

Williams had to exhibit “the most extraordinary agility and dexterity in skipping around 

and giving the mystic spell of his artistic touch at just the right time and just the right 

place.”60  In the final section of the article, they interview an unnamed “director of the 

Victor Records Making Service,” perhaps Fred Wiggins, who said, “That whether an 

artist’s voice or instrumental rendition will record, well, is a gamble until the master test 

is made,” adding that “only a record expert can tell.”61   

But beyond a few sources such as this one, most remaining information about 

specific sessions focuses that have become the most famous with time.  Some 

information survives about the experiences of two early jazz groups that recorded at 

Gennett’s Richmond studios and whose sessions are thought of as foundational: the Friars 

Society Orchestra (and later, the New Orleans Rhythm Kings) and King Oliver and His 

Creole Jazz Band.  While both bands became important in the jazz tradition, I turn to 

them out of necessity.  It is those sessions that drew the most interest from jazz 

enthusiasts and about which historical accounts remain.  These recording dates, all of 
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which were engineered by Ezra Wickemeyer, would have likely been thought of as 

routine, despite the name that King Oliver’s band and the Friars Society Orchestra/New 

Orleans Rhythm Kings had made for themselves among fans of burgeoning Chicago jazz 

scene. 

By the time of King Oliver’s first sessions at Gennett’s Richmond studios, the 

band was well prepared.  Oliver’s regular gigs at the Lincoln Gardens allowed them a 

regular venue in which to try out new material and hone their arrangements.  It’s doubtful 

that the Gennett recording engineers wasted many takes with King Oliver’s band, a group 

known for its musical precision.  In their adopted city, Oliver’s band was soon the most 

sought-after, as they further developed the new sound: “One of the supreme ironies of the 

history of New Orleans jazz,” writes Ted Gioia, “is that so much of it took place in 

Chicago.”  In the years of the Great Migration between 1916 and 1919, in which roughly 

half a million African-Americans left the South in hopes of greater economic 

opportunities and racial tolerance, Chicago was a major destination.62  Gioia notes that of 

all those famous names of New Orleans jazz, a list that would certainly include Louis 

Armstrong, Sidney Bechet, Jelly Roll Morton, and King Oliver, only those who left the 

city were able to gain larger recognition.  All four of these musicians recorded for 

Gennett, including Oliver. 

King Oliver and His Creole Jazz Band first went to Richmond to record for 

Gennett on April 5 and 6, 1923.  With the success of Gennett’s New Orleans Rhythm 

Kings recordings the year before, the label increased the number of jazz sides it recorded 

while focusing on the best acts they could find out of the vibrant Chicago scene.  In the 
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article Louis Armstrong wrote for The Record Changer published in the summer of 1950, 

he recalled his sessions with King Oliver for Gennett: “When we made those Gennett 

records Joe wasn’t in his prime, like he was before he sent for me.  To show you how  

 

Figure Two: King Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band 
 

much stronger I was than Joe: those were acoustical records, with those big horns; Joe 

would be right in the horn blowing and I would be standing back in the door playing  

second trumpet.”63  Because there is so little firsthand information about recording 

sessions with Gennett, these brief comments by Armstrong have been often repeated by 

jazz enthusiasts for whom the King Oliver sessions represent the Rosetta stone of the 

genre. And since sessions were such a routine at the Gennett studios that there seemed  

little reason to find one any more special than the last, little information has survived 

about the Oliver sessions – except this anecdote from Armstrong, which led to much 
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hyperbole over the years; soon Louis was playing his horn out the door and down the 

hall.  But here’s another first-hand account from Lil Hardin Armstrong, pianist in King 

Oliver’s band and Armstrong’s second wife, in which she discusses the April 5 session: 

“At the first session we recorded in the great big horn…and the band was around the 

horn.  Louis was there, as he always was, next to Joe.  Didn’t work out; couldn’t hear no 

Joe’s playing.  So they moved Louis way over in the corner, away from the band.  And 

Louis was standing over there looking so lonesome.”64  Part of the appeal of this story to 

jazz enthusiasts is the pathos in this Shakespearean order-of-succession narrative.  

Hardin-Armstrong conjures this in her account, noting that Oliver had earlier told her that 

Armstrong was better than him and quoting Oliver as saying “as long as I keep him with 

me he won’t be able to get ahead of me; I’ll still be the King.”65 Armstrong’s superior 

volume and tone made her feel sorry for Oliver and that it’s a “bad sign when you begin 

to feel sorry for a man.”66  But for our purposes, the anecdote gives us a better sense of 

the recording process in the acoustic era.  The volume balance was struck between the 

musician (who determined how loud he or she would play – as much as a given 

instrument would allow for such adjustments); the engineer (in this case, the “they” 

mentioned in Hardin-Armstrong’s accounts were likely Ezra Wickemeyer and his 

assistants) and proximity to the horn (or horns) crucial to acoustic recording. 

Less firsthand information exists regarding the Friars Society Orchestra/New 

Orleans Rhythm Kings’ sessions.  In a 1944 Jazz Quarterly interview, Paul Mares only 

mentioned “In 1922, we went down to Richmond, Indiana on a couple of different 

weekends to make records for Gennett.”67  His neglect of these sessions was 
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understandable.  The article’s focus was on the life of fellow band member Leon Roppolo 

(his name is misspelled in the article’s title), whose mental problems led to his retreat to a 

New Orleans sanitarium, where he died a year before the article’s publication.  Later, 

Mares was quoted in Nat Shapiro and Nat Hentoff’s Hear Me Talkin’ To Ya, in text 

apparently culled from the same Mares interview that appeared over a decade earlier.  In 

this version, Mares talks a bit more about the Gennett sessions, concentrating on the 

haphazard nature of their accepting Gennett’s offer: “We were so anxious to record that 

we took the first offer to come along…we could have made a fortune with that band….  

We rushed into everything like we did that recording deal.”  But rethinking the 

experience, he added: “Actually, the band was playing good music.”68

Musician Ralph Berton remembered the New Orleans Rhythm Kings and King 

Oliver & His Creole Jazz Band as “the best units” of the Chicago jazz scene. “But believe 

me,” he added, “there were many more orchestras of value whose names are forever 

effaced from our memories.”  He rightly suggested that the key to these two legendary 

jazz bands’ long-term success were the recordings they made – the records that were later 

celebrated by record collectors who made sure this music would not be forgotten.  

“Imagine that for one reason or another, Jelly Roll Morton had not had the chance to 

record the numerous records that he made.  I am convinced that if he had not had the 

chance to make those record his name today would totally unknown to the followers of 

jazz.”69
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Record Selection and Sales 
 

In terms of choosing what material to record, Gennett was unique in its hands-off 

attitude regarding the repertoire that musicians recorded for the label.  From what 

evidence that survives, Wiggins’ role as talent scout in the burgeoning Chicago jazz 

scene was to seek out music that held the promise of sales, based on what information he 

had gleaned by attending Chicago-area clubs and the opinions of solicited from 

customers in Starr Piano’s Wabash Street showroom.  He wasn’t particularly concerned 

with the songs recorded, since like many of those involved early on, Wiggins didn’t have 

a taste for the music being recorded.  By today’s standards, it is noteworthy that Gennett 

would allow so much creative control to the artists by not dictating specific material.  

There is evidence that if a record was recorded initially and didn’t perform well, the 

company was reticent to try it again.70  Since the overwhelming majority of those 

working for Gennett could claim their only experience in the music business in their work 

for the Starr Piano Company, they had little experience in the business of recording.  

When considering the sheer number of recording sessions logged in the Gennett ledgers 

and the broad array of musical styles recorded, it would be unlikely that employees 

would have had familiarity with all of them.  However, with that many sessions, the 

employees surely learned a lot about getting the best technological reproduction they 

could, through the prevailing acoustic recording processes of the era.  “Jazz enthusiasts 

today” George Kay wrote in 1953, “would howl with despair at some of his decisions to 

destroy cherished jazz masters as ‘not suitable for release.’” 71“The final decision as to 

what would be issued” at Gennett, John MacKenzie wrote, “was made in Richmond.”72  
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There is disagreement about who had the responsibility for making the selection.  Harold 

Soule claimed that Fred Wiggins was the man.  Joe Geier said that Wiggins was not 

involved.  Clayton Jackson said that although both he and Wiggins had ‘tin ears’ they did 

have a knack for picking selections that the public would buy.”73  The existing data, 

when considered comparatively, suggests that while Wiggins wasn’t necessarily involved 

in all decisions in such a fluid and busy work environment, he was one of the central 

gatekeepers that decided what was recorded.   

The kind of decision-making Wiggins employed did not always sit well with his 

staff in the recording division.  In an interview with MacKenzie, Harold Soule 

“complained bitterly about Fred Wiggins’ personal method of selection,” which reveals 

that Wiggins’ decisions were based as much on technological appropriateness as much as 

quality of the performance.  “Wiggins had an old wind-up phonograph in his office that 

he’d use to listen to the test pressings.  It was about as lousy apiece of equipment as you 

could ask for.  I couldn’t understand why the test pressings had to be played back on this 

old style rig.  Being a kid in those days, I couldn’t see the reason, of course.  I can see his 

viewpoint now.” 74  Wiggins’ understanding was that their audience as largely working 

class and, in many cases, rural.  Indeed, besides the Starr Piano stores, most Gennett 

product was sold via local music dealers and others who sold recordings in chain stores, 

pharmacies, etc.  Wiggins based his decisions on the likelihood that their audience would 

not own expensive phonographs – and his decisions were usually final.  Florence Gennett 

said her husband Harry – nominally Wiggins’ superior in the company’s hierarchy – saw 
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Wiggins as being “a little on the temperamental side and that if he’d made up his mind 

you couldn’t change it.”75   

Recording engineer Harold Soule, who for many years worked in Gennett’s New 

York studio, complained that the best recordings that featured both high and low 

frequencies were rejected by Wiggins because they sounded bad on the cheap machines 

used by many of Gennett’s customers.  As John MacKenzie wrote, “If his cheap machine 

produced distortion (what Wiggins referred to as ‘blasts’ in the ledger notations), then the 

cheap machines owned by the typical buyer of the Gennett family of labels would 

produce the same effect.”76  Soule remembered, “They sold so many records to hillbillies 

and farmers and people that just had an ordinary old crank machine.”  In addition, the 

records themselves, generally made of cheaper materials, would wear down much 

faster.77  Engineer Joe Geier remembered: “Technically speaking, the recording 

engineers could reject a take – Fred Wiggins wasn’t much interested in the technicality or 

musicality of the recordings.  He was really only interested in getting them into the studio 

to record, and making the finished records that would sell and make a profit for the 

company.”78  While Wiggins’ approach was practical in the short term, it would 

eventually lead to difficulties for Gennett in their ability to compete with leading 

companies.  As John MacKenzie wrote, Victor and Columbia spent “vast sums of money 

constantly improving their recording process, hiring talented men to evaluate and 

redesign their system, together with musical directors and advisors to constantly upgrade 

the quality of their musical output.  The Gennett family, with brother Clarence in control 
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of the financial end of things, were reluctant to spend anything on such frivolities – 

Gennett’s failure to keep pace had a telling effect.”79

After the technological and aesthetic decisions regarding the test pressings were 

made, the next decision was to choose which recordings would be coupled as sides, a 

process that was known as “mating.”  “Strict economics,” MacKenzie wrote, “dictate that 

more profit can be obtained if only one side of a record is a winner.”80  Gennett employee 

Clayton Jackson claimed he made most of the mating decisions: “I lived there in 

Richmond…I did most of the mating.  I had a room up at 1226 E. Main I would take 

boxes full of the test pressings home with me in the evening… I had testing turntables up 

there and I would take these test records and mate them and make up the catalog.”81  Fred 

Wiggins also made mating decisions, according to MacKenzie’s research.   

After 1924, Starr Piano signed an agreement to supply recording to Sears & 

Roebuck for their Challenge, Conqueror, Silvertone, and Supertone labels, and around 

the same time began producing their own discount Champion record line, which sold for 

fifty cents as opposed to the seventy-five cents necessary for Gennett releases.  Starr’s 

recording division would save the best takes of a given session for the Gennett imprint 

and send those takes considered less than ideal would be made available for these 

subsidiary labels.  While Gennett supplied the master discs – the company routinely took 

several takes of the same song – Sears employee J.J. Shays was primarily responsible for 

mating these records.  John Mackenzie wrote: “They [Sears] would send a listing down to 

Richmond from Chicago, and the printing of the labels would be done from that list.”82  

Gennett’s in-house mating and cataloging focused on the Gennett imprint and Champion, 
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Gennett’s popular budget label, which specialized in hillbilly and race recordings.  Many 

of the same records that appeared on Gennett would also appear on Champion (or various 

Sears labels). This was a common practice in the pre-war recording industry.  For these 

releases, Clayton Jackson would come up with pseudonyms for recordings already 

released on Gennett, thus allowing the company additional revenue on the same 

recordings: 

 
When you mated a couple recordings together for Champion records, you 
needed a name.  So you did it right then and there.  Telephone books were 
handy references, and city directories.  Most of the ones I mated, I got out 
of the city directory and the telephone book.  Anything you could find that 
you didn’t already have.  What worried you was duplicating, getting too 
many Howard Williamses, or something like that.83

 
Once the songs were mated, manufactured, and scheduled for release, the sales 

department would get to work on the latest batch of recordings.  The central means by 

which Starr sold their Gennett releases was through the Starr Piano Company stores 

around the nation and those music stores that carried recordings as well as musical 

instruments.84  Gennett’s secondary market was its mail order labels sold through the 

Sears & Roebuck Company.  Through both these retail points, they also distributed 

catalogs and supplements to keep buyers aware of the full line of Gennett releases.  

Thirdly, the company turned to newspaper advertising to both general and niche markets 

around the nation.   While Gennett did not have as high of a profile in newspaper 

advertising as other companies, it did have a presence. Gennett’s advertising budget was 

not those of other labels, even when compared to other small label competitors.  In the 
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white press, advertising focused on Starr Pianos, as well as those Gennett recordings that 

the company deemed most worthy.  In trade magazines like Talking Machine World, the 

company took out full-page ads, which usually featured the brand rather than any specific 

recordings.   

Little is known about Starr’s advertising department.  The head of Gennett’s 

advertising through much of the 1920s was Roland Ball, who according to purchasing 

employee Wilson “Tag” Taggart, replaced a man whose last name he knew only as Niles, 

early in the 1920s.85  During his time in the advertising division, Taggart remembered 

much of the company’s emphasis on promotion through their Starr stores.  He recalled 

working on Gennett window displays for Starr Piano stores nationwide, which were made 

in Richmond and sent around the U.S.: “When I was a kid and started working down 

there, I always liked art and I began talking about some window displays.  They had so 

many stores.  Mrs. Henry Gennett got so interested when I started talking about traveling 

window displays.  She’d get down on her hands and knees on the floor out at her house, 

with me, and work on these window displays like a common laborer.”86  Gennett (and its 

Starr Piano parent company) was also known for its advertisements in Talking Machine 

World, which depicted fantastic scenes that conjured music’s otherworldly power, with a 

Pan-like-figure playing flute on a sand dune or gauzy female figures in diaphanous 

clothing depicted on some faraway beach.87

Perhaps the most telling advertising that remains is in the form of record catalogs, 

which were circulated to retailers, who would then often pass them along to interested 

customers in order to keep them informed of the latest releases.  From two Gennett 
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catalogs from the 1920s – a June 1922 catalog with bandleader Ray Miller and a 1925 

catalog that featured all lateral recordings to date – we can get a strong sense of the way 

in which the company cataloged their jazz recordings.  Despite the presence of Miller on 

the cover of their 1922 catalog, the first few pages were given over to more serious 

patriotic and light opera songs.  These included ethnic recordings: “Dear Little 

Shamrock” backed with “The Pretty Girl Milking Her Cow” by Felix O’Day, and several 

Morris Goldstein recordings, including “Die Green Kosine” and “Hot a Yid a Weibali.”88  

The next page featured the most prestigious Gennett “Green Label” recordings (their 

attempt at matching the prestige of Victor’s Red Seal artists) featuring the Gennett 

Symphony Orchestra, the Mozart Trio, and others.89  The following section was given 

over to dance favorites and confirms that Gennett’s jazz recordings were considered to be 

a subset of the larger dance category.  In this catalog, Gennett was pushing new jazz 

releases, promising “the latest, best and snappiest hits of the day” by “new orchestras” 

such as Husk O’Hare’s Super Orchestra of Chicago and Lloyd Barber’s Green Mill 

Orchestra.90  In keeping with the custom of the time, both bands were covering popular 

hits of the day.  O’Hare’s “Boo Hoo Hoo” was also recorded by Noble Sissle and Eubie 

Blake (Emerson, recorded January 1922), the Joseph Samuels Jazz Band, (Okeh, 

recorded in March 1922) and Aileen Stanley (Edison, recorded April 1922).  Besides 

Barber’s version, Paul Whiteman recorded “Canadian Capers” for Victor in October 

1921.  In Gennett’s comprehensive lateral recordings catalog of 1925, “Dippermouth 

Blues” by King Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band is listed as a foxtrot, as were recordings from 

the Friars Society Orchestra (later, the New Orleans Rhythm Kings).91  But if jazz wasn’t 
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yet the genre term of choice, the word came into widespread use as the decade 

progressed.  Soon, the industry’s biggest labels were experimenting with the new music 

with varying degrees of interest and dedication.  Increasingly, the word “jazz” would 

become an invitation to debate. 

 

“What Do You Think About Jazz?” 
 

“Revolutions, whether in arts or matters of state,” Ted Gioia writes, “create a new 

world only by sacrificing the old.  With jazz, it’s no different.”92  While Gioia doesn’t 

mourn the loss that comes with change, the logic of authenticity would suggest that the 

new music world wasn’t as good as the old.  There is always a jazz purist more pure than 

the next, those who would argue that no good jazz was recorded after the rise of electrical 

recording, for instance, or even those who feel that true jazz would have been 

compromised by any recording in the first place.  Those purists willing to follow jazz’s 

route to becoming synonymous with popular music in the United States will no doubt be 

disappointed in little ways – the search for authenticity always leads nowhere – despite 

the fact that the jazz’s adoption into the commercial realm was what made it possible to 

hear in the first place.   

In the December 1924 issue of Voice of the Victor, the company’s in-house 

publicity magazine published “What Do You Think About Jazz?” by Miss Gertrude Swift 

of the R.H. White department store in Boston.  “Do you enjoy good jazz?” the article 

begins.  “For it can be very good.  It can also be, and frequently is, very bad.”93  While 

suggesting that many of “the elements which go to make jazz are not new to music,” she 
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went on to say that “it is the negro influence which has dragged our popular music out of 

the rut of silly sentimentality it was in a generation ago.”94  Jazz had arrived.  The effect 

of the widespread availability of jazz recordings, by Gennett and others, had an immense 

effect on the spread of this new music.  Jimmy McPartland was a member of the “Austin 

High School Gang,” a group of white teens who became jazz fans and then musicians, on 

the Chicago’s northwest side.  Despite being in the same city in which New Orleans jazz 

was being transformed into “hot jazz,” McPartland and his friends first heard this new 

music on a Victrola at a local malt shop called Spoon and Straw, where the shop’s 

Victrola would play the latest jazz records, usually Paul Whiteman (soon to be known 

nationally as “the King of Jazz”).  The members of the Austin High School gang weren’t 

the only enthusiastic youths listening to every new record they could find.  At a shop 

called Bailey’s Music Company in Spokane, Washington, a twenty-year-old Bing Crosby 

went to listen to records in their listening booths (he didn’t have enough to buy) and learn 

riffs as played by the Mound City Blues Players.  “We’d take a couple of records in and 

play them, and Al would memorize the piano chords while I remember the soloist’s style 

and vocal tricks….”95

 “Mechanical reproducing devices,” Neil Leonard writes, “hastened the acceptance 

of jazz not only by familiarizing both listeners and musicians with nontraditional 

characteristics of the new music but also by helping to bring it into closer alignment with 

traditional values.”96 “The jazz players that had grown up with “the conventions of New 

Orleans jazz,” as Ted Gioia calls them (the syncopated rhythm and “stride” piano, the 

stylistic move from ensemble-based tunes to soloist-dominated performances) began to 
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change their styles to fit audience tastes.  “During the decade of the 1920s,” Gioia writes, 

“popular songs and thirty-two bar forms were increasingly used by Chicago jazz 

musicians, while blues and multitheme ragtime structures – so central to the new Orleans 

tradition – became less common.”97  Both the rise of recording and audience responses to 

live music affected the music being made. 

These dynamics were most certainly part of Gennett’s recorded jazz output.  Live 

performances were crucial to Gennett’s ability to scout and develop talent, as well as 

record jazz.  Gennett’s geographic proximity to the live jazz scene in Chicago allowed its 

employees to learn how to select talent through the live performance setting and prepare 

musicians for recording sessions.  The label’s de facto scouts also developed their own 

abilities to judge talent in a live setting as well as understand how best to record them.  

The importance of recordings grew with more jazz on record, but for many listeners of 

varying social, racial, and ethnic backgrounds (even those who had never stepped foot in 

a jazz club), the live performance as typified in Chicago clubs remained the ideal. 

 Meanwhile, the Chicago live music scene that had been elemental in jazz’s 

emergence was transforming.  “In 1926, with the newspapers running stories on the death 

of Rudolph Valentino, movies were top-billed above the jazz bands of South Chicago.  

The handwriting was on the marquee.  In addition to early Depression tremors, Chicago 

was failing because New York had grabbed up most of the music business….  By the 

middle twenties, most dance bands were booked out of New York, network radio 

programs emanated from New York, most recordings were made in New York, and Tin 

Pan Alley was the acknowledged center of the music-publishing business.  With the 
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dramatic rise in jazz’s popularity, and the influence of New York as entertainment and 

business center, jazzmen migrated east.”98  As the jazz craze took off, it meant shifts in 

its own mode of production and cultural milieu.  With its growing popularity, the major 

labels of the recording industry, mostly in and around New York, took increased notice.  

While Chicago’s burgeoning nightclub scene was crucial to the cultivation of jazz as a 

popular music through jazz recordings – a spirited adolescence following its New Orleans 

childhood – the centralized powers of the recording industry remained strongly in New 

York.  All the major record labels had their central offices there, often with production 

facilities nearby (e.g. Victor, whose manufacturing headquarters was based in Camden, 

New Jersey). Booking agencies that specialized in jazz had drawn performers to New 

York for lucrative deals.  And while Chicago remained the other important location for 

recording, the major labels had managed to keep New York the center of activity, even if 

that meant a dramatic increase in scouting and recording activity in the South and 

Midwest.  The shift of the jazz market from Chicago to New York had very much to do 

with the specific social and economic changes at work in both cities.  While Chicago 

remained an important town for jazz, there was a palpable sense that something had 

passed, as Chicago’s small jazz nightclubs were replaced with bigger venues and the 

music gained in popularity.  “Chicago’s leading jazz cabarets,” William Howard Kenney 

writes, “provided a powerfully concentrated, highly charged jazz experience.  The 

leading black-and-tan cabarets had presented the best black jazz musicians, singers, and 

dancers of a talented and ambitious generation to inter-racial audiences that were packed 

close to the band and to each other on small dance floors and around tiny tables.”99 By 
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contrast, the swing era that would emerge in the 1930s would re-segregate jazz audiences 

in its dance halls, some of which were located at rural resorts far away from the urban 

blacks who were so central to jazz’s emergence.  And as the vibrant Chicago jazz scene 

began to decline, New York jazz was already on the rise.  More broadly, jazz was 

beginning to emerge from a regional taste to a commercial music that would be strongly 

linked to the most commercial music of the period, connected to the dance crazes that 

came and went.  In its ascent, there were many splinter groups and styles that would 

further enrich the music, as well as innovators central to the commercial music of the era 

(Louis Armstrong and Bing Crosby among them) that would bridge jazz and Tin Pan 

Alley song craft to great effect.  The music changed but the genre name stayed the same.  

But the music it stood for would include a much greater array of styles and approaches 

than imagined, with an increasingly large audience.  Besides records and live 

performance, radio would also begin to embrace jazz as it moved closer to the center of 

American musical culture.  All these dynamics would ensure jazz’s permanent 

connection with the decade in which it emerged. 

Jazz on record predates the term “race,” a moniker that initially seemed to 

reference all African-American music.  Race records as a category seem to focus solely 

on the racial identity of those performers who appeared on the record label.  Race 

recordings, depending on the label, could stand in for any number of more aesthetic, if 

vague, designations: jazz, ragtime, blues, gospel, or even classical and popular opera 

tunes.  But from the early 1920s to the end of the decade, the meaning began to narrow 

considerably and shift towards a particular kind of rural blues – so called “country blues” 
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as its primary signifier.  The narrowing of race as a genre from a very general race-based 

designation to a more specific industry term reflecting a specific genre designation 

illustrates a variety of different socio-aesthetic dynamics within the recording industry, 

including industry misgivings about recording the breadth of African-American music, 

just as jazz had begun its transformation from a regional musical style to the country’s 

premier popular music of the 1920s. 
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Chapter Two Notes: 
                                                 
1 As Allan Sutton and Kurt Nauck point out, “Darktown Strutter’s Ball” and “Indiana” 
(Columbia A2297) were not the first recorded examples of jazz, but were the first to be 
released.  An ODJB session from a month before garnered a few test pressings that the 
Columbia rejected.  See Allan Sutton and Kurt Nauck, American Record Labels and 
Companies: An Encyclopedia (1891-1943) (Denver, CO: Mainspring Press, 2000) 49. 
2 John K. MacKenzie collection guide, Indiana Historical Society: 
http://www.indianahistory.org/library/manuscripts/collection_guides/m0428.html 
3 Clarence Gennett once discovered some made-to-order Klan recordings and told 
employee Tag Taggart to “throw everything away connected with that.”  Taggart said that 
several kept copies of the recordings, which he sarcastically referred to as “a corker” in a 
1970 interview.  See the interview with Wilson “Tag” Taggart, John MacKenzie 
Collection, I.H.S.  The company made more than that single recording as part of their 
practice of making “personal records” for anyone who would pay.   Most accounts 
mention that the Klan was willing to pay in cash, which apparently made the deal more 
attractive to the company.  Other reports suggest that the Gennett brothers themselves 
were not in agreement on the recordings and employees had to be careful not to let these 
recordings be seen before they were placed on a train and sent to the northern Klan’s 
1920s headquarters in Indianapolis.   The Klan’s influence in Indiana during that period 
remains a frightening aspect of the state’s history, during a time in which the group 
largely manipulated state politics for their own purposes.  The Indiana Klan’s distribution 
center for media (newspapers, phonograph records, and player piano rolls) was located 
southeast of downtown on Virginia Avenue, an area then populated by Catholic 
immigrants from Italy and Ireland; within blocks was Indianapolis’s old Jewish quarter 
on South Meridian St.  The city’s African American community was centered on the 
northwest end of downtown, around Indiana Avenue where local, regional and national 
jazz and blues musicians – many also recorded by Gennett – regularly performed.
4 Gennett made numerous Native American recordings in conjunction with Fewkes, 
which were featured in a catalog that included descriptions of the music written by the 
anthropologist.  
5 Recording division head Fred Wiggins is commonly said to have harshly evaluated 
Carmichael’s song in the Gennett recording ledgers. 
6 For more information, see Suzanne Fischer, "Friars Society Orchestra/New Orleans 
Rhythm Kings," Starr Gennett Foundation Inc. News Winter 2004-2005. 
7 The rise of mail order sales, just as with the rise of chain stores, was the source of great 
controversy among business owners during the 1920s.  Taggart remembered a Marion, 
Ohio store music dealer he visited on behalf the company who wanted nothing to do with 
Gennett once they started selling via mail order.  “The owner came out of his office and 
told me he didn’t want to have anything to do with any company that would make stuff 
for a mail-order house.  He said, ‘I wouldn’t handle any of your stuff.’” See the interview 
with Wilson “Tag” Taggart, John MacKenzie Collection, I.H.S. 
8 Roland Gelatt, The Fabulous Phonograph: 1877 to 1977 Second Revised Edition ed. 
(New York: MacMillan Publishing Company, 1977) 165. 
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9 Sutton and Nauck, American Record Labels and Companies: An Encyclopedia (1891-
1943) xiii. 
10 Michael W. Sherman and Kurt W. Nauck III, Note the Notes: An Illustrated History of 
the Columbia Record Label, 1901-1958 (New Orleans: Monarch Record Enterprises, 
1998) 29. 
11 Kyle Barnett, "Furniture Music: The Phonograph as Furniture, 1910-1935," 
forthcoming in the Journal of Popular Music Studies. 
12 Correspondence from Fred Gennett to George Kay, July 19, 1962, John K. MacKenzie 
Collection, Indiana Historical Society.   
13 Gennett’s place in history may soon change with ambitious plans to build a museum, 
archive, amphitheater, and a replica of the company’s studio on the old Starr Piano 
Factory grounds.  See http://www.starrgennett.org for more information.  
14 History of the Whitewater Gorge (Richmond, IN: Whitewater Valley Gorge Park 
Committee, 1983). 
15 Andrew Klein, "A History of the Starr Piano Factory," Talking Machine Review 1983: 
1798.  Klein adds that Starr Pianos regularly won awards, including Nashville (1897), St. 
Louis (1904), Alaska-Yukon (1909), and Panama (1915). 
16 It’s difficult to determine exactly which companies were actual manufacturers and 
which merely phantom labels, releasing previously recorded material under a different 
imprint (and often, different artist) name.  Rick Kennedy and Randy McNutt estimate that 
there were less than twenty-five manufacturers in 1914, compared to over 150 three years 
later, though they don’t offer a source.  See Rick Kennedy and Randy McNutt, Little 
Labels -- Big Sound: Small Record Companies and the Rise of American Music 
(Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1999). 
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Chapter Three: Industry Expansion 
 and the Rise of Race Records 

 
 
Race as Genre 
 

During the same period in which many newly formed record companies entered 

the jazz market, they began recording other kinds of African-American music.  By 1920, 

some in the industry had begun to label these recordings “race records,” a designation 

that loosely encompassed all records by African Americans.  While race records included 

jazz, and would initially be understood as encompassing all African-American music, the 

genre’s lasting association would be with blues: a style that initially emerged from 

ragtime roots to become popular on the vaudeville circuit.  This chapter examines the 

circuitous path of race records as the term developed into a genre, and what it suggests 

about the record industry’s understanding of the music, its performers and audience. 

Small label expansion into African-American music was initially slow to embrace 

black audiences but soon turned opportunistic after a few early experiments by white 

record companies led to impressive sales.  In addition, several black-owned labels were 

launched in an effort to define the emerging genre on their own terms.  However, the 

marketing of the new genre transmitted an ongoing ambivalence in the form of 

contradictory attitudes and representations of black performers (and African-Americans 

in general) as evident in company materials and practices.  The emergence of race 

records as a viable genre category meant it had to be flexible enough to change as the 

industry discerned, however imperfectly, shifts in audience tastes.  The industry’s best 

guesses were reflected both in the companies’ advertising campaigns and scouting 
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activities.  To understand a malleable and multi-faceted genre category, it is necessary to 

examine how the term “race records” (or simply “race”) was employed by companies, 

through newspaper reports, publicity materials such as record catalogs and 

advertisements, and through historical accounts of those involved in the day-to-day 

operations of record companies.  In an industry that was largely making it up as it went 

along, these materials provide concrete evidence of how companies understood their 

audiences, as well as their own role in the business.   

These materials, in other words, outline the discourse in and through which these 

companies operated.  The role of discourse in the shaping of musical genres in the 

recording industry can hardly be overstated.  Discourses travel like “infectious diseases,” 

Colin Symes writes, “free to mutate, evolving into new species of practice, extending 

their reach, sometimes fissuring into even more specialized communities of interest.”1  In 

his discussion of the phonograph’s emergence, Symes outlines the importance of the 

phonographic press, as well as the texts and images in record company advertisements, in 

shaping the new technology.  This discourse “helped to create a language for speaking 

and thinking,” Symes writes, “that drew on existing vocabularies and ideas.”2  Press 

accounts, he adds, can also help “discern populations being ‘worked upon,’ having their 

minds changed or made up about recording.”3  We can see industry attempts to “work 

on” audiences in practice, through the emergence of race records created by the growing 

interest of white-owned record labels in African-American music, as well as black-owned 

companies’ experiments with defining the music on their own terms.  This chapter 

outlines the shifting meaning of race records as genre, by concentrating on the industry 
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practices that shaped its generic boundaries, how the term was adopted and employed by 

white record companies, and how the genre’s boundaries shifted according to industry 

whim and their perception of audience.  This industry’s further expansion into African-

American music also had the inadvertent effect of expanding the industry’s geographical 

reach as it began its transformation from regional to national industry.  Through surviving 

press accounts, industry advertisements and catalogs, as well as archival interviews with 

those who worked in the industry as talent scouts, the cultural dimensions of record 

industry decisions – and thus the shape of the industry itself – begin to emerge.  

 

Uplifting the Race: The Chicago Defender campaign 

Not surprisingly, a debate about black artists’ representation on recordings had 

been developing in the pages of the black press before white-owned companies began 

focusing on African-American music.  In Ronald Foreman’s 1969 analysis of jazz and 

blues in the recording industry, he suggested that while African-Americans were slowly 

garnering opportunities for entry into the recording industry, little progress seemed to 

have been reached at the end of the Great War.  The close of the war brought new 

expectations about the role of African Americans in U.S. society, as the news of black 

soldiers returning from World War I raised questions about their treatment on U.S. soil 

and the promise of social change.  This conversation extended to opportunities afforded 

African-Americans by the country’s burgeoning recording industry, which had trafficked 

in the stereotypes of nineteenth century minstrelsy through recording “coon songs” by 

white performers, while allowing few blacks access to participation in recording.  The 
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Oxford English Dictionary entry for “jazz” first connects the term to a dance and notes its 

usage on humorist Cal Stewart’s 1909 recording, “Uncle Josh in Society” (though its 

etymology goes back hundreds of years).  The OED entry for “blues” (another term with 

a long history) links its popularization as a musical term to W.C. Handy’s “Memphis 

Blues” in 1912.  Out of a richly creative musical subculture, new expectations also began 

to emerge.   As Foreman wrote, “Against the ‘novelty’ appeal of jazz and the sustained 

progress of ‘blue’ songs, a firming attitude of racial self-consciousness, through which 

appeal to pride in achievement re-occurred, spurred Negro citizens to reach new goals or 

acquire new evidences of their worth as a people.  For others, and for more Negro 

citizens, the hopes were local, immediate, and in the wake of a great war, only 

imperfectly voiced.”4

In the pages of the Chicago Defender, the nationally influential African-American 

newspaper, a debate emerged through the late 1910s and into the 1920s over how social 

conditions in the United States should change in light of the Great War.  This debate 

included discussions about the role of blacks as citizens and consumers.5  As early as 

1916, black performers began to discuss and debate the lack of African-Americans on 

phonograph recordings.  Recordings were not only understood as a new revenue stream 

for performers, alongside live performances, piano rolls and sheet music; a concerted 

African-American presence on phonograph records would also be “an instrument of 

cultural emancipation.”6  The lack of African-Americans on phonograph recordings is 

further highlighted by the fact that the U.S. recording industry had already made 

recordings for numerous immigrant groups, many of whom represented a much smaller 
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audience in terms of the population.  As Ilpo Saunio and Pekka Gronow note, “Although 

there were millions of Negroes in the United States, black music had not been recorded 

more than occasionally, and when it had, it was mostly in ‘refined’ versions for a white 

audience.”7  While Saunio and Gronow’s statement remains Tim Brooks’s authoritative 

Lost Sounds: Blacks and the Birth of the Recording Industry, 1890-1919 suggests that 

there were perhaps more African Americans on record at an earlier period than most 

historians have previously realized, but even these scant recordings, by noted entertainers 

such as George W. Johnson, the Fisk Jubilee Singers, Bert Williams and others, did not 

begin to adequately serve a black constituency.8  This was due to the fact that the 

recording industry continued to consider their prime market for black performers to be 

white listeners. 

With the support of the Chicago Defender, opera singer Anita Patti Brown made a 

public call for more African-Americans on record.  In a January 1916 issue, a Defender 

article detailed the argument simply: “During the Christmas holidays there were 

thousands of dollars spent by our people for Victrolas.  It was an easy matter to hear one 

say that they got a $250 Victrola for a Christmas present and that they paid seven or eight 

dollars for records.”9   The records purchased by African-Americans featured white stars 

of the opera stage, the article continued, including Enrico Caruso, Ernestine Schumann-

Heinke, and Geraldine Farrar.  But where were the names of black opera stars, such as 

Anita Patti Brown, Roland Hayes, or Hazel Harrison?  “Are these not great artists?” the 

article continued. “Have they not been trained to the highest degree in their 

profession?”10  Brown would finally garner her own phonograph recording for Columbia 
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in 1920, as Roland Hayes before her in 1918, although both releases were via Columbia’s 

personal recording series, paid for by the artist.  Roland Hayes had issued his own 

recordings via the same service in 1918. 

The Defender’s push for inclusion did not stop with Brown or Hayes.  It extended 

to newer musical forms and an emerging voice of protest.  There was a growing sense 

among the African-American citizenry, in the years after African-American support and 

sacrifice in World War I, that their role as citizens had to change.  African-American 

bandleader James Reese Europe, who had returned from Europe where his military band 

had made a sensation, commented that “we have our own racial feeling and if we try to 

copy whites, we will make bad copies.”11  The music African-Americans made, he 

argued, should reflect the hardships and aspirations of its people.  The first label to take 

up Europe’s challenge was Black Swan Records of New York. 

 

The Intervention of Black Swan Records 

Black Swan was the first successful U.S. black-owned-and-operated record label, 

founded in 1921 by Harry Pace, head of New York-based Pace Phonograph 

Corporation.12  Its short history meaningfully intersects with the rise of race records; just 

as the white industry began recording black performers in greater numbers, Black Swan 

represented a black-owned company proudly and respectfully presenting the breadth of 

black musical performers on the label’s (and compared to the rest of the industry, the 

label’s performers’) own terms.  Pace had been a partner of legendary songwriter W.C. 

Handy (author of “St. Louis Blues”) in a music publishing business.  It was during his 
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partnership with Handy that he became frustrated with the practice of white recording 

companies buying the lyrics and music to black songs – only then to be used for 

recordings by white artists.  Pace did have his allies in the white industry, including talent 

scout Art Satherly, who spent much of his early career working for the Paramount label. 

In a 1971 interview, Satherly remembered: “Now then, you might say to me, ‘Were there 

anybody else in this business that you knew that knew something about this business,’ 

and I’ll say yes.  And he was a black gentleman by the name of Harry C. Pace.”13  Pace 

founded Black Swan with the intent to exclusively feature black performers.  The label 

was named after nineteenth century black vocalist Elizabeth Taylor Greenfield, who was 

known as the Black Swan.  The new company found greater prestige through its board of 

directors, which included Pace’s mentor at Atlanta University, sociologist and civil rights 

activist W.E.B. DuBois.14  Dubois, who by this time was in New York as editor-in-chief 

of the NAACP’s Crisis magazine, was an influential figure in Harlem’s arts and cultural 

flourishing in the period, the Harlem Renaissance.  

While we usually think of the Harlem Renaissance in terms of literature and 

painting, Pace’s intervention in the recording industry might be seen as part of a larger 

movement among Harlem’s black cultural producers who felt called upon to join 

DuBois’s “talented tenth.”   Black Swan and Pace Phonograph’s office location on 257 

West 138th Street planted their operations firmly in Harlem, as did Pace’s connections 

with African-American artists and intellectuals.  Despite support in New York’s black 

community, the company had difficulty finding a white-owned company to press their 

first records (since Black Swan did not have the capability to manufacture their own 
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discs).  Finally, the Wisconsin Chair Company of Port Washington, Wisconsin (parent 

company of Paramount Records) agreed to manufacture the discs.15  Despite these 

indignities, Pace’s company quickly garnered notice.  The New York Age took note of the 

company’s founding by noting, “Among the businesses recently established by Negroes 

in New York, one of the most important is the Pace Phonograph Company.”16    

Black Swan’s connection to Harlem society may have also influenced its initial 

recorded output, which veered away from music that the company deemed potentially 

offensive, either in terms of lyrical content or musical style. Pace’s concern about the 

content and future about race records, specifically blues, was reflected in comments he 

made in the press.  Pace was quoted in the August 1921 Talking Machine World, saying 

“While it is true that we will feature to a great extent ‘blue’ numbers…we will also 

release many numbers of a higher standard.”17  Indeed, Pace’s first goal seemed to 

address the slights committed against previous African-American performers.  Black 

Swan defined race music in broader terms than nearly anyone else in the industry, and did 

so along class lines, promising to feature “our best singers and high class musicians 

[who] have had no recognition from the large white companies who furnish all the 

records that are supplied.”18  The label’s first recordings featured “a conservative mix of 

concert songs, sacred material, and vaudeville-style blues,” guided by Pace, Fletcher 

Henderson as recording director and chief piano accompanist, and classical composer 

William Grant Still as musical director.19  Black Swan’s representational self-

consciousness led to record selections that intended not only to highlight individual 

performers, or even the company, but an entire race.  The company’s intervention against 
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institutionalized racism had an unintended byproduct: limited sales of somewhat 

mannered recordings that may have appealed to the Harlem literati but did not attract 

black consumers. As the company developed, it became clear to Pace and others that the 

biggest untapped market, in terms of both black and white listeners, was blues and jazz.  

Black Swan’s ability to support black performers of various styles, therefore, was quickly 

adjusted in favor of those recordings most likely to sell briskly.   

Black Swan’s first success came with vaudeville veteran Ethel Waters, known as 

“Sweet Mama Stringbean” on the Theatre Owners Booking Association (TOBA) circuit, 

which booked poorly paid black performers to entertain black audiences in white-owned 

theaters.  Waters had recorded for the tiny Cardinal label before joining Black Swan.  

Two of her recordings completed for Black Swan in March 1922, “Oh Daddy” and 

“Down Home Blues,” marked the first real successes for the label.  Black Swan’s early 

triumph with Waters, followed by hit recordings from Alberta Hunter and Trixie Smith 

kept label executives optimistic about their place in the industry.  However, the label’s 

increasing embrace of blues and jazz styles may have also cost it some support among 

middle-class black listeners.  In the 1920s, most African-Americans living under Jim 

Crow remained members of the American working class.  However, a growing middle 

class began to emerge due to urbanization (a quarter of all African-Americans lived in 

urban areas in 1910; the figure had increased to a third in 1920).20  Urban life was 

spurred on by growing industrialization and increased job opportunities for largely 

unskilled and semi-skilled positions.  Educational opportunities also came with greater 

affluence. For many of those blacks that had struggled to attain a precarious level of 
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security historically unavailable to blacks, any real or perceived threats to that position 

were not taken lightly.  In an essay in which he outlines the institutional prejudices and 

economic injustices black artists faced in the recording industry, Norman Kelley also is 

careful to point out the reticence of the black middle class to embrace the cultural impact 

and importance of black popular music.  Because of this, he also notes that it has been 

smaller white-owned labels that historically have first embraced emerging black musical 

styles.  Kelley cites Amiri Baraka’s suggestion that Harry Pace was “castigated by the 

black middle class for not selling music that was more racially uplifting, meaning not 

sounding like music by lower-class Negroes.”21  He also cites Nathan Huggins’ critiques 

of Harlem Renaissance writers (with the exception of Langston Hughes) who 

undervalued new forms of black recorded music, noting that while they saw the music as 

“descriptive of Harlem life” and saw jazz in particular as “the definition of the new 

Negro,” they tended to view the new music as “folk art – like the spirituals and the dance 

– the unrefined source for the new art,” raw material for a new black bourgeois 

aesthetic.22  Kelley argues rightly that the black intelligentsia of that era could no more 

accept the reality of its own folk culture than the white intelligentsia could accept the 

black basis of American culture.”23  It was the success of vaudeville blues performer 

Mamie Smith at the white-owned Okeh label that underlined the growing interest in 

blues, the codification of race records as a genre, and the transformation of the recording 

industry. 

 

Okeh and the Emergence of Race Records as Genre 
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By the early 1920s, the record business was reaching the height of its powers.  

Edison and Victor continued to perform well, while Columbia was struggling to regain its 

market share after overproducing phonographs in hopes of selling enough to cover its 

debts.  This led the company into bankruptcy reorganization and turned control of the 

company over to Wall Street investors.24  Meanwhile, the rapidly multiplying smaller 

labels were ambitiously moving into new genres after realizing they had little ability to 

compete head-on with the Big Three in established genres.  One such label, New York 

City’s Okeh Records, would benefit greatly from a tentative experiment in recording a 

new genre.  Okeh Records was founded in May 1918, as part of the Otto Heineman 

Phonograph Supply Company, Inc.  Heineman had been Berlin director of Carl 

Lindstrom A.G., a German phonograph manufacturer with business in Europe, Asia, and 

South America.  Having supported Gennett in their legal battle over playback formats, 

Okeh switched from vertical to lateral-cut recordings by 1920 – allowing their records to 

be played on most phonographs.  That year would be a decisive one for Okeh, in that its 

opera and classical music series had failed, while a chance taken on a new style called 

“blues” paid off.25

Blues, like other musical styles, can be understood in terms of its aesthetic 

properties: instrumentation, lyrical content, and the singer’s mode of address to the 

audience.  Jazz, which had traditionally been an instrumental music, can be distinguished 

from blues in a number of ways.  One example would be jazz’s traditional tendency 

towards instrumental pieces and against the use of vocalists.  Richard Middleton defines 

the blues as “a strophic secular song, usually improvised and usually for solo singer, 
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accompanied by an instrument or an instrumental band; the lyric is generally in a three 

line, aa1b form, and as a rule the musical structure is a harmonic formula, which the 

singer uses as a basis for improvisation.”26  Middleton’s definition was published in 1972 

and illustrates the prevailing understanding of the music’s formal properties, after the 

blues had been defined by its evolving role in the recording industry.  Middleton’s 

precise definition of the blues contains social aspects as well.  The blues is most 

commonly secular – as defined against sacred or gospel music, which also emerged out 

of the “Sanctified” or “Holiness” churches of the South and often met with resistance 

from mainline churches (more on this music later).  He describes blues as often being 

accompanied by “an instrument or an instrumental band,” the order of which suggests 

that the single blues player was the norm.  While the solo blues singer – Robert Johnson 

is perhaps the most popular iconic figure – has largely defined the style, blues’ early 

emergence was through vocalists backed by jazz bands.  Those vocalists, as will be 

discussed later, tended to be female.  These small aesthetic designations suggest not only 

what kind of music was being produced in terms of its aesthetic habits, but also the social 

dynamics of who was included or excluded and who the music was designed to serve.   

Of course, Middleton was well aware that the music’s aesthetic designations are 

deeply imbued with a number of socio-cultural judgments, while rejecting any simple 

one-to-one relationship between blues and the history of slavery and repression that has 

defined the U.S. black experience.  In my analysis, style speaks more specifically to 

aesthetic choices and approaches, while genre more broadly references a variety of social 

and cultural designations.  Therefore, race records as a genre involve a shifting set of 
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social as well as aesthetic designations – tied to how a given music connects to larger 

social categories, defined by geography, class, gender, and race, to name a few.  It was in 

this way that record companies used “race records,” as a broad social category, as evident 

in promotional materials as well as press accounts of then contemporary trends. 

Race records as a social category had to be adaptable in a recording industry 

where taste changes were understood as a constant concern.  In the first few decades of 

the twentieth century, U.S. recording companies understood popular music in terms of 

fads that were not expected to have any real staying power.  Thus record company 

executives would seek to sell their recordings through any means available to them.  If 

that meant filing the same song under multiple categories in different advertisements and 

catalogs, then so be it.  When a new trend – blues of the vaudevillian style or gospel 

music – captured the public’s attention, record companies would try to capitalize on it via 

advertising.  Race music, then, had as many broad connotations as jazz had in the larger 

society.  This led to many different kinds of music falling under the race records 

category.  And while Black Swan would help establish the genre as a viable one, it would 

be Okeh that had the first breakthrough that fired the public imagination.  In 1920, the 

popularity of Mamie Smith’s “Crazy Blues” signaled to Okeh and others a viable new 

genre, one on which many smaller labels were anxious to capitalize.  The blues as a 

musical style did not emerge with “Crazy Blues” any more than vaudeville perennial 

Mamie Smith was an overnight sensation. Lynn Abbott and Doug Seroff cite evidence of 

blues sheet music two decades earlier, as well as “the network of culturally independent 

African American vaudeville that started cropping up in the South and Midwest just after 
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the turn of the century.”27 The blues idiom also spread through its adoption by white 

performers such as Sophie Tucker and other celebrities of the day.   

But when Smith’s recording for Okeh is understood in terms of its effects on the 

recording industry, the attention is warranted.  Popular music historians are too often 

tempted to suggest that a song seems to change the rules of the game.  While rarely if 

ever does a song have such power, the release of Mamie Smith’s “Crazy Blues” on Okeh 

Records in 1920 certainly did seem to have such an effect on the recording industry.  The 

Smith recording was an outgrowth of efforts by the songwriter and vaudeville performer 

Perry Bradford, who had first convinced Fred Hager of the General Phonograph 

Company and its label, Okeh, to record Bradford’s “That Thing Called Love” and “You 

Can’t Keep a Good Man Down” on February 14, Valentine’s Day, 1920. As Ronald 

Foreman noted, Hager had hoped Vocalion recording artist Sophie Tucker might sing 

Bradford’s tunes.  However, Mamie Smith (herself a popular vaudeville performer) was 

settled upon to record the songs. Rather than being a special printing, to be sold by Smith 

at performances and not part of the Okeh catalog, this was a proper Okeh release.  

Perry Bradford remembered that Smith cut these sides during the case in which 

Gennett had challenged Victor and Columbia’s monopoly on lateral recording format.  

Okeh, which released the sides for lateral-compatible machines, had a hit on their 

hands.28  William Howland Kenney rightly points out that the result of Bradford’s 

dogged determination to get his songs recorded by African-American singers was that he 

was able to convince Fred Hager of “the potential for both a Black urban and a white 

southern market for ‘blues’ records for Black female vaudevillians.”29  Bradford based 
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his belief on his own anecdotal experience of seeing whites give change to black street 

musicians in the South.  “Bradford’s testimony suggests that he thought of what came to 

be called classic blues records, made by Black female entertainers, as designed at least in 

part for whites.”30  By concentrating on the blues form most familiar to audiences in 

northern cities like Chicago and New York, and focusing on those singers coming out of 

the tried and true vaudeville circuit, Okeh tentatively initiated its race recordings.31  

  While Smith’s recordings were not highlighted in Okeh’s catalogs or noticed in 

the white press, the black press was quick to comment on Smith’s recordings.  Tony 

Langston of the Chicago Defender wrote, “Well, you’ve heard the famous stars of the 

white race chirping their stuff on the different makes of phonograph records….  But we 

have never – up to now – been able to hear one of our own ladies deliver the canned 

goods.  Now we have the pleasure of being able to say that at least they have recognized 

the fact that we are here for their service.”32  Two months after the release of “Crazy 

Blues,” an advertisement for a Chicago music store owned by African-American pianist 

Clarence Williams touted Smith as “Our Race Artist.”33  From the first Okeh Chicago 

Defender advertisement for Mamie Smith’s “That Thing Called Love,” which offered to 

sell the recording at its regular price with an additional “17 cents in stamps,” the option 

of mail order was an attractive one both to record companies and rural consumers who 

wouldn’t have easy access to the recordings otherwise.34  The success of Smith’s initial 

release led Hager to arrange for a second recording session, just six months later, in 

August 1920.  This release again featured a Perry Bradford composition, “Crazy Blues,” 

backed by “It’s Right Here for You,” by Marion Dickerson and Alex Balledna.  This 
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time, instead of using Fred Hager’s house band, called “the Rega Orchestra” on the 

previous release, Bradford’s band – listed as “the Jazz Hounds” – played on the takes, 

suggesting an increasing confidence on behalf of Hager and Okeh of Bradford and 

Smith’s abilities.  

By all accounts, the sales of Mamie 

Smith’s “Crazy Blues” were impressive.  

While there were no strict record sales 

figures kept during early years of the 

recording industry, numerous accounts 

exist of the record’s success.  The record is 

regularly spoken of in record industry 

histories as a “million-seller.” Foreman 

reports that “Crazy Blues” sold 75,000 

copies in Harlem during the first few weeks 

of its release.35  Public appearances by 

Smith during the fall and winter of 1920-21 

led to further sales.  During this period, 

Smith was the first African-American 

woman to appear at evangelist Billy Sunday’s Tabernacle, in front of 11,000 attendees at 

a stop in Tidewater, Virginia.36  She returned to Sunday’s revivals to appear numerous 

times. Meanwhile, Okeh Records’ parent company, General Phonograph, made sure that 

Figure Three: Okeh Records Advertisement for 
Mamie Smith recordings 
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phonograph dealers would continue to stock “Crazy Blues,” through an aggressive 

advertising campaign in the  

African American press.  Unusually, the 

company also mounted a concerted 

campaign to appear in the phonograph 

trade press as well.  A sampling of 

advertisements late that year in Talking 

Machine World (the trade journal meant 

for record retailers) illustrates both the 

importance of the record and the shaping 

of a vocabulary for race records.  

In the Oct. 15, 1920 issue of 

Talking Machine World, two ads touting 

Mamie Smith appear.  One ad features 

Smith with the latest Okeh roster of 

releases, featuring the photographs of 

Henry Burr, Bobby Jones and others alongside hers.  The same issue features another 

advertisement that solely touts Mamie Smith and “Crazy Blues.”  The following month’s 

issue of Talking Machine World featured an advertisement from a record distributor, 

letting retailers know that more copies of Mamie Smith’s hit was available, in case some 

retailers had not been able to re-order the title.  The November 15 issue also featured 

another Mamie Smith advertisement from Okeh Records, which underlined the 

 
Figure Four: Okeh Records Advertisement for 
Mamie Smith recordings featuring “Mr. Public 
Opinion.” 
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popularity of “Crazy Blues” by featuring “Mr. Public Opinion.”  While the likely 

readership of Talking Machine World was majority white, whites were not the only ones 

selling recordings in music stores and elsewhere.  It is not likely that whites were the only 

readers of Talking Machine World.  The “Mr. Public Opinion” ad embodies many of the 

contradictions of selling music by African-American artists to black audiences: it 

simultaneously sings the praise of Smith’s accomplishments while pairing her with a 

figure out of the 19th century minstrel tradition.37  In the December issue of Talking 

Machine World, readers saw yet another full-page advertisement focused on Smith, 

similar in the style of the full-page ad that appeared in the October issue.  The 

advertisement again focused on Mamie Smith’s “Crazy Blues” release, by noting, “to 

hear is to buy.”  The advertisement also described Smith as “Singer of ‘blues,’ the music 

of so new a flavor.”38  Perhaps even more important to African-American audiences was 

the presence of Okeh advertisements in the pages of black newspapers.  If it was a victory 

for black entertainers to record for white companies, it was also noteworthy for white 

companies to advertise in the African-American press.  In his book of autobiographical 

sketches, Perry Bradford wrote: “Anyone working for the Chicago Defender looking 

back to 1921 would see the time when Okeh Records was the first company to give an ad 

to our Negro newspapers.”  Okeh took out advertisements in other black newspapers as 

well, including the Indianapolis Freeman, well known for its coverage of the black 

entertainment circuit.39  Okeh’s marked presence in the black press was important in an 

industry that had ignored the millions of black Americans for decades (while financially 

benefiting from white recordings rooted in the minstrelsy tradition).  For a record 
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company to value and promote black performers in the African-American press 

symbolized a real breakthrough.  Okeh advertisements seemed omnipresent, and if 

industry lore can be believed, the pride that black consumers felt in relation to Mamie 

Smith’s hit record surpassed practicality.  Despite the record’s cost of $1.00, more than 

most other recordings of the era, some black consumers bought the record although they 

didn’t have a phonograph to play it on.  The 78 rpm record surpassed its functional role 

of audio playback and became a symbol of pride, progress and possibility.  

Another tactic that Okeh employed in its advertisements was to name Smith an 

“exclusive” label artist.  In other words, only Okeh could release Smith recordings.  

Other labels, most notably Columbia records, were already employing this tactic by 1920.  

A two-page advertisement in Talking Machine World from August 16, 1920, announced 

that pop vocalist Marion Harris would join a roster of other exclusive Columbia 

recording artists that included Al Jolson, Nora Bayes, Harry Fox, and the noted black 

minstrel performer and vaudevillian, Bert Williams.40   Columbia had paid enough 

attention to the sale of Bert Williams’s records to keep releasing them and to note him as 

an exclusive artist.  The people buying those recordings were not all white urbanites.  

“Among the masses buying them [the records],” David Wondrich writes, “were a goodly 

number of black people; blues collectors used to turn them up as from Broadway as 

Vicksburg and the Delta….  The industry at large drew no commercial conclusions from 

this: black folks weren’t a market it recognized or thought to cater to, even as it was 

starting to churn out Irish, Yiddish, Italian, even Arab and Chinese discs by the 

carload.”41
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The emergence of “Crazy Blues,” and the many race records that were to follow, 

emerged in an era when other media industries were still largely ignoring millions of 

African-Americans; radio had yet to offer significant appeal to black listeners.  It may 

have been that radio sets were cost prohibitive for many blacks living under Jim Crow, 

but those who did own receivers would not have heard programming directed to them.  

The advent of Amos n’ Andy on Chicago’s WMAQ in 1926, a show whose popularity led 

to syndication and an eventual spot on NBC’s Blue network, was hardly encouraging.  

Meanwhile, the emergence of black cinema, galvanized by D.W. Griffith’s racist polemic 

Birth of a Nation (1915), emerged with the founding of the Lincoln Motion Picture 

Company that same year, followed by Oscar Micheaux’s Micheaux Book and Film 

Company in 1918.  But the low barrier to entry in the recording industry, as well as the 

availability of inexpensive phonographs and recordings, allowed African-Americans 

access in ways that the film industry did not.  Phonographs were highly democratic 

devices, since they could be transported with relative ease.  It was not necessary to be in 

an urban area to hear music or even buy records, if you could buy a phonograph and 

order records for your rural home.  Recordings did not usurp the importance of live 

performance immediately and in some ways it furthered it.  Artists limited to a given 

region might now have a larger audience due to distributed recordings.  For those 

listeners that could not witness performances firsthand, the recordings themselves acted 

as supplement (or among fervent fans, a fetishized object) that extended the reach of 

performers far beyond local confines, as the sheet music business had done previously for 

songs.  If your favorite performer wasn’t playing nearby (performance remained the 
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privileged means of reception), you could buy a record.  If you were unable to travel, 

records and phonographs could be purchased through mail order catalogs as well.   

As records began to spread through the country, a dynamic central to 

phonography became evident. Already, Smith was aware of the effect of phonograph 

recordings on audience expectations as evident in this quote from the January 29, 1921 

issue of the Norfolk, Virginia Journal and Guide: “[These] thousands of people who 

come to hear me in my concerts expect much, and I do not intend that they shall be 

disappointed.  They have heard my phonograph records and they want to hear me sing 

these songs the same as I do in my own studio in New York.”42  Not surprisingly, 

reviews of Mamie Smith’s live performances were commonly compared to her 

phonograph recordings.  After all, it was a lot more likely that someone might be more 

familiar with her songs through recordings as opposed to live performances.  Diffusion of 

her recordings also began to make Smith’s releases synonymous with race recordings.  

Okeh’s success led other labels to follow the trend.  As Jeff Todd Titon writes about the 

spread of race records, “We are not, in short, dealing with a small, isolated 

phenomenon.”43

 The race records market opened up further opportunities for blacks working in the 

recording industry: “Black musicians, songwriters, and publishers played a key role in the 

production of race records, from signing performers to the final selection of material to 

be recorded.”44  But because white interests have always controlled the recording 

industry, black performers, songwriters, and talent scouts always had to negotiate a 

situation in which they were essential but also marginal.  “Given the system of racial 
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oppression in America, African Americans had either to gain a measure of control of the 

process of record production or be colonized in wax,” writes William Howland Kenney.  

“Race records therefore present a dilemma: widely celebrated for preserving and 

spreading a taste for the blues and gospel music, we can never know how different they 

might have sounded if Blacks had been able to control their production.”45  Still, there are 

moments while listening to these songs that all mediation seems to slip away, in the tone 

of the instruments in a room, the timbre of the singer’s voice, the weight of what is being 

transmitted, whether the song is a humorous throwaway or a song with tremendous 

emotional weight.  A statement made in time.  On a simple recording – maybe a voice 

with a jazz band, or maybe just a voice with a piano or guitar – it can still seem like, as 

David Wondrich reminds us,” the most important word in the blues is ‘I,’ in all its 

inflections.”46

 

The Popularity of Race Records and the Importance of Advertising 

Race records emerged during a period in which stand-alone record stores did not 

yet exist.  Before the rise of rock ‘n’ roll and teenage culture in the postwar United States, 

most records were sold in “furniture stores, music stores, variety and five-and-dime 

stores,” as Daphne Harrison writes,  “as well as direct mail order.”47  Furniture stores 

were the first to sell the records in the early 1900s, because they were the first to stock 

phonograph machines and the decorative wooden cabinets in which they came.  Music 

shops were also an early place for record sales, once retailers were convinced that record 

sales could actually encourage sales of musical instruments. By the 1920s, five-and-dime 
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outlets sold discount brand recordings (often featuring songs already released on more 

expensive imprints) and became increasingly important to labels featuring race artists.  In 

the phonographic trade press, advertisements in Talking Machine World were meant to 

appeal to both jobbers and local retailers to stock race records.  Jobbers (or rack jobbers) 

were individuals or companies that distributed recordings from one or more labels on a 

consignment basis. The record business, particularly in relation to race records, was still 

very much a regional business and concentrated publicity in a specific part of the country.  

However, through the use of regional jobbers nationwide, race recordings were widely 

available throughout the U.S. within two years of Okeh’s Mamie Smith releases.  But in 

the popular press, advertisements either directed customers to a particular store, or to 

direct contact with the company through in-house mail order services.  Advertisements 

often included blank forms to make orders or to receive company catalogs. 

After Okeh’s initial success, a flurry of other companies released recordings 

featuring black female vocalists, many of who were veterans of the vaudeville circuit.  

Lucille Hegamin released her first record for the Arto label shortly after Mamie Smith’s 

record; Lavinia Turner recorded for Pathe; Lillyn Brown recorded for Emerson; Daisy 

Martin recorded for Gennett; Ethel Waters and Eva Taylor recorded for Black Swan, and 

so on.  Columbia entered the fray with Mary Stafford, who covered both Mamie Smith’s 

hit and Lucille Hegamin’s “Arkansas Blues.”  Edison was late to respond, perhaps due to 

Thomas Edison’s well-known dislike for jazz and blues.  The company did eventually 

release sides by Helen Baxter, Rosa Henderson, Josie Miles, and others.  The only label 

that approached the new trend with trepidation was Victor, who as industry leader could 
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afford the hesitation.  The company’s “Red Seal” division had a reputation for releasing 

the best in high-culture recordings, so perhaps the company believed that a foray into 

blues would tarnish the company’s image.48  

  Race releases were separated from the rest of a given company’s catalog in 

discrete numerical series of their own, as had been previously done with non-English 

language releases for the immigrant market, which also allowed companies to highlight 

race to their specific audience. Soon other record labels were marketing their own race 

series to black consumers.  Okeh had started the blues trend with their 8000 series, while 

Paramount soon followed suit with their 12000 series in 1921.  Vocalion, under the 

ownership of Brunswick-Balke-Collender, issued their first race recordings in 1926, 

promising “better and cleaner” race records, referencing the controversy surrounding the 

lyrical content of some blues and jazz recordings.  Pathe-Perfect started their race series 

in 1925, while Brunswick launched its 7000 series in 1926.  Victor was the last to join in 

with their V38500 series in 1927.49  Victor, as Perry Bradford commented, “just couldn’t 

afford to lower their prestige.”50  For the first time, music that had been known only in 

certain regions and communities could be heard by a variety of people around the U.S. 

and elsewhere. 

 Columbia was the first of the industry leaders to join in with their 14000D series 

in 1922.  They found early success with one of the biggest race artists of the 1920s, 

Bessie Smith.  Smith was discovered by Columbia talent scout Frank Walker and had 

learned much about singing from her friendship with Ma Rainey.  Walker suggested she 

cover already popular vaudeville blues songs of the period, as was the regular industry 
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custom (“Downhome Blues,” already a hit for Paramount’s Alberta Hunter, and Lucille 

Hegamin’s “Aggravatin’ Papa” and “Beale St. Mamma”).51  “With seeming 

effortlessness,” Daphne Harrison and John Cowley write in their essay on vaudeville 

blues, Smith “sails through any song, blues or not, with a special bluesy quality, leaving a 

wake that swamps any singer who attempts to imitate her artistry.”52

 Victor could not afford to ignore the growing race records field any longer.  With 

the resignation of longtime Victor owner Eldridge Johnson in 1927 and the sale of his 

substantial interests in the company to New York banking interests (Speyer & Company 

and J. & W. Seligman), the label expanded into previously under-explored genres.53  

Victor order blanks and advance lists for June and July 1928 announced “Never Better!” 

“Getting Bigger,” “True-Blues,” and “Here They Are!” while publicizing new releases.54  

The releases themselves represent a mixture of jazz tunes (Duke Ellington’s “Harlem 

River Quiver” and Jelly Roll Morton’s “Jungle Blues”), sacred material (“I Shall Not Be 

Moved” by the Mount Zion Baptist Quartette), and even jug band music (“Bob Lee 

Junior Blues” by the Memphis Jug Band), and country blues (“Saturday Blues” by 

Ishmon Bracey, whose name was misspelled “Ishman” by Victor).55

Blues was ascending so dramatically that it ceased to function as a race records 

sub-genre in the way that it had in the early 1920s, when jazz had been synonymous with 

race.  By mid-decade, instrumental jazz tunes – which once were ubiquitous – were now 

advertised as “instrumental blues” to cash in on the ever-growing market.56  The race 

records market grew through much of the early-to-mid decade as companies increasingly 

released the music in its many variants, including country and vaudeville blues, as well as 
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gospel and hot jazz.  Titon estimates that the number of race recordings (he specifies 

blues and “sacred” or gospel titles) grew from roughly 50 in 1921 to 250 in 1925, then to 

500 in 1927.57  While Victor catalogs had gone as far as juxtaposing African-American 

musicians with classical composers and musicians such as Leopold Stokowski and Pablo 

Casals, the covers of Victor’s race record catalogs commonly followed longstanding 

stereotypes.  A late 1920s (Orthophonic era) catalog featured a minstrel figure on stage 

and in blackface juggling records.  A 1929 catalog depicted a somewhat more flattering 

image of a black man singing with his guitar along a busy riverside.  A steamboat is 

pictured behind him and he is sitting up against a hay bale, perhaps suggesting that the 

work assigned to this man is going undone.58  Victor’s entry into the race record market 

was another sign that by the genre had come into its own. 

By mid-decade, race records catalogs increasingly included “sacred,” 

“sanctified,” or “gospel” preachers, choirs, and quartets performing on record.  White and 

black recordings of sacred music dated back to the early years of the industry (Homer 

Rodeheaver was an early progenitor of the music in the 1910s, though was not the first to 

record).  The expansion of the kinds of music included is another sign of the music’s 

success with the African-American market.  Both Okeh and Paramount were active early 

on, as was Columbia, a company that was trying to regain its strength after economic 

difficulties early in the decade.  Paramount had the Norfolk Jubilee Quartet while 

Columbia was successful with the Birmingham Jubilee Singers.  “The history of gospel 

music,” writes Irene Jackson-Brown, “is a history of the struggle to be accepted as the 

black liturgical music,” a struggle that lasted through the 1920s and 1930s until the form 
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became dominant in black churches during the 1940s.59  Commercial sacred recordings 

certainly played a role in this transformation.  An important early discovery by Columbia 

was Reverend J.M. Gates, an Atlanta-area preacher discovered by talent scout Frank 

Walker on a trip to the city.  Gates’s recordings for Columbia included a mixture of 

sermon and song.  Robert M.W. Dixon and John Godrich describe “Death’s Black Train 

is Coming,” an immediate success when Columbia released it in 1926: “The singing had 

a compelling rhythm; the song concerned a metaphor popular among black Christians, 

and the Columbia engineers had arranged for a train whistle to sound several times in the 

background.”60  Gates’s subsequent releases were so successful that he recorded new 

releases a breakneck pace – forty of the sixty Columbia gospel records released between 

September 1926 and June 1927 were by Reverend Gates.61  Gospel music, as a sub-genre 

of the larger race market, influenced and was influenced by non-secular blues and jazz 

styles (as the lines between these styles regularly blurred).   

In the post-“Crazy Blues,” industry, a dynamic already central to the recording era 

began to make itself known in this newly emergent recorded genre.  Those who might 

have previously had little or no access to a given sound now had only to play a record to 

gain access.  Through advertising and channels of distribution, these recordings spread 

across the country.  An interesting shift in advertising rhetoric can be traced in the 

advertising materials of the Okeh, Black Swan, and Paramount labels.  This shift in 

rhetoric, in turn, suggests shifting notions of how race records were pitched to potential 

consumers, and in the process, how those same records were understood by those 

industry executives who helped produce them. 
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The role of advertising was crucial to the distribution and diffusion of race 

records around the nation.  However, like the history of the advertising industry itself, 

little information remains about specific record company practices.  Many companies had 

in-house publicity departments that manufactured advertisements for periodicals and 

promotional materials for store displays.  Newspaper was a very important facet of most 

companies’ advertising budgets and companies would either create their own 

advertisements for newspapers or would partner with a local company.   

Jeff Todd Titon writes, “The illustrators who sketched the singers and drew 

cartoons, and the photographers who took the singers’ pictures, were either free-lancers 

hired by the company or artists working for the advertising agency.”62 While evidence is 

not conclusive, it is likely that at some smaller companies, some in-house ads were 

created and used.  Titon’s work is quite useful to this study in that his book, Early 

Downhome Blues, is one of the few to consider the cultural role of record company 

advertising and its effect on race records as a genre.  As a music scholar, Titon also 

analyzes lyrical content and analyses of the musical texts not included here.  Where my 

study differs from Titon’s is in my emphasis on the industry as a cultural institution, 

including the role of various intermediary figures important to the emergence of this 

music.  While our knowledge of those actually engaged in creating the ads is relatively 

limited, the materials that remain are a great source for information about how the music 

was rhetorically constructed for the race records market.  

In addition to advertising in both African-American and trade phonograph 

newspapers, point-of-sale advertising was an important component for information about 
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specific artists, labels, or genres.  At a music shop, Titon writes, a prospective customer 

might have seen “banners, streamers, posters, photographs, catalogs, supplements, 

handbills, and of course, records.”  Window displays were designed to catch the eye of a 

potential consumer, and once in the store, the salesman was more than happy to play a 

demonstration copy of the latest record or even sell a customer a new machine.  The 

industry quickly looked for other innovative ways to advertise: “Lantern slides projected 

in theaters announced the latest discs; record sleeves presented miniature catalogs and 

sometimes provided order blanks.”63

White companies based in the urban North had more experience in selling music 

to immigrant groups in U.S. cities than to blacks.  When possible, white recording 

directors, company executives, and talent scouts garnered opinions from black cultural 

intermediaries, retail record dealers, storeowners, and talent scouts, such as Paramount’s 

Mayo Williams, regarding placement and content of their advertising campaigns.  But 

white companies regularly didn’t get things right, as evident in varying rhetorical 

strategies employed in company advertisements.  It is tempting to see the varying 

representations of African-Americans as a gauge of a given company’s understanding of 

its audience.  It is no accident that Black Swan’s depictions were the least sensational and 

the most humanizing; this was not necessarily the case with all other labels.  Titon writes, 

“The advertisements reveal white uncertainties about the increasing visibility of black 

people in the urban North, and by extension in the life of the nation.”64  The 

advertisements for Okeh Records, from early-to-mid decade, had one of the most high-
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profile campaigns in the business, due in no small part to the early successes of its race 

series. 

Okeh, as the first label to begin defining the growing race records trend, was at 

the forefront of advertising the genre.  Some of the most evocative and descriptive 

materials were Okeh’s catalogs for their race series.  A survey of Okeh catalogs, ranging 

from 1924 to 1931 shows some dramatic rhetorical differences in artist and record 

presentation on behalf of Okeh.  An Okeh Race Records catalog supplement from June 

1924 announced “Here They Are!” and features Virginia Liston on the cover, noting the 

labels’ longstanding interest and faith in female blues singers, even as male country blues 

began to prevail.65  All three acts highlighted in the catalog – Liston, Sarah Martin, and 

the duo of Effie and Charles Tryus – were listed as “exclusive Okeh artists,” but the term 

seems to have had little long-term meaning.  By 1924, Mamie Smith had been 

overshadowed at Okeh by Bessie Smith (no relation) and had been picked up by 

Chicago’s short-lived Ajax label (“the Superior Race Record”), where her most famous 

labelmate was former heavyweight boxing champion Jack Johnson.  Her recordings 

reportedly sold poorly at Ajax, though her name was powerful enough that she later 

moved on to the Victor label and back to Okeh (then part of Columbia Records).  

 Many of the more comprehensive Okeh Race catalogs didn’t tout particular 

performers.  Instead, they presented iconic, abstracted images of dancing couples or, in 

some cases, figures from right out of the minstrelsy tradition.  The racial identities of the 

dancing couples, interestingly, were often muted through abstraction (perhaps to appeal 

to a larger audience).  In one of Okeh’s first “Blue Book of Blues” catalogs, the dancing 
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couple on the cover seem to be rag dolls as much as people, with indeterminate racial 

identities.  In this 1925 Okeh Race Catalog, the largest listing of any catalogs I have 

discovered, the dancing couple is presented somewhat less abstractly, and as members of 

what appears to be a much higher socio-economic class. Their racial identities also seem 

more specific, as their appearances clearly suggest African-American heritage, though in 

following with the race and class designations of the period, the depiction of their skin 

tone would suggest their identities as “high yellow.”66  The following year’s Race catalog 

features a less determinate group of characters; the illustration consists of a woman 

dancing, flower in her hair, similarly well heeled and fashionable to previous catalog 

images, though somewhat more generalized in terms of racial identity.  Unlike previous 

years, here she appears alone – or more accurately, in a more direct relationship with the 

source of the music itself, the band.  Behind her, an inset image depicts a band, also of 

indeterminate racial identity.  A viewer could just as easily understand the figures to be 

black or white, which could have benefited the company in its desire to appeal to multiple 

audiences. 

 But in a series of Okeh catalogs that came out in 1926, there was no mistaking the 

racial make-up of the minstrel figures depicted on the cover, in keeping with a larger 

trend that used exaggerated racial stereotypes to sell the records.67    One cover depicted a 

sambo figure with exaggerated features, in top hat, earrings, and bowtie, eating.   
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Another from the following year features a 

similar figure in the same illustration style, 

with similarly exaggerated features, bowtie, 

and high collar, playing banjo.  Inside the 

Okeh catalogs, the artist depictions had 

also shifted.68  In the earlier catalogs, the 

image-text relationship would be much 

tighter – the text would describe the music 

of the person whose image adorned the 

page.  But in these catalogs, only a few 

sentences might direct the reader back to 

the image.  The rest of the text pointed to other race records in the listings.  And instead 

of the more reverent depiction of blues performers common in earlier catalogs, these 

depictions more liberally employed hyperbole and dialect, in place of a testimonial about 

a given artist’s musical skills.  At times, the artist’s image was replaced with an 

illustration based on the lyrical contents of a given song.  Instead of an image of Victoria 

Spivey to publicize her release, “Dirty Woman’s Blues,” readers instead saw an image of 

man on his knees, begging his “dirty woman” to come home, as she passes by on the arm 

of another man.  The accompanying text reads, in part: “G’wan, Spivey, you tell ‘em, 

girl, you’re wicked with them shake-down Blues.  Be Yourself!  We mean you’ve got 

low-down patter in a lazy creepy drawl.”69  While the transition in Okeh materials is 

explicit, this dynamic was not limited to the Okeh label.  As Daphne Harris writes, “The 

Figure Five: Okeh Records 1926 Race Records 
catalog 
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big labels such as Okeh, Columbia, and Paramount shifted the nature of their ads from 

dignified, attractive photos of the featured singer to caricatures with pickaninnies, big-

mouthed ‘Sapphires,’ men with bulging eyes and oversized lips, and heavy dialect.”70  In 

some ways, these images seem like a return of the (not so) repressed.  Whereas in the 

“coon songs” of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century seemed to point back at 

the blackface performers – and in so doing, the black race – as either childlike innocents 

or idiotic malcontents, race recordings as performed by blacks allowed them to point the 

finger outward.  Instead of the performer being the butt of the joke, the performer was 

now able to shift the audience’s prejudice away from his or herself and onto iconic 

figures of black society. As Russell writes, “On race records the anti-black sentiments of 

these early songs are generally redirected against sections of the black public – preachers, 

wife-stealers, fast-life women, and so forth – whereas the originals poked fun, sometimes 

good natured and sometimes not, at black people in general.”71 Race records made it 

easier to admire Mamie Smith’s tale of her low-down man while being encouraged to 

hold her in respect as a great artist and performer, than to be directly laughing at (more 

than laughing with) the great Bert Williams.  Thus, in advertisements and promotional 

material, the caricatures were not usually of the performer, but based on the lyrical 

content of the song.   

Not surprisingly, the most respectful presentation of performers was courtesy of 

Harry Pace’s Black Swan label.  The label “did not use the urban jive talk employed by 

Okeh and Paramount; its approach was consistently refined, its impulse characteristically 

genteel.”72  This, however, fought against both the prevailing societal stereotypes about 
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African-Americans as well as common notions about the blues as an unrefined, even 

dangerous music.  This was reflected in blues lyrics, which regularly depicted 

catastrophic events, hardships, betrayals, murders, abandonment, and addiction.  It makes 

sense that blues advertising would reference recurring themes and metaphors common to 

blues music: common imagery included devil, hell, death, prison, and various dangerous 

animals, etc.  It also reflected the dire circumstances in which many blacks lived. 

Competition between labels for female vaudeville blues singers created both a 

glut of such acts on the market and an expansion of the race market through recording 

previously unheard versions of blues music.  Jeff Todd Titon suggests, “As early as 1923, 

Black Swan and Okeh thought there might be a market for blues less sophisticated than 

the vaudeville variety.  A Black Swan advertisement for Josie Miles’s ‘Love Me in Your 

Old Time Way’ read: ‘Have you ever heard the snatches of songs sung by Negro section 

hands on Southern railroads?  Do you recall how their plaintive melodies struck a 

responsive chord in you?  Generally termed blues, yet how strongly contrasted are these 

songs springing from the depths of the laborer’s soul to the commonplace dance tunes 

that we are accustomed to call BLUES.  LOVE ME IN YOUR OLD TIME WAY is in 

the vein of the laborer’s songs.” 73  It was rural blues, in all its incarnations and regional 

styles that would continue the genre’s popularity throughout the decade.  Indeed, while 

the vaudeville blues retained its popularity through the mid-1920s, the country blues 

would serve to redefine the style in the years leading up to the Depression – as well as 

becoming the paradigmatic style for blues in general decades later, when post-war blues 

enthusiasts rediscovered the records (and in some cases, the artists who were still alive) 
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in the 1950s and 1960s.  Such later success would have been unthinkable in the mid-to-

late 1920s, when labels at the fringe of the industry began recording country blues.  Chief 

among these labels was a small Wisconsin company called Paramount.  

  

Paramount Records and the Rise of Country Blues 
 
 The great popularity of vaudeville blues transformed the recording industry by 

expanding its field of interest into a concerted effort to attract black listeners, however 

awkward or insulting the means of attraction.  Despite strong biases and prejudices 

among those in the industry, the entrepreneurial corners of the recording industry 

continued to experiment with other unrecorded (or under-recorded) black musical styles 

as early as 1924.  Of these styles, country blues is most associated with the blues style 

today, which most commonly featured a black male singer accompanied by a guitar, or 

sometimes a piano or banjo.  The lack of knowledge about country blues (and rural music 

in general) is reflected in the industry’s increased reliance on those with outside 

expertise, those that knew more about the music and the people who made it than record 

company executives knew or cared to know.  The Paramount label emerged from the 

fringes of the recording industry and took the lead, benefiting from socio-cultural biases 

that had led to the neglect of a largely unrecorded music (country blues) to an 

underserved audience (rural blacks).  

Paramount Records of Port Washington, Wisconsin was the most important outlet 

for country blues; by the end of the 1920s, a quarter of all race records sales went to the 

label; Paramount was as important in the second half of the decade as Okeh was in the 
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first half.  The label’s home, the white enclave of Port Washington, north of Milwaukee 

on Lake Michigan’s Western Coast, made Paramount as unlikely a progenitor of blues as 

Gennett was for jazz.74  Like many other upstart labels founded in the 1910s, its parent 

company had first entered the record business through manufacturing phonograph 

cabinets, then phonograph machines, and finally records to play on them.  Paramount’s 

parent company was the Wisconsin Chair Company (WCC), founded in Port Washington 

in 1888.  WCC’s initial recording division was founded in 1916 as the United 

Phonograph Company, who made Vista phonographs and sold recordings under the 

Puritan imprint.75  The advent of United Phonograph is likely connected to Wisconsin 

Chair’s previous dealings with Thomas Edison, whose Edison Phonograph Works in 

West Orange, New Jersey had suffered a devastating fire on December 9, 1914.  

Wisconsin Chair set up a subsidiary, Wisconsin Chair and Panel Company, to handle 

Edison’s business (Edison eventually bought that wing of the company).  By 1919, 

United Phonograph’s business operations had narrowed to the “manufacture and sale of 

phonographs,” while yet another recording division, New York Recording Laboratories, 

was founded to concentrate on manufacturing and selling recordings.76

As a company name, “New York Recording Laboratories,” was misleading; the 

bulk of NYRL’s recording activity occurred in Chicago, and later the company’s Grafton, 

Wisconsin studio (or in some cases, Gennett’s Richmond studios, which Paramount 

would also use for convenience).  As Sarah Filzen notes, despite the title’s use from 

1917, the company didn’t have a license to do business in New York until the following 

year.77  
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The most detailed industrial history of Paramount Records is Alex van der Tuuk’s 

Paramount’s Rise and Fall: A History of the Wisconsin Chair Company and its 

Recording Activities (2003).78  His book is authoritative because of its great amount of 

detail regarding the history of Paramount, Wisconsin Chair Company, and New York 

Recording Laboratories.  His research includes an impressive amount of new information 

based on materials and information gleaned from residents of Port Washington and 

Grafton, Wisconsin.  Where this study differs from van der Tuuk’s (besides the 

impossibility of matching his historical specificity) is a larger interest in the recording 

industry and media industries in general, as well as my desire not only to provide 

industrial history but also to examine more closely the cultural aspects always in play in 

industry and economy.  Van der Tuuk’s impressive historical work has illuminated these 

aspects far more clearly than otherwise possible.    

In discussing WCC’s entry into the recording business, Van der Tuuk writes that 

“an early WCC employee, probably [talent scout Art] Satherley, remembered a recording 

company in Flatbush, Brooklyn, New York, and suggested it as a good place to 

inaugurate the WCC’s own recording activity.  This independent recording studio, 

possibly already named New York Recording Laboratories, might later have leased its 

name to the WCC.”79  Whether the Brooklyn studio held the name or not, the title gave a 

marginal player in the record business a connection to the center of U.S. recording 

industry operations – despite the fact the Victor and Columbia’s offices were in 

Manhattan, geographically close but a great distance in terms of symbolism.  The 
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Flatbush studio was soon found inadequate, however, and NYRL set up a new studio at 

1140 Broadway in Manhattan. 

Paramount’s early recordings (like those of its sister Puritan label) were all over 

the stylistic map.  Many of their first recordings were by industry veterans whose 

recording careers go back to the turn of the century.  Recordings were released by the 

Peerless Quartet vocal group, one of many groups to have a hit with the World War I 

classic “Over There;” Arthur Collins and Byron Harlan, whose comedic “coon songs” 

were performed in blackface and sung in white exaggerations of black dialect; and a 

variety of military band marches and instrumental ballroom dance numbers.  These 

materials were largely based on the kind of recordings already offered by the Big Three.  

Paramount’s initial releases did not fare well in the marketplace.  When interviewed 

decades later, Alex Van der Tuuk recounted WCC executive and Paramount founder Otto 

Moeser’s justifying the “losses of WCC sustained in trying to run the record company by 

balancing them against the profits they made manufacturing the cabinets to hold the 

phonographs.”  According to Van der Tuuk’s history, Wisconsin Chair Company was 

subsidizing its recording division by as much as $100,000 by 1922.80  NYRL’s lack of a 

clear vision for the Paramount label, and their inability to compete directly with the Big 

Three left the label with a poor economic outlook.  In order to find other profit streams 

for the struggling recording division, the company began to sell master recordings to 

other small discount labels for re-release.  As Van der Tuuk points out, the company 

initially sold masters to companies with close ties to Paramount, including Famous 

(another NYRL label) and National (a New York label manufactured by the Bridgeport 
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Die and Machine Company).  Later, the company sold masters to Grey Gull (Boston), 

Bluebird (Los Angeles), and many other labels.81

Paramount was among the labels that jumped into the race market in the early 

1920s, following the vaudeville blues craze.  By 1923, Paramount released over fifty race 

titles (blues and gospel), with advertisements that promised “A New Hit Record Released 

Every Week,” surpassing even Okeh’s output.82  Then in April 1924, when Black Swan’s 

financial position became impossible to maintain, it leased its masters to Paramount; 

numbers 12100/99 in the Paramount race series were reserved for reissuing Black Swan 

material.  The announcement released to the press talked of a ‘merger’ but the details 

made it clear that Black Swan had had little option:  

 

The Black Swan catalogue of several hundred master records is the most 
valuable of its kind in existence.  Instead of the company operating that 
catalogue, the Paramount company will manufacture and distribute Black 
Swan records, from which the Black Swan Co. will receive a definite 
amount each month.  After the Black Swan Co. has paid its accounts and 
obligations, such as every operating company must have, it will be in a 
position to pay its stockholders a substantial and continuous dividend, or it 
can retire its capital stock at a substantial premium.83

 

Harry Pace spoke directly to the New York Age that April to assuage fears. He 

assured the Race that “by Black Swan’s combination with the Paramount company – a 

white organization devoted to the interests of the Race and specializing in Race records – 

the continuance of high class Race music is assured.” Meanwhile, The Port Washington 

Herald wrote: “By this transaction, the unusual things occurs [sic] of the merger of a big 
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Negro company and a big white company.”  The Herald also spoke of a merger, but the 

headline was more direct: “Local Firm Takes over New York Phonograph Company.”84  

Paramount’s first concerted entry into the race records market came via Black 

Swan’s masters as well as those leased from the Arto label of Orange, New Jersey.  Both 

Black Swan and Arto had made their reputations via female vaudeville blues singers.  

While Arto had garnered significant sales with Lucille Hegamin, and whose recordings 

Paramount would reissue, the Black Swan catalog was of greater interest, due to Black 

Swan’s impressive sales figures in the company’s first year.  Interestingly, Paramount 

designated their black artist series as “popular” and nothing more.  As Van der Tuuk 

writes, this series was a “trial balloon to see if Paramount could annex part of this newly 

discovered, and lucrative market.”85  While the deal with Black Swan Records troubled 

the most fervent supporters of that company, Paramount’s previous agreement to 

manufacture Black Swan recordings coupled with Paramount’s interest in the race genre 

gave the label some credibility with African-Americans.  After trying a number of 

unsuccessful experiments in competing head-on with the majors, or with other niche-

market labels like Okeh or Gennett, Paramount’s emphasis on country blues was borne 

out of necessity.  Realizing they couldn’t compete in genres other labels were already 

dominating, they took a chance on rural blues. 

Country blues was one of several styles that arose from ragtime around the turn of 

the century, along with blues’ urban, vaudeville variant.  While vaudeville blues caught 

on via the TOBA circuit and through Tin Pan Alley, William Barlow notes that the 

country blues style was “easily the southern black population’s most popular form of 
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secular music” well before race records were offered for sale.86  While jazz and 

vaudeville blues enjoyed a symbiotic relationship in the urban nightclubs of Chicago and 

New York City, the country blues functioned through local circuits where performers 

commonly played local dances, fairs, and social functions.  This made scouts even more 

reliant on word of mouth for information about particular artists, making local 

connections even more important to Paramount’s ability to capitalize on the country blues 

trend.   

The popularity of country blues initially led Paramount to market some of its 

vaudeville blues artists as if they were part of the country blues style, as in the case of Ma 

Rainey.  Rainey is sometimes thought of as the first “real” blues singer, in that unlike 

previous singers whose repertoire included blues as well as a variety of other popular 

styles, she focused on the blues (in its vaudeville incarnation) throughout her prolific 

career with Paramount.  Despite Rainey’s close connection with Chicago’s urban jazz 

scene, Paramount found it advantageous to sell her as a country blues persona.  As Jeff 

Todd Titon writes, “The downhome impulse was undoubtedly responsible for 

Paramount’s promotion of Ma Rainey as a southern-styled singer.”87   

Like Ma Rainey, Papa Charlie Jackson was a transitional figure for Paramount.  

“Since his records sold well,” Titon suggests, “he is a likely candidate to honor as the 

first downhome blues singer, but others have classified him as a vaudeville singer 

because he accompanied his songster’s repertoire (which did include some blues) on a 

six-string banjo-guitar, which gave it an unmistakable minstrel-show sound.”88    Jackson 

was born in New Orleans and as a young adult settled in Chicago, where he worked both 
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as a session player for various jazz outfits (Freddie Keppard, Tiny Parham, and Johnny 

Dodds).  Despite working out of Chicago, Jackson’s persona was that of a rural figure.  

His choice of instrumentation, a hybrid banjo-guitar (the larger-than-usual banjo was 

tuned to a standard guitar scale) backed up this persona, as did the fact that he alone 

appeared on the record, providing both vocals and instrumentation.  All this was used in 

publicity surrounding Paramount’s “discovery” of Papa Charlie Jackson – “the only man 

living who sings, self-accompanied, for Blues record” – who was introduced in a 

Defender advertisement as if he were a relic of a bygone era.  With the success of 

Jackson and the ambitious release schedule, Paramount’s recording directors had to 

function both as talent scouts and traveling salesmen to keep up the pace.  The company 

also began developing freelance scouts that had particular expertise in a given region 

and/or style.  In the following section, the unique roles of these early scouts will be 

discussed in light of their role as cultural intermediaries called upon to manage 

relationships in disparate socio-cultural settings, as the recording industry expanded 

further into the race records market. 

 

Recording Directors, Freelance Scouts, and the Search for Talent 

The search for new styles within the race genre became increasingly competitive.  

This meant not only an increased reliance on recording directors as scouts but also on 

regional experts, who were not directly employed by a given label but instead worked for 

many different companies on a freelance basis.  These “record men,” whether employed 

by the company or not, benefited from developing strong expertise of a given region’s 
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music scene both from attending live performances and (perhaps even more importantly) 

appealing to local experts to discern popularity.   They were valuable to parent company 

executives, who had little or no understanding of the music’s value or its audience, and 

often relied on scouts to discern the best talent and record the best material for them.  

Paramount in particular had to rely on their own scouts as well as those freelance go-

betweens to keep them informed of a market of which they had little prior knowledge.  

The label lacked the network of stores that Gennett’s parent company Starr Piano had in 

its national chain of music stores, which served as both sales outlets, but just as 

importantly, information centers for a given region’s market.  While Victor and Columbia 

had branch offices and affiliated retail stores that specialized in their products, Paramount 

had to rely on independent retailers not only to stock their merchandise, but also to teach 

them about regional musical styles.  Some of these retailers were used along with 

company staff to help search for new talent. 

The role of talent scouts in the race records market was multi-faceted, whether 

employed by the companies as recording directors and/or salesmen, or if they were 

working for companies on a freelance basis.  They were involved in an area of the record 

market derided by the black clergy and black middle class as well as by whites in general.  

In the case of white scouts, their association with black performers and business people 

made them suspect to some.  For black scouts, they had to deal with the prejudices held 

by the companies for which they worked, as well as the class anxieties connected to blues 

within black society.  It required those scouting the music to gain an understanding of 
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how to acquire the best of this music for white-owned record companies.  As David 

Wondrich writes: 

The music was unfamiliar, seemed archaic, probably was worthless; yet it 
sold millions of records.  The musicians were black, inscrutable, 
presumably inferior; yet their performances had to be coaxed in the 
recording studios, for company profits ultimately depended on them.  
Given these ponderables, the industry dealt with the singers as carefully as 
it knew how – as the guardian of a trust might treat an underage ward, or 
as a scientist might examine moon rocks brought back from a mechanical 
space probe.89

 

While Wondrich’s characterization certainly applies to some key figures in the 

early recording industry and prevailing attitudes of the era, it is important to recognize 

differences between scouts in terms of their own attitudes toward the music and its 

performers, as well as their roles as cultural intermediaries in the recording industry.  A 

closer survey of talent scouts points to their roles in negotiating new genres as they 

emerge.  Regarding the roles of such figures in the recording industry, Pierre Bourdieu 

has noted that those who work in such fluid circumstances, in which they must manage a 

variety of social and cultural settings, necessarily have highly flexible roles.  It is, he 

writes, in “the newest sectors of cultural and artistic production” where “jobs and careers 

have not yet acquired the rigidity of the older bureaucratic professions, adding that “entry 

into these jobs is often via networks of connections and share values and life experiences 

formed among members of this group rather than the meritocracy of recruitment through 

formal qualifications.”90  Record company executives (acting as both recording directors 

and record salesmen) often scouted while on the road.  Freelance scouts were also active 

in discerning and signing talent, as well as recording, and were especially helpful in 
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providing information about the popularity of a particular artist or regional style in a 

given area.   A talent scout’s task would be to garner as much information about 

musicians in a given region and would ask local sources (local record retailers, live music 

venue booking agents and owners, music enthusiasts, etc.) to determine a good place to 

start.  Scouts sometimes took out advertisements in local newspapers advertising an open 

call for musicians and would then record a large number of performers within a few days, 

sorting out the best performances later.  If a record “hit” in a given region, other scouts 

would soon search the area looking to cash in on another area performer.  

Okeh already had its own legendary talent scout, Ralph Peer.  There is no more 

ambivalent figure in the history of race records.  “When the companies saw there would 

be a continuing market, they set aside special numerical series for black records.  A 

generic name was needed to identify the already segregated offerings.  Ralph Peer, head 

of Okeh’s 8000 series, claimed to have coined the name that stuck: ‘race records.’  ’We 

had records by all foreign groups: German records, Swedish records, Polish records, but 

we were afraid to advertise Negro records, so I listed them as ‘Race’ records and they are 

still known as that.”91  Peer had been working in his hometown of Kansas City for 

Columbia Records, after returning from World War I, when he left for Okeh Records.  It 

was in New York, Peer said in a 1958 interview, where he “first heard of the nigger and 

hillbilly stuff.”92  Titon suggests that Peer may have avoided using the term “Negro” 

because the term had not yet been adopted, adding, “several writers in the Defender had 

expressed the opinion that the word Negro was meaningless and, worse, could easily be 

changed into the pejorative nigger.”93  While Peer takes credit for coining the term “race” 
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– which is accurate if limited to Okeh’s popularization of the term.  Peer also chose the 

term for its broad signification.   “It was not a derogatory term; instead, it signified group 

solidarity.  Though the record companies classified Afro-Americans with immigrant 

groups for whom special series would be provided, they took pains, in the early 

marketing period, not to insult consumers with an offensive generic name for the records.  

By 1923 ‘race records’ was the established identification in advertisements.”94  If Okeh 

popularized the term, other labels quickly followed suit and began encouraging their own 

recording directors and talent scouts to seek out “race artists” to record. 

As was the case with most other labels working in this speculative corner of the 

recording industry, accounts vary as to who held the central decision-maker on releasing 

records at Paramount.  When taking into account the size of Wisconsin Chair Company’s 

recording operations and its various locales, it is likely that while the recording director at 

a give studio had a great amount of influence, decisions could conceivably come from 

above via the company’s owners and upper management, or from below, by engineers 

entrusted with recording prospective material from artists on an active studio schedule.  

Alex Van der Tuuk writes, “Whether [WCC founders] the Dennetts interfered with the 

record business and had the final say on which record could be issued is still a mystery, 

although Frederick Dennett visited the Grafton pressing plant [on] a regular basis for 

inspection purposes and to transact business until his death in 1920.  He died of a heart 

attack at a trolley stop in Grafton waiting for the Interurban to take him back to the WCC 

factory in Port Washington.95
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In WCC’s Dennett era, Maurice Supper’s role in Wisconsin Chair’s recording 

division was an important one.  Supper had designed the Paramount logo and had been 

entrusted by the Dennetts in developing their new operation.  He had designed the New 

York Recording Laboratories’ studio on the seventh floor at 1140 Broadway and held the 

post of recording manager for the facility – which meant a large amount of travel from 

Port Washington, where he kept his residence. 96  Quickly Supper’s supervisory role was 

expanded and he became general manager of NYRL.  Meanwhile, Art Satherley, who had 

worked in WCC’s phonograph cabinet business and had been asked to design the 

chemical composition of the company’s first discs, was made recording manager at 

NYRL.  Satherley operated out of New York, working up and down the Atlantic 

seaboard, from Canada to southern Florida.  All those charged with scouting and sales 

spent significant amounts of time on the road.  Supper, Satherley, and others took 

Paramount Records on the road to sell and supporting promotional materials: “To further 

promote the product, dealers’ lists, advance lists, and monthly supplements were printed 

to go with the records.”97

According to Alex van der Tuuk, John Bostwick became WCC president after 

Frederick Dennett’s death, and would “would make the final decision as to what was 

issued,” with additional, regular input from M.A. Supper, WCC executive Alfred Schultz, 

and Art Satherley.98   As with Gennett, stylistic quality was not always the deciding 

factor: “According to Alfred Schultz, three masters were made of a recording and a copy 

was made of each master.  The tests were divided, and they were careful to pick out the 

right one….  When recordings were auditioned as tests, they risked rejection for being 
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too much like something else, for being generally inferior, or for being poorly recorded or 

dirty.”99  

Meanwhile, due in part to Chicago’s burgeoning music scene and the promise of 

economic prosperity, many musicians and songwriters from around the country who 

sought work in the city’s studios and publishing houses moved to the city.  “As the only 

major recording center outside New York in the 1920s,” William Barlow writes, 

“Chicago attracted many of the most talented blues artists in the South.”100  Paramount 

executives in Port Washington and New York began to take notice.  As Alex Van der 

Tuuk writes, many of the Paramount recording personnel worked in Chicago: “By late 

1922 or early 1923, as Chicago became more important as a musical center, recording 

also took place there.  Satherley remembered recording artists in Chicago, in a studio 

sited at Marsh Laboratories, as early as 1923.  Both Supper and Satherley supervised 

recording activity in Chicago as well as New York.”101  While Okeh and 

Brunswick/Vocalion were important to Chicago record production, Paramount became 

Chicago’s central label by the mid-1920s.   

Key to Paramount exploiting the Chicago scene was the hiring of a new talent 

expert.  “After a lackluster beginning in the race record market,” Barlow writes, “the 

company hired J. Mayo ‘Ink’ Williams in 1924 to manage its race artists series.  

Williams, an aggressive and energetic black promoter, was responsible for recording 

many of the greatest blues artists of the decade.  He signed both Ma Rainey and Papa 

Charlie Jackson for Paramount recording sessions in 1924.”102  Mayo Williams had 

attended Yale University with Paul Robeson, where they both played football.  Later, 
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Williams played professional football for the Negro football league in Gary, Indiana.  

When he settled in Chicago, he began selling records with another former college friend, 

Joe Bibb.  Bibb was the brother-in-law of Black Swan’s Harry Pace.103  Alex van der 

Tuuk writes, “After visiting Port Washington to solicit a position with the recording 

company, Williams was offered the task of registering the copyright of the songs 

recorded by Paramount.  The reason M.A. Supper offered Williams the job was almost 

certainly because as an Afro-American he would have a better ‘in’ to the newly 

discovered market.”104 By and large, Black Swan’s confidence in Paramount had been 

justified.  Williams’s role in Paramount’s operations may also have helped Black Swan 

take comfort in Paramount’s takeover of its operations.”105

While working with NYRL and Paramount, Williams was the head of the 

Chicago Music Company (CMC), which he ran out of an office in the 3500 block of 

South State Street in Chicago.  In a letter written to record collector John Steiner decades 

later, Williams described the company’s founding: “The Chicago Music Company was 

established about 1923 as a subsidiary to the New York Recording Laboratories, 

producers of Paramount, Broadway, Puritan and other phonograph records as a company 

to hold and exploit copyrights of “Paramount releases as well as those on its subsidiary 

labels.  He described his work with NYRL and the CMC as  “talent-scouting, arranging 

auditions and recording sessions, arranging performance and copyright contracts and 

purchases, supervising recording sessions, transcribing music and words which were to 

be copyrighted by Chicago Music Publishing Company and finally assisting in the 

securing of copyrights.”106  
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The Chicago Music Company was located in an office in the heart of “The 

Stroll,” the city’s premier black entertainment district.  Founded around the turn of the 

century, The Stroll emanated out from the corner of 31st and State Street on the south side 

of Chicago.  The best depiction of The Stroll’s complicated socio-cultural importance can 

be found in Jacqueline Najuma Stewart’s Migrating to the Movies: Cinema and Black 

Urban Modernity.  Stewart’s book focuses on the rise of early black cinema, within the 

context of the great migration of African-Americans to the north and the rise of black 

urban modernity.  Stewart’s survey of the area shows a rich convergence of black 

businesses and organizations, including over fifteen cinemas, several African-American 

motion picture companies, and a variety of black social clubs, restaurants, educational 

institutions and banks.107  The Chicago Defender’s offices were at 3435 South Indiana 

Avenue.  Stewart sees The Stroll, and more broadly, Chicago itself, as illustrating “the 

high stakes of defining the racial boundaries of urban leisure for migrants seeking new 

‘modern’ freedoms and opportunities, for whites seeking to maintain racial hierarchies, 

and for Black ‘Old Settlers’ seeking to police and distinguish themselves from recent 

arrivals from the South.”108  Williams’s location in the midst of Chicago’s black 

entertainment district put him in a position to be an expert in various facets of the city’s 

musical output and gave him the ability to discern new talent.  Williams certainly 

represented an “insider” figure for Paramount executives in Port Washington, despite 

Williams’ class leanings and musical tastes (he much preferred the high-minded style of 

his old college friend Paul Robeson to most of the music he recorded).  Williams was 

given the role of recording director for the Chicago branch of Paramount’s operations. 
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Yet another Paramount executive active in scouting was Art Laibley.  Laibley’s 

relationship with Williams was quite competitive and sometimes acrimonious, which was 

one of the reasons why Williams increasingly became involved in his own ventures 

(leading to his own short-lived record label, in silent partnership with Paramount and 

Gennett, Black Patti Records).  A Louisiana native, Art Laibley came to work for 

Paramount first as an assistant to Art Satherley in 1924.  Gayle Dean Wardlow has 

characterized Laibley as “a salesman first and a recording director by default,” someone 

who had very little experience with or interest in what he was recording – or the 

recording process itself.  With Williams’s departure from Paramount, Laibley took over 

its Chicago operations.109  

In terms of the actual recording sessions, Laibley and the other recording directors 

had a standard way of operating.  A given day’s sessions would often throw together a 

group of musicians who had to wait their turn.  Sometimes this led to some musical 

improvisation.  Laibley explained to John Steiner that those country blues sides with 

additional accompaniment – other than the standard guitar or occasional piano, were due 

to musicians striking up conversations with one another while waiting there turn to 

record.  Musicians did so “as a courtesy to each other or for kicks.”110  Meanwhile, there 

are various accounts that suggest that scouts, including Laibley and others, would supply 

liquor to the performers, disobeying the Eighteenth Amendment that had made 

Prohibition the law of the land at the start of the decade.  Later, Art Laibley denied in 

phone conversations with Gayle Wardlow that he ever supplied his artists with any type 

of liquor before or during a session.111  Wardlow also interviewed Paramount executive 
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H.C. Speir, who said he didn’t remember any liquor at Grafton but said that “talent 

recorded better” with “a tonic” or a drink to relax them.112  According to Wardlow, blues 

performer “[Ishmon] Bracey was emphatic on several occasions that both he and 

[Tommy] Johnson had access to bonded whiskey at their Grafton session and Johnson 

had a drinking problem during the session.” Bracey added that, “Tommy was supposed to 

make more songs than I was.  But he stayed high most of the time.  Mr. Layman 

[Laibley] told me to record what I could.”113

 H.C. Speir was perhaps the most famous scout not directly employed by 

Paramount.  Speir ran a music store in Jackson, Mississippi on Farish Street, in the 

town’s black business district.  He originally got into talent scouting as a way to publicize 

his store.  Later, his scouting trips became much more involved and made him a 

reputation far beyond Jackson.  He is credited with discovering some of the key blues 

performers of the late 1920s and early 1930s, including Ishmon Bracey, Tommy Johnson, 

Skip James, and most importantly, Charley Patton.  Speir enjoyed scouting work and 

sometimes paid for trips out of his own pocket, in hopes of recouping his money with the 

talent he found.  In an interview with Gayle Dean Wardlow, Speir remembered:” I sent 

artists everywhere, and tried to work with all the companies but I probably did end up 

sending the best artists to Grafton, Wisconsin – the Paramount Record Company.”114  

Gayle Wardlow, who interviewed Speir on numerous occasions, has commented on 

Speir’s role in race records in relation to commonly held attitudes about the music and 

the people who made it: “You’ve got to remember…this was still ‘race music’ and good 

white people just did not associate themselves with that kind of music.  And so Speir did 
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not treat blacks bad, but he also did not associate with them socially.”   Speir knew the 

race and class connotations associated with the music, but he also understood its 

fundamental popularity in the South.  As Wardlow notes, “He [Speir] said for years that 

they ought to be recording southern talent, you know black blues – and the record 

companies weren’t.  So about 1926, he tried to interest the companies in recording black 

blues.”115

 Paramount’s Art Satherley, as well as H.C. Speir (who had close connections with 

Paramount as a freelance scout) and Columbia’s Frank Walker were most known for their 

interest and ability in recording sacred material.  Each of them played a significant role in 

scouting gospel music.  Satherley was instrumental in bringing the Norfolk Jubilee 

Quartette to Paramount, claiming that their recording of “My Lord’s Gonna Move this 

Wicked Race” was the first million-selling record he had brought to the label.116   In an 

interview with Gayle Dean Wardlow, Speir remembered: “All these trips and dealing 

with these talents, I must that, uh, I learned quite a bit about people, and especially about 

the blues and religious songs,” adding that he was the first to record both white and black 

preachers for commercial release. 117  Columbia’s Frank Walker recalled the influence of 

black religious music on white hillbilly performers: “the spiritualistic type singing of the 

colored people worked over into the white hillbilly and a little of white hillbilly worked 

over into what the colored people did, so that you got a little combination of the two 

things there.”118  Scouts got to know genre categories so well that the relationship 

between genres came clear, however this also suggests the degree of potential overlap in 
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record sales during that period (though who purchased the records is difficult if not 

impossible to trace).     

Talent scouts would have to quickly determine whether a singer was capable of a 

good recording, and if so, how to get the best possible performance in a small number of 

takes.  “Though their standards are difficult to reconstruct, it appears they wanted singers 

with a substantial repertoire of original material and a distinctive performance 

manner.”119  Speir generally used the same approach with potential artists, telling them, 

“I heard you’re a good singer, how about singing some songs for me?’  After hearing a 

few songs, Speir would say, “You sound pretty good.  You know, I make records; if you 

will keep practicing and get your songs together real good and come to Jackson in a 

couple of days, I’ll see that you get on records.”  The trip to Jackson was necessary 

because of Speir’s lack of portable equipment. Speir would often help musicians with 

their travel expenses, particularly if he thought that the artist might represent a potential 

hit. 120   

While Speir could claim he discovered Charley Patton and others, the other most 

important blues singer of mid-to-late 1920s had several scouts all claiming that they had 

discovered him.  Blind Lemon Jefferson, who had made a name for himself in Dallas 

playing clubs and street corners in the Deep Ellum neighborhood, east of downtown.  As 

Jeff Todd Titon suggests, “Local record dealers in the South had been suggesting 

downhome singers for some time before Dallas record seller (and later a recording artist 

in his own right) Sam Price sent a letter to Paramount recommending Jefferson, who was 

already well known throughout Texas.”121  Dixon and Godrich provide the additional 
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detail that Price contacted Mayo Williams specifically, perhaps believing him to be the 

most likely to give a fair hearing to Jefferson’s unique sound.122  “A.C. Laibley,” Titon 

adds, “claimed that he found Jefferson on the streets of Dallas and late in 1925 invited 

him to Chicago.” 123  The impact of Blind Lemon Jefferson can be found first in his 

unusually intricate and fast-paced guitar style, alternating between strumming and finger 

picking with little regard with the guitar’s relationship to his singing pattern.  Through his 

guitar work, he would bend the song’s rhythm to the breaking point before bringing it 

back again.  Similarly, Jefferson employed an idiosyncratic vocal phrasing, at times 

soaring into a high drone, while other times using his voice as an additional rhythmic 

devise, syncopating the syllables of words to great effect.124  Jefferson’s singular 

approach to inflection and mood gave him a striking emotional range – despite his 

reliance on only a guitar and his voice.  His musical style further challenged the race 

records industry.   

“While vaudeville blues sounded close to both jazz and tin pan alley, Blind 

Lemon Jefferson’s blues offered a fundamentally different sound,” Jeff Todd Titon 

writes.”125  While Paramount executives seemed interested in Blind Lemon, they weren’t 

sure how to present his music to the public.  After initially having Jefferson record under 

the pseudonym “Deacon L.J. Bates” (in another nod to the popularity of religious songs), 

Paramount embraced the singer’s approach – or at least Paramount’s understanding of 

Jefferson’s popularity in Texas and the potential for record sales – enough to have him 

record four blues songs under his own name in 1926.  Still, Titon writes that “It is 

difficult to imagine a better word to describe Paramount’s judgement of Jefferson’s songs 
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than the one they used continually in their publicity about him: weird.  They could not 

understand his words; they had never heard anyone play the guitar as he did. Even his 

appearance must have been startling – a blind, black street-singer of enormous girth with 

tiny, steel-rimmed glasses perched on his nose.  So striking was his appearance that the 

advertising illustrators forgot their rule of avoiding cartoon caricatures of the singer’s 

likeness when it came to his advertisements.”126   

While the kind of blues played by Jefferson would have been a recognizable 

idiom to many listeners, the sound was new to the ears of executives at Paramount in Port 

Washington.  Jefferson’s records sold well and he quickly built on his regional reputation 

(largely based in Texas and Louisiana) and attracted national attention.  In the time-

honored tradition of the entertainment industry, Paramount’s success with Blind Lemon 

Jefferson sent other record companies in search of their version of the country blues 

sound.  “The naiveté of the companies’ scouting behavior indicates unfamiliarity with the 

music; they sent their representative directly to Dallas, Jefferson’s home city.”127  For a 

time, Jefferson’s success had made Dallas the center of the blues universe.  Okeh, 

Vocalion, Columbia, and others all had scouts there looking for the next big thing.  If it’s 

tempting to consider just how much music was recorded due to happenstance, when 

musicians and scouts both happened to be at the right place and the right time, it’s also 

worth considering how much music from this era was missed due to too many scouts who 

only traveled to the city of the last hit song. “Sale of more than 5,000 copies of a record 

made money for the company, and selling the masters to dime-store labels (just as 

publishing houses today sell paperback rights) for a flat fee increased their profit.  In 
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addition, a royalty of two cents per record sold went to the copyright holder….  But few 

downhome blues singers were given copyrights to their material, although they were 

given authorship credit on the record label.  They were paid traveling expenses and a 

lump sum for each song accepted by the company, in exchange for which they signed 

over copyright to the company’s music-publishing agent.”128

 Scouts paid different amounts for talent, depending on the scout’s belief in the 

artist’s potential and what the artist would accept.  Some scouts, like Satherley, Williams, 

and Speir, had a more generous reputation, while others such as Laibley and Okeh scout 

Ralph Peer were known to pay less for talent.  “Apparently, the fees paid to hillbilly 

singers were higher….  The contrast with vaudeville blues was even more striking.  

Bessie Smith received $125 per song at first; in 1924, when her records were selling very 

well, she was getting $200 per song.”129  Speir’s [artists] were probably the best paid of 

all the artists recording for various scouts.  His average fee was either $50 a side, or ten 

percent of the royalties on the sale of issued titles.130

Mayo Williams’ ongoing tensions with Art Laibly and a planned restructuring of 

his financial arrangement with Paramount, led to Williams’ departure in 1928.  Paul 

Swinton writes, “Things finally came to a head when Liably [sic] started to use Williams’ 

trusted secretary, Aletha Dickerson, as his own.  Williams because disillusioned with the 

way his position was being undermined and when Paramount founder Otto Moeser 

informed that he was to lose his financial independence and be put on a straight 

salary….”131 Williams left Paramount for work in the race records division of Brunswick 

records and its subsidiary Vocalion label. 
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 The role of recording directors and freelance talent scouts in seeking new talent as 

trends turned from vaudeville to country blues suggests that their activities in bridging 

cultures and defining the changing associations with race records as companies embraced 

different forms of previously unrecorded music.  While black artists were always at the 

mercy of a white industry, their value to white record companies allowed them a then 

unthinkable freedom to record their music and to communicate their emotions and ideas 

to previously untapped audiences.  

 

The Race Market and the Recording Industry’s Expanding Scope 
 
 By looking at the advertising strategies of white-owned record companies and the 

emergence of more sophisticated and involved scouting efforts, the industry’s economic 

volatility, mixed with its market opportunism, comes together.  The fact that the industry 

had recorded many other musical forms before turning to the race market suggests their 

misgivings and ignorance.  Their advertising campaigns reflect tentative first steps 

towards reaching a new audience while experimenting with different modes of address.   

And the varying roles played by talent scouts reflect a varied approach to their tasks as 

well as in their investment in the social, cultural, and aesthetic values of their work.  

Rather than reflecting a monolithic industry uniformly malevolent in its intent, tracing the 

work of these scouts affords us an interesting view of cultural intermediaries working in a 

controversial genre in the midst of a particularly volatile moment in U.S. race relations. 

 After experiments in recording jazz, by Gennett and other labels, the music was 

on a trajectory that would take it to the center of American music, with an industrial 
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infrastructure to support it along the way.  If jazz’s emergence was closely tied to those 

intermediate figures that sought out talent, pressed and released recordings, and 

publicized them to potential audiences, the rise of race records (particularly in its country 

blues incarnation) provided an even more difficult challenge to scouts, away from the 

urban milieu that had supported both jazz and vaudeville blues.  Scouts were even more 

important in their role of bringing together musicians and audiences, while convincing 

the record companies with which they worked (as either employees or freelance scouts) 

that this previously ignored music might be valuable.  With each additional genre’s 

emergence, the knowledge base of these scouts continued to grow.  The white record 

industry’s decision to delve into race music was largely based on a few speculative and 

successful recordings arranged by a few scouts, many of whom initially had to be 

convinced of the music’s worth).  This makes the scouts’ intermediary role even more 

important in educating the company releasing the material, serving the presumed base 

audience for such a release, and extending that audience to a much larger potential group 

of listeners.  At an industry wide level, the assimilation of two new genres, based on a 

more broadly defined domestic market, meant that companies were beginning to be able 

to transfer knowledge in selling new music to each new emerging style.  After ignoring 

the U.S. African American market for decades, the recording industry embraced an 

audience to which it only vaguely knew how to appeal.  It did so based on the knowledge 

of those who scouted, recorded, and promoted the music.   

The work of white companies allowed disparate communities to hear a fuller 

range of black musical production.  This added new voices to the already complicated 
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circulation of recordings – into the most unlikely of geographic and cultural corners – in 

American society.  Folklorist John Szwed’s 1968 essay, “Negro Music: Urban Renewal,” 

detailed the phonograph’s role in transforming blues from a regional taste to an 

increasingly national music.  For Szwed, the “neutral, depersonalized mechanism of the 

phonograph record” was “the single most important factor in explaining the direction of 

Negro music in the twentieth century.”132  While the white industry’s limited 

understanding of the black market led to experimentation in sales styles that sometimes 

fell back on the minstrel tradition of the nineteenth century, the boom in the race records 

market also allowed black musicians unprecedented access to recording technology.  

“Like no other recording activity before or since, race records were designed to fulfill the 

musical demands of a given social group.  At the same time, the flexibility of the record 

increased the range of taste of its buyers by reducing geographical and social differences 

between Negroes of various parts of the country.”133  It also allowed regional black 

musical cultures to communicate with each other long distance through recordings.   

The larger effects on the recording industry meant an industry with an ever-

increasing sense of its own social and economic reach.  While some labels experimented 

and lost, as in the case of Black Swan, they helped illustrate the largely untapped 

African-American audience.  Black Swan’s lasting impact has surpassed its time in 

business.  It led previously little known labels that survived, including Okeh and 

Paramount, to assert their own presence in the larger industry and found a market that for 

a time made them viable in the face of larger companies. Race records had led the 

recording industry into rural markets for the first time as competition and innovation led 
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smaller labels into the country blues that regional audiences had longed to hear on record.  

It also served to make the music released as race records into an increasingly national 

music, with influence far beyond its regional as well as historical limits. 

 While white companies had initially willed ignorance of blues as a style, there 

was another rural music style that had long been ignored.  The fact that it was urban blues 

that was recorded first and then rural blues provides a hint.  While geography and 

recording logistics played a part in this decision, there was also a class component – a 

sense that the rural had been surpassed in favor of the modern and the urban.  

Interestingly, in terms of commercial viability, it was the music of rural whites that 

languished even longer than black rural music had.  The emergence of this white rural 

music, first known as “Old Time Music” and then the more pejorative “hillbilly” 

moniker, provides a means to further investigate ways in which companies strove to 

understand its rapidly changing constituencies. 
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Chapter Four: Hillbilly Records and the Rise 

 of Barn Dance Radio 
 

 The Music of Nostalgia in the Age of Modernity 

 While vaudeville blues and early jazz were initially understood as urban music, 

the emergence of country – first known as “old-time music” and later by the pejorative 

but long-lasting “hillbilly” moniker (and its “western” variant) – seemed at the outset as 

an unlikely return to rural tradition.  What makes this so striking is the timing of its 

emergence with the rise of industrialization and urbanism in American society.  Hillbilly, 

as a traditional, anti-urban, even anti-modern genre, was the first that, by its very 

popularity, critiqued what in the 1920s was largely understood as progress.  Its early 

relationship with radio was even more paradoxical, as the music of nostalgia found 

acceptance via the new technology during its move from a regional to national medium.  

The rise of this vernacular music at the height of the jazz age seemed oddly out of step 

with a society transforming from an agrarian, rural society to an industrial, urban one.  

This by no means is to suggest that jazz was solely understood as modern music; as 

previously noted, common discussions in the white press renewed racist critiques of 

black culture by describing the music as primitive. 

But the response to rural white music was different if no less complicated.  Clues 

can be found in both the initial “old time music” genre and the derogatory “hillbilly” term 

later assigned to the music associated with rural hicks and rubes.  If jazz was base and 

primitive, then hillbilly was regressive, old-fashioned, and nostalgic (a response more in 

line with the black middle class reaction to the rise of country blues).  In this chapter, I 
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suggest that the commercialization of rural white music served a nostalgic function for 

white listeners amidst the rise of industrialization and modernity.  Through this process, 

as had happened with the standardizing yet malleable functions of jazz and race as 

genres, a variety of styles and approaches were codified for the market via an 

understanding gained by the industry through the trial-and-error work of talent scouts, 

local go-betweens, record company advertising, press accounts, and the musicians 

themselves. As with black rural music, white rural music was based around regional 

performances at fairs, dances, and social functions.  Scouts similarly had to rely on word 

of mouth and their own firsthand impressions of live performances.  Importantly, hillbilly 

was the first genre to emerge with radio, which along with the release of recordings 

defined the music on a national level.  In other words, the hillbilly genre was the first to 

truly benefit from radio as much as recordings.  Both recordings and radio spread the 

genre and its corresponding themes, while transforming the music.  Finally, I again focus 

on the all-important industry go-betweens – those working in the closely linked radio and 

recording industries – that translated (and often re-packaged) previously unrecorded 

music into a far-reaching commercial genre.  In the case of hillbilly, talent scouts again 

played an important role in defining how the recording industry would produce, market, 

and sell hillbilly music.  In addition, those who brought the music to radio, through early 

on-air performances and the “barn dance” shows that went from regional to national 

broadcasts with the rise of networks.  As the last of the emerging genres of the 1920s to 

be recorded, hillbilly’s rise was particularly dramatic in its fast growth and breadth of 

influence.    
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“In 1922,” Gene Wiggins writes, “‘hillbilly’ seemed a creative term rather than an 

obvious one, such as ‘woolhat music, or ‘peckerwood music,’ or ‘linthead music.’ The 

term,” Wiggins argues, “had the advantage of letting people know what you were talking 

about, something that cannot be said for ‘folk music.’”1  Wiggins notes that “‘Ancient 

airs’ even had some popularity for a little while,” a phrase perhaps related to the “Negro 

and Plantation Airs” designation that referenced minstrel tunes in earlier decades.  Both 

terms were antiquated before the end of the decade.  Finally, Wiggins notes that WSB 

Atlanta named its first rural southern white music show (which debuted in November 

1922) an “old-fashioned concert” in its advertising.2  But the most popular moniker for 

the new commercial genre was, paradoxically, “old-time music” or, alternatively “old-

time tunes.”  While “old-time tunes” initially may have referenced Anglo-Celtic ballads 

and “hillbilly” suggested instrumental fiddle tunes, the discrete differences between these 

two terms didn’t hold for long (as “hillbilly” became the more dominant term).  The most 

famous early recording artist in the genre, Fiddlin’ John Carson, already undid this 

juxtaposition, by being a fiddle player who sang.  Perhaps more importantly, the switch 

from “old-time” to “hillbilly” suggests a longstanding urban appetite for the rural buffoon 

as well as the socially evocative power of the term.  Because of its eventual dominance 

during the 1920s and 1930s, I favor the term “hillbilly” in this discussion to reflect the 

industry’s use of it, while recognizing its ambivalent history, in that some artists bristled 

at the label while others gladly accepted it and, in some cases, made the derogatory term 

work for them. 
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The Commercial Rise of Hillbilly 

 In his foundational 1968 essay, “The Hillbilly Movement,” folklorist D.K. Wilgus 

discussed the difficulties in defining the parameters of the hillbilly genre.  This was not 

because of the genre’s varied use of the term, but because of his own sense of the hybrid 

nature of the genre as well his desire to honor both its folk and commercial aspects: 

I find it quite difficult to discuss hillbilly music because no one can 
determine exactly the limitations of the subject.  Hillbilly music may be 
seen as the style and repertory which developed through the interaction of 
Anglo-American folk music, Afro-American folk music, and American 
commercial popular music in the uplands and lowlands of the southeastern 
United States.  Hillbilly music may be seen as a commercial enterprise to 
purvey standardized musical packages to the rural folk of the United 
States.  Both statements reflect reality, and – as usual – truth encompasses 
both viewpoints.3

  

It is the function of industry genre-making to convey a sense that a genre designates a 

specific social, cultural, and aesthetic formation.  But just as importantly, it should not be 

too limiting of a construction in constant need of playing catch-up to an audience it can 

never fully anticipate.  And in the case of hillbilly music, the industry had seemed 

unaware of a potential untapped audience until it began to expand into new genres during 

the 1920s.  But even amidst this expansion, it is surprising that it took the U.S. recording 

industry so long to embrace the music of Southern rural whites, when considering the fact 

that companies had recorded such a diverse array of musical styles across social, racial, 

and ethnic lines (and even more broadly, non-musical speeches and novelty records of 

various sorts).  As Bill Malone writes, “At the opening of the twentieth century, 

American music was urban-oriented.  Both the fine-art and commercially directed groups 
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neglected the rural population (or else tried to ‘urbanize’ their tastes) and instead catered 

to the interests of people in cities.”4

In comparison to race records’ emergence – which included a more concerted and 

organized campaign from its proponents before those first recordings were made and the 

first hits started to sell – the emergence of hillbilly music seems almost accidental.  

Hillbilly music, as a commercial genre, was the last of the three dominant emerging 

genres of the 1920s (jazz, race, and hillbilly) to be “discovered.”  During the first few 

decades of the twentieth century, even folklorists looked the other way, as they had with 

race records earlier (choosing to study field hollers and work songs than the blues songs 

all around them).  When examining the rural white music of the United States, variants of 

which could be found coast-to-coast, folklorists preferred the British ballads that could be 

traced from the Appalachian hills back to the other side of the Atlantic. Wilgus adds: “A 

folksong collector usually finds what he is looking for.”  Here, he was referencing the 

famous Appalachian studies of noted British folklorist Cecil Sharpe, who catalogued the 

Anglo-Celtic elements found in the folk music of the Appalachian region in his 

Folksongs from the Southern Appalachians.5  But because Sharpe was looking for a 

certain kind of music, area residents only brought him the a cappella ballads that he had 

expected to collect, as Wilgus suggested: “This [hillbilly music] was not respectable 

music, and what respectable person would want to listen to it, let alone call it folk 

music?”6  All signs suggested that outside a strong regional interest in the tradition, this 

music had little value to the rest of the world. 
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  And yet it is easy to see the appeal of hillbilly music for those rural Americans, 

many of who were relocating to industrial cities for work.  Hillbilly was associated with 

home, consumed as antidote to (or expression of) homesickness.  The music also quickly 

appealed to urban Americans, some of whom had little or no connection with the 

country’s rural past, but found appeal in the range of experiences and emotions 

represented in the music – when they had the opportunity to hear it performed, often 

through caricatured vaudeville versions of the white rural musical tradition.  The growing 

national interest in traditional, rural music during the 1920s and 1930s might also be 

understood as an expression of dissatisfaction with industrialized, modern, urban society.  

Still, record companies were not quick to record what was thought of as rural music.  As 

Bill Malone writes in Country Music, U.S.A., during the tremendous growth in the U.S. 

recording industry during the 1910s, “record companies in fact seemed to be more aware 

of the potential of city ethnic subcultures more quickly than they did the native rural 

cultures of the nation.”7  Throughout the 1920s, most record labels continued recording 

ethnic music of various kinds for immigrant groups within the United States. “The 

recognition of an ethnic buying population,” Malone continues, “may have made record 

industry people cognizant that a similar market existed out in the hinterlands.”8

 But the urban record labels of the 1920s seemed to have little interest in rural 

music of any kind, hillbilly music in particular, which is evident in the fact that it was the 

last major genre to be “discovered.”  “Before World War I,” Malone writes, “the music 

industry – then represented chiefly by vaudeville, the sheet music business, and the 

phonograph interests – concentrated on urban America because of its population density 
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and easy accessibility.”9  Recording directors at urban record labels may not have 

thought they were ignoring the rural market, since their releases did feature comedic rural 

characters.  These characters were usually executed by urban vaudevillians such as Cal 

Stewart (known as Uncle Josh, a humorist who told stories of his mythic small town of 

“Punkin Centre”) and others, playing already well-worn hick or rube roles, in a thematic 

tradition that can be traced back to the beginnings of American literature.10  “Genuine 

rural performers,” Malone surmises, “were rejected because they sounded strange and 

primitive to urban music executives, who believed that the urban buyer would be repelled 

by the raw country sound.”11  

Certainly it made economic sense for record companies, most of which were still 

located in the Eastern corridor between New York and Washington, D.C. until the 1920s, 

to concentrate on local urban subcultures and the general urban market.  Companies 

generally sold to rural customers though small-town stores and mail order business.  The 

Big Three  (Victor, Columbia, and a quickly receding Edison) offered rural listeners what 

they offered to the rest of their consumers, without much thought given to differing tastes 

and interests of rural listeners.  Meanwhile, the rural economy was in a serious downturn.  

After World War I, crop prices tumbled and the economic value of farmland dropped 

dramatically, causing many rural Americans to abandon their homes for the promise of 

urban prosperity.  As Clifford Doerksen notes in his analysis of early rural radio, the 

1920 Census made clear that for the first time in U.S. history, more citizens lived in cities 

than in the rural countryside.12   
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While this change was reflected in census statistics, there was a decidedly uneven 

effect on the national geography.  While this wasn’t the case in all regions of the country 

(much of the Southwest urbanized in the decades after World War II) the cities of the 

industrial Midwest and Northeast were being transformed with workers from the rural 

South.  The music that white rural workers brought with them reflected these social 

changes through their music.  As it was with the country blues, hillbilly was the music of 

displacement and homesickness.  Countless songs recounted the short-lived promise of 

the road and rail, followed by disappointment, wistfulness, and a yearning for home.  

Rural life, so closely connected with American society in eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, was not only in economic and demographic decline. “There hung in the air a 

generalized sense,” Doerksen writes, “that rural life had somehow been comprehensively 

superseded, left in the dust by progress,” while in the entertainment field, country rube 

characters were featured in Tin Pan Alley songs and in comic strips, and “vaudeville 

performers spun infinite comedic variations on themes of rural imbecility.”13  If the 

agrarian roots of U.S. culture were partially being left behind in favor of the promise of 

the urban modernity, then aspects of rural culture were being repackaged. 

This didn’t ease any anxieties on behalf of those focused on the rural economy.  

In the mid-1920s, Farm Life magazine published a promotional booklet for current and 

prospective advertisers titled Consider Fifty Million Customers: A Study of the Rural 

Section of the American Market.  The booklet, like the magazine to which it was 

connected, strove to highlight the continued importance of the rural economy, and by 

extension, rural culture.  The booklet emphasized increased productivity on American 
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farms through use of technology with fewer workers.  It also sought to complicate the 

view of the rural market by detailing various statistics regarding rural readership of 

magazines and consumption of various products – while emphasizing Farm Life’s role 

along the way.  “When states are listed according to farmers’ purchases of automobiles, 

telephones or farm implements, we get much the same grouping that we did when the 

states are listed according to their standing on Farm Life’s subscription list.”14  In Farm 

Life magazine, articles had previously taken notice of farm use of phonographs, as 

reported by Talking Machine World.  In1920, before record companies were recording 

rural white Southern music, the phonograph seller’s trade journal reported the results of 

the Farm Life survey.  Over 6,000 readers replied, detailing their families’ “household 

equipment, farm equipment, personal equipment, live stock, and other possessions of its 

subscribers.”  In terms of phonograph ownership – even in relationship to other “musical 

instruments” – the ownership numbers were impressive.  “Of the 6,115 homes from 

which replies came, 1,965, or nearly one-third, possessed pianos, and 1,345 owned 

organs, while 2,058 owned were the proud owners of talking machines [i.e., 

phonographs].”15   

While it is easy to lose sense of the phonograph’s importance with the advent of 

radio close behind, its impact remained important well into the 1920s.  And even though 

the record companies still had little sense of the rural white audience they were missing, a 

few experiments with recording this music led to a transformed industry. The commercial 

rise of hillbilly records in the1920s helped the record industry weather particularly 

difficult transitions, amidst a volatile climate with the rise of radio, quickly shifting 
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audience tastes, and increased competition to keep up with innovations in emerging 

genres.  As with race records, Okeh was involved in hillbilly early, although it again took 

an outsider to convince the label to record it.  The other label involved in recording 

hillbilly was also the leading record company in the U.S.: Victor.  Victor again waited 

until the new genre was well established before they invested their resources.  Both labels 

were involved in recording early examples of the genre, through sessions that could well 

have never happened.  In Victor’s case, the initial experiment didn’t lead to significant 

sales.  In Okeh’s case, the company found the central figure of hillbilly’s first few years.  

 

Early Recording Sessions 

As with previous genres discussed, the beginnings of rural white music recordings 

have been heavily mythologized.  Depending on how one defines a commercial 

recording, the debate continues as to which was the first.16   But two origin stories are 

repeatedly referenced.  The stories remain important due to the role of the artists in 

making rural white music commercially viable, whether they were first commercial 

recordings or not (which is of little interest to this discussion): (1) Eck Robertson and 

Henry Gilliland’s unannounced 1922 trip to Victor’s Manhattan offices and their 

subsequent recording session; (2) Fiddlin’ John Carson’s first Atlanta recordings in 1923 

for the Okeh label, which also resulted in a release. A discussion of both recording 

sessions would be useful in highlighting the circumstantial nature of the industry’s first 

forays into Southern rural white music.  And while the specific details of early events 

may be permanently lost, the enduring stories and their socio-cultural appeal can tell us 
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much about how this music was and is understood.  These origin narratives also tell us a 

great deal about the stakes involved in the hillbilly genre and how the socio-cultural 

aspects of the hillbilly genre continue to resonate. 

On July 1, 1922, “fresh on the heels of playing for a Civil War veterans’ reunion 

in Virginia, Arkansas-born A.C. ‘Eck’ Robertson and Oklahoma-born Henry Gilliland 

appeared at the offices of Victor Records,” writes Jeffrey Lange.  Victor had little reason 

to pursue the two performers, since the company was the most powerful in the industry 

by the early 1920s.  “Uninvited and unannounced,” Lange writes, “the two must have 

received a cool reception, but the company’s directors permitted the recording of a few 

tunes, and Victor subsequently released Robertson’s solo fiddle version of ‘Sallie 

Gooden.’”17  Alexander “Eck” Robertson was a fiddler who settled in Amarillo, Texas 

and was born in 1887 (some sources list the year as 1886) in Delany Arkansas, Robertson 

was playing medicine shows by the early 1900s and later toured the regional vaudeville 

circuit with his wife Nettie Levy.  The couple settled in Amarillo, Texas and would live 

there permanently.  Robertson also regularly competed in fiddle contests around the 

region and tuned pianos for Amarillo’s Total-Line Music Company.18  Henry Gilliland 

was also a fiddler working out of his home base of Altus, Oklahoma (where he served as 

city clerk and justice of the peace for over a decade).  Gilliland regularly appeared at 

fiddle contests and played his fiddle at Confederate veteran reunions around the country 

(During the Civil War, Gilliland and all four of his brothers enlisted in the Confederate 

Army).19  Robertson and Gilliland’s recording dates occurred first but were little noticed 

in relation to the Carson sessions.   
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Before this time, rural music recordings had been performed by urban 

vaudevillians whose approach was more suited to city audiences.  But, in terms of rural 

performers recording the music themselves, Robertson and Gilliland are a useful point of 

origin.  Bill Malone writes: “In June 1922, he [Robertson] and Gilliland traveled to 

Virginia to play for a civil war veterans’ reunion.  Apparently on the spur of the moment, 

both fiddlers decided to go to New York to make some records.”20  If accounts are to be 

believed, their trip to New York didn’t hold a lot of promise.  Robertson and Gilliland 

chose to approach Victor, the undisputed king of the record business in the 1920s, instead 

of any other label that might have been more likely to record them – particularly the 

smaller labels that were busy pioneering race records around the same time.  If Gilliland 

and Robertson actually did show up in New York wearing Confederate and Cowboy 

costumes from their performance at that Virginia Civil War reunion, their presence must 

have been wholly anachronistic.  The kind of nostalgia that the musicians profited from 

in Virginia had not yet become crucial to the recording industry, and the kind of music 

that Robertson and Gilliland were playing was already coded as nostalgic before it even 

became commercially popular.  Here was music that helped evoke a war nearly seventy 

years previous.  At the same time, Robertson and countless other Southern musicians 

were quite contemporary, in terms of performance and repertoire, and had the popularity 

in the South to prove it.  As professional musicians, Robertson and Gilliland’s repertoire 

no doubt would have been skewed to older material for the Virginia event, but had they 

given much thought to how they would be received in New York?  Country music 

historian Bill Malone writes, “The Victor recording people, who up to this point had 
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shown no interest in rural talent, must have been taken aback when Gilliland and 

Robertson showed up, dressed in Confederate uniform and cowboy suit respectively, 

marched into the Victor offices and asked for auditions.  “We do not know what went on 

in the minds of the Victor directors,” Malone writes, “they may very well have been 

charmed by the music they heard (or by the romantic symbols of the Old South and Old 

West being displayed before them) – but they did permit the tests, and several selections 

were subsequently released.”21  The Victor release did not garner much attention, though 

most historical accounts suggested it sold moderately well, and it did not suggest to 

Victor that they should pursue this untapped market.  “Victor released a publicity blurb 

describing the records,” Malone writes, “and although sales were reasonably good, the 

company did not immediately follow through in its exploitation of the untapped folk 

reservoir.”22  Neither fiddle player would garner widespread success in the wake of their 

Victor session: Gilliland died at 79 two years after the session, after having toured with 

Robertson until his health would no longer allow it.  Robertson continued to perform 

throughout the 1920s, though he would not record again until talent scout Ralph Peer 

arranged a session, once again on the Victor label.  Robertson continued to perform for 

decades after his initial recording.  He died at the age of 88 in 1975.   

 A similar quixotic approach to Robertson and Gilliland’s storming of Victor 

occurred in March 1923, when Virginia’s Henry Whitter approached the General 

Phonograph Company to cut a record for Okeh in New York.  Whitter, who played guitar 

and harmonica, worked at a mill in his hometown of Fries, Virginia.  Unlike Robertson 

and Gilliland, Whitter’s initial sessions for Okeh scout Ralph Peer led to a recording 
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career – though this was not initially evident after he finished recording.  Whitter 

recorded nine tunes at the Okeh session, including “Lonesome Road Blues” and “Wreck 

of the Southern Old 97,” a song he co-authored.  The song was popularized by the former 

light-opera singer Vernon Dalhart and would go on to become a standard of the genre.23  

However, Peer (in his role as Okeh’s recording director) decided against releasing any of 

the recordings.  However, Peer would remember these recordings and release the best of 

them for the Okeh label after the success of another session in June 1923, this time in 

Atlanta with local musician “Fiddlin’” John Carson, would prove hillbilly music as a 

commercially viable force.   

Carson was a professional musician who had been quite successful on the 

entertainment circuit throughout the Southeast.  “A champion fiddler born in the hill 

country of northern Georgia,” Lange writes, “Carson gained his musical reputation from 

performances in political campaigns, various social gatherings, and especially at the Old 

Time Fiddlers’ Association Convention in Atlanta, where he won every championship 

between 1913 and 1922.  Ralph Peer had been scouting new race talent for the Okeh label 

and was scheduled to do a session in a makeshift studio in Atlanta.  At the urging of Polk 

Brockman, a distributor for Okeh (and other labels) who initiated a record department in 

his family’s James K. Polk furniture store in Atlanta, Peer came to Atlanta on a race 

records trip and agreed to record Carson as well.  “The man responsible for Okeh 

recording sessions” in Atlanta, William Barlow writes,  “was Polk Brockman, a white 

Atlanta native who got into the record business after taking over the phonograph 

department of his father’s furniture store.   Brockman had little interest in the blues, but 
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when he realized that money could be made selling black secular and sacred recordings, 

he made a deal with Ralph Peer at Okeh Records.”  Barlow suggests that “Brockman 

became Peer’s surrogate in Atlanta” and later in the scouting and recording centers of 

Birmingham, New Orleans, and Dallas.24

In perhaps the most interesting counter-intuitive moment, Brockman decided on 

recording Carson not in Atlanta but in New York City at Times Square’s Palace Theatre.  

As Gene Wiggins writes, “He [Brockman] was in the Palace Theatre on Times Square 

when he saw a newsreel on a fiddlers’ contest in Virginia.  He took out his notepad, and 

by the light from the projection booth wrote ‘Fiddlin’ John Carson.’”25  Brockman later 

suggested that the movie audience’s enthusiastic response was the impetus.  The audience 

couldn’t have been reacting to the music itself, since this unnamed film dates from the 

silent newsreel era, so they were more likely reacting to the look of the event and its 

players, and the rural subject matter.  It is unlikely that Brockman’s epiphany in a New 

York movie theatre was the first time he had considered recording the rural white music 

with which he was familiar.  But the validation that the New York audience gave 

Brockman with its impromptu response convinced him.  Here was the possibility of a 

much larger audience for this music, which suggested that this regional style might even 

find a national audience. 

On June 15, 1923 the Atlanta Journal carried a notice of Peer and Okeh’s 

activities in Atlanta.  “’Canned music’ recorded by local musicians will be made for the 

first time in Atlanta by the Okeh company, of New York, it was announced Friday by 

R.S. Peer, production manager of the company, who is completing arrangements here for 
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the recording of selections by a number of local musical organizations.  About thirty 

recordings will be made at the laboratory of the company on Nassau Street, including 

selections by the Morehouse college quartet of negro singers, Fiddlin’ John Carson, the 

Seven Aces, and other organizations.”26  The article also noted that the trip was possible 

because of newer equipment that made remote recording more feasible – and thus 

allowed Okeh to make its first recording trip to Atlanta.  Carson, who was fifty-five years 

old at the time of his first recording session, already had a strong reputation in the Atlanta 

area and would have likely been known to Brockman from press accounts or firsthand 

contact (perhaps via Brockman’s music sales through his family’s furniture store).  

Carson’s Atlanta reputation was not only based on his live appearances, but also for his 

radio performances dating back to 1922 on Atlanta’s WSB.  Brockman would have been 

familiar with Carson well before the 1923 sessions in a makeshift Atlanta studio.  

Although Peer was unimpressed and initially did not want to release any of the material, 

Brockman insisted that a run of five hundred copies of two songs, “The Little Old Log 

Cabin on the Lane” and “The Old Hen Cackled and the Rooster’s Going to Crow,” be 

pressed for him to sell in the Atlanta market. As Jeffrey Lange writes, “When the initial 

pressings quickly sold out, Peer signed Carson to an exclusive Okeh recording contract, 

and so began the commercialization of rural white southern music.”27  A Talking 

Machine World article of a few years later suggests what a big surprise Okeh company 

executives (Peer among them) got when Carson’s records were a success: “When Mr. 

Carson’s first Okeh records were released, it was expected that they would be active 
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sellers throughout Southern territory, where this artist is a prime favorite among all music 

lovers.”28  

Peer later said about the Carson recordings, “It was so bad that we didn’t even put 

a serial number on the records, thinking that when the local dealer got his supply that 

would be the end of it.”29  However, the way in which Peer thought the recording was 

“bad” leaves his response open to interpretation.  Following Gene Wiggins, I argue that it 

is at least as likely that Peer’s complaint was focused on the technical quality of the 

recording.30  Done on acoustic equipment in a makeshift Atlanta studio, with a performer 

whose unique performance style – Carson sang and played fiddle simultaneously, which 

posed a great difficulty in terms of differentiating the two in an acoustic recording, since 

spatially distancing the two sounds was a near impossible feat.  Wiggins writes: “People 

like the story of how awful John was thought to be by Ralph Peer,” Gene Wiggins writes, 

“who labeled him ‘pluperfect awful.’  It is likely that Peer was less than ravished by the 

live performances…but there is much to suggest that the technical results were what 

mainly bothered him.  The engineer had never recorded a person who sang and fiddled 

into the same horn.”31  And since Peer’s interest and knowledge of the kind of music 

Carson played was scant in 1923, there exists at least some possibility that Peer’s 

complaint was technical and not stylistic.  At any rate, Brockman was able to quickly sell 

all 500 copies between his distribution outlets and Carson’s public appearances: “At a 

fiddler’s contest organized by Brockman, Carson played his phonograph record from the 

stage and vended copies across the footlights. Brockman got in touch with New York, 

declaring ‘This is a riot.’”32  Okeh quickly pressed more copies and gave the Carson 
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record a proper (re) release.  Peer’s claim that the record was later re-recorded in New 

York (Brockman disputed this, as have others) increases the possibility that while 

indifferent to the music, Peer may have hated the technical qualities of the recording: 

“When the national sale got up to 150,000 copies,” Peer added, “we were so ashamed we 

had Fiddlin’ John Carson come up to New York and do a re-recording of the numbers.”33   

By all accounts Carson’s record sold well, sending a number of other labels into the field 

looking for their own old-time music talent.  At Okeh, Peer recalled Whitter’s sessions 

and quickly released several sides and made more recordings.  Meanwhile, many of the 

other labels that had been branching out into country blues and gospel through the race 

genre further expanded into the hillbilly genre.  As Bill Malone writes, “In the years 

leading up to the Depression, such companies as Brunswick, Gennett, Paramount, Victor 

(hesitantly), and Columbia began emulating the successful tactics used earlier by Ralph 

Peer and Okeh.”34  Each label had its man or men in the field, as they ventured out with 

the bulky equipment of the era to set up temporary studios in hotel rooms, warehouses, 

and radio stations.  “Essentially, such men as Frank Walker and Dan Hornsby (both with 

Columbia), James O’Keefe (Brunswick), Eli Oberstein (Victor), Art Satherley 

([Paramount and] American Record Company), and of course, Ralph Peer, were 

businessmen who had little knowledge of music.  They were, on the other hand, 

unwitting folklorists who collected (and therefore preserved) an immense and valuable 

body of musical, social, and cultural materials dealing with the rural South.”35  

Malone’s assertion that the scouts had “little knowledge of the music” is perhaps 

too broad a generalization.  By this point, these record men had been extensively 
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traveling the areas where hillbilly music was recorded and would have at least a strong 

familiarity with the music.  Talent scout Art Laibly had long argued for Paramount to 

record rural white music, as had others.  While other scouts (notably Peer, though he has 

perhaps become most closely associated with hillbilly) seemed to have initial doubts 

about the music’s commercial viability, Carson’s success was enough to convince them.  

A wave of hillbilly acts appeared on recordings in the mid-1920s for the first time, often 

with names that played up the hillbilly persona: Gid Tanner and the Skillet Lickers, the 

Possum Hunters, the Fruit Jar Drinkers, and so on. 

Among those rural performers finding opportunities to record, there were also 

professional entertainers jumping on to the new trend.  Chief among these was Vernon 

Dalhart, who in 1924 left his previous career as a singer of light opera and popular tunes 

to embrace the rural music trend.  He first recorded “The Prisoner’s Song” for the Edison 

Company, but it wasn’t until Victor released that song with a disaster tune, “The Wreck 

of the Old 97,” later the same year that both songs became huge hits.  Dalhart’s refusal to 

sign an exclusive contract meant that he could the cut the two songs for as many as thirty 

other labels in the subsequent years.  Dalhart also managed to hit with a third song for 

Victor, “The Death of Floyd Collins,” while the earlier two songs continued their 

unprecedented sales.  In his 1970 essay on Dalhart’s early career, Walter Darrell Haden 

wrote that “The Prisoner’s Song” and “The Wreck of the Old 97” remain among the all-

time best sellers in the U.S.  recording industry: “I personally do not know of any other 

pairing since then to surpass or even equal Dalhart’s 25,000,000-record hit, short of Bing 
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Crosby’s White Christmas, backed as it has been over the years with a succession of 

seasonal flip-sides.”36   

These early recordings proved without a doubt that money could be made in the 

rural white market, perhaps even more than in the race records market that had initially 

led talent scouts into the field.  If the earlier recordings by Carson and others led labels to 

jump in to the hillbilly market, Dalhart’s groundbreaking hits led everyone into the fray.  

As the hillbilly genre came to be known as an impressive moneymaker, large and small 

record companies quickly got into the market, combing the South and lower Midwest for 

their own authentic hillbilly music.  Quickly, record companies along with the 

phonographic trade press took the lead in capitalizing on the new market.  While some of 

the scouts understood the value of the music intuitively, others (Peer among them) were 

not as quick to understand hillbilly’s appeal.  Peer and others initially relied on figures 

like Polk Brockman and others with an extensive knowledge of hillbilly for guidance and 

played up the aspect they perhaps understood in terms of consumer appeal: the hillbilly 

persona. 

 

 From “Old-Time Music” to “Hillbilly” 

 By May 1925, “Old Time Music” was making waves.  Talking Machine World 

featured an article titled “Henry Whitter, Okeh Artist, Real Hill Country Type.”: 

Mr. Whitter is a real specimen of the Hill country, coming from Galax, 
Va., and on his first few trips to New York could not be induced to stay 
over night, coming in to the city in the morning, making what recordings 
were necessary and leaving before midnight arrived.  Although he has 
overcome his shyness to some extent, he is still averse to what might be 
called ‘seeing the town.’  He insists that his trips from the railway station 
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to the hotel and then in the recording laboratories are sights enough for 
him.37   
 

Already in the genre’s early period, this article (perhaps with no small amount of 

coaching from the record men at Okeh) exhibits all ingredients central to the hillbilly 

persona.  The “hill country” referred to in the text inexactly refers to the Appalachian 

territory, through not the full breadth of the region, which begins in New York State and 

extends down into Alabama and Mississippi.  The “hill country” referred to in these texts 

is more likely Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, and North Carolina.  In 

American culture, the “hill country” has long stood for a remote and often backward 

place, with outmoded and sometimes mysterious customs, a place both denigrated and 

exoticized.  The proximity of these states to the record labels of the Northeast and 

Midwest meant that these musicians could more easily to travel to company studios – in 

an era during which electrical recording had not yet made portable recording easier to 

accomplish.  In Richard Peterson’s authoritative text on the subject, Creating Country 

Music, he differentiates classes between the working poor and the “hillbilly” persona that 

would become so important to later barn dance radio: “Many who by modern standards 

might be considered impoverished were then considered relatively well off.  Such people 

fit into the class of ‘respectable, God-fearing poor,’ and socially they were a clear notch 

above the ‘poor white trash’ that provided the model for the hillbilly stereotype.”38  

Peterson’s study has greatly influenced this analysis, because of his early understanding 

of the social and cultural dynamics of recording industry production.  Peterson 

emphasizes the ways in which performers catered to different audiences often by 

adapting a style (which extended from music to clothing to mode of address) they felt 
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suitable for that audience.  He also focused on advertising and marketing in defining 

early country music to its growing audience.  My own analysis builds on Peterson’s by 

extending it into other emerging genres of early jazz and blues (whereas he solely focuses 

on the various personae that emerged in early country music in its “old-time,” “hillbilly” 

and “western” incarnations).  My analysis also focuses more directly on how record 

companies’ institutional understandings of these genres (largely informed by talent scouts 

and recording directors as cultural go-betweens) was reflected in their product.  

Peterson’s analysis of the entrepreneurial development of various country music personae 

remains important to popular music scholarship. 

The expansion of the hillbilly genre was a great opportunity for rural Americans 

to gain some say in their own representation.  As with race records, this was a 

complicated negotiation between record companies and their advertising departments, 

talent scouts and the musicians themselves.  Genre terms were one central cite of activity 

as well as were the depictions of performers in promotional material.  In the mid-to-late 

1920s, both Okeh and Gennett were still using “Old-Time Music” (with its days-gone-by 

connotations) as much as “Hillbilly” (which emphasized class distinction).  Meanwhile, 

Victor had adopted “hillbilly,” perhaps on Peer’s urging, possibly because of the label’s 

interest on reaching a larger, urban audience already familiar with hick and rube 

characters from vaudeville.  Certainly Gennett’s location in the lower Midwest gave it the 

closet geographical relationship to its target rural audience.  Its advertising copywriting 

also favors a warm and friendly depiction emphasizing audience inclusion as “one of the 

gang,” as opposed to some of Victor and Peer’s rhetoric, which seemed to emphasize 
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difference and exoticism.  In the “Gennett Records of Old-Time Tunes” catalog of 

January 1928, a prominent photo of WLS vocalist and banjo player Chubby Parker 

emphasizes personal communication from him to his audience via the Gennett catalog, 

which reads: “Chubby has asked us to tell everybody that he has a lot of new songs for 

the new year.”39  Elsewhere, in keeping with other labels, Gennett emphasizes its 

performers connection to the hills.  In publicizing Dock Roberts, the copy suggests that 

he had won “so many old time fiddlin’ contests that he has lost track of them,” adding 

that Doc[k] was raised in the Kentucky hills and has been fiddlin’ since a mere boy.”40  

In the professional studio photos that appear of both Parker and Roberts, they are wearing 

suits (whereas some performers were asked to don overalls, while posing outdoors in 

rural scenes).  In an Okeh “Old Time Tunes” 1926 catalog, the performers are also all 

dressed up in more formal clothing, with the male performers in suits and female 

performers in dresses.  While a more in-depth rhetorical comparison would be needed, it 

may be that a given performer’s relative power and success in the field might also allow a 

greater control over his or her appearance in promotional materials.  Certainly, the figures 

depicted in this Okeh catalog – Vernon Dalhart and Fiddlin’ John Carson among them – 

were powerful figures in the industry.  The cover of the catalog is decidedly more rural in 

flavor: a fiddle player wearing fitted, tidy rural clothing (in a tie and vest, with his pants 

neatly tucked into his boots) plays a fiddle on a tree stump, while his dog lies at his 

feet.41  

 “Early country singers exhibited an ambivalence toward their profession,” Bill 

Malone writes, “similar to that which we have observed among instrumentalists.  The 
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hillbilly image and label were troublesome to some while repertory and style of 

performance were problems for others (whether to perform old-time songs or not, and 

whether to adhere to a ‘rural’ sound or to blunt it in favor of a smoother and presumably 

more salable sound).”42  Despite the clear and inevitable distortions of rural American 

culture through the hillbilly genre and persona (image, label, repertory, style), I primarily 

understand the practices and “rules” associated with hillbilly as an industry effort  

(adopted by performers to varying 

degrees in different situations) to 

generate sales based on what 

company salesmen felt appealed to 

consumers.  “This 

commercialization,” D.K. Wilgus 

writes, “was not the attempt of music 

merchants to corrupt the tastes of the 

American folk.  The merchants were 

merely packaging a commodity 

already existing.  And they were at 

first hardly aware of what they were 

doing, except trying to make a profit.  

They sought out local musicians in the South, recorded and released the results, and 

hoped for sales.  The type of material and performance which sold naturally became the 

subject of further research, and also imitation.”43

 

Figure Six: Okeh Truetone “Old Time Tunes’ catalog 
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It would be several more years before “hillbilly” became fully connected with the 

new genre.  An important step in that regard, as folklorist D.K. Wilgus recounted, “a 

group of Southern folk musicians inadvertently christened themselves ‘The Hill Billies’ 

at a 1925 New York recording session, they reflected the attitude of sophisticated 

America towards their music. But they also fostered a term which was applied not only to 

hill-country folk music but to all white folk music which was to be commercialized by 

the many facets of the recording industry.”44  At mid-decade, the music of the Hill Billies 

was understood as largely limited by regional tastes.  In the April 15, 1925 issue of 

Talking Machine World, a small notice recognized “Hillbillies’ Okeh Records,” adding a 

banjo, fiddle, and guitar plus the exceptional ability of the pianist gives the true 

mountaineer music, and through the South the Hill Billies are welcomed wherever they 

appear.”45 As the decade progressed, the expanding function of hillbilly as an umbrella 

term that referenced a wide variety of regional styles that far exceeded the music’s 

primary association with the Southeast and allowed record companies, as we shall see, to 

employ the term in a variety of ways as tastes changed and audiences emerged.   

Ralph Peer is credited with popularizing the term “hillbilly.”  Archie Green in his 

foundational “Hillbilly: Source and Symbol” suggests that Peer understated the impact of 

his work as a scout by understating his role.  In a mid-1950s interview in Variety, “he 

identified himself ‘as the person responsible for the discovery and development of the 

hillbilly business.’”  Green added that Peer, in a 1957 letter to him, commented further:  

“It is quite true…that I originated the terms ‘Hillbilly’ and ‘Race’ as applied to the record 

business.”46  Green lauds Peer’s pivotal role in taking enough interest in hillbilly artists 
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to give the term a meaning, a central term around which a variety of performers and 

styles coalesced.  Although a smattering of rural performers were recorded all the way 

back to cylinder recordings made around the turn of the century, it wasn’t until Peer’s 

defining and concerted efforts during the 1920s, from he and Polk Brockman’s initial 

Atlanta recording session with Fiddlin’ John Carson to his transformative recording 

sessions with Jimmie Rodgers and the Carter Family at Bristol, Tennessee, in 1927. 

But even more than the phonograph, which had begun being adopted into 

American homes during the first two decades of the twentieth century, it was radio’s 

potential to transform rural life that was emphasized in the 1920s and 1930s.  And it was 

the rise of radio that allowed hillbilly music to emerge from a regional taste of the rural 

South and Midwest to a national phenomenon, and it was radio that helped imprint the 

hillbilly persona in the national imagination.  The rise of hillbilly music as a viable genre 

for the U.S. recording industry, a genre that could move beyond regional popularity in the 

South and Midwest, coincided with the rise of hillbilly radio shows during the 1920s and 

1930s.  These shows operated, as Michele Hilmes has referred to the hillbilly comedy 

shows of the 1930s, in “the backwoods of modernity.”47   But in adopting hillbilly music 

for radio, promoters and performers further hybridized entertainment styles in search of 

greater national appeal. 

 

Hillbilly Radio and the Rise of Regional “Barn Dance” Shows 

By the early 1920s, radio was changing from youthful hobby to a powerful new 

medium. Several record labels initially sought to prevent their big-name stars or “Great 
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Artists” from performing on air.  An article in the June 1923 issue of The Wireless Age 

noted that Victor and Brunswick were forbidding their performers from appearing live on 

radio: “The two exceptions are emphatic in their assertion of their right to prohibit their 

exclusive stars from performing for the radio.  That is why no important Victor artist has 

been able to broadcast personally in the past months, and why only one or two of the 

Brunswick artists have been heard by the radio audience.”48  Victor, as industry leader, 

could afford to take a chance at alienating its fan base in their reticence about radio.  

Brunswick, which had become the third best-selling U.S. label (outselling Edison) in 

1923, also felt that it could keep its biggest stars off of radio to ensure phonograph 

sales.49  “Here we have an entire industry in agreement on the fundamental assumption 

that radio either does not effect its sales revenue at all, or does so advantageously; yet 

two important members of that industry have adopted such a policy as might be expected 

to spring solely from fear of injury.”50

Early on in the popularization of jazz and blues, radio was still in its infancy.  

Later, jazz’s influence would widen its definitional reach and in its commercial form 

became central to American popular music (as will be discussed later in this study).  Race 

records, and country blues in particular, never got the access afforded jazz for a variety of 

reasons, including jazz’s centrality as dance music (with which the country blues could 

not fully compete in popularity) but also likely due to racial barriers, class distinctions, 

and a commercial bias against the unpolished rural sound of country blues.  Hillbilly’s 

emergence as a genre, however, meant that the music was at the right place and the right 

time; as regional radio stations began to experiment with music that veered from the 
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civilization-by-radio model in which classical music and light opera was broadcast in 

order to educate the ignorant masses, white rural music began to be heard increasingly on 

American radio. 

While many in the recording industry were concerned about what this new media 

technology would mean for their business, many hillbilly musicians were interested in 

increasing their careers through radio.  Before 1925, most hillbilly performers were not 

recording artists anyway, and those that were recording for labels were not discouraged 

from radio appearances – in a move that suggested that Victor and Brunswick’s best and 

brightest were not to be found in the hillbilly genre.  Meanwhile, hillbilly musicians were 

anxious to take advantage of radio’s emergence; it made sense for rural white artists to 

seek out on-air appearances on local radio, even though they were not usually paid, since 

their prime revenue came from live performances. “In the early years, the performer used 

radio time – for which he was seldom paid – to announce his personal appearances and 

later to sell souvenirs.”51  Radio programmers were faced with filling their programming 

schedules and happily obliged many local performers.  One performer to appear on early 

radio was Fiddlin’ John Carson.  By September 1922, Carson could regularly be heard on 

Atlanta’s WSB.  Various other noteworthy performers from the region followed quickly 

behind, including “Clayton McMichen, Riley Pucket, and the singing family of the 

Reverend Andrew Jenkins.”52

Nashville’s WSM wasn’t on the air until October 5, 1925.   As Charles Wolfe 

recounts, the first program included the Fisk Jubilee Singers (whose storied career dated 

back into the nineteenth century, through its ever-revolving lineup) and “speeches by 
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local dignitaries,” but no hillbilly tunes.  WSM was the second radio station to enter the 

Nashville market; the first was WDAD, commonly known as “Dad’s.”  As is common in 

the early years of any new media technology, both radio stations accommodated the 

other, with the notion that if either station succeeded, then radio as a media technology 

would succeed as well.  Analysis of radio schedules from newspaper sources of the time 

show that both WSM and WDAD had broadcast “old-time music” or “hillbilly music” 

before their first month on the air was over.  It is interesting that a rivalry between the 

two stations didn’t begin to materialize until both were drawn into hillbilly music due to 

its unexpected popularity (unexpected because this music was supposed to be outmoded 

and outdated).  

By mid-decade, the most popular hillbilly music style remained fiddle 

instrumentals, often based on old familiar tunes.  Fiddle contests continued to be 

important social as well as musical events.  As Wayne Daniel notes, during the 

emergence of old-time music on radio, some stations did on-air fiddle contests and relied 

on audience phone calls to choose a winner.53  Chicago’s WLS, Nashville’s WDAD, 

Shenandoah, Iowa’s KFNF, and Atlanta’s WSB had all broadcast fiddle contests 

(sometimes lasting weeks or months) by 1926.54  

“Following the lead of the local program, regional shows took shape,” D.K. 

Wilgus wrote.  “The earliest was launched in 1924 on WLS, the Chicago station owned 

by the mail-order house which had already aided in the development of hillbilly music 

[Sears].  WSM’s “Grand Ole Opry” followed in 1925, and radio became a substantial part 

of the tradition, which still included all the old devices.”55  These two shows, on stations 
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with enough wattage to reach much of the country, were incredibly important in 

repackaging local musical tastes for a regional (and eventually national) audience.  

“Reconceptualizing their audience as a regional one,” Susan Smulyan writes, “stations in 

the South and Midwest moved quickly to introduce programs featuring country music 

performers….  The huge popularity of these shows, as evidenced by letters, listener 

purchases of songbooks, and attendance at special events presented by the stars, pushed 

station managers to think of programming for a regional audience.”56  There were 

significant differences in the two shows, as Susan Smulyan notes.  “Midwestern barn 

dance programs differed in content and performers from their southern cousins, with the 

midwestern shows featuring fewer pure folk songs and singers and more commercial, 

popular treatments.”57 The negotiations necessary in order for hillbilly to transform in 

this way can be discerned in how the National Barn Dance and WSM’s Grand Ole Opry 

addressed its audience via the music featured on the show, the show’s mode of address to 

its audience, and the show’s ancillary press and promotional materials.   

Founded in April 1924, WLS Chicago’s National Barn Dance became widely 

popular, first in the Midwest and South, and later, nationwide.  The show’s founder, 

George D. Hay, was a native Midwesterner (born in Attica, Indiana in 1895) and a 

Memphis newspaper columnist at the Memphis Commercial Appeal in the early 1920s.  

When the newspaper started radio station WMC in 1923, Hay became a broadcaster.  In 

his short time on Memphis radio, he made a name for himself through his late night 

show.  Officials at WLS Chicago hired him away in 1924, where he started the National 

Barn Dance.  Hay’s name is of great importance due to his work in later establishing the 
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only other barn dance show that successfully competed with the National Barn Dance: 

WSM Nashville’s Grand Ole Opry (another Hay creation launched after he relocated 

again, to WSM Nashville in late 1925).  While the National Barn Dance does not live in 

social memory as firmly as the Grand Ole Opry, it was just as important and influential.  

I also emphasize Chicago’s National Barn Dance here because more than any other 

show, it signaled the intersection of a regional musical style, changing societal attitudes 

about rural life, and the emergence of country entertainment as a national phenomenon.   

WLS’s initial owners through the station’s first four years of existence (1924-

1928), the Sears-Roebuck Company – the call letters stood for “World’s Largest Store” – 

ensured that the National Barn Dance could reach listeners in all forty-eight states with 

its powerful wattage and strong signal.  In 1928, Sears sold WLS to The Prairie Farmer 

magazine.  Both Sears-Roebuck and Prairie Farmer magazine were companies that had 

important relationships with rural customers.  Accordingly, the ownership transition had 

no effect on the National Barn Dance’s popularity.  It helped that nearly half of all 

Midwestern farm families had radios by 1930, compared to only 10 percent of white farm 

families in the South.58  By 1933, the show was heard nationwide on NBC’s Blue 

Network, years before the Grand Ole Opry joined network radio.  These radio shows had 

potential appeal for various constituencies.  First, they provided radio for those rural 

Americans relocating to industrial cities for work – the music listeners associated with  a 

simpler time back home, consumed as anecdote to or expression of homesickness.  And 

for those still living on the farm, these radio shows – and the music itself – offered a 
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nostalgic, idealized view of a rural lifestyle that had already passed, in the unlikely case 

that it ever existed at all.  

An anonymous 1926 article in Variety summed up early attitudes about the 

emerging hillbilly genre by focusing on what the trade paper saw as its audience: “Theirs 

is a community all to themselves.  Illiterate and ignorant, with the intelligence of morons, 

the sing-song, nasal-twanging of a Vernon Dalhart or a Carson Robison on the disks, 

reciting “Prisoner’s Song” or “The Death of Floyd Collins,” biggest hillbilly song to date, 

intrigues their interest.”59  The hillbilly hick or rube was not completely without 

admirable traits in the national imagination, however (as is still evident in the long 

tradition of these characters and narrative tropes in American society).  Richard Peterson 

offers an appealing description of the traditional hillbilly figure as “a self-reliant (most 

often male) child of nature, unfettered by the constraints of urban society” that remains 

familiar even in contemporary culture.60

In such a climate, hillbilly radio emerged slowly and against the wishes of most 

radio programmers, who then preferred what Erik Barnouw (as well as some 1920s 

industry insiders) called “potted palm” music: light opera and classical tunes.  That music 

was broadcast to rural as well as urban listeners, with the implicit notion that the 

programming might bring to culture to the far reaches of the United States.  Such 

unexpected success with hillbilly led radio programmers to hillbilly music and a 

previously ignored rural audience.  WLS Chicago, owned by Sears-Roebuck, would have 

certainly appreciated a hillbilly-styled show to attract their rural customer base, many of 

whom were already loyal to the company through their mail-order catalog business. 
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It’s important to note, however, that as the hillbilly genre gained listeners through 

barn dance shows on stations around the U.S., the programmed music became less and 

less connected to what it originally referenced.  A good example is the National Barn 

Dance’s theme song, which mixed traditional fiddle music with a march.  The shows 

reached a large audience, in spite of or because of these changes.  Richard Peterson notes 

that the National Barn Dance broadcasts was attractive to listeners “because they evoked 

in the listener a nostalgic remembrance of community dances, medicine shows, and 

street-corner singers packaged respectfully and in a fast-paced format appropriate to the 

‘electronic marvel of the age,’ radio.”61   

The National Barn Dance included a variety of acts that directly linked the show 

to the rural vernacular music of the South that was popularized as old-time or hillbilly 

music.  But the National Barn Dance featured as many vaudeville-style performers and 

comedians as anything that might be understood as country music.  The regular National 

Barn Dance lineup also illustrated the eclectic and hybrid nature of the musical 

performances.  The show featured fiddle bands, square dance callers, folk balladeers, pop 

vocalists, comedians and novelty acts.  While the Hoosier Hotshots trafficked in the 

“hick” and “rube” characters often associated with the hillbilly genre, their 

instrumentation was as close to jazz as country music and their use of the clarinet recalls 

the Yiddish tradition.  Closer to the hillbilly prototype was Lulu Belle and Scotty 

Wiseman, a couple who sang traditional love songs in a traditional Appalachian style.  

Unlike the earliest of country performers to appear on radio, performers on the National 
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Barn Dance were likely to be professionals, who toured to promote themselves in a 

variety of different contexts. 

George C. Biggars, a WLS employee involved with the early programming of the 

National Barn Dance, described the show as featuring “traditional country dance tunes, 

interspersed with heart songs and sweet ballads – popular in the memories of most 

listeners.”62  Even during the time of the show’s first broadcasts, the show referenced a 

time and place that was increasingly understood as being part of the past.  Perhaps this 

played some role in listener identification.  Rural listeners were invited to sweetly 

remember bygone days of an idealized rural past, whether they were still on the farm or 

had moved to the cities for industrial work.  The National Barn Dance also allowed space 

for urban listeners, through an appeal made easier by the kind of musical repertoire 

favored on the show that avoided the more unsavory aspects of the hillbilly music 

tradition, known for murder ballads and tales of catastrophic disaster.   

As with other audio technologies, a somewhat unexpected phenomenon arose in 

that radio listeners were deeply curious about the appearance and personal details of 

those performers to whom they were listening.  As in the early film industry’s discovery 

of the “star system,” those involved in radio did not anticipate such strong interest in their 

artists.  Entertainers initially saw radio and recordings as a way to publicize their in-

person performances, but were surprised in the amount of interest their radio appearances 

garnered.  Bradley Kincaid, “The Kentucky Mountain Boy with the Houn’ Dog Guitar,” 

became an early success on the National Barn Dance through his renditions of songs in 

the Appalachian folk tradition. As a song collector, Kincaid closely studied the music he 
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performed.  He was particularly sensitive to being called a “hillbilly,” noting that he was 

nothing of the sort; he would often cite his education at Berea College in Kentucky.  

Early in his tenure on the show, he arrived to the theater where the National Barn Dance 

to discover a large group of people lined up to get in.  When he asked some fans in line 

whom they were there to see, the fan replied that he was there to see Bradley Kincaid in 

person. 

This interest in the National Barn Dance led to several ancillary publications and 

products related to the show and its performers.  Kincaid, like many National Barn 

Dance regulars, used his popularity on the radio show to push his live appearances.  

Kincaid was also greatly successful in pushing ancillary products.  He published a 

songbook for fans called “Bradley Kincaid’s Kentucky Mountain Ballads,” which sold 

10,000 copies in its first year of publication.  Kincaid also partnered with Harmony 

Guitars to sell a Bradley Kincaid “Houn’ Dog” model to the public.  Finally, and perhaps 

most importantly, Prairie Farmer magazine would publish a National Barn Dance photo 

album insert each year for fans of the show, with pictures and stories about the 

performers.  These ancillary products not only served to bolster fans’ sense of connection 

with a given performer on a show, it also in some way translated an experience – 

listening to the National Barn Dance every Saturday night – into a souvenir, either 

directly or indirectly tied to the show, that could be accessed at any time unlike the show 

itself. 

 The emergence of hillbilly radio presents an ambiguous situation in which rural 

listeners, who had previously been approached only through paternalistic attempts at 
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bringing high culture to the hinterlands, now were addressed directly with shows that 

grew out of rural, vernacular music.  But as popular as shows like the National Barn 

Dance were for rural listeners, they limited their depictions of rural life to the joke-telling 

of good-natured hicks and rubes or the nostalgic remembrances of an idealized past.  But 

it was an idealized past both rural and urban listeners were ready to embrace.  In 

American Babel, Doerksen suggests that those first barn dance radio programs, meant for 

rural audiences but produced in urban contexts, were straddling an ever-growing societal 

split.  It was amidst these changes that a new media technology, radio, would link rural 

cultures with the country’s increasingly national identity as embodied with the growth of 

network radio broadcasting.  “This was not a music foisted on the American folk, but a 

music exploited by a music industry in search of wider markets.  And there was certainly 

a rush of musicians wishing to be exploited.  As George Hay would suggest after leaving 

Chicago’s WLS for Nashville’s WSM, the listeners wanted not Grand Opera, but “Grand 

Ole Opry.”63

The central difficulty in our understanding the early Grand Ole Opry  (originally 

titled the WSM Barn Dance) is our lack of access.  In the years before magnetic recording 

on audiotape – a technology that the U.S. acquired from the Germans in the spoils of 

World War II – radio transcription discs were the sole means of capturing a given 

performance.  In the early years of the Opry, before network broadcasting made 

transcription disc increasingly common (so one show could be broadcast at the same time 

in all time zones), the show was broadcast once for listeners and never heard again.  Thus 

information on the early Opry broadcasts come exclusively from secondhand sources.  
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So, Wolfe argues, while we have performers’ accounts, press reviews, promotional 

materials and fan letters, we lack “this intangible element (the radio Opry), which was 

apparently a prime force in the popularization and development of country music.”64

Traditional folkloric research on the Grand Ole Opry, Charles Wolfe argued, has fallen 

short due to their inability to account for the impact and importance of that most 

ephemeral of 1920s media forms, radio.  As Wolfe rightly argued, folkloric approaches to 

the Grand Ole Opry’s success either privileged recordings made by Grand Ole Opry stars 

or sought to track the “song family” in connection with Opry sources.  Why did these 

approaches not work?  “The reason, of course, is that the Opry utilized a different 

medium – radio – instead of phonograph records, oral tradition, or print.  It is much more 

difficult to comprehend the success of a radio show than to understand the success of a 

singer, a song, or a record.”65   

Radio’s ephemeral nature in the years before it was regularly recorded does make 

it all the more difficult to get a general sense of its power.  Radio historian Steve Craig 

notes that once the barn dance shows began being recorded before live audiences, 

enthusiasts would make the pilgrimage to see the show: “Some shows became so 

successful that their broadcasts became major tourist attractions – a must-see event for 

farm families visiting the big city.”66  Fan response also led to the beginnings of country 

music journalism – often focused on barn dance radio shows.  “WLS apparently was a 

leader in establishing the link between fans and performers.  After the Prairie Farmer 

Publishing Company purchased the station from Sears, Roebuck and Company in 1928, 

they found that so many requests for photographs of the Arkansas Woodchopper and 
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other performers were received that they could not handle all of the requests.  As a result, 

the station put together a portfolio of photographs (‘radio pictures’) in 1929 in order not 

to disappoint listeners….”67

Another example of the show’s popularity: George Hay, while still announcing 

for WLS Chicago, received an award from Radio Digest for being “most popular 

announcer in the nation” as voted on by radio fans.68  Hay had learned how to connect 

with an audience during his newspaper days, while writing a column in which he 

answered readers’ questions.  By the time he arrived at radio, he had a keen sense of what 

might interest the public.  His mode of address seems to have suggested an ethos of 

inclusion, whether he was announcing his barn dance show or working on another part of 

the WLS schedule.  While we remember Hay for his involvement in hillbilly radio, this 

was not the limit of his responsibilities or capabilities at the station.  The Radio Digest 

award may well have been a deciding factor in WSM Nashville’s desire to hire Hay away 

from his post in Chicago.  Wolfe recounted that Hay was invited to the opening 

ceremonies of WSM Nashville by WSM’s parent company, National Life Insurance, 

where the parent company tried to impress Hay with their plans and convince him to 

return to Tennessee (this time to Nashville), where the company would give him greater 

control over its programming.69  Just as William Paley got his father’s cigar company 

into the radio business, Edwin Craig (the son of the company’s president) convinced the 

board of directors at National Life (slogan: “We Shield Millions”) that radio would be 

good for business.70  Craig, whose interest in radio had begun as an amateur hobbyist, 

now was in the position to shape radio’s course. 
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After a relatively short period of negotiation, Hay decided to leave WLS Chicago 

for WSM Nashville.  “Hay,” Wolfe wrote, “saw the move as a step up: he was moving 

from merely being an announcer in Chicago to ‘radio director in charge’ of the entire 

station in Nashville.  He would be free to craft the new station’s actual image and to 

develop his own line of programming.”71  While Wolfe perhaps underestimates Hay’s 

role in Chicago (while technically “an announcer,” he had launched and programmed his 

own who), the move to Nashville did allow for more creative freedom.  From early on, 

Hay’s plan was to take his National Barn Dance concept started in Chicago to Nashville.  

By December 1925, an announcement by WSM had been made: “Because of this recent 

revival in the popularity of the old familiar tunes, WSM has arranged to have an hour or 

two every Saturday night, starting Saturday, December 26.”72   

The Nashville Tennessean’s description of a “revival” is interesting, however.  To 

many of the progenitors of this music, the standards had never left their repertoire.  But 

this again marks the music – even though heavily rooted in the contemporary culture of 

the time – as heavily coded in nostalgia for many listeners.  In some cases, the music was 

thought of as a respite from the corrupting influence of jazz, the most popular music of 

the land by the mid-1920s.  Charles Wolfe cites a press release believed to be written by 

George Hay, publicizing an upcoming performance by two figures central to WSM’s 

barn dance show: Uncle Jimmy Thompson and Uncle Dave Macon.  Thompson was in 

his late 70s when he rose to fame on the program while Uncle Dave Macon was an 

entertainer already well known through phonograph records.  The WSM release 

positioned hillbilly as a traditional counterpoint to the perceived encroachment of jazz:  
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“Old tunes like old lovers are the best, at least judging from the applause which the new 

Saturday night feature at Station WSM receives from its listeners in all parts of the 

country; jazz has not completely turned the tables on such tunes as ‘Pop Goes the 

Weasel’ and ‘Turkey in the Straw.’”73  Here hillbilly music is offered up as antidote to 

various kinds of jazz.  The press release also notes that while not many listeners frequent 

barn dances themselves (the barn dance motif referencing a passing leisure activity by the 

1920s),  but American audiences “have the habit of clamping on its ear phones and 

patting its feet as gaily as it ever did when old-time fiddlers got to swing.’”74   

By the late 1920s, radio was quickly emerging from local and regional spheres of 

influence to a national presence.  Key to this was the emergence of the NBC radio 

network, which offered a set menu of programs available to affiliate stations.  WSM 

Nashville was one of NBC’s affiliates.  “This meant that the station could carry the same 

network shows heard all over the country, though it could not yet feed shows up to the 

network” and would not do so until well into the following decade.  While the show 

would regularly garner hundreds of supportive phone calls each week it aired, the 

Tennessean added that the show’s attraction “seems a mystery to a number of people.”75  

The response to the show and to hillbilly artists, while not uniformly negative, was often 

similarly lukewarm.  If some print sources denigrated the show along class lines, George 

Hay and his barn dance show landed a few critiques of their own. 

Perhaps the most famous example of the class taste critiques occasionally offered 

up can be found in the story surrounding the show’s name change.  The story is well 

known in country music circles.  By the end of 1927, WSM had changed the name of the 
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WSM Barn Dance to the Grand Ole Opry.  “It so happened that on Saturday nights” Hay 

remembered, “from seven to eight o’clock, WSM carried the ‘Music Appreciation Hour’ 

under the direction of the eminent conductor and composer, Dr. Walter Damrosch.”76  

Charles Wolfe recounted Hay’s impromptu ad-lib and the coining of the term “Grand Ole 

Opry”: 

Hay and the Opry cast were waiting for a network show to end, the NBC 
Music Appreciation Hour with noted conductor Walter Damrosch, so they 
could come on with their locally produced show.  As he concluded, 
Damrosch lamented that there was little or “no place in the classics for 
realism’ and conducted a short classical piece depicting a train ride.  Hay, 
coming on seconds later, proclaimed: “…from here on out for the next 
three hours we will present nothing but realism.  It will be down to earth 
for the ‘earthy.’’”77

 
 Then, as with most programs, Hay introduced Deford Bailey, the black harmonica 

player that regularly opened the show.  Bailey launched into “Pan American Blues,” a 

song for which he was famous for using his harmonica to mimic the sound of a train 

moving down the tracks – providing the vernacular musical equivalent of realism.  After 

Bailey’s performance, according to Hay’s own account and Opry legend, he referenced 

the differences between his show and Damrosch’s, suggesting, “For the past hour we 

have been listening to the music taken largely from the Grand Opera, but from now on 

we will present the Grand Ole Opry.”78  The fact that this story is a central part of the 

Grand Ole Opry historical narrative (it appears in every book about the show) reveals 

how close it remains to the show’s ethos, despite all the changes and intervening years.    

While in the early years it was performed in WSM’s studio, the show began being 

broadcast before an audience, like WLS’s National Barn Dance had been doing for years.  

After experimenting with bringing an audience into WSM’s studio in the National Life 
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Building in downtown Nashville, the show began broadcasting from a number of theaters 

around the city.  The addition of an audience must have infused the show with even more 

energy and excitement, and by this point the show had settled into a fairly rigid formula, 

which could be upset by special events or the demands of the network.  In Richard 

Peterson and Paul DiMaggio’s reading of the show, based on analysis of an in-house 

WSM show diary, they wrote: “The program usually opened with virtuoso harmonica 

player, Deford Bailey, or Obed Pickard, who was billed as a ‘one man orchestra.’  The 

last segment of the evening was often a ‘black-face’ comedy routine by George Hay and 

Ed McConnell.”79  Among musical acts, fiddle players were featured most often, 

followed by a sizeable number of harmonica players and string bands.  Much of this 

music was instrumental, as William McDaniel explained in his 1952 history of the Grand 

Ole Opry, because of the social traditions of folk dancing that largely called upon 

instrumental acts.80 “The only forms of popular music which are conspicuous in their 

absence are the foxtrot-dance orchestras and jazz groups which used brass, reed 

instruments, piano and drums.  What was apparently acceptable on the Opry, then as 

now, seems to be determined more by instrumentation than by lyrical, rhythmic, or 

melodic content.”81

As the central figure involved in the Opry’s first decade, George Hay’s role as 

tastemaker was central to the show, from his often repeated advice to performers to “keep 

it down to earth” to his detailed management of the show.  The WSM 1928 Diary reveals 

that Hay was still doing the booking for the show, despite the fact that, as one of Peterson 

and Dimaggio’s interviewees noted, “To lay it on the line like it was, Judge Hay didn’t 
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know music; he couldn’t memorize tunes….  He liked rapid tunes because he thought the 

man making the most racket was making the most music.”82  As the authors suggest, 

“This was probably Hay’s greatest talent, to bypass what experts might find the most 

aesthetically pleasing or technically proficient in favor of that which would hold a radio 

audience.”83  He also was careful to leverage the vaudeville tradition for the benefit of 

the show’s themes, jokes, and characters.  The show employed ethnic jokes and familiar 

bits easily identifiable to audience members versed in vaudeville humor and mode of 

address.  And the existing vaudeville model of the hillbilly bumpkin act, of which Hay 

took advantage, funneled a variety of musical and theatrical influences into a neat 

hillbilly package.  Peterson has argued that the hillbilly character (as opposed to variants, 

such as the “elderly geezer”) offered “a much more potent dramatic persona for the 

popular culture industry and for the audience.  Being set off against and often triggered 

by the intrusion of urban ways, the hillbilly’s humor, aggression, and love laments could 

change with the times.”84  In this sense, the hillbilly persona was defined through his 

difference from urban characters – which is only possible through some self-awareness 

with of the differences between the hillbilly character ethos and those of the urban culture 

with which he comes in contact.   

The local press in Nashville began to take notice not only of recording artists but 

also the Opry.  “By the middle of 1928 the [Nashville] Tennessean was running a regular 

column of record reviews in which some old-time music, including several records by 

Nashville radio personalities” including Uncle Dave Macon and Humphrey Bate, noting 
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that the hillbilly reviews tended toward the negative and neither Macon or Bate were 

referenced as local radio celebrities.85  

While the majority of the Opry regulars were not the slick vaudevillians of the 

previous decade (despite borrowing heavily from the vaudeville tradition for their show), 

neither were they the country hicks and rubes they often portrayed.  “A substantial 

majority of the Opry regulars were not even rural residents in 1925, a full year before 

WSM went on the air, but were residents of Nashville.  Not drifters either, they worked at 

a wide variety of urban trades ranging from barber and railroad dispatcher to insurance 

salesman, watchmaker and physician.  Those who regularly journeyed to Nashville from 

the surrounding counties were the sons of farm owners or small town tradespeople.”86

The clothes that Opry characters wore early on were not the country get-ups that 

might be expected.  “The earliest pictures of Opry members show them in dark suits, 

white shirts, and ties….  Only when the show began to cater to a studio audience – about 

1928 – did Hay begin to insist that group members look the part of hillbillies.”87  As 

Peterson has proved in his book-length treatment Creating Country Music, he suggested 

that hillbilly performers would often adopt the hillbilly (or later, cowboy) persona for 

purposes of performing.  In the case of Jimmie Rodgers, Peterson convincingly details 

how Rodgers would perform different roles in different venues, appearing in bowler hat 

and tie for vaudeville audiences, and his railroad brakeman attire or cowboy costumes – 

according to audience and context.88  Rodgers was not the exception, but the rule.  His 

case is a bit unusual only in the number of different roles he played, depending on the 

circuit and the town.  Over all, it was the hillbilly persona that sold.  “Record jackets and 
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catalogues featured rural or mountain iconography; fiddlers at old-time dances, mules 

coming down mountain trails, singers sitting on cabin porches.  Just as early country 

music radio program directors like George D. Hay and John Lair would create a hayseed 

image for the music they promoted, Peer and other early record company publicists 

sought to authenticate their product by emphasizing its rural origins.”89  This approach 

would become even more important after a scouting trip that Ralph Peer took in 1927, 

with stops in Bristol, Tennessee; Charlotte, North Carolina; and Savannah, Georgia.  

While the Savannah and Charlotte legs of the trip have been largely forgotten, what was 

recorded at Bristol became essential to the genre’s future.  The way the Bristol sessions 

were described by Peer and his new record label (Victor) would also add further layers of 

myth in the service of sales. 

 

The Bristol Sessions and the New Hillbilly Sound 

 Well into hillbilly’s increasing national reach through phonograph records and 

radio, Ralph Peer “discovered” important new artists and transformed the genre.  

Although Peer was the talent scout most responsible for the emergence of race and 

hillbilly, in terms of early involvement and developing use of a marketable category, he 

remains a deeply ambivalent figure, who had little personal interest in the music he 

recorded nor did he have any particular esteem for the performers with whom he worked.  

Although Peer was instrumental in encouraging the recording of race records at the Okeh 

label, it was Fred Hager who set up the initial sessions.  And Peer initially passed on 

Fiddlin’ John Carson, signing him to an exclusive contact only after Polk Brockman 
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convinced Peer to allow a pressing of 500 copies and the subsequent record sales helped 

Peer change his mind.  Still, it was Peer that recorded the two acts near the end of the 

decade – Jimmie Rodgers and the Carter Family – that would rejuvenate the recording 

industry in the late 1920s amidst concerns over radio and a slowing national economy. 

The decisions Peer made were reflected the selection of  music, the repertoire of its 

performers, and the way in which appeals were made to audiences. 

 After 1925, the advent of Western Electric’s new electrical recording technology 

fundamentally changed how recordings were produced.  Many have written about the 

changes that came with electronic recording, particularly the replacement of the acoustic 

horn with the microphone, which functioned as a kind of audio close-up and further 

fueled the emergence of star personalities (perhaps tied to the feeling of intimacy created 

by the voice via microphones on recordings and radio, most famously evident in the 

career of Bing Crosby).  However, my interest in the new recording technology lies in its 

high degree of mobility.  Before electrical recording began in 1925, recording in remote 

locations was highly impractical. As Eric Morritt writes, “Making field recordings at 

remote locations was only possible with bulky equipment, and the resulting recordings 

were of limited quality and were not pressed for public enjoyment.  Recordings outside of 

a studio were used primarily for folkloristic study or for experimental purposes.”90  

Record companies that could afford the technology – adoption of new technologies 

always being an issue – found a much greater degree of flexibility during a moment in 

which the record industry was experiencing a greater degree of competition for new 

musical acts and expanding genres.   
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This flexibility and mobility led to even greater activity among talent scouts, 

including Ralph Peer.  Peer, who had joined Victor in 1926, went on a well-planned 

scouting trip to Bristol, Tennessee, in 1927.  Various record labels had been to the area 

by that year, because of its central location along the Virginia-Tennessee border in the 

Appalachian Mountains – the “hill country” aura played a big role in selling early country 

records – and the success previous sessions had brought for a number of labels.91  That 

summer, Peer and his assistants recorded nineteen different acts, including Ernest ‘Pop’ 

Stoneman, Henry Whitter, the Johnson Brothers, and Blind Alfred Reed.  But the Bristol 

sessions were most famous for the two acts whose own careers were transformed and 

whose music redefined the genre permanently.  The mythology surrounding the Bristol 

recordings of Jimmie Rodgers and The Carter Family as the true birth of country music 

has obscured how these performers must have been received at the time.  Rodgers, a 

Mississippi native, made the trip to Bristol from Asheville, North Carolina, where he had 

been making regular radio appearances on WWNC.  The Carter Family hailed from 

nearby Maces Spring, Virginia, and had made a regional name for themselves through 

their public performances.  While both Rodgers and the Carter Family were professional 

musicians, mythologizing on behalf of Peer and Victor started almost immediately, 

emphasizing the remoteness of the town and the people he recorded.  In tales told by 

Victor’s publicity department via its record catalogs and Peer’s yarn spinning in 

newspaper interviews, the Rodgers and the Carter Family were both sold to the public as 

unpolished bumpkins.  Here is an example of the talk surrounding Rodgers, already a 

consummate entertainer by 1927, who had been appearing as part of the Tenneva 
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Ramblers – a group who had sacked him the night before their Bristol session, at which 

point Rodgers decided to try out on his own, as Charles Wolfe recounted: 

In 1928, barely a year after the 1927 Bristol sessions, Peer gave an 
interview in which he recalled that Jimmie Rodgers had been ‘running 
around in the mountains’ before his session in Bristol, and that when he 
tried out ‘he was laughed at.’  In the 1930 Victor Records catalogue, the 
biographical sketch of Rodgers describes the session as ‘a Victor 
recording expedition into the mountains of Tennessee.’92

 

And here is a sample of Peer’s depictions of the Carter Family: 

Peer later claimed that when the Carter Family first appeared at the 
temporary Bristol studio, they looked like they had ‘come through a lot of 
mud either by ‘horse and buggy or an old car…. He [A.P.] was dressed in 
overalls and the women were country women form way back there – 
calico clothes on….  They looked like hillbillies.’  Local tales in Bristol 
depicted the Carters as never having worn shoes and as never having been 
in town before; such tales even characterized the Carters as having 
climbed into the studio via the fire escape because they were too 
embarrassed to be seen in public.93

 
Wolfe noted that Victor used the term “recording expedition” in their 1930 catalog, with 

all its connotations of the company’s emissaries bringing civilization to the wilds of 

Tennessee.  The Carters, he adds, “regularly came into Bristol, and while they may have 

been modestly dressed, none of the Carters remembered recording barefoot.”94  

Similarly, even a cursory knowledge of Rodgers’ biography, though not available to most 

hillbilly fans of the era, suggests that his wandering out of the hills and into the studio 

was a sensationalized fabrication.  But Peer, who had long been of the opinion that much 

of the hillbilly’s genre’s appeal was in the exoticism of the remote, sought to capitalize 

on a rural “hill life” that had already largely sunk into the past by the time of hillbilly’s 

emergence.95  Despite depictions of the town of Bristol that were sometimes less than 
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flattering, the town embraced its hillbilly image “with an attitude of boosterism.”96  This 

also suggests that the more appealing aspects of the hillbilly persona (e.g., rugged 

individualism, stubborn self-reliance, etc.) held a strong appeal.  

It wasn’t unusual that Ralph Peer’s exaggerations would serve to sell the music he 

recorded, or that his musical tastes did not match the music he promoted and exploited.  

And that he had little or no affinity for the performers and recording artists with which he 

worked was not particularly unusual either, although many scouts, H.C. Speir or Art 

Satherley among them, were known for their empathy, understanding and relative 

generosity toward their recording artists.  Peer, however, would pay the least possible 

amount for a recording, sometimes paying nothing at all.  His trick in accomplishing this 

was a stoic demeanor during scouting and recording sessions.  “Peer told his recording 

artists as little as possible about how much he and the companies he worked for needed 

them,” William Howland Kenney notes.  “Peer bet that rural entertainers would conclude 

that they needed him more than he needed them, that they would prove so eager to record 

that the majority would, if that were the only alternative, eagerly do it for free.”97  

While Ralph Peer regularly exaggerated and occasionally belittled the Carter 

Family in public, his son remembers him expressing his admiration: “My father always 

said that what amazed him was that they were good, but they didn’t seem to know how 

good they were.”98  After the Bristol sessions, word from Peer and Victor came slowly. 

But soon the Carter Family’s recordings started being released on Victor’s “Orthoponic 

Southern Series.”  Shortly after, the Carters were asked to come to Camden, New Jersey 

to record at the Victor studios.  Later, Peer and his wife came to the Carter’s home in 
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Maces Spring, for which the family made repairs, painted the house, and sent the Peers 

away with “a country ham and jars of dewberry jelly” (more details that have activated 

the class dynamics of this story over time).99  Their records for Victor sold very well, as 

regularly distributed Victor order blanks and advance lists announced their latest releases.  

A July 20, 1928 advance list announced, “More and More and More of those red hot 

Southern Specials,” which featured “River of Jordan” and “Keep on the Sunny Side,” 

along with other releases including the Tenneva Ramblers’ “Seven Long Years in Prison” 

and “If I Die a Railroadman” and the University of Texas Longhorn Band’s “Eyes of 

Texas” with “Texas Taps.”100  In the late 1920s and early 1930s, the Carter Family’s 

career skyrocketed as they toured the country relentlessly – including a half-year stint 

doing daily shows at Mexican border radio station XERA, just across from Del Rio.  The 

station, run by celebrated “Doctor” John Brinkley was founded after the Federal Radio 

Commission began cracking down on Brinkley’s Kansas station, KFKB, over whether it 

actually served the public interest.  For the next several decades, the Carter Family 

continued to record, tour, and appear on radio around the country.  In the process, they 

became the first family of country music.  With varying line-ups, the Carter Family 

continued performing, even after A.P. Carter’s death in 1960. 

Jimmie Rodgers’ career was perhaps even more impressive although painfully 

short.  Peer also sent for Rodgers to record at the Camden studios and Rodgers obliged.  

In May 1928, Victor announced that “another Jimmie Rodgers record” (in this case, “Ben 

Dewberry’s Final Run” with “In the Jailhouse Now”) would receive “national listing,” 

which meant that his subsequent recordings would see coast-to-coast release, as opposed 
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to regionally focused distribution.101  In addition, Victor included a biographical sketch 

titled “From Singing Brakeman to Popular Exclusive Artist,” which described Rodgers’ 

rags-to-riches story: his time working on railroads, his family life in Meridian, 

Mississippi, and his life as a Victor recording artist.   

 

Figure Seven: Jimmie Rodgers with the Carter Family 
 

The note from Victor explained, “A knowledge of Rodgers’ struggles and final success 

will be a real help in selling his records.”102  This move by Victor suggests that officials 

at the company now understood that Rodger’s appeal and that of the hillbilly genre could 

have a much larger audience than it previously had thought.  It also suggests that Victor 

understood Rodgers’ personal narrative augmented his existing popularity as a talented 

singer and songwriter.  Rodgers’ records continued to sell; on July 11, a letter sent from 
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Victor’s department of sales and merchandise to its wholesalers announced the early 

release of Rodgers’ “Treasures Untold” and “If Brother Jack Were Here.”103  His 

recordings were immensely popular and led him to be the focus of a musical short in 

1929, The Singing Brakeman (he performed “Waiting on a Train,” “Daddy and Home,” 

and “Blue Yodel #1,” also known as “T for Texas”).104  Rodgers made many recordings, 

including a hillbilly/jazz hybrid, “Blue Yodel #9” with Louis Armstrong on trumpet and 

his wife Lil Hardin-Armstrong on piano.  For the next few years, Rodgers relentlessly 

toured, stopping only when he felt his health was in danger.  Already suffering from 

tuberculosis when he recorded with Peer at Bristol in 1927, his condition worsened over 

the years.  In 1929, Rodgers and his wife bought a home in Kerrville, Texas (and later 

lived in San Antonio), with the understanding that the dry heat would help his condition.  

In May 1933, Rodgers died at 36 years old, while in New York after being summoned by 

Peer for a recording session. 

The songs recorded at Bristol, which had the full support of Peer’s new employers 

at Victor records, showed the maturation towards a genre that would eventually be known 

as country music.  By the end of the 1920s, the hillbilly genre had already steered away 

from the earlier fiddle bands and balladeers to the updated sounds offered by the likes of 

Jimmie Rodgers and The Carter Family.  The effect that the new artists had on genre 

originators like Fiddlin’ John Carson hastened their descent from the heights of hillbilly 

celebrity.  By the late 1920s, Carson specialized in spoken-word skit songs with his 

daughter Rosa Lee (or “Moonshine Kate”), and while he remained popular, his style had 

receded in this new environment.  The kind of activities that Carson had pioneered – 
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radio, records, road shows – soon produced a change in country music tastes, especially 

in dominant and prevailing tastes.105  That change in taste soon gave the front rank to 

other performers. But it also left an indelible stamp on the nascent genre, and a 

relationship between radio, recordings, and live performances that would remain a crucial 

connection for years to come. 

 

Synthetic Hillbillies 

“The mystery is that not only rural people, but city residents,” Susan Smulyan 

writes, “not only southerners and westerners, but northerners and midwesterners, sought 

out this music.”106   Ethnomusicologists and folklorists might suggest that Smulyan 

overstates the musical differences between the rural South, Midwest and Northeast;  still,  

Smulyan’s surprise at the urban taste for this rural music remains relevant.   Smulyan 

marks the important class components involved in translating the genre across a variety 

of socio-spatial and cultural borders.  As I have argued, she suggests “country music 

fused the conflicting responses to industrialization with the contradictory, somewhat 

romanticized feelings many urbanites had about rural life in the 1920s.”107  

While, for a number of years, there was a moment in which relative unknowns 

and amateurs did have unprecedented access to the recording industry, by the late 1920s 

and early 1930s, that window had begun to close. By 1935, the music first recorded by 

amateurs at record labels like Okeh, Gennett, and others was ensconced as a formula.  

Those record labels that had survived the first years of depression turned to cheaper and 

cheaper record prices – often twenty-five cents, or sometimes less.  In such a climate, 
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scouts looked for material with the greatest chance for mass popularity.  And on radio, 

the hillbilly sound was also shifting.  By the end of the following decade, a  Billboard 

magazine interview with Meyer Horowitz, owner of The Village Barn – “a Hillbilly club 

in Greenwich Village” could suggest that the synthetic hillbilly was much better at 

entertaining than those “real” hill country folks sought by record companies earlier.  

According to Horowitz, the article notes, “Real hillbillies rarely have good night club 

acts….  Jewish and Italian hillbillies usually outshine all others on showmanship, he 

says.”  “Native-born hillbillies from the sticks,” the article continues, “usually provide 

entertaining music, but in most cases they’re short on comedy and showmanship.  As a 

result, synthetic hillbillies are as a rule more desirable in a night club than the real 

ones.”108

Hillbilly had clearly joined the ranks of popular music by the 1930s.  While jazz 

increasingly had become the U.S. commercial music of the previous decade, the new 

hillbilly genre allowed the industry to negotiate the beginnings of economic downturn 

and the rising power of radio, while turning Jimmie Rodgers and the Carter Family into 

household names.  Behind the scenes, however, executives at the biggest two labels, 

Victor and Columbia, were facing systemic changes to stem a complicated tide of events. 

The focus of the next chapter is the ability of these two labels – indeed, the entire 

recording industry – to weather the myriad difficulties that swept over the industry and 

the country with the coming of the Great Depression. 

From its very beginnings, the hillbilly genre was understood as music imbued 

with the values of a quickly vanishing past – even though that music was already carrying 
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the influence of music it sometimes was juxtaposed against (as in the case of jazz).  One 

of the primary means these values were cultivated and circulated was through record 

company practices and narratives, from scouting trips to publicity material.  In her 

analysis of country music in mid-twentieth century Nashville, she suggests “we ratify the 

conflicts of modernity by ascribing to country music the authenticity we see evaporating 

in the present,” following Raymond Williams’ argument in The Country and the City that 

suggests we tend to project on the country all those things we feel are being lost in the 

city. 109  Jensen’s language – modernity, commercialization, and especially authenticity – 

would not have had the same social resonance these terms have now (as they each 

continue to speak to societal anxieties in myriad ways).  However, even as the music 

emerged, it was reflecting these anxieties in elemental form – and (despite numerous 

stylistic changes) anxieties still central to the genre today.  Of the new genres that had 

been embraced by the recording industry during the course of the 1920s, hillbilly was 

discovered last.  It also was the least changed genre form coming into a period of great 

economic turmoil, in which the shape of the entire record industry would change.  
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Chapter Five: Consolidation and Depression: 
The Fall and Rise of the Recording Industry 

 
Jazz in Transition 

The emerging music genres of the 1920s – jazz, race, and hillbilly – had been at 

least partially absorbed into the larger realm of commercially successful music by the end 

of the decade.  With each new genre the recording industry assimilated, the industry 

expanded the aesthetic range of what it produced as well as its own understanding of 

various music audiences.  In the hands of a wide variety of listeners, the impact and 

influence of recordings and increasingly hybrid commercial music styles began to 

accelerate as the industry’s recordings passed between all strata of American society and 

permeated every region of the nation.   

Of the three genres discussed thus far, jazz more than any other genre had become 

a stand-in term for the music of the era – through its long-time connection to the 

commercial dance music that first emerged in the 1910s.  That music was linked early on 

with the celebrity dance duo of Vernon and Irene Castle, whose partnership with former 

military band leader James Reese Europe began the interplay between jazz (in its early 

commercial stages) and the dance music craze that would dominate American popular 

culture for much of the next decade.  Some of the central hits of the 1920s – “Dardanella” 

by Ben Selvin’s Novelty Orchestra, “Always” by Vincent Lopez, “Say It With Music” by 

Ted Lewis & His Jazz Band, and a decade’s worth of hits from Paul Whiteman and his 

Orchestra, whose hit song “Charleston,” was a mid-decade number synonymous with the 

dance craze of the same name.  Race and hillbilly songs had percolated up into national 
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popularity during the 1920s (e.g., Mamie Smith’s “Crazy Blues,” Bessie Smith’s 

“Downhearted Blues,” Vernon Dalhart’s “Wreck of the Old 97,” Jimmie Rodgers’ “Blue 

Yodel”), but the predominant music of the era was increasingly known by the term 

“jazz,” whereas it once was confined to a specific kind of regional dance music.  What 

was called jazz in the late 1920s and early 1930s bore less and less relationship to the 

music associated with the term’s emergence.   While songs were still often listed on 

record labels as a “fox trot” or by some other popular dance, it was now dance music in 

general that became increasingly known as jazz. While relatively few sales records exist 

from the era and anecdotal accounts of sales run rampant, a general sense of artist 

popularity can be discerned by careful reading of the trade press and attention to record 

company advertising (such as the lavish advertising surrounding bandleader Paul 

Whiteman).  And the increased usage of the term “jazz” as synonymous with the most 

listened-to music of the period is evident as well. 

These stylistic shifts occurred amidst the bleakest period of the record industry’s 

history to date with the Great Depression, in which some considered the industry’s 

lifespan to be over.  The industrial transformations reshaping the recording industry into 

the 1930s, through mergers and bankruptcies, the rise of radio, genre shifts, and 

technological innovations, also suggested that the industry itself was maturing (and 

suffering growing pains) through a particularly volatile economic period in U.S. history.  

While the upstart labels of the late 1910s had been central in discovering and cultivating 

the emerging genres of the 1920s, the Big Three (with its ever-shifting roster) had begun 

to catch up with the innovative moves of the smaller labels by launching their own niche-
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market series – even as those niche markets inched ever closer to the center of popular 

music.  This chapter focuses on both the genre shifts occurring in the record industry 

during the late 1920s and early 1930s as well as the turmoil facing record companies in 

the midst of industry consolidation, technological innovation, and economic depression. 

With these dynamics in mind, I will argue that amidst an unprecedented set of social and 

economic conditions, the industry backed off from its speculative explorations into niche 

markets in favor of music most likely to reach wider audiences.  While the record 

industry’s path from genre expansion in the 1920s to its narrowed focus in the early 

1930s is sometimes characterized as an Edenic fall from grace, that simplistic narrative 

misses the larger story: the reorganization and maturation of the record industry as a 

whole.  During an era when the very survival of the business seemed to be at stake, 

record companies de-emphasized previous genre trends and instead targeted that material 

they felt was likely to appeal to a broad cross-section of the public.  These socio-aesthetic 

decisions made by record companies, I will argue, were partly informed by shifting 

institutional cultures at the central record labels of the day.  This industry narrative also 

nicely illustrates the two poles between which the record industry has historically 

oscillated, between experimentation with new genre forms and their later standardization 

and popularization.  Both are crucial to the way in which the record industry functions.  

Finally, I will point to the increasingly important relationship between the record 

industry, radio, and motion pictures that included regular performer appearances across 

media platforms as well as experiments fueled by industry consolidation (as in RCA’s 

highly symbolic purchase of Victor Records or Warner Bros.’ purchase of Brunswick).  
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In addition, the celebrities who excelled during the late 1920s and 1930s were those who 

managed to gain an audience on records, through radio, and on the movie screen. 

By the late 1920s, record executives seemed to be ever more capable of attracting 

listeners on a mass scale, largely through the help of advertising.  “The great American 

middle class,” Russell Sanjek wrote, “of all social and racial backgrounds, had become 

the chief target for advertising and promotion of popular music, which was becoming 

increasingly homogenized in character.”1  Implicit in this was a shift in focus from 

regional niche markets to an emphasis on a new national audience for music, shaped by 

the emergence of radio networks as well as record companies.  Because the quote above 

could be read as solely negative (the new music as increasingly “homogenized”), I would 

substitute “hybridized” to point to the ongoing melding of styles in the dance music now 

called jazz, towards a subtler, sweeter, and sometimes more melancholy tone in 

comparison to the hot jazz of the early 1920s.  Whether this hybridization was an 

outgrowth of industry desires for the largest possible group of listeners, stylistic changes 

encouraged by recording technology, or a discernible shift in attitude amidst a prosperous 

if tense decade in American social history (e.g., the rise in racism and xenophobia, 

tensions over Prohibition, anxieties over “flappers” and women’s social freedom, the 

Scopes Monkey Trial, etc.) is impossible to discern.  It also may be beside the point; 

great music was still being made.  But it was clear that by the end of the decade, a 

number of different musical styles and approaches, ranging from fringe tastes to the 

biggest sellers of the era, went by the term jazz.  For the purposes of this chapter, I will 
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be most concerned with jazz in this popular incarnation – as heard in the most widely 

appreciated songs of the era. 

Popular music genres of any time period usually represent an amalgam of various 

styles grouped together out of sales of recordings and popularity of songs (the former 

being particularly difficult to gauge even after Billboard magazine began loosely charting 

record sales in 1935).2  In other words, “popular” only functions as a genre in comparison 

to classical or art music, in which it becomes “the music of the people” in relation to 

other musical forms (and even these distinctions start breaking down on closer 

inspection).3  As Kwame Anthony Appiah writes, “Living cultures do not…evolve from 

purity into contamination; change is more a gradual transformation from one mixture to a 

new mixture, a process that usually takes place at some distance from rules and rulers, in 

the conversations that occur over cultural boundaries.”4  At the same time, the narratives 

through which people make sense of music – even those people working to shape the 

recording industry itself – have a great effect on how music is processed.  In this sense, I 

want to emphasize the jazz of the late 1920s and early 1930s as a “new mixture,” one that 

had become the music people thought of when they thought about popular music.  This is 

not to say there were not other kinds of popular music vying for attention – Jimmie 

Rodgers again comes to mind – but even his music had been influenced by the rising 

popularity of jazz. 

The industry’s increased reliance on commercial jazz was a self-preserving move 

in a period in which there was little desire to spend speculative money on the record 

business – and industry which some had serious reservations about its long-term 
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prospects.  It made sense for record companies to rely on their most popular jazz artists, 

but it didn’t seem at all clear that jazz, which could be heard for free on radio, could save 

the record industry.  For those Depression-era record executives still enthusiastic about 

the record industry’s future, the task was difficult.  While previously they had to convince 

company owners and potential listeners of a new genre style, they now had to sell them 

on the idea of phonograph records in general.  Amidst price adjusting and ongoing 

technological experiments, they did this through concentrating on the popular music they 

considered most likely to attract the greatest number of listeners.  Through these efforts, 

the industry began to recover by the mid-1930s.  I will detail the reemergence of the 

record industry amidst a new media formation in which the record industry increasingly 

relied on the radio and film industries to sell its product.  Although the industry’s 

structure was shifting, the recording industry’s ability to re-emerge came as a surprise to 

many people. 

  None of these changes seemed self-evident before the stock market crash, but the 

record industry’s troubles did not start with the Great Depression.  Indeed, its peak 

economic year was 1920.  With all the innovation and experimentation in the recording 

industry during the 1920s, all the new companies joining the fray, and the simultaneous 

threat and promise of radio as it gained listeners, the record industry lost its share of the 

media market through much of the decade.  Significant changes were coming and they 

accelerated with the shift from acoustic to electrical recording, as well as increased 

competition from radio.  
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 If the previous chapters have focused on the relationship between emerging 

genres and industrial practices, this chapter focuses on a period of depression and 

consolidation in which a new Big Three emerged, various companies went out of 

business and were bought and sold.  It suggests a few permanent changes to the record 

industry, including an end to the phonograph industry as a discrete entity, as its 

relationship with other media industries (radio, and to a lesser extent, film) deepened 

through Depression-era buyouts of record companies by other media industries.  While 

the period of record industry expansion and speculation that began in the late 1910s was 

slowed due to encroachment by competing media industries (primarily radio), the record 

industry’s previous institutional organization was stopped by Depression.  This chapter 

also outlines what the recording industry  (along with other media industries) in times of 

great economic distress: they consolidate to survive. This chapter details the industry’s 

full-scale consolidation during the late 1920s and early 1930s as it shifted from being an 

industry on its own terms to part of larger media institutions in which the phonograph 

industry was a part. 

 

The Record Industry in Economic Decline (1925-1929) 
 

By 1925, retail record sales had fallen to half of what they were in 1921.  “It was 

also the year the Victor Talking Machine Company failed to pay stock-holder dividends 

for the first time since 1901,” Russell Sanjek wrote, “and Eldridge Johnson, founder and 

chief executive, seriously contemplated the disposition of all his holdings in the world’s 

largest record company.”5  Despite important technological innovations – including the 
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shift to electrical recording – that had begun to change the way records were recorded 

and how they sounded, listeners were slow to respond.  Why buy a new phonograph 

machine when a family already owned one?  How much better could the new recording 

technology be?  And perhaps the more important question was: Why buy a phonograph 

(and all those records) when music on the radio was free?  The recording industry held 

out hope that their new electrical recording technology might offer a higher quality sound 

reproduction that would boost business.  As Eric Morritt writes, “The Victor Talking 

Machine Company and the Columbia Phonograph Company began issuing electronically 

produced recordings to the public in mid-1925, and Victor’s Orthophonic Victrola and 

Columbia’s Viva-Tonal phonographs became available later that year.”  Both of these 

new machines were acoustic (electric players would come later), but designed to play 

electrically recorded discs.  While industry insiders agreed that electrical recording was 

the preferred method, consumers did not buy the new machines in great numbers.6

However, the changes that electrical recording brought to the organizational 

structure of the industry may have been even more important.  Other recording 

companies were anxious to get into electrical recording, though it wasn’t easily 

attainable.  Each company had to decide whether to make deals for use of the technology 

while also deciding from the processes available.  Recording engineers had to be 

retrained to use electrical equipment, and the microphone was an altogether different 

device than the acoustic horn used previously.  AT&T Laboratories, renamed “Bell 

Telephone Laboratories” after a 1925 merger of AT&T and Western Electric research 

facilities, invented and owned the technology, which it in turned leased to Columbia, who 
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first employed the technology in February 1925) and Victor (who made its first electrical 

recordings roughly a month later).  AT&T’s lease with Columbia and Victor was 

exclusive, so this left other companies to cut their own deals, as Brunswick did when it 

signed a deal with General Electric for its electrical recording technology in April 1925.7  

But not all companies wanted to lease the technology (or could afford to do so).  The 

Edison Company once again held steadfast to its own acoustic process until it finally 

went electric in 1928.  In the case of Okeh, the company reached an agreement with 

Columbia to gain access to the new technology. An October 1926 Talking Machine 

World article announced the news: “By the terms of this deal the Okeh-Odeon record 

division of the General Phonograph Corp. is sold as a going concern to the Columbia 

Phonograph Co., Inc.”8  General Phonograph’s Otto Heineman, president of Okeh 

Records in the United States, made a deal with Columbia Records that allowed him to 

head up Columbia’s new Okeh division.  Though Heineman may have had concerns 

about the future of the recording industry in the intervening with the rise of radio (and 

despite dramatic successes in the race records market), the move seemed equally driven 

by Okeh’s need for electrical recording technology. Meanwhile, the Gennett label entered 

into an agreement with J.O. Prescott in 1926.  Prescott went to General Electric and hired 

away electrical engineer Robert Callen to convert Gennett’s New York studios to 

electrical recording.9 Many of the labels renamed record series to publicize the new 

technologies, such as Okeh’s Truetone and Gennett’s Electrobeam discs.  Paramount’s 

parent company, Wisconsin Chair was reticent to spend the money for electrical 

recording and instead made agreements with Chicago’s Marsh Laboratories as well as 
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Gennett for use of their facilities.  Longtime Paramount employee and scout Art 

Satherley cited this as his reason for his departure from the company: “When Paramount 

wouldn’t give electrical recording, I said ‘I’ve worked here for fifteen years, I am going 

to walk on.’”10  The Paramount label eventually opened a studio with electrical recording 

facilities at Grafton, Wisconsin in the summer of 1929.11

Changes in the recording industry with the coming of electrical recording in this 

period bear a striking resemblance to events in the film industry with the coming of 

synchronized sound, though the economic outcomes differed.  Just as Columbia and 

RCA-Victor had lead the way in the recording industry, Warner Bros. and Fox were the 

innovators in the film industry.  Film studios had to each make their deal for the new 

sound technology – though most had greater resources than available to most record 

companies.  As Douglas Gomery writes, “The coming of sound provided a dramatic 

climax to a decade of swift and great economic change within the industry.”12  The 

motion picture industry boomed with the coming of talkies and studios scrambled to 

adapt.  Film journalist Maurice Kann wrote in 1928, “All signs of reason seem to have 

been abandoned in the stampede toward sound which now prevails.”13  A similar 

dynamic had occurred in the recording industry several years earlier with the coming of 

electrical recording, although the change from acoustic to electrical recording did not 

represent a full-scale sensory shift as it did in the film industry, as it shifted from a sight-

dominant medium to one in which synchronous sound increasingly mattered.14  The 

recording industry, after all, had been providing us sound all along.  And while 

performance styles as well as recording styles would shift dramatically – most 
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significantly, with the introduction of the microphone – electrical recording contributed 

to a slight recovery for some companies while contributing to the demise of others.  In 

general, the brief pre-Depression boom that “talkies” brought to the motion picture 

industry in 1928 and 1929 was not reflected in the recording industry’s fortunes.   

While sales had recovered from their mid-decade low point, profits from their 

electrically recorded discs weren’t what the record industry had hoped.  The blame went 

to the radio business, which had grown each year during the 1920s.  In a 1924 Wall Street 

Journal article titled “Phonograph Sales Have Declined” (and subtitled “Competition 

from Radio Affects the Industry and Reduces the Number of Manufacturers”) the author 

accounted for the downward slide.  “While the general business depression in 1921 

somewhat effected the output, the radio in 1922 really started phonograph sales on the 

toboggan.”15  The article noted the increase of phonograph-radio set sales, as phonograph 

companies sought to make deals with radio manufacturers.  “Of the large companies, 

Victor Talking Machine Co. alone was able to withstand the growth the radio without 

resorting to a reorganization or new financing.”16  Three days earlier, in a New York 

Evening Press article, an article titled “Business and Businessmen” sang the praises of 

Eldridge Johnson and Victor: “Today the site that was occupied by the small machine 

shop holds one of the many large groups of buildings of the Victor Talking Machine 

Company, of which he is president.”17   

These events again mirrored those happening during roughly the same era in the 

film and radio industries, though the most dramatic mergers and acquisitions happened 

slightly earlier in the recording industry, since its technological innovations didn’t have 
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the same effect that talkies had on ticket sales in the film industry.  Meanwhile, radio was 

still in its ascendancy as national networks formed and its social and commercial power 

expanded, so while radio companies – most notably, RCA – were acquiring other 

companies and making collaborative agreements far and wide, the radio industry’s 

consolidation happened later as the effects of the Great Depression led to the attrition of 

many radio companies, while a few central networks prevailed.  In the recording industry 

as in other media industries, the cost of adopting new technologies was worth it because 

it meant an ability to participate in changes rather than trying to withstand them, in order 

to survive.  The institutional machinations of this era point to industry consolidation into 

what economists call “mature oligopoly,” a term that describes those entities involved in 

a given industry are so centralized that any one change at a single company can directly 

affect other industry players.  This certainly describes the events happening in the 

recording industry as it faced changes at the end of the 1920s and the beginning of the 

1930s.   

Amidst industry changes, Victor still seemed invincible and executives at the 

company seemed confident in their ability to adapt to radio despite their resentment at its 

meteoric rise.  The company was even more confident at its prospects between its two 

competitors, the upstart Brunswick label and its longtime rival Columbia.  Columbia’s 

recovery from 1921 bankruptcy reorganization (brought on by overproduction and stock 

speculation) was slow, but the company found some stability through a buyout by 

Columbia’s old British partners, Columbia Phonograph Company, Ltd., run by Louis 

Sterling.  “It was the coming of Louis Sterling” to Columbia Records, Victor composer 
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and talent scout Nathaniel Shilkret remembered, “that changed everything.”18  Sterling 

restructured the company to his liking and turned his attention to competing on various 

fronts, not only with Victor but also with the company’s smaller rivals.  In 1925, 

Columbia premiered its budget Harmony label to compete with more cheaply priced 

competitors, particularly those five-and-dime labels that posed an increasing threat.  In a 

September 15, 1925 Talking Machine World article, Columbia sales manager W. C. Fuhri 

was quoted as saying, “We feel very confident that these records will prove very popular 

with the big public who desire a moderate priced up-to-the-minute article.  Prices quoted 

to Columbia dealers should prove an attractive proposition.”19  In the following issue, it 

was announced that in Columbia’s home base of Bridgeport, Connecticut, a Harmony 

Music Shop had opened, featuring “a complete line of Columbia phonographs, Columbia 

and Harmony records, together with musical instruments, sheet music and pianos.”20

In competing with Victor, Sterling’s Columbia gambled and triumphed with their 

deal to sign Paul Whiteman, the so-called “King of Jazz,” who had a steady stream of 

symphonic dance band hits throughout the decade. Russell Sanjek wrote, “Sterling 

temporarily revitalized his American Columbia company with a number of flamboyant 

business moves, among them the capture of Paul Whiteman from Victor with a guarantee 

of $175,000 a year.  Labels of new releases by the King of Jazz bore a caricature of the 

bandleader in five colors.”21  The four-page Talking Machine World advertisement 

announcing Whiteman’s move to Columbia was extravagant in its attempt to transmit 

Columbia’s power as well as Whiteman’s prestige.  The advertisement announced “Big 

News for Every Columbia Dealer” and it highlighted the new “Columbia Viva-Tonal and 
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Kolster Radio Combination” on the first page, as well as the humorists Mack and Moran 

on the fourth page, whose “Two Black Crows” minstrelsy skits had continued to sell (this 

ad touted parts 7 & 8 of the series, entitled “You’ll Never Make Canada with That 

Horse.”)22  A two-page spread in the middle was dedicated to Whiteman, announcing: 

“Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra Now Record for Columbia Exclusively,” adding that 

“The artist who is in a position to choose, turns naturally, as does Whiteman, to the 

Columbia recording studios and laboratories, because he knows his records will be 

precisely what his music is.”23   

 

 

Figure Eight: Columbia Records Advertisement Publicizing the label’s signing of Paul Whiteman 
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Apparently Columbia couldn’t wait to announce the news – the advertisement 

touts Whiteman’s switch to Columbia but no releases had yet been scheduled.  In the 

same May 1928 issue of Talking Machine World Columbia announced a profit of over 

$760,000 for the fiscal year.  “The success of the present Columbia organization is not 

only one of the outstanding achievements of the phonograph industry, but represents one 

of the most remarkable and unusual accomplishments of any industrialization in the past 

decade.”24  Sterling’s managerial decisions, as well as the advertising efforts in the pages 

of the industry trade papers, had managed to garner the attention of listeners once again 

as well as the respect of industry analysts.  Columbia, it seemed, might once again be a 

label at the height of its powers.  It certainly meant to suggest that was the case by 

publicizing its business decisions, through the public face of the company, Louis Sterling.  

The industry’s shifting dynamics directly influenced Sterling and his employees at 

Columbia, who in turn worked hard at announcing every change and innovation to the 

trade press in hopes of convincing the industry (as well as its employees and investors) 

that the company was well on its way back to being an industry leader. 

Sterling’s aggressive moves against RCA-Victor still fell short in overtaking that 

rival company’s sales, even as that company was in the midst of transforming much of its 

phonograph manufacturing facilities for radio production.  Thus, “in spite of the major 

commitment of its facilities to the manufacture of RCA radio phonographs,” Russell 

Sanjek wrote, “Camden beat Sterling and all others, producing 34.5 millions of the 65 

million disks sold in 1929.”25  Simultaneously, though a bit late for the U.S. market, 

Columbia also had its sights on radio.  Arthur Judson, who had previously worked for 
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Sarnoff at Victor, left to form United Independent Broadcasters (UIB), a small group of 

East Coast stations from which Judson wanted to create a viable network.  Because of 

mounting financial troubles, Judson formed a partnership with Columbia, which had been 

looking for a radio network opportunity of its own, and launched what was called the 

Columbia Phonograph Broadcasting Company.26  Columbia Phonograph’s hope was that 

this network would be the perfect venue to publicize their recording artists and their latest 

releases.  However, by September 1927 (shortly after the network actually went on the 

air), Columbia was ready to sell its broadcasting system to UIB outright because of an 

inability to garner sufficient advertiser sponsorships for programming.  Louis Sterling, 

the owner of Britain’s Columbia Graphophone who had heavily invested in U.S. 

Columbia (the two companies had parted ways in the bankruptcy reorganization and 

purchase by bankers during the early 1920s) sought to unload the new venture.   

A new Columbia owner was found in William Paley, who had inherited the 

money from his family’s Philadelphia cigar manufacturing company. “Sterling was 

bought out,” Sanjek and Sanjek write, “and the network name was changed to the 

Columbia Broadcast System, eliminating any connection with the phonograph 

business.”27  Paley, who among other things had hoped to further his family’s cigar 

business through radio and had convinced his father to bankroll his entry into the radio 

business, was not disappointed.  Sales of his La Palina brand more than doubled during 

1928, through radio advertising that led to a series sponsored radio shows (“La Palina 

Concert” provided classical music; “La Palina Smoker” was a musical variety 

program).28    As for Columbia Phonograph Company, their difficulties didn’t end with 
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the failed merger with UIB.  Also in 1927, Sterling steered Columbia into an ill-advised 

deal with Federal-Brandes, Inc., who made Kolster radios.  Tim Brooks writes, “Several 

companies had been fabulously successful in the mid 1920s by being first on the market 

with reliable and affordable home radios.  However in 1927 everyone was jumping on the 

bandwagon, and by 1930 Kolster was in receivership.”29  While individual radio 

concerns were failing, the industry as a whole continued to prosper.  Radio’s rise had 

become so impressive that by 1929, Talking Machine World had addended its title to also 

read Radio Music Merchant.  The publication later dropped any reference of the 

phonograph from its title altogether.  The term “radio star” found increased favorability 

in the pages of the trade magazines, though many radio stars also regularly appeared on 

record with great regularity.  Russell Sanjek identified the rise of radio as a central 

problem for the recording industry, and its favorable sound when compared to the 

phonograph record’s “scratchy, tinny reproduction of the original old Victrola and other 

talking machines,” while increased competition by smaller companies with inexpensive 

discs for five-and-dime labels caused other difficulties for industry leaders.30   

While radio in the late 1920s increasingly turned to styles beyond the “potted 

palm” classical and light opera music of its early years, particularly with the rise of dance 

band jazz and hillbilly music, the Big Three were predictably concerned by the 

emergence of radio but soon sought ways to make it work for them.  In a February 1924 

article in Voice of the Victor, an in-house trade publication geared towards retail dealers, 

an article directly references the radio boom.  “When radio first began to fill the ether it 

was thought to be the chief bogey of the instrument and record business.  Yet, little by 
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little, the contrary is proving true, and radio is helping to increase business, for the Dealer 

who knows how to use the advertising power which a radio broadcast brings into the 

radius of his business.”31  The article emphasizes the “evanescent” nature of the radio 

song, heard once and perhaps not again, which was an area in which the phonograph 

record – which could be played anytime a listener desired – had a distinct advantage: “At 

this point the record seller steps in with a reproduction of the selection which can be 

called forth whenever wanted,” by the finest bands and vocalists that Victor could offer.32  

As David Ewen writes, “Hearing a good song or favorite singer was one thing,” but “to 

renew that pleasure at will through a record was quite another.”33  Signs began to emerge 

that the record industry might actually be able partner with radio in certain ways (through 

publicizing their artists as well as each new record release) while continuing to compete 

with the technology in terms of hardware.  While radio’s emergence had usurped the 

phonograph’s role as primary home entertainment medium, the record industry began to 

understand that radio could work for them – as it slowly figured out how to make that so. 

Despite radio’s rise and in the years following the industry’s low point at mid-

decade, record and phonograph sales were on a slight upswing, imbuing industry insiders 

with a sense of guarded optimism.  A January 1928 Talking Machine World editorial 

recognized a few of the problems in the phonograph business but were careful to couch 

those concerns in an unflagging rhetoric of boosterism: “So far as the talking machine is 

concerned, there are those, and they are in the majority, who believe that the peak of the 

revival is yet to come.”34  However, the bulk of the editorial went on to talk about the 

maturation of the radio business, which suggests that phonograph and radio sales were 
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increasingly thought of as part of the same industry, as the number of radio-phonograph 

combination cabinets were being made for the U.S. market.  The same issue featured an 

article titled “Workers Should Profit in 1928,” which featured optimistic statements from 

executives at Victor, RCA, Brunswick-Balke-Collender, and Edison, among others.  

Their forecasting suggested that the stabilization of the radio market and the improving 

signs regarding record sales would lead to further profits in 1928.35

The Radio Act of 1927 sidestepped any important decisions, relying on much of 

the existing 1912 legislation that addressed ship-to-shore wireless communication.  The 

only real change was a freeze in new radio licenses, which allowed the biggest broadcast 

companies to thrive.  While the American public increasingly preferred the one-time cost 

of radio as opposed to buying recordings to hear each new hit, the radio industry looked 

for a way to make money besides the sale of receiver sets.  The answer was in advertiser 

sponsorship.  With NBC now truly functioning as a national broadcasting system, radio’s 

power continued to increase.  While Sanjek referred to common radio fare of the era as 

“previews, presidential speeches, and championship prize fights,” an early national 

program, sponsored by Lucky Strike cigarettes, was launched in September 1928.  The 

show featured bandleader B.A. Rolfe, who had returned to the music business after 

several fruitful years running a motion picture production company. But unlike previous 

orchestras on radio, Rolfe’s outfit specialized in sweet jazz for dancing, which 

represented a departure for national radio focusing on light symphonic concert music: 

“Rolfe was instructed to play only dance music, in contemporary jazz or waltz tempo; no 

concert interludes were warranted,” which was innovative for a time in which “jazz and 
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dance music was principally relegated to the after-11:00 p.m. remote broadcasts from 

hotels, dance halls, and night clubs.”36  The advent of shows like these led to a symbiotic 

relationship between jazz dance bands and radio that was very powerful, as radio 

embraced jazz in its commercial form.  The radio broadcasts from glamorous hotels in 

New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles conjured a world of glamour and romance to 

which people listened and danced.   The suave MCs, the beguiling vocalists, bandleaders 

and dance orchestras all created a sonic world served to propel the performers, the music, 

and the medium into great success.  By the end of the decade, a full flowering of radio 

seemed eminent.  Radio’s meteoric rise between its adoption into the American home in 

the early 1920s and its increasing dominance by the end of the decade was a prime mover 

in changes facing the record industry.   

The record industry tried to simultaneously work with its competitor and battle it 

where it could.  Even Victor slowly realized it couldn’t keep radio from changing the 

recording industry. Sales falling, Victor forced to start outfitting phonograph cabinets 

with space for radio.  Phonograph-radio combination sets became standard in the mid-to-

late 1920s as record companies sought to cut deals with radio manufacturers.  “To offset 

losses,” Russell Sanjek wrote, “the company was obliged to enter into serious 

negotiations with Sarnoff [whose offer of a more sweeping radio partnership had 

previously been rejected by Victor], for the manufacture, in its modern cabinet factory in 

Camden, of combination RCA radio-phonographs.  Agreement was reached in 1925.”37  

In the same year, Victor experimented with radio through the appearance of John 

McCormack and Lucrezia Bori, two of its most famous operatic stars, on WEAF New 
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York.  The appearance of two Victor artists not only signaled an embrace of radio by the 

company that now increasingly saw radio as a way to sell recordings and phonographs, 

but choosing McCormack and Bori also transmitted Victor’s class status as the number 

one record company, famous for its Red Seal classical music recordings.  In the pages of 

publisher H.L. Mencken and theater critic George Jean Nathan’s influential American 

Mercury magazine, Dane Yorke wrote a few years later, “it was whispered in the Victor 

organization that one very high executive of the company [Eldridge Johnson himself?] 

had actually refused to listen that night to the singing of his own stars.”38  Johnson and 

Victor lost the chance to enter into an exclusive contract with RCA by rejecting David 

Sarnoff’s offers years before.  Victor’s engineers may have been unable to create a 

satisfactory radio of their own or Victor’s top executives may have felt a cooperative deal 

with a radio manufacturer was cheaper – then they finally did enter in to a partnership.  In 

an additional twist, RCA barred Victor from its patents in the same way that Victor had 

(endlessly) lorded its patents over competitors before.39

Radio wasn’t the only medium in which the recording industry’s stars were 

active.  Film had long been important to the music industry in general, first through the 

sale of sheet music connected to specific films and later through the sale of movie theme 

songs on record – well before the advent of talkies. But the coming of talkies had made 

film an even more appealing place for singers and bandleaders to further their careers.  

Besides regular radio work, the biggest bandleaders of the day all appeared in film.  

Vincent Lopez (who recorded for Brunswick) appeared in 1928’s The Home Girl and 

1932’s Big Broadcast (along with the Mills Brothers, comedians George Burns and 
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Gracie Allen, and the star of the show, Bing Crosby).  Ted Lewis (who recorded for 

Columbia) appeared in 1929’s Is Everybody Happy? (Lewis starred in a remake of the 

film in 1943).  Paul Whiteman had appeared in films as early as a cameo appearance in 

1924’s Broadway After Dark.  He and his band had a more substantial role in 1926’s 

London, for which Whiteman supplied the title tune.  Whiteman’s early film work 

culminated with an appearance in his own 1930 vehicle, The King of Jazz.  While 

bandleaders did well, their vocalists went even further with their film careers.  Bing 

Crosby (who also recorded for Brunswick) soon felt that his future may well be in film as 

well as records and radio.  Crosby’s Big Broadcast helped re-affirm his devil-may-care 

attitude with the public while the narrative plotline ensured audiences he had a heart of 

gold.40 Louis Armstrong, an Okeh and Columbia artist who had started as a bandleader 

but gained fame through his distinctive vocals, starred in several short films before 

appearing in 1930’s “Ex-Flame.”  In 1929, Rudy Vallee appeared in four films: three 

shorts (Campus Sweethearts, Radio Rhythm, Rudy Vallee and His Connecticut Yankees) 

and one feature-length film (The Vagabond Lover).  The increased attention to film also 

attracted race and hillbilly stars as the most successful singers appeared in their own 

musical shorts.  Perhaps the two most paradigmatic examples include Bessie Smith’s St. 

Louis Blues (1929) and Jimmie Rodgers’ A Singing Brakeman (1930).41  While many of 

the recording stars that appeared in film did so on their own accord, the record industry 

likely benefited from additional sales due to film appearances.  There was also an 

increased sense at those labels that could compete for the best talent that the best stars 

(and therefore, the greatest amount of money) were those who could sell records, movie 
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tickets, and radio advertising.  This activity confirms the increased importance of film as 

well as radio and recordings during the late 1920s and early 1930s. 

 To some of the oldest players in the record industry, these changes didn’t always 

instill confidence, convincing some of them that the record industry’s peak had passed.  

Victor’s Eldridge Johnson had long been considering buyout opportunities and finally 

decided to sell in 1926.  Though it was a sound financial decision, it was something that 

Johnson regretted the rest of his life.  Rather than selling to radio or film interests or a 

rival phonograph company, Johnson accepted an offer from banking interests in New 

York: Speyer and Company and J.&W. Seligman & Co.  As Roland Gelatt wrote, “They 

proposed to pay approximately $28,000,000 for his 245,000 shares of Victor stock and to 

pay another $12,000,000 for the remaining shares held by various individuals (Emile 

Berliner among them)…. On December 7, 1926, the agreement was signed.”42 Roland 

Gelatt reported that in 1927 (the first year under Speyer and Seligman), Victor made 

$7,269,523 – down a bit from the 1926 figure, but not so much to cause any alarm, 

adding that: “It looked as though the optimists had been right when they predicted, during 

the early days of broadcasting, that radio and the phonograph could prosper side by 

side.”43  The question increasingly became whose radio and whose phonograph would 

prosper.  These banking companies did not retain ownership of Victor long. 

The effect of the sale of Victor to RCA was devastating to many longtime 

proponents of the record industry, amidst cheery forecasts for the future in this royal 

wedding of the best of radio and the premier recording company.  In fact RCA was more 

interested in Victor’s Camden complex and the company’s manufacturing, distribution, 
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and retail capabilities than in the record business.  As Roland Gelatt wrote, “No sooner 

had the ink dried on the agreement giving RCA control of Victor than plans were set in 

motion to begin the manufacture of radio sets in the Camden factory.  For despite the 

assurances about radio and phonograph joining together on equal terms, the management 

at RCA had no real interest in the talking machine.”44  “It took months of corporate 

fighting and intrigue for Sarnoff to get control,” Russell Sanjek wrote, followed by his 

effort to “reorganize and consolidate the combined RCA Victor Company, of which he 

became president.”45  The new RCA Victor was clearly the most powerful and 

prestigious organization in the recording industry.  However, those loyal to the old Victor 

had reason to believe the new company’s interest in that facet in the record industry was 

marginal.  This should come as no surprise: RCA’s institutional culture was built around 

the radio, which continued to perform well in the late 1920s.  As Russell Sanjek, 

suggested, “With total retail sales of $69.9 million in 1927, $72.6 million the following 

year, and $75.1 million in 1929, the record business was returning to the prosperity of the 

postwar period.  Victor was, as usual, in the forefront, with profits stimulated by the 

improving quality of both players and disks, to which advances in the continued 

development of radio receivers contributed significantly.”46  But the record industry, 

while having bounced back from mid-1920s sales lows, was hardly the vital economic 

force it once was.  As Dane Yorke wrote in “The Rise and Fall of the Phonograph,” his 

(premature) post-mortem on the recording industry for American Mercury in September 

1932: “The stubby tail of the trademark dog which the phonograph had made famous 
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now quivered to the voice of a new master.  The story of the phonograph, as a self-

contained, independent industry, was done.”47   

 

Brunswick Records, The Rise of the Crooner, and Cross-Media Celebrity 

Still, there were signs that the phonograph business would survive, though not on 

its previous terms.  An increase in sales in the late 1920s suffused the industry with hope 

as it developed new strategies to compete in an increasingly complex media environment. 

By the end of the decade, the dance-band jazz music that had long been popular soared to 

new heights as a handful of male vocalists – now called “crooners” – sang sweet love 

songs to an enthusiastic and youthful audience via both records and radio, which had a 

taste for the smooth new style. “The comedians and MC’s were popular” on radio, 

Gilbert Seldes wrote,  “but mass mania did not set in for them or any of the other stars of 

radio until the crooner arrived and set the sidewalks on fire.”48  While the craze 

sometimes belied the traces of the publicists’ hands, wrote Seldes, “the Vallees and the 

Crosbys and the Russ Columbos had to be adored first before the publicist could go to 

work.”49  The labels that most attentively focused on the popular music of the day – 

dance-band jazz and crooning vocalists – were most successful in weathering industry 

changes.  Companies like Paramount and Gennett, who couldn’t afford to sign talent to 

extended contracts, lost business while they focused on the genres to which they had the 

most access (race and hillbilly).  Meanwhile, the most successful labels limited their 

focus to what sold best. 
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All three of the major labels of the 1920s (Victor, Columbia, and Brunswick, after 

Edison’s decline) concentrated on the most popular music of the day.  But while the other 

Big Three labels experimented to a greater degree with what was understood as niche 

genres – Columbia’s success with race records via Bessie Smith, and Victor’s later 

success with hillbilly through Jimmie Rodgers and the Carter Family – Brunswick’s 

emphasis on dance bands and on popular music of the Tin Pan Alley tradition and 

otherwise served them well as they became an increasingly dominant company within the 

recording industry.  “Brunswick,” Russell Sanjek wrote, “initiated a jazz-dance series 

with all-white orchestras.  Immediately successful, it began with a 1921 recording of  

‘Wabash Blues’ by the Isham Jones band, whose cornetist used a ‘wah-wah’- mute to 

create the sounds of a sobbing woman that were responsible for its large sales.”50  By 

1923, when Brunswick surpassed Edison in sales, the company had managed to establish 

itself as a rival to the top two labels (Victor and Columbia, respectively) after having only 

released its first United States recording in 1919.51  Brunswick quickly established 

releases on nearly all genre fronts, including jazz (in its more popular style dance-band 

style), as well as race and hillbilly.   

The company hired Jack Kapp to scout for their race records and hillbilly lines in 

1926; he quickly made a name for himself by reorganizing Brunswick’s approach to 

selling records and cultivating a name for himself by regularly contributing columns to 

Talking Machine World. In December 1924, a notice in Moody’s Industrials announced 

that Brunswick had purchased the Vocalion label from the Aeolian-Vocalion company of 

New York.52  Four years later, in a February 1928 Talking Machine World article, it was 
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announced that Brunswick had appointed Kapp sales and recording director for their 

Vocalion subsidiary.  “Mr. Kapp,” the article notes, “is known throughout the industry 

and is one for the most enthusiastic and energetic young executives in the business to-

day.”53  Kapp immediately instituted changes in the Vocalion sales line.  The label was 

unusual in its lack of differentiating between race, hillbilly, and popular tunes, and Kapp 

immediately suggested different categories (discrete record matrices) to target niche 

audiences.  Perhaps even more importantly, he suggested the scaling back of new 

Vocalion releases to once a month (Brunswick continued to be released weekly) so 

dealers wouldn’t be burdened with new releases to promote and allow them the time to 

cultivate interest in a new recording.  Jack Kapp’s “ability to assess popular taste was 

considered all but infallible,” Gary Giddins writes.54  Kapp was joined by former 

Paramount scout Mayo Williams in 1928 (after the failure of Williams’ ambitious Black 

Patti race label, in which he joined in silent partnership with executives at the Gennett 

and Paramount labels).  Brunswick also had a classical series (its “Hall of Fame” series) 

among others, but its most long-lasting success was through its early embrace of white 

dance-bands, capitalizing on dance crazes that began in the 1910s and grew through the 

1920s.  Starting with Irene and Vernon Castle, dancing waltzes and foxtrots were 

immensely popular.  Over the decade, some of those white dance bands took on jazz 

styles and/or influenced jazz bands with their own style.   

Even more important than the bands were the singers who appeared with them – 

first as special attractions and then as the center of a given band’s show.  It was 

Brunswick’s vocal talents fronting those dance bands that garnered the most attention.  
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Though Al Jolson wasn’t the archetype of the new crooning front man, he did have a 

great amount of success, often backed up by the Isham Jones band on Brunswick.  

Brunswick’s big coup was to coax Al Jolson away from his deal with Columbia, by 

offering him $10,000 for each song they released.  For Jolson, this represented a more 

than thirty percent in earnings.55  While Jolson’s place in recording and film history is 

firmly ensconced, his time as a vocal artist was fading by the 1920s – despite the fact that 

his groundbreaking role in The Jazz Singer would lead to huge record sales as well as 

film stardom and that he would continue working and re-working his talents for decades 

to come.  Jolson was primarily a vaudevillian who worked in the even older minstrel 

tradition; he appeared on Broadway in the 1910s and his recording career started early in 

that decade.  By the time he signed with Brunswick (after Victor from 1911 to 1913 and 

Columbia from 1913 to 1923), he already had a long career behind him.  “The Jolson-

Brunswick alliance was astonishingly successful,” Allan Sutton writes, “so much so that 

in 1929 Brunswick-Balke-Collender elected him to its board of directors.”56  Jolson’s 

contract with Brunswick allowed him to continue with the rest of his various career 

activities (theater, film, and later, radio).  Jolson continued his theatrical work during the 

1920s and recorded for Brunswick regularly.  He is perhaps best known for his role in 

1927’s The Jazz Singer (his first appearance on film came in a musical short entitled A 

Plantation Life in 1926).  Not surprisingly, his appearance in The Jazz Singer led to an 

increased interest in his Brunswick recordings.  Jolson, however, along with many others, 

would soon be a symbol of the old entertainment world (although the American public 
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hadn’t lost their taste for him) in the face of new talents, like Rudy Vallee, Russ 

Columbo, and Bing Crosby.   

While the musical styles that had emerged during the 1920s – New Orleans and 

Chicago hot jazz, vaudeville and country blues, hillbilly music in its fiddle-band or 

country ballad mode – had gained a solid foothold in American popular music, the 

popular dance-band trend was dominant, picking up various influences while it gained 

popular recognition throughout the 1920s.  Chief among these influences was jazz, a term 

so prevalent that the popular press now used the term indiscriminately. The best of these 

bands often were hired for long-term engagements at famous hotels (New York City 

spots being among the most coveted), while other “territory” bands worked different 

regions of the country, playing racially segregated ballrooms in cities and holiday resorts, 

venues, as opposed to the more racially inclusive urban jazz scenes of the early 1920s.  

The bandleaders of these dance orchestras themselves became celebrities in their 

own right.  Chief among these was Paul Whiteman, whose dance band was the most 

recognized of the decade.  Sanjek has noted the importance of promotion in relation to 

Whiteman and his competitors, in which no expense was spared: “Victor backed its new 

release of ‘In a Little Spanish Town,’ by its top-selling bandleader, Paul Whiteman, with 

the first of a series of streetcar advertising in big cities.  Aimed at a potential 1.2 million 

passengers a month, the campaign was expected to stimulate at least a one-out-of-100 

sales response.”57  “Merchandising and promotion of a similar type by Victor’s 

competitors,” he added, “were crucial in making best sellers of other syncopated dance 

music: by bandleaders George Olsen, Leo Reisman, Jean Goldkette, Fred Waring, and 
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vocalists Ruth Etting, Nick Lucas, Whispering Art Gilham, Seger Ellis, Vaughn De 

Leath, Kate Smith, Annette Henshaw, and Little Jack Little, all of whose disks were 

purchased by both white and black customers in northern metropolitan markets.”58   

One of Whiteman’s competitors was Vincent Lopez, who was a mainstay in New 

York’s hotel dance band scene for several decades.  Like many dance bandleaders, Lopez 

operated out of a given hotel from which he would give performances for broadcast – 

thus publicizing his band as well the hotel employing him.  A well-known dance band 

had the power to transform an already glamorous hotel to an even more desirable spot, 

with the popularity brought on by the right musical outfit.  Lopez, who famously began 

his broadcasts with the phrase “Lopez speaking,” noted the busy schedule of a dance 

band broadcasting on radio: “While I was at the St. Regis we broadcasted ever night 

except Sundays over NBC from 11 to 11:30.”59  A vacation meant a quick tour before 

starting up again.  While Lopez and other competitors kept up efforts to unseat 

Whiteman, his role as King of Jazz was never in serious contention, even when 

Whiteman himself knew there were much more talented bandleaders – Louis Armstrong 

above all – the public continued their dedication. 

Of the many discoveries that emerged out of the Whiteman band (in a group that 

includes Bix Beiderbecke and others), the biggest was Bing Crosby.  While his reputation 

as a reckless partier made him an unlikely candidate for superstardom early on, he 

worked as hard as he played.  Of the new popular singers of the late 1920s and early 

1930s were those that knew how to flourish across media platforms, Crosby was chief 

among them.60  Crosby had worked with Paul Whiteman’s orchestra, as part of the 
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Rhythm Boys trio (along with Al Rinker and Harry Barrie) since 1926.  In 1930, the 

Rhythm Boys left Whiteman for Gus Arnheim’s band (after an argument on tour between 

Whiteman and Crosby that amidst other concerns, may have involved liquor, in an era 

when it was still illegal due to Prohibition).61  While Crosby and the Rhythm Boys were 

with Arnheim’s band a short time, a hit song from this period led to bigger opportunities 

for Crosby on his own.  From the time Crosby introduced the song with Arnheim’s 

Orchestra at the Cocoanut Grove, a club at the Ambassador Hotel on Los Angeles’ 

Wilshire Boulevard, Crosby was in demand as a solo act.  Crosby recorded “I Surrender, 

Dear” for the Victor label in January 1931.  The Victor release was listed on the label as a 

“concert fox trot” and credited to “Gus Arnheim and his Cocoanut Grove Orchestra” in 

all capital letters, with “Vocal Refrain by Bing Crosby” listed in smaller type below.  

This was in keeping with the billing protocol of a time when the orchestra was as or more 

important than the singer, except that, for listeners, the vocalist generally garnered the 

most attention.  Though it was listed as a danceable fox trot tempo, Gary Giddins 

describes the recording of “I Surrender, Dear” as “startling, calling attention to itself with 

an unconventional arrangement that defied dancers with its frequent change-ups in tempo 

and manner.”62  The record was not only well received publicly, but Crosby’s fellow 

musicians also appreciated it.  “Perhaps the prime indication of Bing’s elevated stature,” 

Giddins writes, “was Louis Armstrong’s cover of ‘I Surrender, Dear,’ which Rudy Vallee 

– in recounting Armstrong’s influence on Bing, Russ Columbo, Mildred Bailey, and 

others – proclaimed a masterpiece.”63  Crosby extended his reach in short order and 

became a national sensation.  “The smooth-voiced Bing Crosby rose from being an 
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anonymous singer with a band to becoming a great star of movies and radio….” Gronow 

and Saunio write.  Note that they mention movies and radio, while Crosby’s recordings 

are tertiary in their estimation, despite their belief that Crosby is “the father of the modern 

hit song”: “Throughout the thirties he regularly made movies and radio programmes, the 

choicest cuts of which would then appear on record.”64  The path of Crosby’s career 

illustrates media industry changes as clearly as any other document from the period. 

If Brunswick had the best of the old guard (Al Jolson) and the rising star of the 

new guard (Bing Crosby), Victor had the reigning king of the moment in Rudy Vallee.  

As Allison McCracken writes, “Although historically Bing Crosby has been awarded the 

title of ‘America’s Crooner,’ from the years 1928 to 1931 radio crooner Rudy Vallee was 

the first national star created by radio and the first performer to become a star in all three 

forms of mass media: radio, records, and films.”65  But Vallee’s popularity was divisive. 

“His singing’s intense romanticism, its continual and invasive presence within the home 

circle via radio and its strong emotional effect on listeners were new phenomena,” she 

writes.  “By the early 1930s, crooners had become the objects of widespread 

condemnation by critics, who referred to them most frequently as ‘emasculated, 

effeminate whiners.’”66  While by the mid-1930s crooners had slid into a comfortable 

familiarity, McCracken sees this initial concern over crooning to constitute a “history that 

reveals larger concerns about the mass media’s power to define and shape social life, in 

this case the sound of white masculinity.”67  Vallee’s career began in New York City, 

where he and his band (the Yale Collegians) had a residency at the city’s Heigh-Ho Club.  

His initial recording attempts were disappointing (he released his first record, “Japanese 
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Sunset,” through Columbia’s Personal Record Department in 1921; later that summer, he 

was rejected by Edison).68  Eventually, though it took him a number of years to garner a 

reputation at the Heigh-Ho Club, Victor offered him and his band the chance to record in 

1928, and he recorded for the company into the next decade. 

Columbia had a roster that allowed them to compete successfully with Victor and 

Brunswick.  Despite ongoing economic and managerial issues, Columbia also had the 

most respected and celebrated musician among other musicians: Louis Armstrong.  

Having moved from Chicago to New York, Armstrong’s repertoire had moved from the 

instrumental jazz through which he made his reputation as a premier jazz trumpeter to 

popular song.  The influence of Columbia’s management as well as Armstrong’s own 

willingness to experiment across musical styles, led to his renditions of the most popular 

tunes of the day as he became known as a vocalist.  While purists railed against 

Armstrong’s embrace of singing standards and moving away from his hot jazz roots, he 

still managed to make the material his own much of the time, and while song selection 

occasionally served him poorly, he proved his ability to work across genres skillfully.  As 

Russell Sanjek wrote, “Louis Armstrong’s highly individual interpretations of Tin Pan 

Alley’s major plug tunes, which made near classics of the music, sold more for Columbia 

than the combined output of his closest rivals on the label, Guy Lombardo and Ted 

Lewis.”69  Though lagging behind Armstrong, Lombardo and Lewis’s importance to 

Columbia was illustrated by contracts to keep them on the label.  The other labels were 

also anxious to lock in their talent as best they could.  As Russell Sanjek wrote: “Hoping 

to increase sales and stem their losses, the new Big Three, Victor, Brunswick, and 
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Columbia, rushed to make large offers to dance-band leaders and vocalists who might 

move records in large quantities,” they wrote.70   

But the industry drive to sign their talent to long term contracts soon backfired, as 

the competition led to deals that were out of step with the actual earning power of the 

artists, particularly since record prices themselves lowered due to budget label 

competitors and a slowing economy.  The industry concentrated on selling great volumes 

of records by just a few artists, which signaled the beginning of a larger scale hit-driven 

approach.  While most bandleaders and artists would still have recorded for much less, 

since recordings were a great way to get people to live performances (where the best 

money for performers was often made) as well as increasing the possibility of radio, 

theater, or even film opportunities, label competition and exuberance led to unwise 

speculation.  Russell Sanjek suggested that this atmosphere led labels into “signing too 

many unknown bands and too many unknown singers to record too many unknown 

songs.”71  The general effect that this new strategy had was to put increased pressure on 

fewer artists to perform.  The industry’s strategy in limiting the scope of their releases 

had worked in difficult times.  Its reliance on fewer and fewer artists to deliver hits had 

left record companies more vulnerable to failure, while locked into contracts that may or 

may not have paid off. 

The belief that recording artists might save record companies from mounting 

debts (while selling fewer records over all) and the encroachment of radio on an industry 

not yet able to capitalize on that technology’s value in publicity led to an increasingly 

difficult time for record companies – even the untouchable Victor.  As pressure mounted, 
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Victor found themselves dealing with the face of the new entertainment economy: RCA.  

And while Victor was the biggest phonograph company in the United States, there was a 

larger story about to emerge: David Sarnoff became president of the new RCA-Victor 

just in time for the U.S. economy to fall right out of the sky.  

 

“Brother, Can You Spare a Dime?”: The Record Industry Collapses (1930-1935) 

The RCA-Victor partnership was still in its infancy when the stock market 

crashed in late October, 1929.  The terse Variety headline of November 2, “Wall Street 

Lays an Egg,” captures one initial response to a catastrophe beginning to unfold.  It didn’t 

take long for the gravity of the situation to sink in.  “Two days later,” Russell Sanjek 

writes, “the Edison company terminated all manufacture of radios and dictating 

machines,” adding that “RCA stock fell from 114 to 20 in the next few weeks.” Record 

sales immediately began to tumble, down just under forty percent by the end of 1930.72   

“Nobody paid attention to the overtones of financial trouble ahead,” Vincent Lopez 

remembered, “even busboys were buying RCA stock on margin.”73

“All branches of the economy suffered from the slump,” Pekka Gronow and Ilpo 

Saunio write, but the record industry was especially injured: “After all, records were a 

luxury.”74  The first high profile company to leave the recording industry was Edison.  

While the company had been in decline for over a decade, the company (as well as 

Edison’s personal involvement with it) was still big news.  Roland Gelatt wrote that 

Edison’s post-stock-market-crash departure from the phonograph business – one that he 

played no small part in founding – “let loose a spate of pent-up resentment which record 
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collectors had long been nurturing.”75  Gelatt quoted from a letter that appeared in the 

Phonograph Monthly Review: “Has Thomas A. Edison, Inc. proved to be a house of false 

alarms, a dispenser of disappointments, a mere ‘promising’ business?  From the very 

first, Mr. Edison himself regarded the phonograph as merely a machine.  He has never 

had any understanding of music: how could he hope to succeed in a musical venture?”76  

Edison’s pulling out of the industry, at the same time many of its proponents were 

promising to stay the course, added insult to injury.  

Just a few months after the stock market crash, the cover of the January 1930 

Voice of the Victor asked: “What’s in 1930 for You?” while the first page featured 

“RCA’s Victor’s Message for 1930,” signed by company president E. E. Shumaker.77  

The purpose of the article was to assuage fears any Victor dealers might have had about 

the finalization of the RCA-Victor deal in late 1929.  Most of Shumaker’s statements 

address radio and emphasize the joining together of great companies and great minds, 

even admitting to deeper motivations in discussing “the need of greatly expanded 

technical and research facilities.”78  “It is our privilege,” the statement read, “not only to 

wish you, but assure you a prosperous New Year.”  The company made the assurance 

based on their new merger: “For, on January 1, the RCA Victor Company, Inc. – a 

unification of all the greatest forces in the home entertainment field – brings to bear upon 

the problems and the developments of the radio and general home entertainment field the 

full force of its powers.”79 But in addition to that, the text’s dismissive tone to the recent 

economic collapse belies a bigger issue and a greater fear of economic depression: “In the 

light of recent experience, they saw, too, the need of powerful and immovable financial 
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position, unaffected by any artificial economic disturbance.”80  The words here suggest 

the forced confidence necessary to sell a new company to those who could very well be 

affected adversely.  But it also transmits the insecurity of those first months after the 

crash, when it was difficult to know whether to believe the worst or hope for the best.  In 

Shumaker’s position, and in addressing his retail-dealer readers, he had to convince them 

that all was well.  A little over a month after the stock market crash, this was already 

becoming hard to do.   

 As the depression deepened, company rhetoric to retail dealers too often couched 

the economic downturn not in socio-economic terms, but in psychological terms: the 

depression is in you, this line of reasoning went.  If your sales are down, you finally have 

to blame yourself – don’t you?  While all too often trade papers suggested that most 

faults lie in the poor performance of the retailer, the motivational speeches became 

increasingly judgmental.  A February 18, 1931 editorial in Voice of the Victor began with 

the parable of a Dr. Vickers, a physician who “waited and waited for patients who were 

slow to come,” but who “bought a sleek chestnut horse and a shiny surrey,” in which he 

sought out patients two or three times a day – after which “He looked busy and business 

perked up.”81  The article was excerpted from the Cincinnati Enquirer advertisement 

printed by “Ralph H. Jones Company, advertising agents.”82 What was Dr. Vickers’ 

secret, besides initiative and having the means to appear successful?  While suggesting 

that young Dr. Vickers had become a rich man and a pillar of his profession, the article 

finally pins his success down to the topic of the article: “He knew his psychology, didn’t 

he?”83
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The depression has been psychological, too.  No need to deny that….  Just 
why, no one seemed to say….  But the fact remained – the depression was 
contagious….  Business has gotten tired of inactivity and inertia, of long 
faces and milk-toast prescriptions.  It has had a revival meeting – the 
revival of the fit.84

 
The Victor Company was imploring its retail dealers to dig deep and give a little 

more, through framing depression as illness that the least worthy among us catch.  In this, 

Victor was selling a concept as old as American culture, and older than the country itself: 

the puritan’s notion that success comes to those who are good and failure is visited upon 

those who are bad.   

The editorial concluded with the opinion that the Depression had finally been 

character building for the American spirit.  “It was a good thing, after all, wasn’t it?  If 

you meet a man who doesn’t think so, suggest that he buy a house, an automobile, a suit 

of clothes or a potted plant.  He’ll find that he can get a lot more of better things for his 

money today than he could have gotten last year.”85  It is hard to imagine a retail dealer 

masochistic enough to take this editorial to heart, but one imagines more than a few did.  

This rhetoric wasn’t unique in the trade papers of the era (indeed, most issues of Talking 

Machine World veer between giving retailers a pep talk and a tongue lashing through 

most of its editorial run).  Elsewhere in the same issue, the tone was less stringent.  An 

article announced “Crooner Vallee on Jazz Tour” with his Connecticut Yankee band, 

with dates in Chicago, Detroit, Toledo, Ohio, Buffalo and Rochester, New York, before 

returning to New York City for a show at the Paramount Theater.  “Vallee song hits 

which have been Victor Recorded occupy and important place in the repertoire of the 

organization on this tour, according advices,” the article stated, adding that Robert 
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Wetherald, head of Victor record sales, accordingly advised retailers “to feature 

Connecticut Yankee Records promptly – and, wherever practicable, to tie up strongly 

with local appearances.”86

But the bright stars of the moment didn’t encourage second thoughts on those 

dealers or companies who wanted out.  The numbers were too disturbing.  As Roland 

Gelatt reported, “A total of six million records were sold in the United States during 

1932, approximately six percent of the total record sales in 1927.”87  The Depression and 

radio seemed to be a one-two punch that might mean the end of the industry altogether.  

Gelatt goes further by suggesting “something intangible” in the way that consumers 

turned away from records and phonographs, suggesting that the very idea of phonograph 

records fell out of favor as “a sudden disenchantment” took hold, “on a country-wide 

scale with phonographs, needles, records, and the whole concept of ‘canned music.’”88  

The phonograph increasingly seemed to symbolize a quaint and fatally flawed machine of 

the past.  By the time Dane Yorke’s “The Rise and Fall of the Phonograph” appeared in 

1932, it seemed to the author (and presumably, many of his readers) that the phonograph 

had been definitely beaten by the one-two punch of radio and depression.  Yorke began: 

“Like ancient Gaul, the phonograph trade was for many years divided into three parts.  

Three great companies, Edison, Columbia, and Victor, held rigid control, and shared 

between them a sales income that rose to more than $125,000,000 a year.”89  However, 

by the time Yorke’s essay appeared, he was careful to speak in the past tense.   

Over the 1920s, the Big Three had fallen, as Brunswick usurped Edison early on, 

followed by Columbia’s bankruptcy and reorganization.  But as Victor was the largest 
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record company of the three, company executives managed to ignore the changes 

happening all around them.  As part of RCA-Victor, the new configuration’s dedication 

to the phonograph had lagged.  By the early 1930s – in an unthinkable reversal – the 

American Record Company, which specialized in five-and-dime store labels such as 

Banner, Domino, and others, had surpassed even the untouchable Victor in sales.  This 

was due in part to Victor’s new parent company, RCA, and its abiding interest in radio.  

The company, with David Sarnoff as its new president, was using its Camden facilities to 

make radios almost exclusively, since the phonograph business and record business 

seemed to be unlikely to recover.  “The general apathy prevailing at all record companies 

around Christmas-time of 1932 reflected the 40 percent decline in a single year,” Russell 

Sanjek wrote, “to sales of $11 million at retail from total production of 10 million disks; 

American Record Company—Brunswick, 6 million; RCA Victor, 3 million; the balance 

spread among Columbia and lesser firms.90

Record executives severely limited (and in some cases, discontinued) their efforts 

in the race records market first, quickly putting an end to most rural scouting trips as a 

cost-cutting measure.  While it may be impossible to know definitively, white executives 

quickly assumed that the Depression would hurt an already socio-economically 

vulnerable African American audience.  Sanjek and Sanjek wrote, “Only the hot dance 

bands – those of Duke Ellington, Fletcher Henderson, King Oliver, all on Victor – and 

certain white Red Nichols units” survived, linked as they were to the pop-jazz hybrid 

dance band craze, while most of the rural blues acts found their recording opportunities 

over.”91  Only the recording careers of the most successful race artists survived, including 
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urban blues pianist Leroy Carr, whose 1929 hit with Scrapper Blackwell for Brunswick’s 

Vocalion imprint, “How Long How Long Blues,” ensured him a recording career into the 

early 1930s.  Carr’s style was smooth, mixing piano with Blackwell’s guitar 

accompaniment.  Elijah Wald has described Carr as “an understated pianist with a gentle, 

understated voice,” particularly to the rough country blues of the late 1920s.92  In 

intervening years, Carr’s importance has been underplayed, but he was one of the few 

race record performers to enjoy continued success through the worst years of the 

depression.  His career was cut short when he died from complications due to alcoholism 

in 1935. 

Meanwhile, the hillbilly market stayed surprisingly strong, considering the 

economic state of the recording and the country itself. As Russell Sanjek suggested, 

hillbilly found its continuing niche through chain stores and mail-order business, most 

importantly Sears & Roebuck.  Money was still being made in “the ‘hick disk’ business, 

as Variety dubbed it, which had tripled since 1930.”93  Although sales declined in 

absolute numbers, hillbilly music actually increased its share of the overall record market 

during these years.  “Surprising everybody but [Ralph] Peer and a few other talent scouts 

and field-recording supervisors, hillbilly records, generally unadvertised by the 

manufacturers, who left such exploitation to the artists themselves, enjoyed a 25 percent 

share of all popular-record sales.”94  Jimmie Rodgers’s ‘Blue Yodel Number 1,’ the first 

of his series of old-time versions of black race blues, had outsold all of Victor’s popular 

releases.  There was now so much demand for hillbilly records that some New York 

companies, who found only a few suitable local artists available, used as many as a dozen 
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different names for a single performer in order to continue quick production.  Rodgers 

remained an important figure in the RCA Victor catalog.  Ralph Peer, who had guided 

Rodgers’ career closely continued to do so amidst difficulties of his own.  As Russell 

Sanjek wrote, “Fellow recording supervisors were jealous of the partnership he enjoyed 

with Victor through the music house he had formed, Southern Music Publishing 

Company.”95  But with or without Peer, and in spite of Rodgers’ failing health 

(tuberculosis would finally kill him during a visit to New York in May 1933 for a Victor 

recording session), Rodgers remained an important figure at RCA-Victor. 

In a January 1932 advertisement for the company, Rodgers was the only hillbilly 

performer whose photograph was included, featuring him dressed formally in straw hat, 

suit and bowtie, with no traces of his railroad man or cowboy guises.96  His appeal as a 

recording artist had led Rodgers out of the hillbilly market and into the larger realm of 

popular song.  Rodgers’ popularity is clear in his inclusion in the ad alongside the most 

popular dance band stars of the day: Russ Columbo, Paul Whiteman (back on Victor after 

a two-year stint with Columbia), Mildred Bailey, Fred and Adele Astaire, Sylvia Froos 

and Fred Waring.  For recording artists in general, contracts were unlikely to be renewed, 

in favor of a session-by-session payment schedule.  For many, the promise of royalties 

for the recordings were no longer offered.  To keep in the game, those artists fortunate 

enough to have recording offers took the work. 

Many companies had slowed or stopped recording altogether.  Gennett re-released 

old sides via its Champion imprint but generally stopped new recording otherwise.  The 

larger labels also severely curtailed their recording schedules. RCA Victor, who had new 
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Los Angeles studios built to capitalize on film sound through their Photophone sound-on-

film technology, where it had also planned to record West Coast talent – but the studios 

were rarely used for anything but film. Victor’s entire record distribution wing was 

“collapsed into RCA’s product-merchandising operation” and by June of 1931, “an 

official order cut recording down to a single wax take per selection, unless it was 

defective.”97  Technological experimentation did not stop completely but company 

executives watched expenditures carefully.  Columbia experimented with its Radiograph, 

an inexpensive record player meant to be powered through any radio receiver, while 

Victor and developed 33 1/3 rpm records, primarily geared to the classical music market 

so that recordings of their favorite compositions would not be as interrupted with record-

changing, which were more frequent with 78 rpm playback time.  But these failed to fire 

the public’s imagination in the midst of depression.98  Even Victor’s legendary 

advertising efforts, which had made the brand one of the most recognizable in the world, 

were greatly reduced during this period.  As Russell Sanjek wrote, “The national 

newspaper and magazine advertising which had kept consumers apprised for years of 

new weekly Victor issues was dropped and replaced with stickers on music-store 

windows and pamphlets describing new products that retailers sent to their local mailing 

lists.”99  However, RCA-Victor did sign Paul Whiteman for $60,000 after two years 

under a Columbia contract.  Although the cost may have seemed excessive in 1930 (it 

wouldn’t have seemed so even a year earlier), Whiteman’s return to the Victor label 

(albeit under RCA’s control) had symbolic as well as economic importance.100
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“Companies that once had occupied a respectable position in the business 

community,” Roland Gelatt wrote, “were sold for whatever they could bring.”101  Warner 

Bros. bought American Brunswick in April 1930.  The company had some cross-

promotional plans in mind and focused on using their movie star roster to make records.  

Warner Bros., Russell Sanjek wrote, “had recently acquired a dozen major music houses, 

looked to ensure the public exploitation of those catalogues and their singing-star 

personalities, and so purchased the failing Brunswick business.”102  Through recording 

songs from motion pictures in great numbers (the general practice dates back to the 

beginnings of both the film and recording industries), Warner had hoped that a hit song 

might lead to greater ticket sales, as well as record sales.  As Brian Rust writes, “Warner 

did its best to maintain the Brunswick image by signing up film stars they had under 

contract.  What followed, in addition to the dance bands already established as Brunswick 

artists, were a batch of unusual records by such as Gloria Swanson and Noah Beery, and 

still more by Harry Richman and Al Jolson.”103 Warner had the right impulse but bad 

timing (and perhaps the wrong performers) in their attempt at celebrity cross-promotion.  

As Rust, writes, “The Depression had bitten deep.  So in December 1931 Warners sold 

out to the newly formed American Record Corporation, which was already producing 

Banner, Cameo, Oriole, Perfect and Romeo records for the chainstore counters.”104

At Brunswick, Kapp was able to assemble an impressive roster of vocalists and 

help repair some of the managerial missteps under Warner Bros.. while Kapp focused 

more directly on music he felt would connect with dance fans.  With Victor focused on 

radio and Columbia in trouble yet again, Brunswick moved ahead with an impressive list 
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of recording artists:” In 1931 he [Kapp] was general manager for the Brunswick label, 

building an imposing roster – the Mills Brothers, the Boswell Sisters, Victor Young, Cab 

Calloway, Glen Gray, Duke Ellington, and his personal favorite, Guy Lombardo.”105  The 

Mills Brothers was a singular outfit that created a unique vocal group sound, mimicking 

the sound of “a small jazz band” but without using any orthodox instruments other than 

one guitar.106  First-rate talent acquisition continued after American Record Company’s 

purchase of Brunswick, with Guy Lombardo and His Orchestra relocating from 

Columbia; Duke Ellington’s band, a growing favorite amongst dance fans from coast to 

coast; and the Boswell Sisters, a trio from New Orleans whose distinctive and inventive 

vocals placed them in heavy demand.  Besides owning Brunswick, American Record 

Corporation owned a variety of other labels that it managed to purchase through the 

depression, including Banner, Grey Gull, Pathe-Perfect’s American subsidiary, and 

Vocalion.  With this talent, Brian Rust suggests, “the Brunswick roster looked 

unbeatable.” 107

The same page of the January 1932 issue of Radio Retailing noted the sale of 

Columbia to the Grigsby-Grunow Company (the Chicago manufacturer of Majestic 

radios) and the announcement that Consolidation Film Industries, Inc. (the East Coast 

film studio) had purchased Brunswick’s record division.  Regarding the Columbia 

announcement, the article noted: “This action signalizes [sic] one of the most interesting 

consolidations yet witnessed in the radio industry.”108  The Brunswick merger was 

described in more matter-of-fact way: “The Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., New 

York, has organized the Brunswick Record Corp. to take over the manufacture and sale 
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of Brunswick, Melotone, and Vocalion records for the U.S., Canada, and certain foreign 

countries.”109

 In the pages of the trade magazines, retail dealers of radios as well as 

phonographs were encouraged to investigate other, more practical items for the home.  In 

the September 1931 issue of Radio Music Merchant (formerly Talking Machine World), 

Columbia Records ran an advertisement that announced “Columbia Presents: A New 

Profit Maker,” a tilted drum with a hand crank and lid complete with dry cleaning fluid, 

the Columbia Home Dry Cleaner.”110  This product line may have been connected to a 

shift in management, as the struggling Columbia label continued to get tossed around 

from owner to owner: “To avoid possible antitrust action in the United States as a result 

of giving RCA partial control [30% of the stock] English Columbia disposed of its 

Columbia Phonograph Company stock in May,” Brian Rust writes.  “The trustees of that 

stock sold out to Grigsby-Grunow, the manufacturers of Majestic radios, refrigerators and 

washing machines.”111  Meanwhile, those radio dealers that also carried refrigerator lines 

found that their refrigerator sales helped them survive depression.  The radio had long 

been joined with the sale of refrigerators in that they were both among the first electrical 

appliances in the American home.  In a March 1932 Radio Retailing article, the headline 

screamed, “Refrigeration Saved My Shirt!” radio dealer Charles Reynolds of 

Binghamton, New York detailed his success in selling refrigerators, noting that it had 

helped immensely to have such a practical machine to sell in hard times.112  At the same 

time, the article’s anonymous author made sure to underline radio’s continued 

importance, in a way reminiscent of the pro-phonograph rhetoric found in the pages of 
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Talking Machine World (which by 1932 had changed its name to Radio Music 

Merchant).  Reynolds, identified as a radio enthusiast since the “amateur operator” days, 

said that refrigerators would outsell radios in 1932, adding “This will be a difficult year 

for all selling due to the general low-ebb of business but radio will be the harder-hit of 

the two because of its greater saturation, stiffer competition.”113

Grigsby-Grunow went bankrupt in November 1933, making Columbia “just 

another label in the ever growing collection owned by the American Record 

Corporation,” as Brian Rust writes.114 It was startling to see how far the once great 

Columbia had fallen, for anyone who was still paying attention.  It reflected not only the 

sorry state of the label but of the industry in general.  “The low esteem in which this 

business was held, Roland Gelatt wrote, “was effectively underlined by a transaction 

consummated in 1934 between the receivers of the Grigsby-Grunow Company and the 

American Record Company. American Record Company bought it – the plant at 

Bridgeport, the entire catalog of discs built up slowly over three decades, the trademark, 

the affiliation with Columbia in Europe, everything –for $70,500,” when Louis Sterling 

had paid $2,500,000 for the same operation nine years earlier.115  There was nowhere to 

go but up. 

 

Swing, Jukeboxes, and Resurgence 

As if in answer to Dane Yorke’s premature post-mortem on the record industry 

several years earlier, H.S. Maraniss’s 1937 article, “A Dog Has Nine Lives: The Story of 

the Phonograph” (that appeared in appeared in the Annals of the American Academy of 
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Politcal and Social Science’s “Revival of Depressed Industries” issue) described how 

record companies were once again on the rebound.  He referenced the once-great Victor 

label through its iconic advertising symbol, suggesting that “since this paper is to be 

about phonograph and phonographs are symbolized by the ‘His Master’s Voice’ trade-

mark, there appears to be considerable truth in that remark.  In fact, if I know anything 

about that canine’s industrial horoscope, it would seem that it was born with nine lives, 

only three of which has been spent so far.”116  While Maraniss had to bend his metaphor 

a bit awkwardly–a cat, not a dog, is said to have nine lives – he suggested that the 

phonograph industry’s first three three lives were spent (1) in its slowness in convincing 

people the phonograph was more than a toy; (2) through increased competition from 

radio in the 1920s; and (3) the effects of the Great Depression.  “Record sales suffered 

severely, as did the sale of every other commodity,” Maraniss wrote.  But, he continued, 

“In spite of adverse conditions and the counter-attraction of radio, there were still large 

numbers of people who were fond of records, and some who were willing to pay money 

to prove it.”117

Record companies saw the beginnings of a turnaround in 1933, buoyed by the 

growing sense of national optimism on various fronts, including Franklin Roosevelt’s 

young presidency.  In Maraniss’ essay, written just a few years after the events he 

describes, he wrote: “By 1933 the RCA Victor Company had stopped talking about the 

plight of the record business, and was aggressively doing something about it.  The first 

thing it did was to revolutionize the process of recording again and to introduce the 

almost incredibly realistic ‘Higher Fidelity’ system.”118  The company also started to 
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begin advertising again, in radio trade magazines (including the former Talking Machine 

World, Radio Music Merchant).  Gelatt adds that RCA’s 1933 record sales “were 

purported to show a hundred percent increase over 1932.”  While Gelatt recognizes that 

such an increase “hardly connoted a booming business,” since the company’s 1932 sales 

figures showed only five millions records sold, “or less than one tenth of Victor record 

sales in 1927.”119  But the rules had changed so fundamentally in the interim that this 

turnaround represented real hope for the record business.  Brunswick also reported an 

increased demand for its recordings in 1933, suggesting the beginnings of an industry-

wide re-emergence.120

At RCA Victor, Ted Wallerstein had been named new head of the record division.  

Unlike others within the RCA operation, Wallerstein had a long and abiding interest in 

the record business.  While the Victor brand was still the most recognized in the world, 

its advertising efforts had largely ceased in the early years of the depression.  In 1932, 

Wallerstein convinced RCA management that there was still money to be made in the 

record business.  “For the first time since 1929,” Bob Ault writes, “a steady flow of new 

record releases began reaching dealers’ shelves, and RCA Victor began to publish 

catalogues describing the available records,” adding “he had to fight the radio-oriented 

RCA to reinstate this important service.”121  Wallerstein had convinced RCA, Roland 

Gelatt writes, but there was the additional problem of the aging phonograph equipment in 

American homes: “Since 1930 the manufacture of phonographs in America had all but 

ceased.”122  However, RCA-Victor knew firsthand that radio sales had remained strong in 

comparison and that, as Gelatt notes, “twenty million American homes had one or more 
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radio sets to which a record player could easily be hooked up.  They presented a huge 

potential market and RCA-Victor began to create inexpensive phonograph players that 

could be plugged in to existing radio sets.  While radio sales continued to dominate, 

companies began to reconsider their approaches to the phonograph market with budget-

priced record players.  

Meanwhile, Wallerstein’s former colleague at Brunswick, Jack Kapp, whose great 

success at Brunswick had made him a central figure in the record industry’s recovery, 

was ready to strike out on his own.  The name of the label was Decca, which was 

envisioned as an American subsidiary of the successful British label.  The new company 

found financial backing from British Decca’s E.R. Lewis.  Roland Gelatt wrote that the 

new label’s “raison d’etre lay in the conviction, shared by Kapp and Lewis, that good 

phonograph records did not need to be expensive.”123  “Ever since World War I,” he 

continued, “the big three…had been charging seventy-five cents for their bread-and-

butter staple, the ten-inch dance record,” but this now seemed exorbitant amidst the 

economic downturn.   Of course, budget labels had long been important to the record 

industry – creating a shadow industry analogous to Hollywood’s “Poverty Row” studios.  

But because the barrier to entry into the recording industry has historically been much 

lower than that of film production, there were many competitors.  ARC’s strategy of the 

purchasing the back catalog of failing record labels and then reissuing material on 

inexpensive discs (often a quarter, sometimes as low as a dime) made them an 

increasingly powerful entity.  Victor ran their Bluebird subsidiary and Columbia used the 

once-great Okeh label for its cut-rate brand.  Brunswick, Kapp’s former label, continued 
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at 75 cents under ARC’s control, while their budget-rate labels (Vocalion, Melotone, and 

many others) continued at a cheaper price.   

But Kapp’s innovation was to realize that he could realize the best artists at an 

inexpensive price and still make money.  “Jack Kapp’s gambit,” Roland Gelatt wrote, 

“was to offer the biggest personalities in popular music at thirty-five cents a record.  He 

persuaded most of the Brunswick ‘seventy-five-cents’ artists to sign up with Decca, and 

in his first advertisements was able to announce exclusive contracts with Bing Crosby, 

the Dorsey Brothers, Guy Lombardo, Glen Gray, Fletcher Henderson, the Mills Brothers, 

and Arthur Tracy.”124  It was Crosby’s loyalty to Kapp that led him to follow him to the 

new label, and in doing so, Crosby “became the new company’s leading light.”125  Kapp 

made sure that Decca’s launch would garner attention.  At a period in which record 

advertising had become increasingly rare, Decca ran advertisements to announce 

themselves in newspapers around the country, exclaiming “Decca Scoops Music World.”  

The text read: “Here they are – your favorite stars of radio, screen, and stage – in their 

greatest performances of instrument and voice!  Not obsolete records, cut in price to meet 

a market, but the latest, newest smash hits – exclusively DECCA.  Hear them when you 

want – as often as you want – right in your own home.”126  

The recovery was assisted by a new jazz sub-genre, known as swing.  Swing’s 

appeal (as it had been with the hot jazz boom of the early 1920s and would be with rock 

‘n’ roll in the 1950s) was with American youth.  Like many youth cultures, swing came 

with its own mode of dress (defined by the zoot suit), dance (the Lindy Hop and 

Jitterbug), and slang (the “hep” talk that would eventually become so prevalent, it was 
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lampooned in Saturday morning cartoons).  The country, which had endured a deeply 

traumatic period of economic depression, needed optimism and irreverence, which is 

what Swing provided.  As Arnold Shaw writes, “After four years of frustration, economic 

shortages, and gloom, the American people were ready to seize on something that would 

give them a lift.  Swing did.”127  Though many critics dismissed the music, as jazz 

aficionado Wilder Hobson who described dismissively in 1939: “The ‘swing’ fad, which 

still continues as this is written, has largely been built on the commercially salable 

mixture of a certain amount of jazz playing” combined with “popular-melody-and-jazz 

orchestrations.”128  As Paul Whiteman’s star faded, bandleader Benny Goodman was 

dubbed “the King of Swing.” Goodman and his band, along with the Dorsey Brothers and 

Glenn Miller, all became household names.  Though not quite as well known during the 

period, the swing craze would also produce Duke Ellington, who wrote symphonic as 

well as dance pieces, and whose suave and sophisticated countenance over the exuberant 

music of his big band seemed to define the new sound.  The bandleaders and vocalists 

relied on solid songwriting and the period greatly benefited from great songs.  In many 

ways, the 1930s  represents the zenith for jazz as commercial music.  As Ted Gioia 

writes, “Never again would popular music be so jazzy, or jazz music so popular.”129  The 

period in which swing thrived as commercial music, American popular songwriting was 

also at the height of its powers: Harold Arlen’s “Stormy Weather,” Cole Porter’s “Night 

and Day,” and Hoagy Carmichael’s “The Nearness of You” were all written during the 

swing era. 
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A variety of technological and economic shifts greatly assisted swing’s rise as 

commercial music.  Radio again played a crucial role in the popularization of swing 

(Western and otherwise).   As James Lincoln Collier wrote, “The big swing bands entered 

into a symbiotic relationship with the radio stations.  For radio, the bands playing in the 

restaurants and dance halls were a golden source of free programming; for the bands, 

radio was an equally golden fountain of free publicity.”130  Radio shows from New York, 

Chicago, and Los Angeles regularly were broadcast into American homes, as listeners not 

only learned the names of bandleaders but soloists in the band.  A few of them became 

stars in their own right, such as drummer Gene Krupa from Glenn Miller’s orchestra, who 

appeared in film, radio, and television into the 1960s.   

In addition to swing’s presence on America’s radios, it also helped bring back 

coin phonographs – renamed “jukeboxes” – based on the same machines that had saved 

the nascent industry in the 1920s.  If swing directly appealed to the youth market, a coin 

in a jukebox was within their means as various businesses rushed to add jukeboxes.  As 

Roland Gelatt noted, “Coin phonographs in one form or another had been around for a 

long time, but like everything else to do with recorded music they had gone into a serious 

decline during the early years of the Depression. They came out of retirement with the 

end of Prohibition and – as juke-boxes – proliferated in bars, drugstores, and diners.”131  

Domestic sales also picked up.  “Sales of records started to recover in the mid-thirties,” 

Gronow and Saunio write.  “The worst of the slump was over.  The increased record sales 

in the United States were partly due to jukeboxes, which after the end of Prohibition 

appeared in every little bar and restaurant.”132
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Roland Gelatt wrote, “Price cuts, jukeboxes, and intensive promotion by three 

highly competitive companies served to swell and quicken the phonograph’s return to 

public favor.”133  The record industry benefited from the popularity of swing in various 

ways, as social and economic changes helped re-establish the record industry as an 

economic power.  Decca benefited most, through its emphasis on smooth vocalists and 

subtle rather than emphasized syncopation.  William Howland Kenney finds an aesthetic 

he links to Jack Kapp – and thus to many of the stars of the swing era – in the smoothed 

out pop tones of the 1930s: Bing Crosby’s vocals; Guy Lombardo’s band; the soothing 

melodies of the Mills Brothers and Boswell Sisters; the refined voice of Ethel Waters;  

and the muted trombone of Tommy Dorsey.134  The softer dance-band sound that Kapp 

had captured at Brunswick in the 1920s had now allowed him to continue his success via 

swing in the 1930s.    

By the late 1930s, the two largest record companies, RCA and Decca battled for 

dominance.  The third company to make up the Big Three, ARC (which now included 

both the Brunswick and Columbia labels) lagged behind.  At ARC, Columbia’s name was 

used largely for dance bands, though the best material and performers were funneled to 

Brunswick as ARC’s premier label.  As Brian Rust writes, “Brunswick was ARC’s 

principal ‘quality’ label, Columbia very much an afterthought.”135  But Edward 

Wallerstein, Kapp’s former associate at Brunswick, had risen through the ranks at RCA 

Victor and had his eyes on new opportunities.  Brian Rust writes that “in 

1938…Wallerstein…suggested to Williams S. Paley, president of the Columbia 

Broadcasting System, that the Columbia label be reactivated, to resume its place of 
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honour in the record market.”136  Paley, who had experienced great success with 

Columbia Broadcasting, was anxious to see the old Columbia phonograph imprint reborn 

and had the money to do it.  Paley purchased the company in 1938, and with Wallerstein 

as general manager, a new and vigorous Columbia record took its place in the American 

record market from September 1939 with Benny Goodman, Kay Kyser, Count Basie, 

Mildred Bailey, Kate Smith, Gene Krupa and Harry James among the popular 

stars….”137  In December 1940, RCA vice president and advertising director Thomas 

Joyce spoke before New York’s Sales Executive Club, noting that RCA considered 

leaving the record business entirely in 1932.  The article detailing Joyce’s comments in 

Advertising Age noted that industry record sales in 1940 reached 75,000,000 discs sold.  

“He predicted that 1941 sales would pass the 100,000,000 mark set in 1921, and added, 

‘We haven’t scratched the surface yet.’”138

 

A Transformed Industry 

 Those record companies that emerged out of the difficult transitions of the late 

1920s and early 1930s found themselves in an industry that had fundamentally changed.  

The industry’s narrowed focus on the biggest sellers (despite some missteps and inflated 

contracts) had generally seen them through.  The merger between RCA and Victor 

Records in 1929 was the beginning of an increased relationship between the radio and 

film industries that would extend further with CBS’s purchase of the Columbia imprint in 

1938.  In the new mediascape, stardom wasn’t as simple as a hit record (though a hit 
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record wouldn’t hurt your chances).  Companies increasingly looked for performers that 

could excel across formats to save the expense of all that scouting and recording.  

For the time being, the record industry had found a new equilibrium, one that 

dictated a new company culture.  A period of great experimentation had passed, with the 

end of field recording and the limiting of vernacular music.  The expansion into hot jazz, 

race records, and hillbilly granted unprecedented access to recording for musicians whose 

music would otherwise be lost forever.  Many of the labels that had innovated in these 

areas were purchased by larger companies or just simply went dormant as their parent 

companies returned to what they knew best.   While the music of the 1930s had a smooth, 

dreamy quality that belied the difficulties of the decade while providing a much-needed 

escape, it also had a power and beauty of its own. Repeating patterns of expansion, 

experimentation, economic decline and consolidation would return again as new genres 

arose and the industry capitalized on them (a similar pattern, with nowhere near as 

dramatic industry shifts, occurred in the years immediately preceding and following the 

emergence of rock’n’roll), but this was the first big transformation of the recording 

industry, in terms of the restructuring of the recording industry and the emergence of  the 

foundational genres of American popular music.  It marked a dramatic industrial and 

technological shift that also changed the company’s means of doing business as well as 

they understood the business itself.  In this way, the record industry grew from a business 

that quickly learned through dramatic bouts of trial and error to an increasingly 

sophisticated and self-aware industry.     
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Chapter Six: The Durability of the Recording Industry 
 and the Flexibility of Genre 

 

Research Contributions 

In this study, I have sought to contribute to the field of media studies through 

bridging media history (which traditionally has ignored the recording industry) and 

cultural industry research (which largely analyzes contemporary trends).  By example, I 

have also sought to encourage attention to the recording industry in media history and 

historical research in popular music studies.  Through focusing on the most important 

emerging genres of the era, I have outlined how several of the key record companies of 

the 1920s and 1930s organized and understood the emerging genres through recording 

and scouting practices, as well as advertising and promotional materials.  Through this, I 

have identified industry patterns that should resonate with familiarity.  While each new 

genre or technology comes with its own specific sets of connotations and complications, 

industry behavior as depicted here should lead readers to invert a familiar saying: 

everything new is old again.  My purpose in engendering such a response is not to 

encourage simple comparisons, but to recognize recurring patterns as they emerged in an 

era of tremendous importance to the U.S. recording industry.  Like all histories, its 

ultimate purpose is to use history to understand the present. 

The specific aim of this analysis is to contribute to an understanding of the U.S. 

recording industry during a crucial interval, when it went through a series of defining 

changes both in terms of genre formation and company ownership.  I have attempted to 
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capture the recording business in its transition from a powerful emerging industry into a 

mature one.  I’ve sought to do that not only by concentrating on the general trends in 

genre and mode of production, but also in paying attention to those at varying levels of 

the recording industry who influenced its products.  I have focused on depicting genres as 

malleable, flexible categories that are constantly shaped and reshaped by industry as well 

as artists and audiences.  My task has been to convey some sense of these genres as they 

transformed in order to suggest their use by record companies amidst constantly changing 

social, cultural, and industrial dynamics.  In this conclusion, I briefly outline some of the 

contributions to the fields of media studies and popular music studies that this study 

makes, as well as this study’s contributions to a larger understanding of the U.S. 

recording industry (and by extrapolation, cultural industries in general).  I also suggest a 

few possibilities for further research that would both enrich recording industry research 

and further its connections with media industry history.  

The case studies that make up the bulk of this project have illustrated the 

transformation of the recording industry from a relatively autonomous group of 

phonograph companies, some of which were immensely powerful while others fought to 

survive.  The industry’s fundamental formation shifted between 1920 and 1935, in what 

amounts to an industrial and organizational coming of age.  While the industry had 

worked with genre in one way or another since its earliest days of selling recordings, its 

expansion and development of the foundational genres of U.S. popular music served to 

expand the depth and reach of its organizing principles and operational strategies.  While 

it had once largely relied on the music in close proximity to the record companies of the 
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industrial Northeast – Tin Pan Alley and vaudeville, songs of the minstrel tradition, and 

music for the urban immigrant – the record industry’s own expansion not only meant 

opening studios in Chicago and touring the South (and later, the West) for talent.  It 

meant first considering new regional styles, learning new audiences, styles, and tastes – 

then learning how to sell that back to that region via records.  This was the unique 

intermediation in which talent scouts were involved.  With this regional knowledge, the 

industry in turn helped develop the most popular examples of this regional music into a 

national passion with the help of radio: recorded music with national appeal, an American 

music. 

The music certainly changed along the way, feeding in to authenticity narratives 

that suggest more was lost than gained as hot jazz yields to symphonic dance bands, 

country blues gives way to a smoother style, and so on.  The recording industry has long 

ago learned how to sell music to consumers in any number of ways.  They can sell us on 

kings or queens of the industry as easily as they can sell us music via stories of the little 

known underdog performer who might just make good.  The industry can appeal to our 

tastes in any number of ways and has learned to focus on one or the other in specific 

historical periods (or both simultaneously, if budget allows) to reach audiences.  These 

cyclical shifts in focus from upstart genre to the tried and true are central to how the 

industry functions as well as how music itself is made, through appropriations of previous 

sources in order to create something different enough to be called new.    

The case studies also focus on the loosely defined but pivotal roles played by 

talent scouts, recording directors, and other cultural intermediaries whose cultural agency 
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defined their own adaptable roles, which were later solidified into more stratified roles 

(recording engineer, A&R man, etc.)  The figures that gambled on new forms of music 

had to negotiate the social and cultural differences between company executives (many of 

whom knew and cared little about the music being recorded), artists who were sometimes 

ill at ease in their new roles as recording stars, and audiences who the scouts had to 

search out, define, and develop as the recording industry moved into uncharted territory.  

With each new regional style and genre category, these middle men learned a bit more 

about what sold and what didn’t, what sounded good on record, and which regions were 

particularly fruitful for both the recording and sale of specific kinds of music.  With time, 

scouts developed an ear for what sold – even if the music didn’t appeal to them 

personally – and helped cultivate the most sought after performers into national stars. 

In what follows, I continue this discussion of research contributions within the context of 

ongoing scholarship and possibilities for further research. 

 

Possibilities for Further Research 

The task of furthering this research does not end with the work itself, but the 

relationship between this study and others.  It is a question of context in deciding what 

disciplinary alliances or paths might be most productive.  In this study, I have benefited 

from a wide variety of media industry histories that have informed it at various key 

points.  In the introduction to this study, I insisted on categorizing recording as media to 

suggest phonography’s place in media studies.  But perhaps even more importantly, 

studying the recording industry will also reveal any number of long associations with 
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other media industries.  While I linked developments in the recording industry with the 

emergence of radio, there remains much work to be done on the topic.  Although changes 

in media history have largely influenced this essay, the focus on the recording industry 

remains largely outside the field.  Christopher Anderson and Michael Curtin’s useful 

overview of changes in broadcasting history, “Writing Cultural History: The Challenge of 

Radio and Television,” outlines many of the changes that came with the cultural turn in 

U.S. media history and the metaphoric function of media.1  While Anderson and Curtin 

ignore phonography in their analysis, they do explicate changes in media scholarship, 

from macro-histories solely focused on economic and institutional machinations to an 

emphasis on reception and active consumption, as well as industry histories that see 

industries as constantly shifting formations rather than static institutions.2  As should be 

abundantly clear by now, this study participates in many of the changes discussed by 

Anderson and Curtain, as it tries to expand the frame of analysis beyond traditional 

considerations of media forms.  My own doctoral education is largely rooted in media 

history.  However, there are few immediate signs from within media history that 

recording industry histories will be understood as part of that scholarship.  

Beyond media history, this study has been designed to intervene in cultural 

industry analysis.  The field of cultural industry studies has been decidedly more 

welcoming to popular music research.  Beginning with the production of culture research 

of Richard Peterson, Paul Hirsch, Tony Ryan, and others, then further developed by a 

“culture of production” focus by Keith Negus, David Hesmondhalgh, Jason Toynbee and 

others, this scholarship has been among the most important in ongoing popular music 
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studies.  In the introduction to a recent anthology by Hesmondhalgh and Negus, the 

authors strike an optimistic tone: “The study of popular music is at an exciting moment in 

its development,” they write, noting the rise of a new generation of popular music 

scholars and a healthy and growing pluralism in subject matter and methodological 

approaches.”3  The field of popular music studies may still be defining the present day 

and recent past, which may make a pre-World War II history of the industry seem like 

jumping the gun.  However, there are signs of more historical work in the field.  In David 

Hesmondhalgh and Keith Negus’s Popular Music Studies, an overview that functions as 

a state of popular music scholarship, the first section is given over to “musical meaning 

and history.”4  

This study also intervenes in a contentious discussion between many 

contemporary popular music critics, divided into two camps: “rockists,” who are rock 

exceptionalists that privilege the music’s potential for political opposition and self 

expression, and “poptimists,” who embrace commercial music along with other forms 

and practice what seems like a radical eclecticism to some scholars who focus on rock 

music over other genres.5  This study has a somewhat complicated relationship to this 

debate, since it focuses on the 1920s and 1930s, while this debate is largely 

contemporary.  My analysis has tried to suggest by its very subject matter that the 

maturation of the recording industry occurred well before the advent of rock ‘n’ roll, by 

which time the industry had participated in changes that challenged and continue to 

challenge its way of doing business (but also ultimately leads to its continuance): its 

participation in shaping emerging genres, its role in defining changes in delivery and 
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shifts in playback technology, and its organization as a cultural industry.  However, I 

have also spent most of my attention on the three genres most crucial to rock ‘n’ roll’s 

emergence, in recognition of the importance of rock’n’roll and related genres in the 

second half of the twentieth century.  The eclecticism of the poptimists is appealing in its 

reticence to privilege certain genres or styles over others, while pointing to a historical 

blind spot for popular music history.  While popularity is famously hard to gauge, and 

influence is perhaps harder, I do I expect to spend more time grappling with those songs 

and performers at the center of 1920s and 1930s commercial music, and their relationship 

to the emerging genres of the period, as popular music studies turns to reappraisals of the 

paradoxically under-researched history of the most commercial music of all eras. 

A fuller accounting of recording industry history would bring a greater wealth of 

knowledge to bear to a whole set of issues important to the current industry.  One 

example: current industry rhetoric surrounding digital file sharing mirrors similar debates 

that surrounded the popularization of the audiocassette (amidst industry warnings that 

“home taping is killing music”).  Recent industry concerns about the overall drop in CD 

sales are reminiscent of recording industry rhetoric amidst sagging sales in the 1920s.  

Similarly, technological formats have caused turmoil as well as increased profits with the 

sales that follow adoption of new technologies.  Industry reactions to – and cultivations 

of – moral panics about contemporary genres (from punk rock to hip hop) might be 

informed by previous controversies, such as the emergence of hot jazz, the macabre side 

of the hillbilly ballad, or the sexual frankness of the race record.  A few of the more 

noteworthy technological debates (which is by no means exhaustive) include: Cylinder 
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vs. disc, lateral vs. vertical playback, acoustic vs. electrical recording, 331/3 rpm vs. 45 

rpm, reel-to-reel vs. cassette vs. 8-track tape, digital audio tape (DAT) vs. compact disc 

technology, and so on.  Of course, the relevance of these debates is not limited to the 

recording industry but media industries in general.  The more information we have about 

differing media industry formations, the better chance we have at understanding changes 

as they occur. 

 Beyond this study, there are many ways of extending research in this in recording 

industry studies, media history, cultural industry research, and popular music studies.  

Significant gaps remain in recording industry history research, despite the fact that 

scholarship in this area continues to increase.  The little known earliest period of the 

recording industry, as the phonograph went from business instrument to entertainment 

device, remains ripe for scholarship.  In Dave Laing’s 1991 article, “A Voice Without a 

Face: Popular Music and the Phonograph in the 1890s,” he wrote: “A substantial return to 

the last part of the nineteenth century when the outlines of today’s record industry took 

shape is overdue.”6  While Laing’s call to action generally has not been heeded, there 

have been several hopeful signs and substantive studies.  Jonathan Sterne’s The Audible 

Past: Cultural Origins of Sound Reproduction offers both an early history of sound 

reproduction technologies (including the telephone) as well as a prehistory that 

interrogates eighteenth and nineteenth century understandings of sounds as reflected in 

theory and materialized through invention.  Patrick Feaster’s recently completed 

dissertation manuscript, The Following Record: Making Sense of Phonographic 

Performance to 1908 employs both a textualist approach gleaned from his disciplines of 
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Folklore and Ethnomusicology and an important contextual framework that uses the 

history of the early industry organization and technology to further his argument.  Like 

my analysis, Feaster suggests that recording industry studies can benefit from adapting 

approaches already used in the study of film: “My basic goal,” he writes, “has been to 

show that the emergence of phonography can be just as rewarding a subject for study as 

the emergence of cinema.”7  However he adds a formalist/textualist component, arguing 

that “it is only through the use of close, informed listening to early phonograms that we 

can fully understand what people were trying to accomplish through the new medium and 

how.”8  In various conversations with those scholars working on sound, recordings, and 

the recording industry, such positive comparisons of recording and film come up 

regularly.  

A forthcoming article for the Journal of Popular Music Studies I wrote that grew 

out of my dissertation research, “Furniture Music: The Phonograph as Furniture, 1900-

1930,” also suggests another path this research might take, through its tracing the 

adoption of phonographs into domestic space – a relationship that encourages a deeper 

understanding of a variety of social relationships revealed through domestic use of 

phonograph technology.9  The material and spatial dynamics of the record industry 

history largely remain untapped, though I have I tried to suggest the industry’s early 

geographic concentrations and its initial moves west to Chicago and the elsewhere in the 

Midwest.  Similarly, the relationship between certain modes of listening, certain kinds of 

playback technologies, and various uses of social and cultural space may contribute to a 

deeper understanding of the recording industry and its products.  
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 I hope that this study’s interdisciplinary connection with several fields of 

scholarship will deepen as work on the document continues to progress.  While true 

interdisciplinary scholarship is always more difficult than it first appears due to clashing 

paradigms and varying methodology, it most always seems worth the effort because the 

space between disciplines that so intrigued the cultural studies scholars of the 1970s 

remain rich areas for continued research.  While this study has accordingly connected 

with a number of academic fields, its purpose was to rethink the recording industry by 

starting during a relatively under-explored if important period in its history.  In the next 

section, I will discuss some ways in which this study has extended research through 

examining the maturation of the recording industry during the 1920s and 1930s, not only 

from a macro-level, but one that recognized the importance of the fluid and varied role of 

company employees who acted as talent scouts, recording engineers, promoters and 

advertisers (in the smaller companies, sometimes all at once).  In that sense, it points to a 

different kind of history of the recording industry, one that sees it not only as a 

determinant of culture but also as a participant in it, both in the larger societal sense as 

well as in the specific dynamics of the recording industry. 

 

Rethinking the Recording Industry 
 

This study has characterized the recording industry not as a fixed institution but as 

a shifting industrial formation that must be malleable to survive.  I will revisit one of two 

epigraphs that began this study, from Keith Negus’s essay, “The Recording Industry and 

the Social Mediation of Cultural Production,” in which he writes: 
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     Most of the recordings issued throughout the twentieth century 
were never simply marketed to or purchased by a huge 
undifferentiated ‘mass’ audience.  Instead, the industry has, since 
its formation, sold music to the fans of particular styles, through a 
variety of changing labels….  In addition the recording industry 
has employed various legal and illegal, small-scale and team-
based, marketing and promotional activities as a way of 
approaching consumers – practices which might well be labeled as 
‘flexible.’10   
 
That flexibility can be seen over the history of the recording industry as it has 

expanded and contracted, innovated and rested on its laurels.  Over the twentieth century, 

the industry’s flexible adjustment to various social, economic, and cultural changes 

begins to suggest a cyclical relationship in which the industry has regained its 

equilibrium time and time again.  This study suggests a certain cycle that occurs in the 

recording industry as companies emerge, combine and cease to exist.  It also suggests a 

certain pattern in genre shifts over time, to include and exclude certain aesthetic 

approaches, social attitudes, and commercial arrangements in both in initial 

configurations and as those configurations change with time.  In Phillip Ennis’ The 

Seventh Stream, his description of rock’n’roll’s emergence, he provides a description of 

how these configurations change over time.  For Ennis, rock’n’roll – and I would argue 

all genres – “illuminates deeper social issues not generally addressed,” including “the 

nature of social and artistic boundaries, their creation and maintenance, their violation 

and repair.”11  The potent power of an inert recording in transmitting music, and with it a 

whole slew of social and cultural attitudes.  For Ennis, the deeper issue at play during the 

1920s, namely “control over the nation’s musical culture.”12  It’s clear that while many of 

those most involved had little interest in such a battle beyond their own financial success, 
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it is nonetheless clear that the social and cultural ramifications of the new genres did 

imply a larger understanding of American popular music, and by extension, American 

society in general. 

This dissertation furthers our understanding of the contemporary recording 

industry and the way genre continues to function through encouraging the realization that 

the industry has understood (however imperfectly) the ways in which genre helps us 

organize our favorite music or make us miss the potential of music we will never hear.  

The early incarnations of jazz, blues, and country genres all continue to resonate in one 

way or another.  Some “alt country” musicians of the present day embrace and critique 

(to varying degrees) some of the same stereotypes that were circulating in the first years 

of hillbilly’s rise to national popularity.  Our notion of the blues, on the other hand, is not 

based in the vaudeville blues that was first identified with the music but with the country 

blues that was popularized in the mid-1920s and rediscovered by record collectors and 

rock musicians in the 1950s and 1960s.  Both hillbilly and race tropes were activated 

again for comedic effect in the Coen Brothers’ Homeric O Brother Where Art Thou? 

(2000) to popular acclaim.13

This study has argued that a primary means by which record companies reached 

consumers was through the use of genre – not only as aesthetic categories, but tied to an 

entire sets of socio-cultural formations that were initially meant to appeal to niche 

regional, racial, and ethnic niches and developed into national categories.  Walk into any 

store that sells recorded music and they will most likely employ an organizing strategy 

based on genre.14  The industry has used genre to sell music for so long that it has new 
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splinter categories for us to consider on a regular basis.  While it is important to 

remember the roles of both musicians and audiences in these new formations, the speed 

and agility through which the industry packages genre has increased greatly.     

Genres emerging from the intensely fragmented electronic dance music 

community multiply while the industry has attempted to sell the music to consumers 

(with varying degrees of success) as “electronica,” while fans attempt to keep their music 

and their subculture one step ahead by creating new subgenre monikers and styles.15  

While sub-genres have continued to proliferate as audiences have fragmented (or 

perhaps, more accurately, companies have targeted smaller and smaller social groups), 

the industry has gotten increasingly sophisticated in their pitches – representing a marked 

change from the 1920s and 1930s, when both record industry and the nascent advertising 

business.  This represents another change in the recording industry since the period 

analyzed here: the increased awareness (and for some, consumer wariness) of industry 

attempts to target and develop audiences.  We all have stories of those moments in which 

we have felt “hailed” in the Althusserian sense, usually associated with one of the first 

times one was consciously targeted.  With the proliferation of businesses meant to define 

and develop audiences as consumers, it is likely a much more common experience in the 

present day than it would have been during the second and third decades of the twentieth 

century.   

Despite increased targeting of consumers by the recording industry, we should be 

careful not to assign too much agency to an industry that is based on the imperfect art of 

reaching (and selling) listeners.  “Most of the time,” Negus writes, “the music industry 
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clearly does not operate as it should, or it is supposed to,” adding that in looking for hits, 

it necessarily creates a lot of “’ failures’ and disorder.”16  In that sense, the constant 

information-gathering and trial-and-error mode of operation common to talent scouts of 

the 1920s and 1930s remains crucial to a business based on what the industry might 

consider “waste,” or in Negus’s terms, “failure.” 

The relationship between the industry and genre is so complicated because they 

both constitute moving targets, constantly changing and adapting.  Depending on how 

broadly or narrowly a given genre is defined, a category can suggest a fleeting cycle in 

popular music or it can signify an entire swath of musical production over time, despite 

significant differences in that music.  Strictly speaking, the genres we now identify as 

jazz, blues, and country, in their emergent forms, lasted only a few years before 

inexorably shifting into new and different styles (jazz to swing, vaudeville to country to 

urban blues, old-time to hillbilly).  While the names tend to linger, the music is constantly 

changing, no matter how it is organized. 

During the 1920s and 1930s, the music described here was largely understood as 

novelty.  Releases were rushed out to capitalize on supposed fads assumed to be short-

lived.  As Simon Frith suggests in his essay “The Industrialization of Music,” the 

recording industry continued to think that the real prestige (if not the real money) was in 

classical music.  Referencing the phonograph industry’s market pitch to consumers in the 

1900s and 1910s, Frith writes: “There was a widely held assumption in the industry that 

while pop records were a useful novelty in the initial publicizing of phonographs, in the 

long run the industry’s returns would depend on people wanting to build up permanent 
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libraries of ‘serious’ music.”17  Why?  Like a collector building a library of the best of 

literature, record buyers would naturally want to buy the best music for their home for its 

educative function as well as pleasure.  Perhaps more importantly, it associated the 

phonograph with the respectability of art music.  And while Frith rightly argues that each 

new technology continues to benefit classical music (like the LP, the CD was developed 

in part to accommodate longer musical compositions), popular music had to be 

recognized as a central moneymaker for the industry as it became a mature industry. 

While smaller labels had focused on niches to survive, the new configuration of 

record companies suggested a necessary pluralism in signing talent and recording music.  

Major labels had long been able to afford such product diversity, with the smaller labels 

attempting to replicate it but ended up focusing on underserved niches that paid off.  

Unlike the smaller labels of the 1920s that specialized in one or two genres while 

continuing experiments in other areas when finances allowed, RCA-Victor necessarily 

included (and could afford to include) diverse performers such as Jimmie Rodgers and 

Paul Whiteman appearing in the same advertisement as part of the Victor records lineup.  

The new labels did many things for many people.  As I pointed out in the last chapter, 

this was also a byproduct of parent company interests in radio and film, which led to an 

even more aggressive and speculative approach to promotion across media.  Cross-

promotion remains an important part of media industries.  A recent notable example 

involves American Idol, an immensely popular televised singing competition that has 

garnered several “breakout” singers, some of whom have had success with recordings on 

the Billboard charts.   
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While the results of cross-promotion in the early 1930s were decidedly mixed – 

musical releases by Hollywood stars didn’t always ignite listeners with interest – 

something fundamental had shifted in the organization of the U.S. recording industry.  In 

comparing the U.S. record industry to the British industry of the 1930s and its 

relationship to radio and film, Frith wrote, “The meaning of a ‘record company’ was 

more complicated: the [U.S.] music business was now part of film and radio corporations 

of a sort that did not yet exist in Britain (where radio was a state monopoly and the film 

industry feeble.).”18  Frith carefully uses the phrase “music business” here to suggest the 

inclusion of not only the recording industry but also the publishing industry, which has 

been hugely important to popular music history.  For this project, I sacrificed the 

inclusion of publishing history to focus on changes at record companies, but a broader 

project should necessarily include music-publishing companies as well.  This is 

particularly important because during the same period in which record companies began 

to be purchased by film and radio interests, Hollywood began purchasing publishing 

houses – thus cementing a further connectedness that has not satisfactorily been outlined.  

One significant way to expand this study would be to focus further on the relationship 

between the recording industry, the music publishing and licensing industry, and perhaps 

even the relationship between the phonograph business and musical instrument 

manufacturing (the phonograph itself was sometimes referred to as a musical instrument 

in early advertising). 

Another approach – perhaps the one most in line with developments in sound 

studies – would include a comparative history of how changes in sound recording 
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technology (most of them traceable back to Western Electric) affected the record, radio, 

and film industries during the 1920s and 1930s.  Taking Michele Hilmes’ comparative 

history of cinema and broadcasting as a starting point, such a study might focus on 

recording and radio.  A comparative history of recording and radio might outline how the 

two industries worked with and against one another through much of the 1920s.  For 

instance, radio’s early reliance on potted palm music of the light opera and classical 

variety, kept music listeners in need of the recording industry.  However, the thrill of 

radio technology was enough to win over at least some of the populace, while record 

companies initially disallowed their “best” performers (usually meaning classical 

vocalists and soloists) and then attempted to use radio to publicize their latest releases.  

By the 1930s, the record and radio industries increasingly became one and the same 

through long-term conglomerates (RCA-Victor) and short-lived ones (Columbia-

Grigsby-Grunow) as the cross ownership encouraged even more sophisticated and 

ambitious attempts at cross promotion.  A similarly comparative approach might usefully 

be employed with the recording and film industries.  Although space and scope did not 

allow, I found a variety of connections between the film and radio industries that can be 

traced back to the earliest days of both industries.  Movie theater slides advertising the 

latest recordings, the practice of having a song written and released around a given film, 

movie studios purchasing record labels as well publishing houses, and the cross 

promotion of film stars on record (including the early “Talk-O-Photo” records that 

allowed silent stars to “talk to their fans” via phonograph records) as well as recording 

stars appearing in film all suggest a substantive relationship. 
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The history of the recording industry could also be told via a history of the record 

store.  Rob Sloane’s dissertation on the demise of a contemporary record store, 

Accounting and Taste: Economics and Culture in an Independent Record Store, locates 

record company attempts at influencing buyer behavior in a Champaign, Illinois record 

store.  Sloane employs research on cultural intermediaries to discuss the role of store 

owners and retail clerks in judging consumer tastes and industry priorities within a given 

retail space.19  While we have taken for granted the record store’s function in the 

circulation of popular music as well as its importance as a site for education and 

interaction among music enthusiasts, that may be changing during a moment when its 

future is being called into question.  During the period of my study, stand-alone record 

stores did not yet exist.  As outlined in this dissertation, records were regularly sold in a 

variety of point-of-purchase locales: furniture shops, music instrument and sheet music 

stores, pharmacies, groceries, as well as department and chain stores.  A history of the 

record store’s emergence and its importance as a cultural space for “tastemaking” has yet 

to be written – and such a history might logically grow out of this research. 

Other possible extensions of this industry might include an analysis of two key 

moments in recording industry history, one centered on the industry’s very beginnings 

and the other centered in a much known but largely un-theorized period in American 

popular music in which very little industry research has been done.  The first history 

would begin with the transition of the phonograph from business instrument to 

entertainment device, between the 1890s and1920s (a history that would encompass the 

transition from business instrument to entertainment device, as well as the emergence of 
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companies selling phonograph recordings).  A detailed history of the earliest period of 

recording would allow for an analysis at the most elemental phase through an 

investigation of the definitional differences in media for “serious” purposes (to replace 

stenographers in offices) and media for “enjoyment” and “entertainment” (recorded 

music on cylinders). 

The second history would revisit the early years of rock’n’roll, but instead of 

focusing on biographies of key players or its aesthetic forerunners or its racial politics or 

its connection with youth culture, it would coalesce these aspects of the social impact of 

rock’n’roll – but connected to those labels involved early on (Sun, Dot, Chess) and major 

labels (RCA-Victor, Atlantic).  The recording industry history of the 1950s has strong 

similarities with the relationship between upstart labels and larger record companies of 

the 1920s and 1930s.  This suggests an ongoing, cyclical relationship, a symbiotic 

relationship between the minor labels (which coalesce around niche markets) and major 

companies (which cherry picks these artists for a larger audience).  One has needed the 

other at key points in recording industry history.  

Finally, a discussion of contemporary changes in the recording industry in light of 

new digital media forms, new delivery mechanisms and dynamics, and shifts in buying 

and listening habits might logically follow.  Such a project would mean a dramatic 

historical leap forward in time, however many of the industry practices and conflicts from 

this era and others are still present, though the details have changed.  Current issues 

facing the recording industry – shifts in technological format and playback, a significant 

sales slump, the fragmentation of the market into new genres – should be very familiar to 
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historians of the recording industry.  While it is always crucial to focus on specific 

differences between historical contexts, the familiarities suggest a repeating cycle 

through which the industry regularly passes. 

 

The Record Industry and Constant Change 

Anyone familiar with the recording industry can recite the tradition of apocalyptic 

forecasts in relation to the popular music industry as well as other media pipelines.  When 

viewed in light of other media industries, the music industry has had a particularly 

contentious and complicated relationship with new technologies.  Unlike film or 

television, which had decades-long lulls between substantive format debates, the music 

industry has faced tough choices with great regularity.  These choices have become 

increasingly frequent in recent years and along the way, companies have learned how sell 

and resell their back catalogs in a variety of ways.  Every holiday season brings a new 

batch of repackaged hits.  If industry reports are to be believed, and I think there must be 

a large amount of truth to the dismal reports of late, then the industry must rise to the 

occasion as it has repeatedly done in the past. As many scholars have pointed out, the 

battles will be fought where they historically have been fought – in the realm of patent 

and copyright law.  These battles – and the patterns they take – should be familiar to the 

recording industry by now.  With the specter of file sharing and new playback and 

storage platforms (iPods and iTunes, to name two) once again threatening to give 

consumers the music they want for little (or nothing), the industry again seemingly faces 

forecasts predicting its demise – as it was with the rise of radio, and again with the rise of 
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home recordings via audio cassettes, and so on.  The recording industry will once again 

find a means to make money, as it has done so many times before, in the face of changing 

technologies and public tastes.  Let me just say that as consumers and producers of 

music, it is within our ability to make sure we have a voice in the decisions that are being 

made.  

 This study has left me with a sense of the recording industry’s endless 

inventiveness – its adaptability and willingness to incorporate innovations from its 

margins (and occasionally, from dead center).  While its machinations are regularly 

maddening and often brutal, I am thankful for what it offers.  I am also struck by its 

continued deployment of genre as a central organizing strategy for much of what it sells 

us, much of what it tells us about the music.  Genres bend and occasionally break as the 

circuit of culture through which recordings circulate are redefined.  The industry’s ability 

to create a strong association between music and a variety of social and cultural 

benchmarks via genre categories keeps in circulation a complicated series of social and 

cultural beliefs, which inevitably shape, misshape, amplify, and muffle our social and 

personal connections to the music that surrounds us. 
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Chapter Six Notes 
                                                 
1 Christopher Anderson and Michael Curtin, “Writing Cultural History: The Challenge of 
Radio and Television,” in Media History: Theories, Methods, Analysis.  Niels Brügger & 
Soren Kolstrup, eds. (Aarhus, DK: Aarhus University Press, 2002): 17. 
2 Ibid., 20. 
3 David Hesmondhalgh & Keith Negus, “Popular Music Studies: Meaning, Power and 
Value,” in Popular Music Studies, David Hesmondhalgh & Keith Negus, eds. (London: 
Arnold, 2002): 1. 
4 David Hesmondhalgh and Keith Negus, eds.  Popular Music Studies. (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2002). Not everyone is so optimistic about the field’s potential; 
a few of its early proponents within academe have publicly left it for good.  The most 
public statement in this regard is Lawrence Grossberg’s “Same as It Ever Was? Rock 
Culture Same as It Ever Was! Rock Theory,” in which the author voiced his 
disappointment in popular music studies’ emergence as a field and its inability to develop 
its own unique set of analytical theories and tools.  While Grossberg’s critique has some 
validity in his diagnosis of the relatively uneven quality of popular music scholarship, 
interdisciplinary borrowing of theories and methods have long powered important 
innovations in scholarship – including cultural studies, as evident in that anti-disciplinary 
movement’s embrace of sociology after its emergence from British literary study.  The 
more serious accusation for many came in Grossberg’s disappointment with popular 
music culture in general.  Many pop music theorists understood Grossberg’s critique as a 
generational polemic.   
5 This oversimplifies the debate, which is increasingly nuanced and interesting.  It also 
points to a surprising return of robustness to popular music criticism, which as a field still 
has the power to influence academic research.  For an example of “poptimist” discourse, 
see Kelefa Sanneh’s “The Rap Against Rockism” (New York Times, October 31, 2004) 
and Jody Rosen’s “The Perils of Poptimism” (Slate, May 9, 2006, 
http://www.slate.com/id/2141418/). 
6 Dave Laing, “A Voice Without a Face: Popular Music and the Phonograph in the 
1890s,” Popular Music. (1991) 10/1: 1. 
7 Patrick Feaster, www.phonozoic.net.  Accessed July 23, 2006. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Another unpublished manuscript of mine concerns the 1890 Phonograph Convention in 
Chicago, the minutes from which outline some of the earliest public debates on the future 
of phonography. 
10 Negus, “Music Divisions: The Recording Industry and the Social Mediation of Cultural 
Production,” in Media Organisations in Society.  James Curran, ed. (London: Arnold, 
2000): 243. 
11 Philip H. Ennis, The Seventh Stream: The Emergence of Rock’n’Roll in American 
Popular Music.  (Hanover, NH: Wesleyan University Press, 1992): 2.  
12 Ibid., 4. 
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13 During the writing of this dissertation, my explanation of the project was often 
followed by responses referencing this movie, which further underlined the power of both 
the music and the contradictory cultural depictions and values attached to it. 
14 I know of one store that is a notable exception, through there are probably others: 
Waterloo Records in Austin, Texas organizes much of its stock in alphabetical order by 
performers’ names – without genre distinction. 
15 Simon Reynolds, Generation Ecstasy: Into the World of Techno and Rave Culture. 
(Boston: Little, Brown, 1998). 
16 Keith Negus, Music Genres and Corporate Cultures. (New York: Routledge, 1999): 8. 
17 Frith, “The Industrialization of Music,” Music for Pleasure. (New York: Routledge, 
1988): 16. 
18 Ibid., 17. 
19 The record store in which Sloane based his study was Champaign, Illinois’s now 
defunct Record Service, a store that began as a student-run record ordering service at the 
University of Illinois’s student union. 
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